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INTERMITTENT DETECTION DURING ANALYTICAL REACTIONS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is a continuation application of U.S. Patent Application No,

14/708,603, filed May 11, 2015, which is a continuation application of U.S. Patent Application No.

14/091,961, filed November 27, 2013, now U.S. Patent No. 9,057,102, which is a continuation

application of U.S. Patent Application No, 12/982,029, filed December 30, 2010, now LS. Patent

No.8,628,940, which (1) claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/099,696,filed

September 24, 2008; (2) claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/139,402,filed

December 19, 2008: and (3) is a continuation-in-part application of U.S. Patent Application No.

12/413,226, filed March 27, 2009, now US. Patent No. 8,143,030, the full disclosures ofall of

which are incorporated herein by reference in their entireties for all purposes.

(0002) This applicationis also related te U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/072,160, filed

March 28, 2008, U.S. Patent Application No. 12/383,855, filed March 27, 2009, now U.S. Patent

No. 8,236,499, and US. Patent Application No. 12/413,258, filed March 27, 2009, now US. Patent

No. 8,153,375, all of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entireties for all purposes.

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH

[0003] Not Applicable.

BACKGROUND OF THEINVENTION

[0004] The use of optically detectable labeling groups, and particularly those groups having

high quantum yields, e.g., fluorescent or chemiluminescent groups, is ubiquitous throughout the

fields ofanalytical chemistry, biochemistry, and biology. In particular, by providing a highly visible

signal associated with a given reaction, one can better monitor that reaction as well as any potential

effectors of that reaction. Such analyses are the basic tools of life science research in genomics,

diagnostics, pharmaceutical research, and related fields.

[0005] Such analyses have generally been performed under conditions where the amounts of

reactants are present far in excess of what is required for the reaction in question. The result of this

excess is to provide ample detectability, as well as to compensate for any damage caused by the

detection system and allow for signal detection with minimal impact on the reactants. For example,

analyses based on fluorescent labeling groups generally require the use of an excitation radiation

l
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source directed at the reaction mixture to excite the fluorescent labeling group, which 1s then

separately detectable. However, one drawbackto the use of optically detectable labeling groupsis

that prolonged exposure of chemical and biochemical reactants to such light sources, alone, or when

in the presence of other components, e.g., the fluorescent groups, can damage such reactants. The

traditional solution to this drawback is to have the reactants present so far in excess that the number

of undamaged reactant molecules far outnumbers the damaged reactant molecules, thus minimizing

or negating the effects of the photo-induced damage.

(0006) A variety of analytical techniques currently being explored deviate from the

traditional techniques. In particular, many reactions are based on increasingly smaller amounts of

reagents, e.g, in microfluidic or nanofluidic reaction vessels or channels, or in “single molecule”

analyses. Such lowreactant volumesare increasingly important in many high throughput

applications, such as microarrays. The use of smaller reactant volumes offers challenges to the use

ofoptical detection systems. When smaller reactant volumes are used, damageto reactants, such as

from exposure to light sources for fluorescent detection, can become problematic and have a

dramatic impact on the operation of a given analysis. In other cases, other reaction conditions may

impact the processivity, rate, fidelity, or duration of the reaction, including salt or buffer conditions,

pH,temperature, or even immobilization of reaction components within observable reaction

regions. In many cases, the effects of these different reaction or environmental conditions can

degrade the performance of the system over time, This can be particularly detrimental, for example,

in real-time analysis of reactions that include fluorescent reagents that can expose multiple different

reactions components to optical energy. In addition, smaller reactant volumes can lead to limitations

in the amount of signal generated upon application of optical energy.

[0007] Further, in the case of sequencing-by-synthesis applications, an additional challenge

has been to develop waysto effectively sequence noncontiguous portions of a template nucleic acid

on a single molecule. This challenge is exacerbated in template nucleic acids that contain highly

repetitive sequence and/or are hundreds or thousands of nucleotides in length, such as certain

genomic DNA fragments. The difficulty in generating such noncontiguous reads from a single

template has hampered efforts to construct consensus sequences for long templates, for example, in

genome sequencing projects.

[00038] As such, methods and systemsthat result in enhanced reaction performance, such as

an increase in processivity, rate, fidelity, or duration of a reaction of interest, would provide useful

improvements to the methods and compositions currently available. For example, methods, devices,

Oxford, Exh. 1013, p. 7
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and systems that increase reaction performance by, e.g., mitigating to some extent photo-induced

damagein a reaction ofinterest and/or increasing various other performance metrics for the reaction

would be particularly useful.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] In a general sense, the methods provided herein implement intermittent detection of

analytical reactions as a meansto collect reliable data from times during the reaction that are less or

not able to be analyzed if detection is constant throughout the reaction. In particular, certain

detection methods can cause damage to reaction components, and such intermittent detection allows

the damage to be avoided or at least delayed, thereby facilitating detection of the reaction at later

stages. For example, if a detection method causes a reduction in processivity of a polymerase

enzyme, then intermittent detection would allow data collection at noncontiguous regions of a

template nucleic acid that extend farther from the initial binding site of the polymerase on the

template than would be achievable under constant detection. Further, some detection methods have

limits on how much data or for how long a time data maybe generated in a single reaction, and

intermittent detection of such a reaction can allow this data to be collected from various stages of a

reaction, thereby increasing the flexibility of the investigator to spread out the data collection over

multiple stages of a reaction. In certain aspects, the present invention is particularly suitable to

characterization of analytical reactionsin real time, that is, during the course of the reaction. In

certain aspects, the present invention is particularly suitable to characterization of single molecules

or molecular complexes monitored in analytical reactions, for example, single enzymes,

nucleotides, polynucleotides, and complexes thereof.

[0010] In certain aspects, the present invention is directed to methads, devices, and systems

for obtaining sequence data from discontiguous portions of single nucleic acid templates. The

methods generally comprise providing a monitorable sequencing reaction comprising a polymerase,

template, and primer sequence, as well as the various types of nucleotides or nucleotide analogs that

are to be incorporated by the polymerase enzymein the template-directed primer extension reaction.

Typically, at least one or more or all of the nucleotides or nucleotide analogs are embodied with a

detectable property that permits their identification upon or following incorporation. In the context

of the present invention, the sequence data for a first portion of a template nucleic acid 1s acquired

during a first stage of the reaction undera first set of reaction conditions that includes at least one

Oxford, Exh. 1013, p. 8
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reaction condition that results in degraded performance of the reaction, but that may contribute to

the detectability of the nucleotides being incorporated. During a second stage of the reaction, the

degradative influenceis eliminated or reduced, which may result in an inability or a reduced ability

to obtain sequence data from a second portion of the template nucleic acid, but where the second

portion of the template nucleic acid is contiguous with the first portion. Subsequently, the reaction

condition resulting in degraded performanceis reinstated and sequence data is obtained for a third

portion of the template nucleic acid during a third stage of the reaction, but where the third portion

ofthe sequence 1s not contiguous with the first portion of the sequence, but is contiguous with the

second portion. The elimination or reduction ofthe degradative influence during the second stage of

the reaction may be accomplished by changing or shortening one or more reaction conditions

underlying degradative reaction performance, e.g., by changing one or mote reaction conditions

(e.g., temperature, pH, exposure to radiation, physical manipulation, etc.), and in particular may

involve altering a reaction condition related to detection of one or more aspects or products of the

reaction. However, in preferred embodiments, nucleotides or nucleotide analogs having the

detectable property are present in the reaction mixture during all stages ofthe reaction, including

stages in which the degradative influence is eliminated or reduced; as such, the reaction condition

changed in stage two of such an embodiment would not comprise removal or dilution of such

detectable nucleotides or nucleotide analogs.

[0011] Tn certain aspects, the present invention is generally directed to methods, devices,

and systems for enhancing the performance of illuminated reactions. The term “illuminated

reactions”as used herein refers to reactions which are exposed to an optical energy source. In

certain preferred embodiments, illuminated reactions comprise one or more fluorescent or

fluorogenic reactants. Typically, such illumination is provided in order to observe the generation

and/or consumption of reactants or products that possess a particular optical characteristic indicative

of their presence, such as a shift in the absorbance spectrum and/or emission spectrum ofthe

reaction mixture or its components. In some aspects, enhancing the performance of an illuminated

reaction means increasing the processivity, rate, fidelity, and/or duration of the reaction. For

example, enhancing the performance ofan illuminated reaction can involve reducing or limiting the

effects of photo-induced damage during the reaction. The term “photo-induced damage”refers

generally to any direct or indirect impact of illumination on one or more reagents in a reaction

resulting in a negative impact uponthat reaction.

Oxford, Exh. 1013, p. 9
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[0012] In certain aspects, metheds of the invention useful for characterizing an analytical

reaction comprise preparing a reaction mixture and initiating the analytical reaction therein,

subjecting the reaction mixture to at least one detection period and at least one non-detection period

during the course of the analytical reaction, collecting data during both the detection period(s) and

the non-detection period{s), and combining the collected data to characterize the analytical reaction.

In certain embodiments, the analytical reaction comprises an enzymethat exhibits an improvement

in performance as compared to its performance in the analytical reaction under constant

illumination, and such improvement maybe related to various aspects of enzymeactivity, e.g.,

processivity, fidelity, rate, duration of the analytical reaction, and the like. In certain embodiments,

stop or pause points are used to control the activity of the enzyme, and such stop or pause points

may comprise elements such as large photolabile groups, strand-binding moieties, non-native bases,

and others well known in the art. In certain preferred embodiments, the one or more detection

periods areuminated periods and the one or mere non-detection periods are non-illuminated

periods. In certain preferred embodiments,a plurality of analytical reactions disposed on a solid

support are characterized, preferably in a coordinated fashion as described elsewhere herein.

[0013] In certain preferred embodiments, the analytical reaction is a sequencing reaction

that generates sequence reads from a single nucleic acid template during the detection period(s} but

not during the non-detection period(s}. For example, the analytical reaction can compriseat least

two or more detection periods and can generate a plurality of noncontiguous reads from the single

nucleic acid template. In some embodiments, the single nucleic acid template is at least 100 bases in

length and/or comprises multiple repeat sequences. In certain embodiments, the sequencing reaction

comprises passage ofthe single nucleic acid template through a nanopore, and in other

embodiments the sequencing reaction comprises primer extension by a polymerase enzyme.

[0014] The analytical may optionally be a processive reaction monitored in real time, i.e.,

during the course of the processive reaction. In preferred embodiments, such a processive reaction

is carried out by a processive enzymethat can repetitively execute its catalytic function, thereby

completing multiple sequential steps of the reaction. For example, a processive polymerization

reaction can comprise a polymerase enzyme repetitively incorporating multiple nucleotides or

nucleotide analogs, as long as such are available to the polymerase within the reaction mixture, ¢.g.,

without stalling on the template nucleic acid. Such a processive polymerization reaction can be

prevented by incorporation of nucleotides or nucleotide analogs that contain groups that block

additional incorporation events, e.g., cerlain labeling groups or other chemical modifications.
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[0015] In certain preferred embodiments, the analytical reaction comprisesat least one

component comprising a detectable label, ¢.g., a fluorescently labeled nucleotide. In certain

embodiments, the labeled componentis present throughout the course of the analytical reaction,i.e.,

during both the detection and the non-detection periods. The method mayfurther comprise an

optical system to collect the data during the detection period, but optionally not to collect the data

during the non-detection period.

[0016] In certain aspects, methods of the invention comprise providing a substrate having a

reaction mixture disposed thereon and illuminating the reaction mixture on the substrate with an

excitation illumination for multiple, noncontiguous periods during the course of the reaction,

thereby subjecting the reaction mixture to intermittent excitation illumination. In some

embodiments, the reaction mixture comprises first reactant and a second reactant, wherein an

amount of phote-induced damageto the first reactant occurs as a result of interaction between the

first reactant and the second reactant under excitation illumination. In certain embediments, the

method further comprises monitoring a reaction between the first and second reactants during

illumination and collecting the data generated therefrom. In some embodiments, the reaction is a

primer extension reaction and/or the first reactant 1s a polymerase enzyme. In certain embodiments,

the second reactant is a fluorogenic or fluorescent molecule.

(0017) In yet another aspect, the methods are useful for mitigating photo-induced damage in

an illuminated reaction by subjecting the illuminated reaction to intermittent illumination rather

than constant illumination. For example, certain methods of the invention monitor a reaction

mixture comprising at least one enzymeand a fluorescent or flucrogenic substrate for the enzyme,

wherein interaction of the enzyme and the substrate under excitation illumination can result in

altered activity of the enzyme, e.g if such excitation illumination is present over an extended period

of time. Such methods can comprise directing intermittent excitation illumination at a first

observation region for a first period that is less than a photo-induced damagethreshold period under

the intermittent illumination conditions, but that is greater than a photo-induced damage threshold

period under constant illumination conditions. As such, certain aspects of the invention lengthen a

photo-induced damage threshold peried for an analytical reaction through intermittent inactivation

of the excitation illumination source since the photo-induced damage threshold period under

intermittentillumination is longer than the photo-induced damage threshold period under constant

illumination.
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[0018] In a related aspect, the invention also provides methods of performing an enzyme

reaction, comprising providing an enzyme within a first observation region, contacting the enzyme

with a fluorescent or fluorogenic substrate for the enzyme, and directing an excitation radiation at

and detecting signals from the first observation region for a period that is less than a photo-induced

damage threshold period under intermittent illumination conditions, but that is greater than a photo-

induced damage threshold period under constant illumination conditions.

[0019] In further aspects, the invention provides methods of monitoring a primer extension

reaction, comprising providing a polymerase enzyme within a first observation region, contacting

the polymerase with at least a first fluorescent or fluorogenic nucleotide analog, and monitoring a

fluorescent signal emitted from the first observation region in responseto illumination with

excitation radiation for a petiod that is Jess than a photo-induced damage threshold period under

intermittent illumination conditions, but that is greater than a photo-induced damage threshold

petiod under constantiJlumination conditions,

[0020] In addition, the invention provides methods for generating a plurality of

noncontiguous sequence reads from a single nucleic acid template molecule. Such methods

generally comprise preparing a reaction mixture comprising the template molecule, a polymerase

enzyme, and a set of differentially labeled nucleotides or nucleotide analogs, wherein the set

comprises at least one type of nucleotide or nucleotide analog for each of the natural nucleobases

(A, T, C, and G). The polymerization reaction is initiated, the polymerase beyins processive

incorporation of the labeled nucleotides or nuclectide analogs into a nascent nucleic acid strand, and

during such incorporation the reaction is monitored by optical means to detect incorporation events,

thereby generating a first sequence read. In a subsequent step, the labeled nucleotides or analogs are

replaced with unlabeled nucleotides or nuclectide analogs and the polymerizationis allowed to

proceed without detecting, incorporation events. Subsequently, the unlabeled nucleotides or analogs

are replaced with labeled nucleotides or nucleotide analogs and the polymerization is allowed to

proceed once again with real time detection of incorporation events, thereby generating a second

sequence read that 1s noncontiguous to the first sequence read. The substitution of labeled for

unlabeled, and unlabeled for labeled, nuclectides and nucleotide analogs can be repeated multiple

times to generate a plurality of noncontiguous sequence reads, each of the plurality generated during

a pericd whenthe labeled nucleotides or nucleotide analogs are being incorporated into the nascent

strand and such incorporation is being detected in real time.
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[0021] In certain aspects, devices of the invention can comprise a solid support (e.g.,

substrate) having an observation region, a first reactant immobilized within the observation region,

and a second reactant disposed within the observation region, and a means for subjecting the

observation region to at least one illuminated period and at least one non-illuminated period. In

certain embodiments, interaction between the first and second reactants under excitation

illumination causes photo-induced damagetothefirst reactant, and further wherein the photo-

induced damageis reduced by subjecting the observation region to intermittent illumination. In

some embodiments, the first reactant is an enzyme (e.g., a polymerase), the second reactant(e.g., a

nucleotide} has a detectable label (e.g., fluorescent label), and/or the observation region ig within a

zero-mode waveguide. The meansfor subjecting the observation region to one or more i]luminated

and non-illuminated periods may comprise, e.g., a laser, laser diode, light-emitting diode, ultra-

violet light bulb, white light source, a mask, a diffraction grating, an arrayed waveguide grating, an

optic fiber, an optical switch, a mirror, alens, a collimator, an optical attenuator, a filter, a prism, a

planar waveguide, a wave-plate, a delay line, a movable support coupled with the substrate, and a

movable illumination source, and the like. The device may further comprise a means for collecting

the data during the illuminated period(s), such as an optical train, e.g., operably coupled to a

machine comprising machine-readable medium onto which such data may be written and stored.

(0022) In further aspects, the invention provides systems for performing intermittent

detection of an analytical reaction comprising reagents for the analytical reaction disposed on a

solid support, a mounting stage configured to receive the solid support, an optical train positioned ta

be in optical communication with at least a portion of the solid support detect signals emanating

therefrom, a means for subjecting the portion of the solid support to at least one detection period

and at least one non-detection period, a translation system operably coupled to the mounting stage

or the optical train for moving one of the optical train and the solid support relative to the other, and

a data processing system operably coupled to the optical train. In certain preferred embodiments,

the analytical reaction is a sequencing reaction and/or the solid support comprises at least one zero-

mode waveguide.

[0023] In still other aspects, the invention provides systems for analyzing an illuminated

reaction that is susceptible to photo-induced damage whenilluminated for a period longer than an

photo-induced damage threshold period, comprising a solid support having reagents for the reaction

disposed thereon, a mounting stage supporting the solid support and configured to receive the solid

support, an optical train positioned to be in optical communication with at least a portion of the
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solid support to illuminate the portion of the solid support and detect signals emanating therefrom, a

means for subjecting the portion ofthe solid support to at least one detection period and at least one

non-detection period, and a translation system operably coupled to the mounting stage or the optical

train for moving one of the optical train and the solid support relative to the other. In some

embodiments, the illuminated reaction is a sequencing reaction, ¢.g., a nucleotide sequencing-by-

synthesis reaction, In certain embodiments, the solid support comprisesat least one optical

confinement, ¢.g., a zero-mode waveguide.

(0024) The invention provides methods of performing analytical reactions, ¢.g., processive

analytical reactions, that include preparing a reaction mixture comprising reaction components,at

least one of which is a detectable componentthat is detectable during one or more detection pericads,

and at least one of which is a clocking componentthat is detectable during one or more non-

detection periods during the analytical reaction. The methods further comprise initiation the

analytical reaction and maintaining conditions that allow the analytical reaction to proceed while

subjecting it to at least one detection period and at least one non-detection period, both in the

presence of the clocking component and the detectable component. In certain embodiments, the

detectable component emits a detectable signal 1s response to excitation illumination during the

detection period, but not during the non-detection period when a clocking signal is emitted from the

clocking component. The detectable signal is collected during the detection period and the clocking

signal is detected during the non-detection period, e.g., using an optical system. Optionally, the

clocking signal can also be collected during the detection period and the non-detection period. In

certain preferred embodiments, detection data is collected in read time during the detection periad,

non-detection data is collected in rea] time during the non-detection period, and the detection data

and non-detection data are both used to characterize the analytical reaction. In some embodiments,

the transition between the detection period and the non-detection period does not involve

substitution and/cr addition of reaction components during progression of the analytical reaction,

and in other embodiments the transition does involve substitution and/or addition of reaction

components, ¢.g., vla a reaction mixture exchange. In some preferred embodiments, a plurality of

analytical reactions are disposed on a solid support, subjected to intermittent illumination,

monitored to collect data, and characterized based upon the data so collected.

[0025] The detectable component and clocking componentare typically linked to discrete

molecules in the analytical reaction. For example, the detectable component can be linked to a first

subset of nucleotide analogs and the clocking componentcan be linked to a second subset of
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nucleotide analogs in the analytical reaction mixture. Alternatively, both the detectable component

and the clocking componentcan be linked to a single molecule, e.g., a single nucleotide or

nucleotide analog, in the analytical reaction. The detectable component and clocking component

can both comprise detectable labels (e.¢., luminescent, fluorescent, or fluorogenic labels, including,

é.g., quantum dots), and in some embodiments, different detectable labels, e.¢. having different

absorption peaks.

[0026] In certain preferred embodiments, an analytical reaction performed according to the

invention comprises at least one enzyme, e.g., a polymerase,ligase, rlbosome, nuclease, and/or

kinase, In some embodiments, pause or stop paints are engineered into the analytical reaction to

contral activity of the enzyme. Various aspects ofthe analytical reaction can be changed by being

subjected to at least one detection period and at least one non-detection period, such aspects

including but not limited to processivity, fidelity, rate, and duration, e.g. of enzymeactivity.

(0027) In certain preferred embodiments, the analytical reaction is a sequencing reaction

comprising a single nucleic acid template that generates sequence reads during the detection peniod

by detecting the detectable component, and does not generate sequence reads during the non-

detection period by suspending detection of the detectable component. Such a sequencing reaction

typically comprises at least two or three detection periods and generatesa plurality of

noncontiguous sequence reads from the single nucleic acid template. In some embodiments, the

template comprises multiple repeat or complementary sequences, In some embodiments, the

sequencing reaction comprises passage of the single nucleic acid or a nascent strand complementary

thereto through a nanopore. In some preferred embodiments, the sequencing reaction comprises

primer extension by a polymerase enzyme and the detectable componentis linked to a nucleotide or

nucleotide analog. In some embodiments, the clocking componentis linked to the polymerase

enzyme, and optionally can be a multi-componentlabel, e.g, a FRETlabel.

[0028] In certain aspects, the invention provides methods of mitigating photo-induced

damage during an illuminated reaction that include preparing a reaction mixture having first and

second reactants, where interaction of the reactants under excitation illumination can cause photo-

induced damageto the first reactant. The illuminated reaction is subjected to intermittent excitation

illumination characterized by periods of maximalillumination followed by periods of modified but

not absent illumination. The intermittent excitation illumination reduces the amount of photo-

induced damageto thefirst reactant during the illuminated reaction as compared to the illuminated

reaction under constant maximal excitation illumination, thereby mitigating photo-induced damage
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to the first reactant. In certain preferred embodiments, the illuminated reaction is a primer extension

reaction. In certain preferred embodiments,the first reactant is an enzyme, e.g., a polymerase or

ligase enzyme.In certain preferred embodiments, the second reactant comprises a fluorescent or

fluorogenic molecule. In certain embodiments, the modified excitation illumination is illumination

with a lower intensity excitation illumination than the maximal excitation illumination. In certain

embodiments, a set of illumination sources provides the maximal excitation ilamination and a

subset ofthe set of illumination sources provides the modified excitation illumination.

(0029) In other aspects, the invention provides a method of sequencing a template nucleic

acid that includes subjecting the template to methylation to generate at least one methylated base,

subjecting the methylated base to base excision to generate at least one abasic site in the template,

annealing a primer to the template nucleic acid, contacting the template with a polymerase enzyme

to promote extension ofthe primer in a template-dependent manner, monitoring the extension of the

primerin real time to generate a nucleotide sequence read complementary to the template,

extending the primer until the abasic site is encountered by the polymerase, at which time the

polymerase pauses on the template, and reinitiating primer extension byfacilitating abasic site

bypass by the polymerase. The monitoring, extending, and reinitiating steps are repeated until a

desired number of nucleotide sequence reads is generated and collected, and subsequently analyzed

to determine the sequence of the template nucleic acid. In certain embodiments, the contacting step

occurs during a detection period or a detection period immediately follows the contacting step. In

certain embodiments, a detection period ends and a non-detection period begins prior 10 one or

more pauses of the polymerase on the template. In certain embodiments, a non-detection periodis

terminated simultaneous with or immediately following one or more reinitiation steps. In some

embodiments, the reinitiating step comprises introduction of a pyrene to the polymerase, where the

polymerase incorporates the pyrene into the nascent strand opposite and, therefore, “pairing with”

an abasic site in the template. In certain preferred embodiments, the template is circular and the

polymerase pauses at the same abasic site multiple times during the primer extension reaction. In

other embodiments, the method further comprises terminating the monitoring when a desired length

of the nucleotide sequence read is collected, ¢.g., by removing or modifying excitation illumination.

Optionally, the desired length can be less than a length of the template nucleic acid. Additionally,

the monitoring can bereinitiated subsequent to or simultaneous with the reinitiating of primer

extension,

11
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[0030] In yet further aspects, the invention provides a method of performingan illuminated

reaction that includes preparing a reaction mixture comprising multiple optically detectable

components that are distinguishable from one another based upon their individual signal emissions,

initiating the illuminated reaction, and maintaining conditions that allow the illuminated reaction to

proceed while subjecting the reaction mixture to at least one maximal illuminated period andat least

one modified illuminated period during the illuminated reaction. In preferred embodiments,at least

a portion ofthe optically detectable components are detectable during both the maximal and

modified illuminated periods. In certain embodiments, the maximal illuminated period is

characterized by a first excitation radiation intensity and the modified illuminated period is

characterized by a second excitation radiation intensity that is less than the first excitation radiation

intensity. In certain preferred embodiments,all of the optically detectable components are

detectable during both the maximal and modified illuminated periods, but are distinguishable from

one another during the maximal illuminated periad, but are not distinguishable during the modified

illuminated period. In certain embodiments, the maximal illuminated period comprises exposing the

reaction mixture to a set of excitation radiation wavelengths and the modified illuminated period

comprises exposing the reaction mixture to a subset ofthe set of excitation radiation wavelengths.

In certain preferred embodiments, all of the optically detectable components are detectable and

distinguishable during the maximal illuminated period, but only a subset of the optically detectable

components are detectable during the modified illuminated period.

[0031] In some embodiments, the illuminated reaction is initiated during a modified

illuminated period and subsequently subjected to a maximalilluminated period, where data

collected during the modified illuminated period is used in the statistical analysis of data collected

during the maximalilluminated period. For example, an illuminated reaction that is a

polynucleotide sequencing reaction can generate sequence read data during a modified iJluminated

pericd that is subsequently used to construct a sequence scaffold for assembly of sequence read data

collected during a maximal illuminated period. Additionally or optionally, the illuminated reaction

is a template-directed sequencing reaction and sequence read data collected during a modified

illuminated period is used to determine a rate of translocation of a polymerase during the modified

illuminated period.

[0032] Some embodiments of the invention comprise performing a plurality of illuminated

reactions, each of which is exposed to the set of excitation radiation wavelengths during the

maximal illuminated period, but is exposed to a different subset of the set of excitation radiation

12
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wavelengths during the modified illuminated period, such that a distinct subset of optically

detectable components are detectable during the madified illuminated period for each of the

plurality ofilluminated reactions. In other words, for two such illuminated reactions, although all

optically detectable components are detectable during their respective maximal illuminated periods,

only a subset of the optically detectable components is detectable in each reaction, and the subset

detectable in the first reaction is preferably different from the subset detectable in the second

reaction.

[0033] In certain aspects, the invention provides methods for performing paired-end

sequencing on a single template molecule. In certain embodiments, such a method comprises

providing a double-stranded nucleic acid molecule comprisinga first terminal portion, an

intermediate portion, and a second terminal portion. A first linker ligated to the first terminal

portion of the nucleic acid molecule connects the 3° terminus at the first terminal portion with the 5°

terminusat the first terminal portion; and a secondlinker ligated to the second terminal portion of

the nucleic acid molecule connects the 3’ terminus at the second terminal portion with the 5°

terminus at the second terminal portion. A template nucleic acid molecule is thereby formed

comprising the double-stranded nucleic acid molecule with both thefirst linker and the second

linker ligated thereto, The template molecule is subjected to a sequencing pracess m which

sequence reads are generated for thefirst terminal portion and the second terminal portion, but

sequence reads are not generated for the intermediate portion, even if the intermediate portion is

processed during the sequencing process, e.g., by a polymerase. In some embodiments, the first

linker and secondlinker are identical, and in other embodiments theyare different from one

another, i.e., not identical. In certain embodiments, the first and second linkers comprise

complementary regions and can be hybridized to one anotherprior to one or both oftheligating

steps. In some cases, hybridized linkers that are ligated to the ends of a double-stranded nucleic acid

molecule are separated prior to subjecting the molecule to a sequencing reaction, and in some cases

the hybridized linkers remain hybridized during at least a portion of the sequencing reaction. For

example, in a template-directed sequencing reaction, a polymerase capable of strand displacement

separates the hybridized linkers as it sequences the template. In certain preferred embodiments, the

sequencing process comprisesat least one detection period (e.g., an illuminated period) andat least

one non-detection period (e.g., a non-iJluminated period) such that the intermediate portion ofthe

template molecule is subjected to the sequencing process during the non-detection period, In some

embodiments, the template is fragmented after ligation to remove the intermediate portion. The
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sequencing process can generate redundant sequence data from one or both ofthe first terminal

portion and the second terminal portion, and/or can generate sequence data from an additional

portion of the template molecule that is noncontiguous with the first terminal portion and the second

terminal portion. In preferred embodiments, the sequencing process involves circularizing the

template molecule by separating the complementary strands of the template molecule and using the

complementary strands in template-directed nascent strand synthesis catalyzed bya single

polymerase enzyme. Optionally, the template molecule can comprise a primer bindingsite, a

registration sequence, and/or a synthesis blocking moiety. The primerbindingsite, a registration

sequence, or synthesis blocking moiety can be present in one or both ofthe linkers, or can be

located elsewhere within the template molecule. In some cases, the synthesis blocking moiety is

selected from the group consisting of an abasic site, a nick, a synthetic linker, a non-native

nucleotide or analog thereof, a primer, a large photolabile group, a strand-binding moiety, a

damaged base, and a modified base. The synthesis blocking moiety can permanently or temporarily

block progression of the sequencing process, e.g., by interfering with the activity of an enzyme, ¢..,

a polymerase enzyme. Jn certain preferred embodiments, the synthesis blocking moiety 1s an abasic

site, e.g., Introduced by a DNA glycosylase.

[0034] In some aspects, the invention provides methods for generating a nucleic acid

constructfor analytical reactions. In certain embodiments, such a method comprises providing a

double-stranded nucleic acid molecule comprising a first terminal portion, an intermediate portion,

and a second terminal portion; providing a first stem-loop linker hybridized to a second stem-loop

linker; ligating the first stem-loop linker to the first terminal portion of the nucleic acid molecule,

wherein the first stem-loop linker connects the 3° terminusat the first terminal portion with the 3’

terminusat the first terminal portion, and ligating the second stem-looplinker to the second

terminal portion of the nucleic acid molecule, wherein the second stem-locp linker connects the 3’

terminus at the second terminal portion with the 3° terminusat the second terminal portion, thereby

generating the nucleic acid constrict. Optionally, the nucleic acid construct can be subjected to

fragmentation after the ligating of steps c and d, wherein the fragmentation removes the

intermediate portion from the nucleic acid construct and introduces two double-stranded termini.

The method can further include ligating the two double-stranded termini to one another. In some

embodiments, one of the stem-loop linkers comprises a primer binding site, registration sequence,

or a synthesis blocking moiety that is absent from the other stem-loop linker.

14
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[0035] In further aspects, the invention includes a single template nucleic acid molecule

comprising a duplex region; a first linker linking terminiat a first end of the duplex region; a second

linkerlinking termini at a second end ofthe duplex region, wherein a region ofthe first linker is

complementary to a region of the second linkers. Optionally, the single template molecule

comprises the first and second linkers hybridized with one another. In some embodiments, the

duplex region is separated or melted apart to transform the single template nucleic acid molecule

into a topologically single-stranded, circular nucleic acid molecule, Further, the invention provides

a composition comprising a single, optically resolvable polymerase enzymein association with a

single-stranded circular nucleic acid molecule, wherein the single-stranded circular nucleic acid

molecule comprisesfirst, second, third, and fourth regions, and further wherein the first region is

complementary to the second region, and the third region is complementary to the fourth region,

and further wherein the regions are ordered on the single-stranded circular nucleic acid molecule as

follows: first region, third region, second region, fourth region.

[0036] In still further aspects of the invention, machine-implemented methods for

transforming nucleotide sequence read data into consensus sequence data, wherein the nucleotide

sequence read data is generated by sequencing a target region of a template nucleic acid multiple

times, and the consensus sequence data is representative of a most likely actual sequence of the

template nucleic acid. Such machine-implemented methods can comprise various steps, such as a}

mapping the nucleotide sequence data to a target sequence using a local alignment method that

produces a set of local alignments comprising an optimal local alignment and sub-optimal local

alignments, b) enumerating the set of local alignments, c) constructing a weighted directed graph

wherein each local alignmentin the set of local alignments is represented as a node, thereby

generating a set of nedes in the weighted directed graph, d)} drawing edges between pairs of nodes

in the weighted directed graph if the pair represents a potential reconstruction of the template

nucleic acid, e) assigning weights to the edges drawn in step d, wherein a given weight for a given

edge represents the log-likelihood that a given pair of nodes connected bythe given edgeis truly a

reconstruction of the template nucleic acid, f) finding the shortest path to each node in the weighted

directed graph, thereby generating a set of shortest paths for the weighted directed graph, g)} ranking

the set of shortest paths to determine the best assignment, and h) storing the results of steps a-g on a

machine-readable medium. In certain embodiments, the steps of the machine implemented methods

are performed via a userinterface implemented in a machine that comprises instructions stored in

machine-readable medium and a processor that executes the instructions. Also provided are
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computer program products comprising a computer usable medium having computer readable

program cade embodied therein, said computer readable program code adapted to be executed to

implement the machine-implemented methodsofthe invention, and machine-readable medium on

which the results of the method steps are stored, The invention further includes a computer program

product comprising a computer usable medium having a computer readable program code embodied

therein, said computer readable program code adapted to be executed to implement the above

methods.

(0037) In certain aspects, the invention provides machine-implemented methodsfor

transforming enzyme velocity data from one or more detection periods into a distribution of the

distance x travelled by an enzyme(e.g., a polymerase) during a time t, where time t occurs during a

non-detection period. Such a method comprises, in certain embodiments, developing a probability

model pf) to describe an observed distribution of enzyme velocities during one or more detection

periods; sampling velocities from pv); summing and recording the velocities sampled in step b to

produce a sum that is an estimate of x/tcorr, and repeating the sampling, summing, and recording M

times to generate a distribution cf sums that are estimates of x/tcorr, with the distribution of sums

being the distnbution of the distance x travelled by an enzyme dunny a time t. Preferably, at least

some of the steps are performed via a user interface implemented in a machine that comprises

instructions stored in machine-readable medium and a processcrthat executes the instructions.

Optionally, the enzyme is a polymerase enzyme. In some embodiments, multiple enzymes are

observed simultaneously and the probability model pfv) is determined independently for each ofthe

multiple enzymes. In certain preferred embodiments,

POPPacsne+ [= FOMPgra)
JPOPerosYY += FOPma OVE

[0038] In further aspects, the invention provides machine-implemented methodsfor transforming,

p(y) =

enzymevelocity data from one or more detection periods into a distribution of the distance x

travelled by an enzyme during a time t, where time t occurs during a non-detection period. In some

embodiments, the method comprises estimating a distribution of local rates p(v), making

independent identically distributed draws of N = t/tcerr velocities from from p(v)}; summing the

velocities, recording the velocities summed in ¢) as an estimate of x/tcorr; and repeating b-d M

times, e.¢., where M is preferably at least 1000. Optionally, p(v} is determined using a Hidden

Markov Model or the autocorrelation function (SuSE + A)) ~ of=") . The invention furtherTcorr
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includes a computer program product comprising a computer usable medium having a computer

readable program code embadied therein, said computer readable program code adapted to be

executed to implement the above methods, as well as a machine-readable medium on which the

results of the steps of the methodsare stored.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0039] Figure 1 provides exemplary embodiments of methodsfor intermittent illumination

ofanalytical reactions, whether illumination 1s initiated before (A) or after (B) initiation of the

reaction.

(0040) Figure 2 provides an exemplary embodimentofanalysis ofa plurality of illuminated

reactions using intermittent illumination, including depictions of multiple reactions arrayed on a

solid support (A) and prophetic data (B) from certain embodiments of the invention,

(0041) Figure 3 provides an exemplary embodimentofanalysis ofa plurality ofilluminated

reactions on a solid support (A) using intermittent illumination and a mask (B). A graph (C) depicts

prophetic data from certain embcodiments of the invention.

[0042] Figure 4 provides additional embodiments of masks for use in the methods of the

invention, including a mask that allows illumination of columns of reactions (A) and a mask that

allows illumination of every other reaction in a row and column (B).

[0043] Figure 5 illustrates an aspect of the instant invention in which multiple samples are

analyzed on a single solid support using intermittent illumination, Figure 5A illustrates a solid

support comprising four quadrants, each quadrant containing a different sample. Figure 5B

illustrates a mask design for selective illumination of the substrate. Figures 3C and 5D demonstrate

various positions of the mask on the solid support.

[0044] Figure 6 providesan illustration of paths in a sequence alignment matrix

representing sequencing data from a SMRTbell™ template.

[0045] Figure 7 illustrates a hypothetical directed graph.

[0046] Figure 8 provides data from single-molecule sequencing-by-synthesis reactions.

Figure 8A provides data from a two-minute interval beginning at initiation of the reactions, 1.e.,

from 0-120 seconds. Figure 8B provides data from a second two-minuteinterval from 300-420

seconds. Figure 8C provides data from a third two-minute interval from 600-720 seconds.

[0047] Figure 9 schematically illustrates one embodiment of a system for use with the

methods, devices, and systems of the invention.
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[0048] Figure 10 provides a graphical representation ofrates of polymerase activity on

different portions of a template nucleic acid during a sequencing reaction utilizing intermittent

illumination.

[0049] Figure 11 provides a graphical representation of the average rate of polymerase

translocation over a template nucleic acid during a sequencing reaction utilizing intermittent

ilumination.

[0050] Figure 12 provides a distribution of the physical coverage of a template nucleic acid

achieved during a sequencing reaction utilizing intermittent illumination, with A showing mapping

to a reference sequence with sequence reads (and portions thereof} that do net map to the reference

excluded and B showinga similar mapping that further includes sequence reads corresponding to

insettions in the template that are absent from the reference sequence.

[0051] Figure 13 provides a distribution of the physical coverage provided by sequence

reads generated during sequencing reactions utilizing intermittent illumination across an

approximately 40 kb template nucleic acid.

[0052] Figure 14 provides a sequence dot plot for an alignment between a sequence

assembly produced as described herein and a reference sequence.

[0053] Figure 15 provides an exemplary illustration of an HMM for modeling a simple

“pausing” vs. “sequencing” system.

[0054] Figure 16A shows a sample of velocities drawn from the HMM in Figure [5 with the

parameters P(S—P) = 1/24; P(P—S) = I/11; and p(}-Gamma(48,0.25), Figure 16B illustrates a

resulting histogram of local velocities. Figure 16C provides an estimated distance traveled during a

non-detection period.

[0055] Figure 17 providesanillustrative example of two observed histogramsofdistances

traveled during a non-detection period.

[0056] Figure 18 provides an exemplary strategy for selectively reducing the size of a

duplex fragment within a SMRTbell™template.

[0037] Figure 19 provides an illustrative example of nucleic acid templates having nicks.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[00538] Unless defined otherwise, all technical and scientific terms used herein have the

same meaning as commonly understood by one of ordinary skill in the art to which this invention

pertains. All publications mentioned herein are incorporated herein by reference for the purpose of
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describing and disclosing devices, formulations and methodclogies which are described in the

publication and which might be used in connection with the presently described invention.

[0059] Note that as used herein and in the appended claims, the singular forms "a," "an,

and "the" include plural referents unless the context clearly dictates otherwise. Thus, for example,

reference to "a palymerase"refers to one agent or mixtures of such agents, and reference to "the

method” includes reference to equivalent steps and methods known to those skilled in the art, and so

forth. Where a range of values is provided, it is understood that each intervening value, between the

upper and lowerlimit of that range and anyother stated or intervening value in that stated rangeis

encompassed within the invention, The upper and lowerlimits of these smaller ranges may

independently be included in the smaller ranges, and are also encompassed within the invention,

subject to any specifically excluded limit in the stated range. Where the stated range includes one or

both of the limits, ranges excluding either both of those included limits are also included in the

invention.

[0060] In the following description, numerous specific details are set forth to provide a more

thorough understanding of the present invention. However, it will be apparent to one of skill in the

art that the present invention may be practiced without one or more of these specific details. In

other instances, well-known features and procedures well known to those skilled in the art have not

been described in order to avoid obscuring the invention. Although a number of methods and

materials similar or equivalent to those described herein can be used in the practice of the present

invention, the preferred materials and methods are described herein.

I. General

[0061] In a general sense, the methods, devices, and systems provided herein implement

intermittent detection of analytical reactions as a meansto collect reliable data from times during

the reaction that are less or not able to be analyzed if detection is constant throughout the reaction.

In particular, certain detection methods can cause damageto reaction components, and such

intermittent detection allows the damage to be avoided or at least delayed, therebyfacilitating

detection of the reaction at later stages. For example, if a detection method causes a reduction in

processivity of a polymerase enzyme, then intermittent detection would allow data collection at

noncontiguous regions of a template nucleic acid that extend farther from theinitial binding site of

the polymerase on the template than would be achievable under constant detection. Further, some

detection methods have limits on how much data or for how long a time data may be generated in a
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single reaction, and intermittent detection of such a reaction can allowthis data to be collected from

various stages of a reaction, thereby increasing the flexibility of the investigator to spread out the

data collection over multiple stages of a reaction, In certain aspects, the present inventionis

particularly suitable to characterization of analytical reactions in real time, that is, during the course

ofthe reaction. In certain aspects, the present invention 1s particularly suitable to characterization of

single molecules or molecular complexes monitored in analytical reactions, for example, single

enzymes, nucleotides, polynucleotides, and complexes thereof.

(0062) In certain aspects, the present invention 1s directed to methods, devices, and systems

for obtaining sequence data from discontiguous portions of single nucleic acid templates. The

methods generally comprise providing a monitorable sequencing reaction comprising a pelymerase,

template, and primer sequence, as well as the various types of nucleotides or nucleotide analogs that

are to be incorporated by the polymerase enzymein the template-directed primer extension reaction,

Typically, at least one or moreorall of the nucleotides or nucleotide analogs are embodied with a

detectable property that permits their identification upon or following incorporation. In the context

of the present invention, the sequence data for a first portion of a template nucleic acid is acquired

during a first stage of the reaction undera first set of reaction conditions that includes at least one

reaction condition that results in degraded performanceof the reaction, but that may contribute to

the detectability of the nucleotides being incorporated. During a second stage of the reaction, the

degradative influence is eliminated or reduced, which may result in an inability or a reduced ability

to obtain sequence data from a second portion of the template nucleic acid, but where the second

portion of the template nucleic acid is contiguous with the first portion. Subsequently, the reaction

condition resulting in degraded performanceis reinstated and sequence data is obtained fora third

portion of the template nucleic acid during a third stage of the reaction, but where the third portion

of the sequence is not contiguous with the first portion of the sequence, but is contiguous with the

second portion.

[0063] The elimination or reduction of the degradative influence during the second stage of

the reaction may be accomplished by changing or shortening one or more reaction conditions

underlying degradative reaction performance, e.g., by changing one or more reaction conditions

(e.g., temperature, pH, exposure to radiation, physical manipulation, etc.), and in particular may

involve altering a reaction condition related to detection of one or more aspects or products of the

reaction. For example, such an alteration in reaction conditions during the second stage may result

in an increase in reaction rates, ¢.g., speeding up the progression of a template nucleic acid through
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a Nanopore; or may reduce exposure of reaction components to harmful radiation or other reaction

condition related to detection of the products ofthe reaction. However, in preferred embodiments,

nucleotides or nucleotide analogs having the detectable property are present in the reaction mixture

during all stages of the reaction, including stages in which the degradative influence is eliminated or

reduced; as such, the reaction condition changed in stage two of such an embodiment would not

comprise removal or dilution of such detectable nucleotides or nucleotide analogs.

[0064 “Intermittent detection,” as used herein, generally refers to a means of monitoring a

reaction that is carried out intermittently during the course of the reaction. Intermittent detection

may refer to intermittent use of one or more monitoring methods, but does not necessarily mean that

all means of monitoring a given reaction are intermittently halted. For example, monitoring ofone

or more nucleotide incorporations to generate nucleotide sequence reads may be intermittently

halted while other aspects of a sequencing reaction are constantly monitored, e.g., temperature,

reaction time, pH, etc. In certain embodiments, intermittent detection is achieved by intermittent or

differential illumination of a given reaction, e.g., a reaction that uses an illumination system to

detect reaction products and/or progression. Although various aspects of the invention are described

herein in terms of embodiments using intermittent i]lumination, it should be understood that where

applicable intermittent detection by other means (e.g., electrochemical, radiochemical, etc.) can be

utilized in the methads of the invention. Likewise, a stage of a reaction during which an intermittent

detection method is active may be referred to as a “detection period” and a stage of a reaction

during which an intermittent detection method is inactive may be referred to as a “non-detection

period.” In illuminated reactions, such periods may also be referred to as “illuminated periods” and

“non-illuminated periods,” respectively, although it is to be understood that the term “non-

illuminated period” included periods in which illumination may be present but altered as compared

to illumination during an “illuminated period.” For example, anon-illuminated period may be

characterized by a complete absence of illumination, or a medification of illumination, including

but not limited to changes in wavelength, frequency, intensity, and/or numberof illumination

sources, Alternatively or additionally, reaction components that are excited by the illumination

source(s) may be modified or removed from a reaction mixture to create a non-illuminated period.

For example, a fluorescent dye detected during an illuminated period may be removed from the

reaction mixture, e.g., by buffer exchange, thereby producing a non-illuminated period during

whichtime the fluorescent dye cannet be detected even if the excitation illumination is present. In a

further example, a non-illuminated period can indicate a period during an illuminated reaction
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during which a type of illumination-based detection that occurs during an illuminated period is not

occurring, e.g., the identity of fluorescently labeled nucleotides incorporated into a nascent strand is

not being detected or recorded.

[0065 In certain aspects, the present invention is generally directed to improved methods,

devices, and systems for performing illuminated reactions. The term “illuminated reactions” as used

herein refers to reactions which are exposed to an optical energy source, Typically, such

illumination is provided in order to observe the generation and/or consumption of reactants or

products that possess a particular optical characteristic indicative of their presence, such as a shift in

the absorbance spectrum and/or emission spectrum ofthe reaction mixture or its components. In

certain preferred embodiments, illuminated reactions comprise one or more fluorogenic or

fluorescent components. In accordance with certain methods of the invention, such illuminated

analyses are subjected to intermittent detection (e.g., data collection) for one or more aspects ofthe

data typically collected for a given reaction. For example, aspects ofthe data typically collected for

nucleotide sequencing reactions include nucleotide sequence data, read quality data, signal to

backgroundratios, reaction rates and durations, measures cfthefidelity of the reaction, reaction

times, and the like. In certain preferred embodiments, nucleotide sequencedata Is iteratively

collected during an ongoing sequencing reaction te generate nucleotide sequence reads for at least

two or more noncontiguous regions of a template nucleic acid molecule. Such iterative sequence

data acquisition may be achieved in various ways depending on the sequencing technologyin use.

For example, in sequencing methodsthat utilize luminescent components that generate a signal

indicative of the identity of a base position, iterative sequence data collection may be achieved by

removing or altering an illumination source (or a reaction relative to an illumination source),

substituting the luminescent components for unlabeled components that do not generate signal, or

otherwise interrupting signal acquisition in the experimental system.

[0066] In certain preferred embodiments, such illuminated reactions are illuminated for an

amount of time that permits the effective performanceof the analysis. Traditionally, illuminated

reactions are illuminated from initiation through completion, and the time during which reaction

data may be reliably collected is dictated by the progression (as measured by, e.g., processivity,

rate, fidelity, duration, etc.) of the reaction under constant illumination. Some reactions are sensitive

to such constant illumination, which can reduce their performance (e.g., processivity), and thereby

prevent collection of data fromlater stages of the reaction, 1-e., stages that would otherwise occurif

the reaction were carried out with no illumination. The present invention provides methods for
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performing illuminated reactions comprising subjecting the reactions to intermittent illumination.

Such intermittent illumination can increase performance(e.g., processivity, rate, fidelity, duration,

etc.} of the reactions, thereby allowing generation of data that cannot be collected under constant

illumination, such as data from later stages of an ongoing reaction whose progression is

compromised under constant illumination. For example, in sequencing-by-incorporation reactions

the use of intermittent excitation illumination can increase processivity, which has the benefit of

providing sequence reads more distal from the polymerase binding/initiation site than such reactions

subjected to constant exposure to excitation Hlumination.

[0067] Further, it is an object of the instant invention to provide sequence data from

noncontiguous regions of a nucleic acid template in a single reaction, Other commercially available

platforms have attempted to achieve such noncontiguous sequence data through, e.g, complex

cloning and sequencing strategies. The present invention provides a clear advantage over such

strategies by providing a simple and economical solution that is applicable across various platforms,

and is particularly applicable to illuminated, single-molecule sequencing-by-incorporation

reactions.

[00638] In preferred embodiments, illuminated reactions for use with the instant invention

are nucleic acid sequencing reactions, e.g., sequencing-by-incorporation reactions, In preferred

embodiments, such an illuminated reaction analyzes a single molecule to generate nucleotide

sequence data pertaining to that single molecule, For example, a single nucleic acid template may

be subjected to a sequencing-by-incorporation reaction to generate one or more sequence reads

corresponding to the nucleotide sequence of the nucleic acid template. For a detailed discussion of

such single molecule sequencing, see, e.g., U.S. Patent Nos. 6,056,661, 6,917,726, 7,033,764,

7,052,847, 7,056,676, 7,170,050, 7,361,466, 7,416,844; Published U.S. Patent Application Nos.

2007-0134128 and 2003/004478 1, and MJ. Levene, J. Korlach, 8.W. Turner, M. Foquet, H.G.

Craighead, W.W. Webb, SCIENCE 299:682-686, January 2003 Zero-Mode Waveguides for Single-

Molecule Analysis at High Concentrations, all of which are incorporated herein by reference in their

entireties for all purposes. In some embodiments, a plurality of single nucleic acid templates are

analyzed separately and often simultaneously to generate a plurality of sequence reads

corresponding to the nucleotide sequencesofthe plurality of nucleic acid templates. In certain

preferred embodiments, the plurality of nucleic acid templates includes at least two nucleic acid

templates that comprise identical nucleotide sequences such that analysis of the two nucleic acid

templates generates overlapping sequence reads. In certain preferred embodiments,at least one of
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the nucleic acid templates is configured to provide redundant sequence data in a single sequence

read, ¢.g., via duplications, sense and antisense sequences, and/or circularization,

[0069] Certain aspects of the invention are directed to methods, devices, and systems for

generating a sequence scaffold for a nucleic acid template, e.g., chromosome, genome, or portion

thereof, A sequence scaffold as used herein refers to a set of sequence reads that extends acrossat

least a portion of a nucleic acid template. In some embodiments, such a sequencescaffold is used to

generate a consensus sequence for the nucleic acid template. In some embodiments, the nucleic acid

template is very large, e.g., at least about 100, 1000, 10,000, 100,000, or more bases or base pairs in

length. In some embodiments, the sequence scaffold and/or consensus sequenceis based onat least

1-, 2-, 5-, 10-, 20-, $0-, 100-, 200-, 500-, or 1000-fold coverage ofat least a portion ofthe nucleic

acid template. In some preferred embadiments, the portion of the nucleic acid is at least about 10%,

20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, or 100% of the entire length of the nucleic acid

template.

[0070] In certain aspects, the invention is particularly suitable for sequencing nucleic acid

templates interspersed with repetitive elements. Such repetitive elements present major logistical

and computational difficulties for assembling fragments produced by sequencing strategies,

especially those with read-lengths that are too short to encompass unique reads outside the repeat

region. For example, the human T-cell receptor locus contains a five-fold repeat of a trypsinogen

gene that is 4 kbp long and that varies 3 to 5% between copies. Therefore, a sequencing strategy

that cannot provide nucleotide sequence information that spans at least 20 kb for a single molecule

containing the locus will have difficulty providing consensus sequence for the locus. Further, Alu

repeats (~300 bp retrotransposons) are also problematic because they cluster and can constitute up

to $0-60°of the template sequence, with copies varying from 5-15% between each other. The

human genomecontains an estimated one million Alu repeats and 200,000 LINE elements (average

length ~1000 bp), representing roughly 10°and 3% of the entire genome, respectively. In certain

embodiments, the present methods facilitate efficient and accurate sequence determination for long

templates comprising such repetitive sequences, in part because the present methods do not rely

solely on sequence overlap to generate consensus sequences, but also include information related to

the expected location of the polymerase on the template nucleic acid, thereby linking a particular

sequence read to a particular location on the template nucleic acid. This greatly facilitates accurate

assemblyof sequence reads to generate sequence scaffolds and/or consensus sequences.
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[007 1) Certain aspects of the invention are directed to methods, devices, and systemsfor

generating multiple sequence readsin an illuminated sequencing-by-incorporation reaction that are

distal from one another (i.¢., noncontiguous) on a single nucleic acid template by removing the

excitation illumination during the course of the reaction, and subsequently reinitiating the excitation

illumination. Sequence reads are generated only during the periods oftime when the excitation

illumination is present, resulting in a “gap” between the sequence reads from a single template

nucleic acid that corresponds to the time during which the excitation illumination was absent but the

incorporation of nascent nucleotides continued “in the dark.” As such, the number of sequence

reads generated for a given template nucleic acid is equal to the numberof periods during which the

excitation iumination is present.

(0072) Certain aspects of the invention are directed to methods, devices, and systems for

generating multiple sequence reads from a plurality of nucleic acid templates comprising identical

nucleotide sequences. In some embodiments, the multiple sequence reads are not al] from the same

region of the nucleic acid templates. In some embodiments, there is overlap between the multiple

sequence reads. In some embodiments, a single sequence read is generated from each of the

plurality of nucleic acid templates, and in other embodiments multiple noncontiguous sequence

reads are generated from each ofthe plurality of nucleic acid templates. In certain preferred

embodiments, the multiple noncontiguous sequence reads from each ofthe plurality of nucleic acid

templates together extend across the nucleic acid templates such that they can be combined to

provide a consensus sequence for the identical nucleotide sequence in the nucleic acid templates. In

some embodiments, the consensus sequence is based on at least 2-, 5-, 10-, 20-, 50-, L00-, 200-,

500-, or 1000-fold coverage of the identical nucleotide sequence. In some embodiments, the

identical nucleotide sequence represents at least about 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%,

80%, 90%, or 100% of the nucleic acid template.

[0073] Certain aspects of the invention are directed to methods, devices, and systems for

reducing or limiting the effects of photo-induced damage during illuminated reactions, particularly

reactions that employ fluorescent or fluorogenic reactants, The term “photo-induced damage”refers

generally to any direct or indirect impact of illumination on one or more reagents in a reaction

resulting in 4 negative impact upon that reaction. Without being boundto a particular theory or

mechanism of operation, some illuminated reactions are subject to photo-induced damage that can

hinder progression of the reaction, ¢.g., via damage to reaction components, such as enzymes,

cofactors, templates, etc. As such, the illumination of the illuminated reaction can directly or
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indirectly negatively impact progression of the reaction, and such an impact can be measured based

on varicus characteristics ofthe reaction progression, ¢.g., pracessivity, rate, fidelity, duration, etc.

The present invention provides methods for subjecting an illuminated reaction to intermittent

exposure to illumination, which reduces the amount of photo-induced damage at a given time

during the reaction, allowing the reaction to proceed further than it does when constantly exposed to

the illumination.

[0074 ln some embadiments, the methods herein may further comprise the addition of one

or more photo-induced damage mitigating agents (e.g., triplet-state quenchers and/or free radical

quenchers) to the illuminated reaction. Such phote-damage mitigating agents are generally known

to those ofskill in the art. Further discussion of pheto-induced damage and related compounds,

compositions, methods, devices, and systems are also provided in U.S. Pub No. 20070161017,filed

December1, 2006; and U.S.$.N. 61/116,048, filed November 19, 2008, which are incorporated by

reference herein in their entireties for all purposes.

Il, Intermittent Ilfumination of Analytical Reactions

[0075] Certain aspects of the invention are generally directed to improved methods for

performing illuminated analyses, The terms “illuminated analysis” and “illuminated reaction” are

used interchangeably and generally refer to an analytical reaction that is occurring while being

illuminated (e.g., with excitation radiation), $0 as to evaluate the production, consumption, and/or

conversion of luminescent(e.g., fluorescent) reactants and/or products, As used herein, the terms

“reactant” and “reagent” are used interchangeably. As used herein, the terms “excitation

illumination” and “excitation radiation” are used interchangeably. In certain embodiments, the

illuminated reaction is a sequencing reaction, e.g., a sequencing-by-incorporation reaction. In

certain embodiments, the illuminated reaction is designed to analyze a single molecule, e.g, by

ensuring the molecule is optically resolvable from any other molecule being analyzed and/orin the

reaction mixture. In certain embodiments, one or more components of the reaction are susceptible to

photo-induced damagedirectly or indirectly elicited by an excitation radiation source. In certain

preferred embodiments, an illuminated reaction is subjected to intermittent excitation radiation

during the course ofthe illuminated reaction. In certain preferred embodiments, a sequencing-by-

incorporation reaction is subjected to intermittent excitation radiation during the course of a

polymerization reaction to generate a plurality of noncontiguous sequence reads from a single

nucleic acid template.
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[0076] In certain aspects, the methods herein provide benefits over methods currently used

for sequencing large template nucleic acids, such as human genomes. For example, the traditional

shotgun sequencing approach entails sequencing nucleic acid fragments and analyzing the resulting

sequence information for overlap and similarity to known sequences to construct the complete

sequence of the template nucleic acid. One disadvantage to the shotgun approach is that assembly

may be difficult if the template nucleic acid comprises numerous repeated sequences, and the

inability to assemble a genomic sequence in repeat regions leads to gaps in the assembled sequence.

(See, e.g, Myers, G.; “Whole-Genome DNA Sequencing” in Computing in Science and

Engineering: Vol 1, Issue 3; pgs. 33-43: May/Jun 1999.) One method of resolving these gapsis to

sequence fragments Jarge enough to span the repeat regions, but sequencing large fragments can be

difficult and time-consuming. Another approach to spanning a gap is to determine the sequence of

two ends ofa large fragment which has known spacing and orientation, and this approachis

generally termed paired end sequencing (see, e.g., Smith, M. W.et al., (1994} Nature Genetics 7:40-

47, and U.S. Pub. No. 2006/029261 |, filed June 6, 2006, both of which are incorporated by

reference herein in their entireties for all purposes). This methodis limited by the requirementfor

information about the spacing and orientation of the ends of the long fragment, and/or complex

sample preparation of the nucleic acid template. The present invention provides methods that are

tolerant of large repetitive regions and do not require prior knowledge of nucleotide sequences(e.g_,

base sequences, spacing, orientation, etc.) or complex sample preparation, thereby allowing

economical, efficient, and effective de nove sequencing or resequencing of long template nucleic

acids.

[0077] In certain aspects, the methods herein provide various strategies for achieving

intermittent illumination of illuminated reactions. Essentially, at least one type of illumination (e.g.,

excitation illumination) is present for at least one time period (“illuminated period”) and absent

during at least one other time period (“non-illuminated period”) during an illuminated reaction. As

described above, the term “non-illuminated” indicates a change in illumination including, but not

limited to a complete absence of illumination. For example, a non-illuminated period mayalso be

characterized by a different illumination source or intensity than an illuminated period, or by a

change in reaction components, ¢.g., detectable labels. In general, at least one type of data collected

during an illuminated period (e.g., nucleotide sequence data) is not collected during a non-

illuminated period, An absence of the illumination may be dueto, ¢.¢., inactivation of the

illumination source (e.g., laser, laser diode, a light-emitting diode (LED), a ultra-violet light bulb,
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and/or a white light source}, removal ofthe Uluminated reaction from the illumination source (or

vice versa), or may be due to blockage ofthe illumination from the reaction, as discussed below.

Modifications to the illumination may be due to, e.g., adjustment of the intensity of an illumination

source, or a substitution of one illumination wavelength and/or frequency for another. Further,

components detectable during an illuminated periad may be removed from the reaction mixture

during a non-illuminated period, e.g., a fluorescently labeled nucleotide may be replaced with an

unlabeled nucleotide. Knowledge of the rate of the reaction and the time during which the

illumination is absent is used to estimate the progress of the reaction during the non-illuminated

period, For example, if a reaction proceeds such that one molecule is incorporated into a

macromolecule per second, and the illumination is absent for 20 seconds, it can be estimated that 20

molecules were incorporated during the non-illuminated period. This information is useful during

data analysis to provide context for the reaction data collected during the illuminated period(s). For

example, in a sequencing-by-incorporation reaction the numberofbase positions separating

sequence reads generated in illuminated periads can be estimated based on the temporal length of

intervening non-illuminated periods and the knownrate of incorporation during the reaction and/or

by the measured rate of incorporation during the ilJuminated period(s). The knownrate of

incorporation can be based on various factors including, but not limited to, sequence context effects

due to the nucleotide sequence of the template nucleic acid, kinetics of the polymerase used, buffer

effects (salt concentration, pH,etc.), and even data being collected from an ongoing reaction.

Further the processivity of an enzyme during a non-illuminated period (or other type of non-

detection period) can be manipulated or adjusted by methods knownto thoseof skill in the art. In

particular, the kinetics of replication by a polymerase enzyme can be altered by changing the

chemical environment in which it operates, and such methodsare further described, e.g., in U.S.

Patent Application Nos. 12/414,191, filed March 30, 2009; 12/537,130, filed August 6, 2009; and

US. Patent Application No. [unassigned], attorney docket no. 105-006301US,entitled

“Engineering Polymerases and Reaction Conditions for Modified Incorporation Properties,”filed

September 4, 2009, the disclosures of all of which are incorporated herein by reference in their

entireties for all purposes. For example, methods are provided for adjusting the enzymeactivity, and

these methods find particular relevance in the instant invention when used to enhance accuracy

during detection periods, and to enhance processivity during non-detection periods. Information

regarding enzymetranslocation rate and processivity is useful for positioning the sequence reads for
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a single template nucleic acid relative to one another in the construction of a sequence scattold

and/or consensus sequence for the template nucleic acid.

[0078] Figure 1 provides exemplary embodiments of methods for intermittent illumination

of analytical reactions. A reaction mix is prepared at step 100. In process A shown on the left,

illumination of the reaction 105 is begun prior to initiation ofthe reaction 110, which allows

“illumination data” to be collected at initiation. (In an alternative embodiment, illumination may

commence simultaneously with initiation of the reaction.) “Hlumination data” as used herein refers

to data collected during an illuminated period, e.g., the length ofthe illuminated period and

luminescent signal(s)} from the reaction product. At least one non-illuminated period 115 occurs

during the course ofthe reaction, followed by at least one additional illuminated period 120.

Multiple additional non-illuminated and illuminated periods may follow. During the illuminated

periods (105 and 120), illumination data is collected 175. During the non-illuminated period(s),

non-illumination data is collected 180. As used herein, “non-illumination data” refers to data

collected during a non-illuminated period, e.g., the length of the non-iluminated period can be

monitored. In process B shown on the right, the reaction 1s initiated 155 duringafirst non-

illuminated period 150. At least one illuminated period 160 occurs during the course of the reaction,

optionally followed by at least one additional non-illuminated period 165, Multiple additional

illuminated and non-illuminated periods may follow. As for process A, illumination data is

collected 175 during the illuminated period(s) 160, and non-illumination data is collected 180

during non-illuminated periods (155 and 165),

[0079] One benefit provided in certain embodiments ofthe inventionis that the reaction

need not be further manipulated after initiation (aside from the control of illumination). For

example, the method can be used to analyze reaction mixtures without the need for buffer changes,

addition of further reaction compenents, or removal of detectable components, e.g., light-activatable

components such as fluorophores. For example, in a sequencing-by-incorporation reaction, labeled

nucleotides may be present throughout the life of the reaction, even when the reaction is not

generating nucleotide sequence data (e.g., during a non-illuminated period). This provides clear

advantages over methods that require additional handling of the reaction after initiation, which tend

to not only be expensive and time-consuming, but which also provide opportunities for

contamination of the reaction. For example, illumination can be reinitiated at any time during the

reaction at the whim of the ordinary practitioner by simply activating the illumination. In certain

preferred embodiments, the concentration of labeled nucleotides or nucleotide analogsin the
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reaction mixture is greater than the concentration of unlabeled nucleotides in the reaction mixture

throughout the course of the reactions, and may represent at least about 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%,

99%, or 100%of the total nucleotides in the reaction mixture, Metheds for ensuring a high ratio of

labeled versus unlabeled nucleotides in a reaction mixture are known in the art and certain preferred

embodiments are provided in U.S. Patent Pub. Nos. 2006/0063264, 2006/0194232, and

2007/0141398, which are incorporated herein by reference in their entireties for all purposes.

[0080) ln embodiments in which a sequencing-by-incorporation reaction is subjected to

intermittent tlumination, the sequence reads collected during the illuminated periods are arranged

in order and separated from one another by an estimated numberof nuclectides incorporated into

the nascent strand during the intervening non-illuminated periads. The resulting gapped read can

then be used to assess certain characteristics of the template nucleic acid. When multiple identical

template nucleic acids are subjected to such a sequencing-by-incorporation reaction, the resulting

set of gapped reads can be combinedto create a sequence scaffold and/or a consensus sequence for

the template nucleic acid.

[0081] Additional methods may also be used to aid in assembly of gapped reads into a

sequence scaffold and/or a consensus sequence for a template nucleic acid. For example, in some

embodiments, alternative labeling methods can be used to provide additional data during the course

of the reaction, e.g., data from illuminated or non-illuminated periods. In certain preferred

embodiments, such alternative labeling methods may comprise using labels that are incorporated

into a product of the reaction, For example, in sequencing-by-incorporation reactions that use

nucleotides comprising labeled terminal phosphates(e.z., the gamma phosphate as in dNTP,or

terminal phosphates on nucleotide analogs with a greater number of phosphate groups} to identify

the nucleotides incorporated into a nascent polynucleotide, the reaction mixture may also include

nucleotides comprising, a base-linked label. During the reaction, these “base-labeled nucleotides”

will be incorporated into the nascent strand, but unlike the terminal phosphate labels removed

during incorporation, the base-linked labels are not cleaved from the nucleotide upon incorporation

by the polymerase, resulting in a nascent strand that comprises the base-linked labels. The

concentration of such base-labeled nucleotides can be adjusted in the reaction mixture to promote

their incorporation into the nascent strand at a predictable rate, ¢.g., based on the known sequence

of the template or the average frequency of a given nucleotide. The presence and/or rate of

incorperation of the base-linked labels into the nascent strand can provide a measure ofthe length

of the nascent strand generated (and, therefore, the distance traveled by the polymerase along the
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template nucleic acid) during the reaction by subjecting the reaction to excitation illumination that

excites the base-linked label (but preferably not the non-base-linked labels), and detecting the signal

emitted. The excitation of the base-linked labels preferably occurs as a pulse during or immediately

following a non-illuminated period, and is otherwise absent during the reaction. The strength of the

signal is indicative of how many labels are present in the nascent strand, thereby providing a

measure of the processivity of the polymerase for a given period during the ongoing reaction, e.g.

during one or more illuminated or non-illuminated periods. Since the base-linked labels remain in

the nascent strand, it is beneficia] to minimize the amount oftime those flucrophores are subjected

to excitation illumination to mitigate the potential of photo-induced damage to the reaction

components. As such,in preferred embodiments, the excitation i]lumination wavelength for the

base-labeled nucleotidesis different than that of other fluorescent labels in the reaction.

[0082] This method can be modified in various ways. For example, the base-labeled

nuclectides may also comprise a terminal phosphate label so that their incorporation can be

monitored in the same manner during an illuminated period as the non-base-labeled nucleotides,

There may bea single type of base-labeled nucleotide in a reaction mixture, or multiple types may

be present, e.g., each type carrying a different nucleobase. The concentration of base-labeled

nucleotides in the reaction mix may be varied, although it is preferred that the ratio of base-labeled

nucleotides to non-base-labeled nucleotides be relatively low. For example, in a reaction mixture

comprising a single type of base-labeled nucleotide (e.g., base-labeled dATP), it is preferred that the

ratio of base-labeled dATP to non-base labeled dATP be less than 1:8, and more preferably 1:10 or

less. The low concentration of base-labeled nucleotides is preferred in order to minimize sterically

induced polymerase stalling when incorporating multiple base-labeled nucleotides in a row. In some

embodiments, the optimal ratio is pre-determined using capillary electrophoresis for any specific

base-labeled nucleotide and likely homopolymer sequence prevalence. In certain preferred

embodiments, at least 50, 75, 100, 125, or 150 base-labeled nucleotides are incorporated into the

nascent strand during a single non-detection period. The base-labeled nucleotides may be present

throughout the reaction, or may be washed in during non-illuminated periods and washed out after

the pulse of excitation illumination. The reaction mixture comprising base-linked nucleotides being

washed in may also include unlabeled nucleotides for incorporation during a non-detection period.

During a subsequentilluminated period, a reaction mixture comprising terminal phosphate-labeled

nucleotides replaces the reaction mixture comprising base-linked nucleotides and unlabeled

nucleotides. This protecol is one embodiment of the methods of the invention in which a non-
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detection period 1s not necessarily a non-illuminated period because in this case illumination may be

present, but no incerporation of nucleotides is be detected,

[0083] Alternatively or in addition, a low concentration of a fifth terminal phosphate labeled

nucleotide can be present in the sequencing reaction, wherein the label has a different excitation

wavelength than the other labels in the reaction mixture. For example, a small proportion of one

nucleotide analog, e.g., dA6P, can be labeled with the “fifth label.” During non-detection periods

when the sequence of incorporation of nucleotides is not being monitored, the reaction site is

illuminated by excitation radiation specific for the fifth label, and this fifth label excitation radiation

can be inactivated during the detection periods. Emissions detected upon incorporation of the

nuclectide analog comprisingthefifth label are used to “clock” the pace of the polymerase during

the non-detection period, eg, based upon the knownorestimated frequency of the complementary

nucleotide in the template strand. The fifth label can be chosen such that the excitation and emission

radiation are less likely or unlikely to cause photo-induced damageto reaction components, e.g. by

choosing a label with a long excitation wavelength (e.g., toward the red end of the visible

spectrum), a label that has a low propensity for entering into a triplet state, and/or a label that has a

lowpropensity to form a radical. Since the fifth label is being excited when other labels are not,

there is no requirement for optimal spectral separation from other labels in the reaction mixture.

Further, sincethe fifth label is not being used for sequencing, other optimizations are also not

necessary, e.g., related to branching, accuracy, and the like. Various types of labels can be used as a

fifth label of the invention including, but not limited to, organic and non-organic dye fluorophores.

For example, latex nanoparticles or quantum dotsare particularly suitable due to their lower

propensity for photo-induced damage ofcertain analytical reaction components. In certain preferred

embodiments, a quantum dot label has an emission spectrum within the same spectral windowas

the labels that are used to identify the sequence of base incorporations into the nascent strand

(“sequencing labels”) but an excitation spectrum that does not overlap these of the sequencing

labels to allow detection ofthe fifth label emissions using the same optical system as is used to

detect the sequencing label emissions.

[0084] This method can be modified in various ways. For example, more than one small

subset of a nucleotide analog can be labeled with a fifth label, and in certain embodiments, a small

subset of each nucleotide analog present in the reaction mixture is labeled with the fifth label.

Further, there may be a plurality of additional labels present in the reaction, each of which ts present

on a small subset of a single type of nucleotide analog, e.g., sixth, seventh, and eighth labels. By
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increasing the numberoftypes of nucleotide analogs labeled with fifth (or sixth, seventh, eighth)

labels, their frequency of incorporationis likewise increased, which improvesthe translocation rate

calculation for the polymerase during the non-detection periods. Alternatively, each type of

nucleotide analog can comprise both a sequencing label that is specific for the cognate base in the

nucleotide, as well as a fifth label for clocking the polymerase. The sequencing labels are excited

and detected during the detection periods and the fifth labels are excited and detected during the

non-detection periods. Since every nucleotide analog is labeled with a fifth base, each incorporation

event can be counted during the non-detection period and the exact rate of incorporation can be

determined. Both the sequencing and fifth labels may be bound to the sameor different linkers on

the nucleotide analogs. In certain preferred embodiments, a linker on a nucleotide analog positions

the fifth label within an illumination zone to allow excitation, but far from an enzyme(eg_,

polymerase) to mitigate photo-induced damagerelated to excitation of and/or emission from the

fifth label.

[0085] In some embodiments,the fifth label is also excited by an illumination during the

detection periods, The availability of the clacking function during the detection period can be used

during sequence analysis to identify positions in the resulting sequence read where a signal was not

detected (resulting in an apparent “missing base”in the read) and to distinguish between true

insertions and branching events in which twosignals are detected for a single incorporation event.

[0086] Tn yet further embodiments, assembly of gapped reads into a sequence scaffold

and/or a consensus sequencefor a template nucleic acid is facilitated by using “non-illuminated

periods” characterized by modified excitation illumination rather than a complete absence of

excitation illumination (which can also be termed “low-illuminated periods”). For example, in some

embodiments a lowerintensity excitation illumination is used during the non-illuminated periods

that excites one or more ofthe labels that are excited during the illuminated periods. As such, unlike

various strategies described above, no fifth label is necessary. The lower intensity excitation

illumination results in emissions that are lower intensity but still intense enough to identify an

emission signal over background counts, though typically not intense enough to be used to identify

the particular label generating the emission signal. For example, if label “A” and label “B” are ina

reaction mixture, during an illuminated period the intensity of the signal emissions from each are

high enough that the artisan can distinguish from which label a particular signal originates by the

wavelength and/or frequency of the signal. However, during a low-illaminated period the artisan

can only identify that a signal emission occurs, but is unable to distinguish the originating label
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because its particular wavelength and/or frequency cannot be accurately determined. The decrease

in excitation illumination intensity provides both a mitigation of phote-induced damageto reaction

components within the observation volume while allowing the practitioner to count the emissions,

and therefore the incorporations, during the non-illuminated period.

(0087) In other embodiments, multiple excitation illumination sources are used during an

illuminated period, and a first subset of these illumination sources is removed during a non-

iluminated period, while a second subset remains. The illumination sources that remain during the

non-illuminated period may be present in the same manneras during the iJ]uminated period, or

various aspects may be altered, e.g., intensity may be reduced, For example, if labels A and B

present in a reaction mixture are excited byafirst iJJumination source and labels C and D present in

the reaction mixture are excited by a second illumination source, removal of the first illumination

source during the non-illuminated period results in an inability to detect labels A and B, while C

and D are still detectable. Such an incomplete data set can be used to clock the progress ofthe

reaction during the non-illuminated period(s). Further, it can also be used in various ways to

facilitate the statistical analysis of data collected during the illuminated period(s). For example, for

nucleotide sequencing applications (as described elsewhere herein) the incomplete data set{s)

collected during non-illuminated period(s) can be used during assembly of a sequence scaffold. For

example, during de save sequence assembly a collection of sequences (contigs) are generated, but

the order of the contigs relative to the template nucleic acid is not always apparent. The scaffolding

process uses extra information to determine the correct order of the contigs. So, if only two bases

are identifiable in the non-illuminated periods, the incomplete sequence reads comprising only

incorporation of these two bases can be aligned to modified versions of the contigs assembled from

data collected during an illuminated period, but in which the two bases not detected during the non-

illuminated periods have been removed. Once the order cfthe contigs has been determined, the

incorporation data for the two bases not detected during the non-illuminated periods is restored and

the assembly of the contigs is complete. This methed can be modified in various ways. For

example, the practitioner may choose which illumination sources to remove during the non-

illuminated periods based on various characteristics, such as their propensity to cause photo-induced

damage to one or more reaction components, the propensity of the corresponding emission signal to

cause photo-induced damage to one or more reaction components, their energy consumption, and

wear-and-tear on the source device. Further, as described elsewhere herein, rather then removing an

illumination source, reaction components that are excited by the illumination source may be
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removed from the reaction mixture during the non-illuminated period, necessarily rendering them

undetectable. For example, one or mare fluorescently labeled nucleotide analogs may be replaced

with unlabeled nucleotide analogs during the non-illuminated periods.

[0088] In certain aspects, the invention provides advantages to performing intramolecular

redundant sequencing, in which a template nucleic acid is used to generate multiple copies of a

sequence read of interest, whether by virtue of multiple copies of the complement being present in

the template, repeated replication of the template, or a combination thereof. For example, a first

stage of a template-dependent sequencing reaction on a single-stranded circular template can

comprise a non-illuminated period during which the template is completely replicated at least one

time to generate at least one incomplete sequence read for a sequence complementaryto the

template. The first stage is followed by a second stage comprising an illuminated period during

which the template is replicated multiple times to generate multiple complete sequence reads for the

complementary sequence. The incomplete reads generatedin thefirst stage can be used to construct

a scaffold for assembly of the complete sequence reads generated in the second stage. Further,

incomplete sequence reads can also be used to clock the progress of the reaction during the non-

illuminated periods by providing a count of the detectable reaction components and combiningthat

information with known or estimated characteristics of the template, e.g., nucleotide composition or

sequence.

[0089] The subset of signal emissions detectable in the non-illuminated periods as compared

to the number detectable in the illuminated periods is not limiting and may be chosen based upon

the non-illumination data desired by the ordinary practitioner and/or other considerations, such as

mitigation of photo-induced damage to extend readlength. For example, to lower the likelihood of

photo-induced damage, the ordinary practitioner may choose to removethe illumination source that

is most damaging, e.g., has the highest frequency. In certain embodiments, multiple sequencing

reactions may be performed for a single amplified template, each with a different combination of

illumination sources and/or detectable components. Alternatively or additionally, multiple replicate

reactions can also be performed for one or more of the combinations of illumination sources and/or

detectable components. The combination of data from multiple different and/or replicate reactions

performed on a single template provides myriad benefits during statistical analysis. As noted above,

data can be combinedto facilitate assembly of contigs generated during illuminated periods. Data

from non-illuminated periods can also provide value in assessing the quality of the sequence reads

generated during the illuminated periods.
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[0090] Additional methods mayalso be used to aid in assembly of gapped reads into a

sequence scaffold and/or a consensus sequence for a template nucleic acid. For example, in some

embodiments, alternative labeling methods used to provide additional data during the course ofthe

reaction can comprise using labels that are incorporated into an enzymeofthe reaction. For

example, FRET labels can be used to label portions of a polymerase enzyme such that the

conformational change between the open and closed states of the enzyme change the FRETvalue.

For example, a FRET-based system can be used to monitor the kinetics of opening and closing of

the finger subdomain of DNA polymerase, as described in Allen, et al. (2008) Protein Science

17:40] -408, incorporated herein by reference in its entirety for all purposes. In certain preferred

embodiments, a closed conformation produces a FRET signal because the donor and acceptor are

close to one another, and an open conformation silences the signal because there is no energy

transferred between the donor and acceptor. By monitoring the emission from the FRET pair, each

incorporation event can be monitored during non-detection periods, and optionally or additionally

during detection periods. In certain preferred embodiments, the FRET donor is GFP (excitation at

484 nm, emission at 510 nm), and the FRET acceptor is YFP (excitation at 512 nm, emission at 529

nm}. Methods for monitoring polymerase activity using FRET labels are known in the art, e.g., in

W0/2007/070572 A2, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety for

all purposes.

[0091] A given reaction may experience one or a plurality of illuminated periods or non-

illuminated periods, but preferably experiences at least two illuminated periods. For example, a

given reaction providing nucleotide sequence information from a single template nucleic acid may

have at least about 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 50, or 100 illuminated periods with intervening non-illuminated

periods. In an embodiment employing multiple periods ofillumination and/or non-illuminated, the

periods may be the samefor both, e.g., 100 seconds “on” and 100 seconds “off.” Alternatively, the

illuminated periods may be longer or shorter than the non-illuminated periods. For example, in

certain embodiments, a non-illuminated period may be at least about 2-, 3-, 4-, 6-, 8-, 10-, 20-, or

50-fold longer than an adjacent illuminated penod; or an illuminated period may be at least about 2-

, 3-, 4, 6-, 8-, 10-, 20-, or 50-fold longer than an adjacent non-illuminated period. Further, each

illuminated period may be the sameor different from each otherilluminated period, and each non-

illuminated period may be the sameor different from each other non-illuminated period. For

example, some embodiments generate a smaller numberof long reads, and other embodiments

generate a larger numberof short reads, It will be understood that the numberand length of the
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Uhaminated and non-illuminated pericdsis limited only by the experimental system in use and the

data acquisition goals of the ordinary practitioner. In some embodiments, a nucleotide sequence

read generated during a single illuminated period comprisesat least about 20, 30, 40, 50, 75, 100,

1000, 10,000, 25,000, 50,000, or 100,000 adjacent nucleotide positions. In some embodiments, a

region of a nucleic acid template processed during a non-illuminated period during a single reaction

comprises at least about 20, 30, 40, 50, 75, 100, 1000, 10,000, 25,000, 50,000, or 100,000 adjacent

nucleotide positions. In some embodiments, the set of nucleotide sequence reads generated during a

single sequencing reaction comprising a plurality of illuminated periods compnisesat least about 40,

60, 80, 190, 1000, 10,000, 25,000, 50,000, 100,000, 250,000, 500,000, or 1,000,000 nucleotide

sequence positions from a single nucleic acid template. In some embodiments, a set of nucleotide

sequence reads generated during a single sequencing reaction comprising a plurality of illuminated

periods comprises multiple reads ofat least a portion of the nucleotide sequence positions from a

single nucleic acid template.

[0092] As noted above, the present invention provides methods that are tolerant of large

repetitive regions and do not require prior knowledge of nucleotide sequences(e.g., base sequences,

spacing, orientation, etc.}. However, such information, if available, may also be useful to the

ordinary practitioner in determining an optimal periodicity for illuminated and non-illuminated

periods during a sequencing reaction, especially when sequencing repetitive sequences. For

example, if a genomic region is known to contain five adjacent copies of a one kilobase nucleotide

sequence(i.¢., five “repeat regions”), it would be beneficial to keep the non-illuminated periods

short enough to be able to confidently map the resulting sequence readsto the correct repeat region.

If a non-illuminated period were too long, the natural variation in translocation rate of the

polymerase would makeit difficult to assign a sequence read to a particular repeat region,

especially those farther from the binding/initiation site of the polymerase. In a further example, if

the “copies” each had a few mutations that could be used to distinguish them from each other,it

would be beneficial to keep the illuminated periods long enough to increase the chance one of these

mutations would be included in a resulting sequence read, thereby allowing the unambiguous

assignment of the read to a particular repeat region. If the illuminated period were too short the

sequence reads from two different repeat regions could be identical, making mapping the sequence

read challenging. (Ancther way to mitigate these difficulties would be to incorporate pause or stop

points into the template nucleic acid, as discussed below.)
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[0093] Essentially, the practitioner may design the number of and lengths of time for each

illuminated and non-illuminated period to best suit the illuminated reactions being analyzed and the

invention is notlimited in this regard. In certain embodiments, a practitioner may wish to increase

the processivity of a polymerase thereby extending the length of the template nucleic acid processed

in a sequencing reaction to be, e.g., at least 2-, 3-, 4-, 6-, 8-, 10-, or 20-fold, thereby generating

sequence data much farther away from the polymerase binding/initiation site than would be

achieved under constant illumination. In certain embodiments, a practitioner of the instant invention

may wish to focus on data from one or more stages of an ongoing reaction, such as stages for which

more data is required for analysis. In the case of sequencing-by-synthesis, one or more particular

regions of a template nucleic acid may need to be resequenced. Sometraditional methods require

that new template nucleic acids be prepared to bring a region requiring resequencing closer to the

initiation point of the sequencing reaction, or require preparation of multiple new templates if

multiple regions to be resequenced. In contrast, the methods herein allow the practitioner to subject

a template identical to the previously sequenced template (e.g., from a large genomic DNA sample

preparation) to a sequencing reaction wherein illuminated periods are timedto illuminate the sample

only when the polymerase is incorporating nucleotides into the nascent strand at the one or more

particular regions requiring resequencing. This advantage substantially lowers the time and

resources required for such resequencing operations, therefore providing a significant advantage

over traditional methods.

[0094] The instant invention contemplates various means for providing non-illuminated

periods during illuminated reactions. In some embodiments, the illumination sourceis turned off

during the ongoing reaction to create one or more non-illuminated periods. In some embodiments,

the illumination source remains on during the course of the reaction, but the illuminated reaction is

removed from the system for a period of time. In some embodiments, the illumination source

remains on during the course of the reaction, but the illumination is blocked to create one or more

non-illuminated periods. For example, a movable mask may be manually or mechanically

positioned between the illumimation source and the illuminated reaction to block the illumination

during non-illuminated periods and removed to allow exposure to the illumination during

illuminated periods. Such a mask may also be dynamically controlled, such as a thin film transistor

display (e.g., an LCD mask). Masks for blocking illumination and manufacture thereof are well

known to those of ordinary skill in the art and need no further elaboration herein.
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[0095] One aspect of the present invention is multiplexing of large numbers of single-

molecule analyses. For a number of approaches, e.g., single molecule methads as described above,

it maybe desirable to provide the reaction componentsin individually optically resolvable

configurations, such that a single reaction component or complex can be individually monitored.

Providing such individually resolvable configurations can be accomplished through a number of

mechanisms. For example, by providing a dilute solution of complexes on a substrate surface suited

for immobilization, one will be able to provide individually optically resolvable complexes. (See,

e.g., European Patent No.1105529 to Balasubramanian,et al., the full disclosure of whichis

incorperated herein by reference in its entirety for all purposes.) Alternatively, one may provide a

lowdensity activated surface to which complexes are coupled. (See, e.g, Published Intemational

Patent Application No. WO 2007/041394, the full disclosure of which is incorporated herein by

reference in its entirety for all purposes). Such individual complexes may be provided on planar

substrates or otherwise incorporated into otherstructures, e.g., zero-mode waveguides or waveguide

arrays, to facilitate their observation,

[0096] In some embodiments,a plurality of illuminated reactions are carried out

simultaneously, e.g., on a solid support. In some preferred embodiments, a solid support comprises

an array of reaction sites. In preferred embodiments, the reaction sites on a sclid support are

optically resolvable from each other. In further preferred embodiments, each of the reaction sites on

a solid support contains no more than a single reaction to be interrogated. For example, ina

sequencing-by-incorporation embodiment, each reaction site preferably has no more than one

polymerase and no more than one nucleic acid template. The reaction sites may be confinements

(é.g., optical and/or physical confinements), each with an effective observation volume that permits

resolution of individual molecules present at a concentration that is higher than one nanomolar, or

higher than 100 nanomolar, or on the order of micromolar range. In certain preferred embodiments,

each of the individual confinements yields an effective observation volume that permits resolution

of individual molecules present at a physiologically relevant concentration, ¢.g., at a concentration

higher than about | micromolar, or higher than 50 micromolar range or even higher than 100

micromolar. In addition, for purposes of discussion herein, whether a particular reagent 1s confined

by virtue of structural barriers to its free movement, or is chemically tethered or immobilized to a

surface of a substrate, it will be described as being “confined.”

[0097] As used herein, a solid support may comprise any of a variety of formats, from

planar substrates, ¢.2., glass slides or planar surfaces within a larger structure, ¢.g., a multi-well
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plates such as 96 well, 384 well and 1536 well plates or regularly spaced micro- or nano-porous

substrates, or such substrates may comprise more irregular porous materials, such as membranes,

aerogels, fibrous mats, or the like, or they may comprise particulate substrates, e.g, beads, spheres,

metal or semiconductor nanoparticles, or the like. The solid support may comprise an array of one

or more zero-mode waveguides or other nanoscale optical structures.

[0098 As used herein, “zero-mode waveguide”refers to an optical guide in which the

majority of incident radiation 1s attenuated, preferably more than 80%, more preferably more than

90%, even more preferably more than 99%ofthe incident radiation is attenuated. As such high

level of attenuation, no significant propagating modesof electromagnetic radiation exist in the

guide. Consequently, the rapid decayofincident electromagnetic radiation at the entrance of such

guide provides an extremely small observation volumeeffective to detect single molecules, even

when they are present at a concentration as high as in the micromolar range. The fabrication and

application of ZMWs in biochemical analysis, and methods for calling bases in sequencing-by-

incorporation methods are described, e.g., in U.S. Patent Nos. 7,315,019, 6,917,726, 7,013,054,

7,181,122, and 7,292,742, U.S. Patent Pub. No. 2003/0174992, and U.S. Patent Application No.

12/134,186, the full disclosures of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety forall

purposes,

(0099) A set of reactions (e.¢., contained on a solid support} may comprise identical or

different components. For example, a single template nucleic acid may be analyzed in all reactions

in the set, or a plurality of template nucleic acids may be analyzed, each present in only one or a

subset of the set of reactions. In preferred embodiments, template nucleic acids comprising the same

nucleotide sequence are analyzed in a plurality of reactions sufficient to provide adequate redundant

nucleotide sequence data to determine a consensus sequencefor the template nucleic acids. A

number of sequence readsthat will provide adequate nucleotide sequence data will vary, depending,

e.g., on the quality of the template nucleic acid and other components of the reaction, but in general

coverage for a template nucleic acid or portion(s) thereofis at least about 2-, 5-, 10-, 20-, 50-, 100-,

200-, 500-, or 1000-fold coverage. Further, the numbers and lengths of illuminated and non-

illuminated periods for a given reaction in the set of reactions may be the same or different than

those for other reactionsin the set. In some embodiments, a mixture of different periodicities are

used for a set of reactions comprising the same template nucleic acid. This strategy can be

beneficial for providing nucleotide sequence reads from varying regions of the template sequence,

thereby increasing the likelihood of overlapping sequence reads between individual reactions. These
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overlapping sequence reads can facilitate construction of a more robust sequence scaffold than

could be constructed were the reactions all subjected to the same pericdicity ofilluminated and non-

laminated pericds.

[00100] Methods of controlling polymerase progress and/or synchronizing polymerases in

different reactions are also useful in analysis (e.2., mapping, validation, etc.) of nucleic acid reads

farther from the initial binding site of the polymerase. During detection periods earlier in the

reaction (i.e., closer to the time at which the polymerase began to process the template nucleic acid,

such as duringafirst illuminated periad), the position of a polymetase on the template can be

estimated with generally good accuracy based on the known translocation rate of the polymerase

under a given set of reaction conditions. As the duration ofthe reaction increases, however, the

natural variation in polymerase translocation rate makes it more difficult to accurately determine the

exact position of the polymerase on a template using estimation based on translocation rate alone;

and through each subsequent illuminated period such estimations of polymerase position become

less accurate, making subsequent analysis and mapping of the sequence reads to the template more

difficult. Methods of regulating the position of the polymerase on the template allow more accurate

determinations the pelymerase’s position. For example, causing the polymerase to pause or stop at a

given location on the template during a non-illuminated period and reinitiating the polymerization

during or immediately prior to a subsequentilluminated period provides a way to reorient the

subsequently generated read with the template sequence, allowing easier consensus sequence

determination and mapping analyses. Further, such pause/stop points can provide a means of

controlling what regions of the template are processed during the illuminated periods by restricting

where the polymerase wil] reinitiate on the template, thereby allowing a practioner of the instant

invention to target one or more particular regions of a template for analysis during one or more

detection periods during the course of an analytical reaction. Such methodsare also usefulto

synchronize a set reactions being monitored simultaneously. For example, a plurality of reactions,

each comprising a single polymerase/template complex, may be synchronized by regulating the

initiation points of the polymerase on the template for each detection period, thereby creating a set

of sequence reads that show less spreading(i.e., less variation in the position on the template from

which the sequence reads are generated) in the later stages of the reactions than would otherwise be

observed without such regulation.

[00101] Yarious methods can be used to control or monitor the progress of a polymerase on a

template nucleic acid. For example, as noted above, one may employ a reaction stop or pause point
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within the template sequence, such as a reversibly bound blocking group at one location on the

template, e.g., on the single-stranded portion that was not used in priming. Reaction stop or pause

points can be engineered into a portion ofthe template for which the nucleotide sequence is

unknown (e.g., a genomic fragment), but is preferably located within a portion for which the

nucleotide sequence is known (e.g., an adaptoror linker ligated to the genomic fragment.) For

example, certain preferred sequencing templates (e.g., SMRTbell™templates, described elsewhere

herein) are closed, single-stranded molecules having regions of internal complementarity separated

by hairpin or stem-loop linkers, and one or both ofthese linkers can comprise a stop or pause point

to control the passage of the polymerase through them. In some embodiments, these regulatory

sequencesorsites cause a permanent cessation of nascent strand synthesis, and in other

embodiments the reaction can be reinitiated, ¢ g., by removing a blocking moiety or adding a

missing reaction component, Various types of pause and stop points are described belowand

elsewhere herein, and it will be understood that these can be used independently or in combination,

e.g., in the same template molecule.

[00102] By wayof example, at a selected time following initiation of polymerization the

reaction may be subjected to a non-illuminated period. The incorporation of a synthesis blocking

moiety coupled to the template nucleic acid at a position encountered by the polymerase during the

non-illuminated period will cause the polymerase to pause. An example of an engineered pause

point is a known sequence on the template nucleic acid where a primer sits and blocks progression

of a polymerase that is actively synthesizing a complementary strand. The presence of the primer by

itself could introduce a pause in the polymerase sequencing or the primer could be chemically

modified to force a full stop (and synchronization of multiple polymerases in multiple reactions).

The chemical modification could be subsequently removed (for example, photo-chemically) and the

polymerase would subsequently continue along the template nucleic acid. In some embodiments,

multiple primers could be included in a reaction to introduce multiple pause or stop points along the

template nucleic acid. Other methods for inducing a reversible pause (stop) in synthesis are known

in the art and include, e.g., reversible sequestering of required cofactors (e.g., Mn**, one or more

nucleotides, etc.). Once sufficient time has passed that the polymerase is paused at the blocking

group, illumination is reintroduced and the blocking group removed. This allows control of the

position on the template nucleic acid at which the polymerase will begin generating nucleotide

sequence data during the illuminated period. A variety of synthesis controlling groups may be

employed, including, e.g., large photolabile groups coupled to the template nucleic acid that inhibit
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polymerase mediated replication, strand-binding moieties that prevent processive synthesis, non-

native nucleotides included within the primer and/or the template, and the like. Such reaction

stops/pause points are useful in providing more certainty about the relationship of the reads ta each

other. For example, since the exact position on a template nucleic acid at which each sequence read

begins would be known,the resulting reads could be better mapped relative to one another for

constniction of a sequence scaffold and/or consensus sequence. Further description of these and

other methods for regulating the progress of a polymerase on a template are provided, e.g., in

U.S.S.N. 61/099,696, U.S. Patent Pub. No. 2006/0160113, and U.S. Patent Pub. No. 2008/0009007,

all of which are incorporated by reference herein in their entireties for all purposes.)

(00104) By way of example, a sequencing reaction may beinitiated on a template comprising

a non-native base in the absence of the complementto the non-native base, which would not impact

the overall sequence determination of other portions of the template that are complementary to

native bases. By starving the reaction for the complementto the non-native base, one can prohibit

synthesis, and thus, the sequencing process, until the non-native base complementis added to the

mixture, This can provide a “hot start” capability for the system and/or an internal check on the

sequencing process and progress that 1s configurable to not interfere with sequence analysis of the

regions ofinterest in the template, which would be complementary to only native bases. In some

embodiments, the non-native base complement in the sequence mixture is provided with a

detectably different label than the complementsto the four native bases in the sequence, and the

production of incerporation-based signals associated with such labels provides an indication that the

polymerase hasinitiated or reinitiated. Although described as the “non-native base” it will be

appreciated that this may comprise a set of non-natural bases that can provide multiple control

elements within the template structure. In certain embodiments, two different non-native bases are

included within the template structure, but at different points, to regulate procession ofthe

sequencing process, e.g., allowing controlled initiation and a controlled stop/start position later in

the sequence, ¢.g., prior to a subsequentilluminated period. For example, the complementto the

first non-native base can be addedto initiate sequencing immediately prior to the start of a first

illuminated period. During a first non-illuminated period following the first illuminated period, the

polymerase encounters the second non-native base, ¢.g., at a nucleotide position near but upstream

of a nucleotide region desired to be sequenced in a second illuminated period. Sequencing would

stop until the complement to the second non-native base is added to the reaction mixture. Likewise,

multiple such non-native bases could be incorporated into the template to effectively target the
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polymerase to multiple regions of interest for which sequence data is desired. Further, in

applications in which multiple identical templates are being sequenced, this would allow a

resynchronization of the various sequencing reactions and the data generated therefrom.

[00105] Methods of contralling polymerase progress in different stages of a sequencing

reaction are also useful for not only creating “condition-dependent” non-detection periods (during

which time illumination may or may not be present), but also for minimizing the amount of time

required for traversing a given length of template during a non-detection period (whether or not

illumination is present). In orderto reliably detect incorporation events, non-natural reagent

conditions are typically used to limit polymerization during detection periods to approximately 1-5,

or about 3 bases per second. In certain embodiments, replacement of Mg” ions with Mn?* ions

serves to stabilize and slowthe translocation of the polymerase. When magnesium and, optionally,

native nucleotides (e.g., lacking fluorescent labels) are used, the rate of translocation and/or

processivity of the polymerase may increase up to two orders of magnitude. Use of such “rapid

translocation” conditions during the non-detection periods can provide myriad benefits, including

but not limited to a more rapid polymerization rate, an increased processivity (e.g., due to decreased

stalling and misincorperation}, and an overall savings due to reduced use of expensive labeled

nucleotide analogs and/or reagents that mitigate oxidative stress.

[00106] In certain embediments, a protocol for intermittent detection comprises alternating

reaction mixtures, where a first reaction mixture used during the detection periods is optimized for

sequence read generation, and a second reaction mixture used during the non-detection periods is

optimized for processivity and/or rapid polymerization. For example, when reagents for optimal

sequence read generation are present, DNA synthesis rate is low, and there is a fluorescence signal

associated with each incorporation event. After replacing the reaction mixture optimized for

sequence read generation with the reaction mixture optimized for processivity and/or rapid

polymerization, the polymerase rapidly advances across the template. In certain embodiments, a

flow cell is used to deliver and switch between the two (or more) reaction mixtures during the

course of the reaction,

[00107] In an exemplary embodiment, a first reaction mixture comprises flucrescently-

labeled nucleotide analogs and manganeseions that restrict polymerization to a rate appropriate for

high fidelity detection of nucleotide incorporation. Thefirst reaction mixture can also include

additional agents for mitigation of photo-induced damage of various components of the reaction

mixture, A second reaction mixture comprises natural nucleotides and an appropriate magnesium
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ion concentration for rapid synthesis of the nascent strand complementaryto the template. A first

detection period of a sequencing reaction is initiated by introduction ofthe first reaction mixture,

and a sequence read is generated based upon synthesis of the nascent strand during the detection

period, After a predetermined time interval a sufficient quantity of the second reaction mixture is

flowed onto the reaction site(s) until effectivelyall the first reaction mixture has been replaced with

the second, therebyinitiating a first non-detection period. As noted above, the lack of labeled

nucleotides in the second reaction mixture alone can produce the non-detection period, since there

will be no signal emitted coincident with incorporation ofthe native nucleotides, but in certain

embadiments illumination may also be removed, ¢.g., to further mitigate photo-induced damage

during the non-detection pericd. At a time appropriate to initiate a second detection period, a

sufficient quantity ofthe first reaction mixture is flowed onto the reaction site(s) until effectivelyall

the first reaction mixture has been replaced with the second, and detection of incorporation eventis

reinitiated. The cycle ofreaction mixture exchange is repeated to generate multiple detection and

non-detection periods.

[00108] A flowcell for reaction mixture exchange preferably has two inputs that are gated

such that only a single reaction mixture flows into a reactionsite or plurality of reaction sites, e.g.,

on a substrate. A single out-flow line may be used to remove reaction mixtures from the reaction

site(s) to a single collection vessel, or multiple collection vessels may be used, one for each type of

reaction mixture used. Further, accurate estimation of the distance a polymerase translocates during

a non-detection period is important for bioinformatics applications. This estimation is complicated

if the time for reaction mixture exchangeis slow. As such, the flow is preferably at a sufficient rate

that the time for exchange is significantly less than the time spent in the presence of either reaction

mixture alone.

[00109] Figure 2 provides an exemplary embodimentof analysis ofa plurality of illuminated

reactions using intermittent illumination. In this embodiment, sixteen sequencing-by-inccrporation

reactions are performed on single nucleic acid templates (each of which comprises the same

nucleotide sequence) with the timing of the Uluminated and non-iJluminated periods the sameforall

sixteen reactions. In A, the sixteen reactions are shown disposed on sixteen reaction sites on a solid

support and are numbered for convenience. A representation ofthe illumination data is shownin B,

with bars extending across the graph indicative of illumination data collected during illuminated

periods for each reaction. Inthis illustrative example, each reaction 1s subjected to three illuminated

periods, each followed by a non-illuminated period, resulting in three noncontiguous sequence reads
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for each reaction,1.e., three noncontiguous reads per template molecule sequenced. The position of

the bars relative to the x-axis provides the position of the sequence read relative to the template

nucleic acid sequence, which extends from position 0 (initiation of sequencing reaction)to n.

During the first illuminated period, the sequence reads generally overlap, but the natural variation of

polymerase translocation rate over the set of reactions results in a “spreading” ofthe sequence reads

as the reaction proceeds through the second and third illuminated periods with increasing variation

in the exact position of each polymerase on the template at the beginning and end of each

illuminated pened. As such, the earlier illumination data provides better redundancy

(“oversampling”) of sequence information overa relatively narrow portion of the template nucleic

acid, while the later illuminated periods provide less redundant sequencing data over a broader

region ofthe template nucleic acid. The timing ofthe non-illuminated petiods between the

iluminated periods and the known or calculated rate of incorporation are used to determine

approximate spacing between the resulting sequence reads, providing context for building a

sequence scaffold or consensus sequence.It is important to note that although shown disposed on a

solid support in A, the data shown in B could also have been generated from reactions not disposed

on a solid support nor performed simultaneously and the methods are generally not so limited.

Further, as described above, the spreading of the sequence reads from later stages of the reactions

can be mitigated by synchronizing the reactions, e.g., by regulating the initiation points of the

polymerase on the template for each detection period, thereby creating a set of sequence readsthat

provides better redundancy(i.e., more overlap in the positions on the template from which the

sequence reads are generated), especially in the later stages of the reactions.

[00110] Using templates that allow repeated sequencing (e.g., circular templates) in a single

reaction can increase the percent of a nucleic acid template for which nucleotide sequence data is

generated, thereby providing more complete data for further analysis, ¢.g., construction of sequence

scaffolds and/or consensus sequencesfor the nucleic acid template. For example, each time a

circular template is sequenced the timing of the illuminated and non-illuminated periods can be

reset to change the regions of the template for which nucleotide sequence data 1s generated. As

described above, the number of base positions separating sequence reads generated in illuminated

periods can be estimated based on the temporal length of intervening non-illuminated periods and

the knownrate of incorporation during the reaction and/or by the measured rate of incorporation

during the illuminated period(s). The known rate of incorporation can be based on various factors

including, but not limited to, sequence context effects due to the nucleotide sequence of the
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template nucleic acid, kinetics of the polymerase used, buffer effects (salt concentration, pH,etc.},

and even data being collected from an ongoing reaction, These factors can be used to determine the

appropriate timing for the illuminated and non-illuminated pericds depending on the experimental

objectives of the practitioner, whether it be maximizing length or depth of sequence coverage on a

given template nucleic acid, or optimizing sequence data collection from particular regions of

interest. Alternatively, each time a circular template is sequenced the timing of the illuminated and

non-illuminated periods can be kept the same to provide a greater-fold coverage of one or more

regions of interest in the template. Various methods for generating redundant sequence reads are

known in the art, and certain specific methods are provided in U.S, Patent No. 7,302,146; U.S.

Patent No. 7,476,503; U.S.S.N. 61/094,837,filed September $5, 2008; U.S.S_N. 61/099,696,filed

September 24, 2008: and U_S.§.N. 61/072, 160, filed March 28, 2008, all of which are incorporated

by reference herein in their entireties for al] purposes. A specific embodimentis also provided in the

Exemplary Applications section herein.

[00111] Another exemplary embodimentofan analysis of a plurality of illuminated reactions

using intermittent illumination comprises a first illuminated period thatis initiated at different times

over the plurality of reactions. For example, the illuminated period fora first reaction may start at 0

seconds, the illuminated period for a second reaction maystart at 5 seconds, the illuminated period

for a third reaction maystart at 10 seconds, and so forth. Additionally or alternatively, a first subset

of reactions may begin at a first time, a second subset may begin at a second time, etc. The first

illuminated period continues for a given length of time, followed by a non-illuminated period and a

subsequent secondilluminated period. Optionally, a plurality of non-illuminated periods and

illuminated periods followthefirst illuminated period. Staggered start times can provide staggered

data sets (e.g., two or more sequencereads) for the plurality of reactions, allowing multiple different

stages of the overall reaction to be interrogated in different reactions. Preferably, the staggered data

sets overlap to an extent that allows further analysis and validation of the reaction data. For

example, a sequencing-by-incorporation reaction subjected to such an embodiment of the invention

would preferably have sufficient overlap between sequence reads from different individual reactions

to allow construction of a sequence scaffold and/or consensus sequence for a template nucleic acid.

[00112] A mask for use with a solid support (e.g., an array of confinements) can be designed

to allow illumination of one or more portions of the solid support while blocking illumination to

other portions of the solid support. For example, a mask may comprise one or more windowsthat

allow excitationillumination to pass through the mask. Such a mask may be physically moved over
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the surface of the solid support (or the solid support can be movedrelative to the mask), e.g., te

selectively allow excitation illumination to reach a subset of confinements in an array. For example,

a maskthat allows 10% of reaction sites to be illuminated could be used to increase the sequencing

scaffold coverage bysliding the illumination area (the area being subjected to excitation

illumination) back and forth across the solid support. The 10% of reactions would cover certain

regions ofthe nucleic acid template for any given time period (and therefore region of sequence in

the template). In certain embodiments, an automated mask that selectively controls the timing of

illumination ofreactions on a solid support during the course ofthe reaction/acquisition may be

used rather than a mask that must be physically moved.

(00113) The timing of the illuminated and non-illuminated periods for a set of reactions on a

solid support may be the same or may vary, and maybe synchronized or random. In certain

emboditnents in which the excitation iJlumination source is turned on and off, the timing of the

illuminated and non-illuminated periods for the set of reactions will be identical. In other

embodiments, for example, those that comprise use of a mask, the timing of the illuminated and

non-illuminated periods for the set of reactions can vary so that while a subset of the reactions are

illuminated, another subset of the reactions are not illuminated. Various exemplary and nonlimiting

embodiments cf masks that may be used with a set of reactions on a solid substrate are provided in

Figures 3-5, as described below. In certain embodiments,the illuminated/non-illuminated status of

each reaction may be random across the solid support, e.g., to remove any experimental bias

potentially introduced by actively selecting which reactions to illuminate at a given time, as long as

the sequence reads being generated at the illuminated reactions and the time at which these

reactions are not illuminated are able to be assigned to a particular reaction. For ease of discussion,

the action of both illuminating and collecting emission signals from a reaction ofinterest, or a

particular region on a solid support in which a reaction ofinterest is taking place, is referred to as

“interrogating” that reaction and/or that region. A region being so interrogated is termed an

“observation region.”

[00114] Figure 3 provides an exemplary embodiment of analysis of a plurality of illuminated

reactions using intermittent illumination and a mask. As in Figure 2, an array of reactions on a solid

support 310 is provided containing sixteen reaction sites, numbered for convenience (A). In B, a

mask 320 is provided with a single window 330 to allow passage of illumination to a subset of

reactions on the solid support. Window 330 is wide enough to allow illumination ofat least two

columns of reaction sites on solid support 310. As in Figure 2, a representation of the illumination
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data is shown in C, with bars extending across the graph indicative of illumination data collected for

each reaction, The position of the bars relative to the x-axis provides the position of the sequence

read relative to the template nucleic acid sequence, which extends from position 0 (initiation of

sequencing reaction) to n. When the sequencing reaction is initiated at all positions on solid support

310, the window 330is positioned to allow illumination to only reactions 1, 5, 9, and 13, and these

four reactions provide sequence reads 350 for the earliest stage of the reactions. The window 330 is

subsequently moved to provide an illuminated period for reactions 2, 6, 10, and 14 whilestill

continuing the illuminated period for reactions 1, 5, 9, and 13. The illumination data for reactions 2,

6, 10, and 14 provides sequence reads 360, which partially overlap sequence reads 350 for reactions

1, 5, 9, and 13. The window 3530 is moved again to provide illuminated periods for reactions 3, 7,

1], and 15 while still continuing the illuminated period for reactions 2, 6, 10, and 14, but removing

illumination from reactions |, 5, 9, and 13. The illumination data for 3, 7, 11, and 15 results in

sequence reads 370, which partially overlap sequence reads 360 for reactions 2, 6, 10, and 14. A

fourth position of the mask 320 initiates an illuminated period for reactions 4, 8, 12, and 16 while

continuing illumination ofreactions 3, 7, 11, and 15, but ending the illuminated period for reactions

2, 6, 10, and 14. Sequence reads 380 correspond to sequence reads from reactions 4, 8, 12, and 16.

Finally, the window is moved to end the illuminated pericd for reactions 3, 7, 11, and 15 while

continuing the illuminated period for reactions 4, 8, 12, and 16. Repeating the above process allows

a second read to be generated from each reaction, and this second read is noncontiguous with the

first read. For example, reactions 1, 5, 9, and 13 correspond to reads 350 and, later in the reaction,

reads 355. The two reads generated in a single reaction do not overlap and are separated by a length

of nucleotides that was incorporated during the non-illuminated period between the two illuminated

periods.

(00115) The mask can optionally be passed over the substrate additional times to generate

additional reads until the reactions are complete or no longer provide reliable data, such as when the

total illumination time (computed by summing the times for the multiple illuminated periods) has

surpassed a photo-induced damagethreshold period. Further, the mask may be passed back and

forth, or may pass over the solid support in only one direction, ¢.g., alwaysleft to right, or vice

versa,

[00116] Further, unlike the data shown in Figure 2B which has gapsin the sequence coverage

for the template nucleic acid, the strategy provided in this embodimentresults in at least two-fold

coverage across the entire template nucleic acid (Figure 3C), although at a lower-fold redundancy.
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The portion of the template covered by only reads 380 and reads 355 has the least-fold redundancy,

and in same instances a gap in coverage may be presentin this region due to the movementofthe

mask 320 from the far right to the far left of the solid support 310. Of course, oversampling by

adding replicate reactions to the set of reactions, or using templates that allow repeated sequencing

(e.g., circular templates) in a single reaction can increase the coverage ofa nucleic acid template,

thereby providing more data for construction of sequence scaffolds and/or consensus sequences for

the nucleic acid template. Various methods for generating redundant sequence reads are known in

the art, and certain specific metheds are provided in U.S. Patent No. 7,302,146, U.S. Patent No.

7,476,503; U.S.8.N. 61/094,837, filed September 5, 2008, U.S.8.N, 61/099,696, filed September 24,

2008; and U.S.8.N. 61/072,160, filed March 28, 2008,all of which have been previously

incorporated by reference herein. The natural variation of polymerase translocation rate over theset

of reactions is also apparent in this prophetic example as the spreading of the sequence reads and

decreasing overlap between reads from reactions in adjacent columnsin the later stages ofthe

reactions as compared to the earlier stages.

[00117] Figure 4A provides an embodiment of a mask similar to that provided in Figure 3

except that it comprises three windows allowing multiple nonadjacent columnsof reaction sites to

be illuminated simultaneously, Figure 4B provides an embodiment of a mask comprising twelve

windows, each of which allows illumination of a single reaction site on a solid support. The

windows are oriented in the mask to allow illumination of every other reaction in each row and

every other reaction in each column,It will be understood that these mask designs are merely

exemplary and nonlimiting embodimentsasit is well within the abilities of the ordinary practitioner

to determine an appropriate mask design depending on the experimental design or the illuminated

reactions to be interrogated.

(00118) Figure SB illustrates yet another aspect of the instant invention in which multiple

samples are analyzed on a single solid support using intermittent illumination. Four different

samples are disposed on a solid support, one in each quadrant 510, 520, $30, and 540 (A). A mask

550 is used that comprises two windows 560 that allow multiple rows of reaction sites to be

illuminated simultaneously (B). A first position of this mask over a solid support in which two

reactions in each quadrant are illuminated is demonstrated in C, A second position of the mask

allowing illumination of the previously non-illuminated reactions is demonstrated in D. The mask

may be moved back and forth as indicated by the double-arrow to provide multiple illuminated and

non-illuminated periods for each reaction containing one of the four samples.
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[00119] The present invention is also useful for redundant interrogation of reactions or

portions of a solid suppart of interest. In certain aspects, sequential interrogation ofdifferent

observation regions may be repeated a numberoftimes, e.g., more than 2, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000,

or even more than 10,000 times. In general, this method of stepping the observation region to

another, preferably adjacent region, and repeating the interrogation process is generally referred to

as a “step and repeat” process, and may be performed by various methods, including but not limited

to moving the incident light and the solid support relative to one another and moving a mask across

the surface of the solid support, as described above. Although described as a “step and repeat”

method, in some embodiments where the observation region 1s moved across a substrate, that

movement is not step-wise and iterative, but instead constitutes a continuous motion, substantially

continuous motion, or stepped movement, or an iterative motion wherebyeachiterative step

interrogates a new region that overlaps with some portion of the previously interrogated region. In

particular, a substrate may be moved continuously relative to an optical system, wherebythe

observation region moves continuously across the substrate being interrogated (in a “scan mode”).

[00120] The present invention is optionally combined with an optical system that provides

illumination and/or collection of emitted illumination. Preferably, the optical system is operatively

coupled to the reaction sites, ¢.g., on a solid support. One example ofa particularly preferred optical

system is descnibed in U.S.SN. 11/201,768, filed August 11, 2005, and incorporated herein by

reference in its entirety for all purposes. Optical systems are described further below,

[00121] In some embodiments, one or both of the solid support and optical system are moved

during interrogation. For example, a solid support being interrogated may be held stationary while

the optical system is moved, or the solid support may be moved relative to a stationary optical

system. Such movement may be accomplished using any of a variety of manipulation hardware or

robotic set-ups, e.g, a stepper/feeder apparatus, and are well known in high performance printing

technologies and in the semiconductor industry. For example, robotic systems may be used to pick

up and re-orient a given solid support in order to interrogate different regions of the solid support,

or make a previously unaccessible region (e.g., blocked byclips, support structure, or the like) of

the solid support accessible. Such robotic systems are generally available from, e.g., Beckman,Inc.,

Tecan, Inc., Caliper Life Sciences, and thelike.

[00122] In addition to the foregoing, it will be appreciated that the reagents in a given

reaction of interest, including those reagents for which photo-induced damageis being mitigated in

accordance with the invention, may be provided in any of a variety of different configurations. For
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example, they may be provided free in solution, or complexed with other materials, e.g., other

reagents and/or solid supports. Likewise, such reagents may be provided coupled to beads,

particles, nanocrystals or other nanoparticles, or they may be tethered to larger solid supports, such

as matrices or planar surfaces. These reagents may be further coupled or complexed together with

other reagents, or as separate reagent populations or even as individual molecules, e.g., that are

detectably resolvable from other molecules within the reaction space. As noted above, whether a

particular reagent is confined by virtue of structural barriers to its free movement or is chemically

tethered or immobilized to a surface ofa substrate, it will be described as being “confined.” Further

examples of such confined reagents include surface immobilized or localized reagents, ¢.g., surface

immobilized or associated enzymes, antibodies, etc. that are interrogated upon the surface, e.g,

through fluorescence scanning microscopyor scanning confocal microscopy,total internal

reflection microscopyor fluorometry, microscopyutilizing evanescent waves(see, e.g., U.S. Patent

Publication Nos. 20080128627, filed August 31, 2007; 20080152281, filed October 31, 2007; and

200801552280, filed October 31, 2007, all of which are incorporated by reference in their entireties

for all purposes), surface imaging, or the like. For example, in some preferred embodiments, one or

more reagents in an assay system are confined within an optical confinement. Such an optical

confinement maybe an internal reflection confinement (IRC) or an external reflection confinement

(ERC), a zero-mode waveguide, or an alternative optical structure, such as one comprising porous

film with reflective index media or a confinement using index matching solids. More detailed

descriptions of various types of optical confinements are provided, e.g., in International Application

Publication No. WO/2006/083751, incorporated herein by reference in its entirety for all] purposes.

[00123] The invention is generally applicable to any of a variety of optical assays that require

substantial iJlumination and/or photoactivated conversion or excitation of chemical groups,e-g.,

fluorophores. For example, the compositions and methods provided herein maybe used with

fluorescence microscopy, optical traps and tweezers, spectrophotometry, fluorescence correlation

spectroscopy, confocal microscopy, near-field optical methods, fluorescence resonance energy

transfer (FRET), structured illumination microscopy, total internal reflection fluorescence

microscopy (TIRF), etc. The methods provided herein maybe particularly useful in assays that are

negatively impacted, directly or indirectly, by prolonged exposureto illumination. Ofparticular

interest are those assays that are impaired by the generation and/or accumulation oftriplet-state

formsor free radicals during illumination.
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[00124] One particularly apt example of analyses that benefit from the invention are single-

molecule biological analyses, including,inter alia, single molecule nucleic acid sequencing

analyses, single molecule enzyme analyses, hybridization assays (e.g., antibody assays), nucleic

acid hybridization assays, and the like, where the reagents of primary import are subjected to

prolonged illumination with relatively concentrated light sources (e.g., lasers and other concentrated

light sources, such as mercury, xenon, halogen, or other lamps) in an environment where

photoconversion/excitation is occurring with its associated generation of products. In certain

embodiments, the methods, compositions, and systems are used in nucleic acid sequencing

processes that rely on detection of fluorescent or fluorogenic reagents. Examples of such

sequencing technologies include, for example, SMRT™nucleic acid sequencing (describedin, e.g,,

U.S. Patent Nos. 6,399,335, 6,056,661, 7,052,847, 7,033,764, 7,056,676, 7,361,466, 7,416,844, the

full disclosures of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety for all purposes), non-

real-time, or “one base at a time” sequencing methodsavailable from, e.g., IIumina, Inc. (San

Diego, CA), Helicos BioSciences (Cambridge, MA}, Clonal Single Molecule Array™), and

SOLID™sequencing. (See, e.g., Harris, et al. (2008) Science 320 (5872): 106-9, incorporated by

reference herein in its entirety for all purposes.) Such prolonged illumination can negatively impact

(e.g., by introducing photo-induced damage) these reagents and diminish their effectiveness in the

desired reaction.

Ill, Prevention of Photo-induced Damage

(00125) The methods provided herein are particularly useful in analyses that utilize very

limited concentrations of reactants, such as single molecule detection/monitoring assays. As will be

appreciated, in such reagent limited analyses, any loss, degradation, or depletion ofa critical reagent

will dramatically impact the analysis by furtherlimiting the reagent, which not only can adversely

effect the detectable signal, but mayalso directly impact the reaction being monitored, ¢.g., by

changing its rate, duration, or product(s). For example, photo-induced damage can include a

photoinduced change in a given reagent that reduces the reactivity of that reagent in the reaction,

e.g., photobleaching of a fluorescent molecule, which diminishes or removes its ability to act as a

signaling molecule. Also included in the term photo-induced damage are other changesthat reduce

a reactant’s usefulness in a reaction, e.g., by making the reagent less specific in its activity in the

reaction. Likewise, photo-induced damage includes undesired changes in a reagent that are caused

by interaction of that reagent with a product of another photoinduced reaction, ¢.g., the generation
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of singlet oxygen during a fluorescence excitation event, which singlet oxygen may damage organic

or other reagents, ¢.g., proteins. Photo-induced damagealso includes downstream effects of damage

to reactants, such as irreversible interactions between damaged reactants and other critical

components ofthe reaction, e.g., reactive proteins or enzymes. For example, damage to an enzyme

that catalyzes a reaction being monitored may cause a reduction in the rate of the reaction, in some

cases stopping it altogether, or may reduce the duration or fidelity of the reaction.

[00126] As suggested bythe foregoing, photo-induced damage generallyrefers to an

alteration in a given reagent, reactant, or the like, that causes such reagent to havealtered

functionality in a desired reaction, e.g., reduced activity, reduced specificity, or a reduced ability to

be acted upon, converted, or modified, by another molecule, that results from, either directly or

indirectly, a photo-induced reaction, ¢.g., a photo-induced reaction creates a reactant that interacts

with and causes damage to one or more other reactants. Typically, such photoreaction directly

impacts either the reactant ofinterest, e.g., direct photo-induced damage, or impacts a reactant

within one, two or three reactive steps of such reactant ofinterest. Further, such photoreaction can

directly impact the reaction of interest, e.g., causing a change in rate, duration, processivity, or

fidelity of the reaction.

[00127] The amountof time an illuminated analysis may be carried out before photo-induced

damage so substantially impacts the reactants to render the analysis non-useful is referred to as the

“photo-induced damage threshold period.” A photo-induced damage threshold period is assay-

dependent, and is affected by various factors, including but not limited to characteristics of enzymes

in the assay {e.g., susceptibility to photo-induced damage and the effect of such damage on enzyme

activity/processivity), characteristics of the radiation source (e.g., wavelength, intensity},

characteristics of the signal-generating molecule (e.g., type of emission, susceptibility to photo-

induced damage, propensity to entertriplet state, and the effect of such damage on the

brightness/duration of the signal}, similar characteristics of other components of the assay. It can

also depend on various components of the assay system, e.g., signal transmission and detection, data

collection and analysis procedures, etc. It is well within the abilities of the ordinary practitioner to

determine an acceptable photo-induced damage threshold period for a given assay, e.g, by

monitoring the signal decayfor the assay in the presence of a photodamaging agent and identifying

a period for which the signalis a reliable measure for the assay. In terms of the invention, the photo-

induced damage threshold period is that period of illuminated analysis during which such photo-

induced damage occurs so as to reduce the rate or processivity of the subject reaction by at least
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10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, or 90% over the same reaction in the absence of such

illumination, It is an object of the invention to increase the pheto-induced damage threshold period,

thereby increasing the amount of time reactions can proceed toward completion with minimal

damage to the reactants, thereby lengthening the time in which the detectable signal is an accurate

measure ofreaction progression.

[00128] In some contexts, a “photo-induced damaged” reaction may be subject to spurious

activity, and thus be more active than desired. In such cases, it will be appreciated that the photo-

induced damagethreshold period of interest would be characterized by that period of illuminated

analysis during which such spurious activity, e.g., as measured by an increase in reaction rate, or an

increase in non-specific reaction rate, is no more than 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50°, 60%, 70%, 80%,

or 90%over a non-illuminated reaction. In one non-limiting example, where a nucleic acid

polymerase, by virtue of a photodamaging event, begins te incorrectly incorporate nucleotides

during template directed synthesis, such activity would impact the photo-induced damage threshold

period as set forth above.In this case, the methods, devices, and systems of the invention would

increase the photo-induced damage threshold period, thus increasing the amountof time the

reaction could proceed before the above-described spurious activity occurred.

[00129] With reference to nucleic acid analyses, it has been observed that in template-

directed synthesis of nucleic acids using fluorescent nucleotide analogs as a substrate, prolonged

illumination can result in a substantial degradation in the ability of the polymerase to synthesize the

nascent strand of DNA,as described previously, e.g., in U.S. Published Patent Application No.

20070161017, incorporated by reference herein in its entirety for all purposes. Damageto

polymerase enzymes, template sequences, and/or primer sequences can significantly hinder the

ability of the polymerase to process longer strands of nucleic acids. For example, reduction in the

processivity of a polymerase leads to a reduction in read lengths for sequencing processes that

identify sequence constituents based upon their incorporation into the nascent strand. Asis

appreciated in the art of genetic analysis, the length of contiguous reads of sequence directly

impacts the ability to assemble genomic information from segments of genomic DNA. Such a

reduction in the activity of an enzyme can have significant effects on many different kinds of

reactions in addition to sequencing reactions, such as ligations, cleavages, digestions,

phosphorylations, etc.

[00130] Without being bound to a particular theory or mechanism ofoperation, it is believed

that at least one cause of photo-induced damage to enzymeactivity, particularly in the presence of
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fluorescent reagents, results from the direct interaction of the enzyme with photo-induced damaged

fluorescent reagents. Further, it is believed that this photo-induced damage ofthe fluorescent

reagents (and pessibly additional damage to the enzyme)is at least partially mediated by reactive

intermediates (e.g., reactive oxygen species) that are generated during the relaxation of triplet-state

fluorophores. One or both of the photo-induced damaged fluorescent reagents and/or reactive

intermediates may be included in the overall detrimental effects of photo-induced damage.

[00131] In certain aspects, the invention is directed to methods, devices, and systems that

reduce the amount of photo-induced damageto one or more reactants during an illuminated

reaction, ¢.g., thereby improving the reaction, e.g., by increasing the processivity,rate, fidelity,

processivity, or duration ofthe reaction. In particular, methods are provided that yield a reduction

in the level of photo-induced damage and/or an increase in the photo-induced damage threshold

period as compared to such reactions in the absence of such methods, devices, and systems. In

particular embodiments, such methods comprise subjecting an illuminated reaction to periods of

non-illuminated during the course of the reaction, as described above, or by temporarily removing

components of the reaction mixture that are believed to cause such damage, as described below.

[00132] As generally referred to herein, limited quantity reagents or reactants may be present

in solution, but at very limited concentrations, e.g., less than 200 nM, in somecases less than 10 nM

and in still other cases, less than 10 pM_ In preferred aspects, however, such limited quantity

reagents or reactants refer to reactants that are immobilized or otherwise confined within a given

area or reaction site (e.g., a zero-mode waveguide), so as to provide limited quantity of reagents in

that given area, and in certain cases, provide small numbers of molecules of such reagents within

that given area, ¢.g., from | to 1000 individual molecules, preferably between | and LO molecules.

As will be appreciated, photo-induced damage of immobilized reactants in a given area will have a

substantial impact on the reactivity of that area, as other, non-damaged reactants are not free to

diffuse inte and mask the effects of such damage. Examples of immobilized reactants include

surface-immobilized or -localized reagents, e.g., surface-immobilized or -associated enzymes,

antibodies, etc. that are interrogated upon the surface, e.g., through fluorescence scanning

Microscopy or scanning confocal microscopy, total internal reflectance microscopy or flucrometry,

microscopy utilizing evanescent waves (see, e.g., U.S. Patent Publication Nos, 20080128627,filed

August 31, 2007, 20080152281, filed October 31, 2007; and 200801552280,filed October 31,

2007, all of which are incorporated by reference in their entireties for all purposes}, surface
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imaging, or the like. Various types of solid supports upon which one or more reactants can be

immobilized are described above.

[00133] In accordance with certain aspects of the invention, a reaction of interest within a

first observation region is interrogated for one or more illuminated periods that cumulatively are

less than a photo-induced damage threshold period, as set forth elsewhere herein. Such interrogation

may occur coincident with or independent of interrogation of additional observation regions on a

solid support containing the first observation region. In accordance with the present invention, the

observation region typically includes confined reagents (e.g., enzymes, substrates, etc.) that are

susceptible to photo-induced damage, and may include an area of a planar or other solid support

upon which confined reagents are immobilized. Alternatively or additionally, the observation

region mayinclude a physical confinement that constrains the reagents that are susceptible to phota-

induced damage,including, e.g., microwells, nanowells, planar surfaces that include hydrophebic

barriers to confine reagents.

[00134] In accordance with certain aspects of the invention, a reaction ofinterest within a

first observation region is intermittently interrogated under constant illumination by virtue of

intermittent presence of detectable components of the reaction, wherein the presence of such

detectable components has the potential to directly or indirectly cause photo-induced damage to one

or more other reaction components. For example, a buffer comprising detectable components of a

reaction can be temporarily replaced with a buffer comprising non-detectable versions of the same

components ofthe reaction, thereby interrupting data acquisition for the reaction. When data

acquisition is to be recommenced, the buffer comprising detectable componentis substituted for the

buffer comprising non-detectable components. This substitution of reaction components may be

repeated multiple times to generate multiple sets of data collected at noncontiguous stages of the

reaction. For example, such a substitution can occurat least about 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10 times during the

course of the reaction.

[00135] In certain preferred embodiments, the detectable components are fluorescently-

labeled components that can be damaged by exposure to excitation illumination, and can further

cause damageto other reaction components, as described above. For example, a sequencing-by-

incorporation reaction can be initiated in the presence of fluorescently-labeled nucleotides whose

incorporation is indicative of the nucleotide sequence of the nascent strand synthesized by a

polymerase, and by complementarity, of the template nucleic acid molecule. Ata selected time

point during the ongoing reaction, the labeled nucleotides can be removed and replaced with
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unlabeled nucleotides, for example, by buffer exchange. After a period of time during which data

acquisition has been interrupted by the absence of signal from the ongoing reaction, the labeled

nucleotides can be reintroduced to reinitiate data acquisition. The labeled nucleotides may be

removed and reintroduced multiple times and for various lengths of time, as preferred by the

ordinary practitioner. In this way, multiple noncontiguous sequence reads can be generated from a

single nucleic acid molecule in real time.

[00136] The methods herein slow the accumulation of photo-induced damage to one or more

reagents, and maytherefore indirectly mitigate the impact of photo-induced damage in an ongoing

reaction of interest, By way of example, methods that reduce exposure of a critical enzyme

component to il]umination radiation (e.g, by subjecting the reaction to periods ofnon-illumination

or by temporarily removing a component of the reaction responsible for such damage) do not

necessarily prevent the photo-induced damageto the enzyme component, but rather extend the

photo-induced damage threshold penod by slowing the accumulation of photo-induced damagein

the reaction mixture. Measurements of reduction of photo-induced damageas a result of

implementation of intermittent illumination may be characterized as providing a reduction in the

level of photo-induced damage as compared to a reaction subjected to constant illumination.

Likewise, measurements of reduction of photo-induced damage as a result of temporary removal of

reaction components responsible for such damage may be characterized as providing a reduction in

the level of photo-induced damage as compared to a reaction in which such componentsare present

throughout. Further, characterization of a reduction in photo-induced damage generally utilizes a

comparison of reaction rates, durations, orfidelities, processivities, e.g., of enzymeactivity, and/or

a comparison of the photo-induced damage threshold period, between a reaction mixture subjected

to such the methods and/or systems of the invention and a reaction mixture not so subjected.

[00137] In the case of the present invention, implementation of the methods, devices, and

systems of the invention generally results in a reduction of photo-induced damage of one or more

reactants in a given reaction, as measured in terms of “prevented loss of reactivity” in the system.

Using methods known in the art, the amount of prevented loss of activity can at least 10%,

preferably greater than 20%, 30°, or 40%, and more preferably at least 50% reduction in loss of

reactivity or increase in processivity, and in many cases greater than a 90° and up to and greater

than 99% reduction in loss of reactivity or increase in processivity. By way ofillustration, and

purely for the purpose of example, when referring to reduction in photo-induced damageas a

measure of enzymeactivity in the presence and absence of intermittent illumination, if a reaction
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included a reaction mixture having 100 units of enzyme activity that would, under constant

illumination, yield a reaction mixture having only 50 units of activity, then a 10% reduction in

photo-induced damage would yield a final reaction mixture of 55 units (e.g., 10% of the 50 units

otherwise lost, would no longer be lost). Further, use of the invention is expected to increase the

performance (e.g., processivity, duration, fidelity, rate, etc.) of a reaction whose performance is

negatively impacted by constant exposure to illumination by at least about 2-, 5-, 10-, 20-, 30-, 50-,

80-, 100-, 500-, or 1000-fold over that achieved by the reaction under constant illumination, For

example, itis a specific object of the instant invention to increase the processivity of a polymerase

enzyme in a sequencing reaction to allow collection of data across a longer length of the template,

(00133) With regards to sequencing applications, the metheds herein facilitate the scaffolding

of nucleic acid sequences in reactions susceptible to photo-induced damage. For example, if the

sequencing device has 1000 base pair average readlength under constant illumination, one could

subject the reaction touminated periods timed to allow approximately 100 nucleotides to be

incorporated into the nascent strand of read, followed by non-illuminated periods timed to allow

approximately 1000 nucleotides to be incorporated “in the dark.” The sequence reads resulting from

this experimental design would comprise about ten sequence reads of about 100 nucleotides each

separated by zaps of about 1000 nucleotides each. Ifa plurality of sequencing reactions were

carried out in this manner, and the illuminated periods were stazgered appropriately, the reads from

the plurality of reactions could be combined to provide nucleotide sequence data for the entire

template nucleic acid. This would potentially allow sequence scaffolds to be built much more easily

than can be done with short-read systems, enabling structural analysis of previously impossible-to-

sequence sections of highly repetitive DNA, given the sequencing system is capable of long reads in

the absence of photodamage.

IV. Software and Algorithm Implementations

[00139] The methods herein may operate with numerous methods for sequence alignment

including those generated by various types of known multiple sequence alignment (MSA)

algorithms. For example, the sequence alignment may comprise one or more MSA algorithm-

derived alignments that align each read using a reference sequence. In some embodiments in which

a reference sequence is known for the region containing the target sequence, the reference sequence

can be used to produce an MSAusing a vartant of the center-star algorithm. Alternatively, the

sequence alignment may comprise one or more MSAalgorithm-derived alignments that align each
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read relative to every other read without using a reference sequence (“de #ovo assembly routines”),

e.g., PHRAP, CAP, ClustalW, T-Coffee, AMOS make-consensus, or other dynamic programming

MSAs. Depending on the sequence-generating methods used, the determination of sequence

alignment mayalso involve analysis of read quality (e.g., using TraceTuner™, Phred,etc.), signal

intensity, peak data (e.g., height, width, proximity to neighboring peak(s), etc.), information

indicative of the orientation of the read (e.g., 5°23" designations), clear range identifiers indicative

of the usable range ofcalls in the sequence, and the like. Additional algorithms and systems for

sequence alignment are well know to those of skill in the art, and are described further, e.g., 1n G.

A, Churchill, M. S. Waterman (1992) “The Accuracy of DNA Sequences: Estimating Sequence

Quality,” Geremics 14: 89-98, M_ Stephens, et al. (2006) “Automating sequence-based detection

and genotyping of SNPs from diploid samples,” Naf. Gevet., 38: 375-381; J. Hein (1989) Afof, Biol

Fvol., 6: 649-668: U.S.8.N_ 12/134,186, filed June 5, 2008; and U.S.S.N. 61/116,439, filed

November 20, 2008.

[00140] A standard sequence alignment problem in the context of DNA sequencingis to

align the sequence ofa relatively short fragment (<2 kilobases) to a large target sequence. The

assumption is madethat this fragment represents a contiguous portion of DNA to be mapped to a

single location on the reference sequence. (A “contiguous portion” to be mapped to a single

location may contain small insertions and/or deletions andstill be considered contiguousin this

context.) With the further development of nucleic acid sequencing technologies (e.g., from lumina,

Inc, (San Diego, CA), Helicas BioSciences (Cambridge, MA), and Applied Biosystems, Inc. (Foster

City, CA)) and mate-pair sequencing protocols (see, e.g., U.S. Patent Pub. No. 2006/0292611 Al,

which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety for all purposes), the alignment problem has

been extended to align two fragments coming from the sameread to the reference sequence using

some knowledge of the expected mate-pair configuration (distance and orientation).

[00141] With regards to mate-paired reads, mapping two fragments with a distance constraint

and orientation constraint has been treated by various short-read mapping algorithms, e.g, SOAP

(Li, et al. (2008) Bioinformatics, 24, 713-714), SOAPdenovo,; and Mag,a set of programs that map

and/or assemble fixed-length Solexa/SOLiD reads (SourceForge, Inc.). While these algorithms can

handle simple cases of mate-pair alignment, which generally treat the specific problem of only two

reads coming from a mate-paired sequence and use the distance constraint as a hard filter (ie., if

two reads are within x bp of each other and in the correct orientations, report them as a mate-pair

hit), the methods provided herein are more general and can handle much more complex datasets,
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including those with multiple reads, those for which a reference sequence is or is not present,

potential non-template sequence (e.g., adapter regions or linker portions described below), and

complex distance and orientation constraints. Other programs are also available that attempt to

generalize on top of the mapping, and aligning performed by the programs described above. These

include, e.g., Breakdancer, variationhunter, GASV, etc., which can handle more complex mappings,

e.g., byclustering.

[00142] Real-time single molecule sequencing presents opportunities for obtaining much

more complex sequence fragments from a single DNA sequencing read. Two examplesare the

reading of multiple discontiguous sequence fragments from a single long stretch of DNA using a

pulsed or intermittent detection system (e.g., intermittent illumination) as described herein and the

contiguous reading of forward, reverse and adapter fragments from a citcular templates

(SMRTbell™templates, see e.g., U.S.S.N. 61/099,696, filed September 24, 2008; U.S. Patent

Application No. 12/383,855, filed March 27, 2009 and U.S. Patent Application No. 12/413,258,

filed March 27, 2009, all of which are incorporated by reference herein in their entireties forall

purposes). Further, methods for sequencing template nucleic acids comprising modifications,

including detecting kinetic signatures of such modifications during single-molecule sequencing

reactions, are provided in U.S. Patent Application Nos. 61/201,551, tiled December 11, 2008,

61/180,350, filed May 21, 2009; and 12/045,767,filed November 12, 2010; and U.S. Patent

Publication No, 2010/0221716, the disclosures of which are incorporated herein by reference in

their entireties for all purposes.

(00143) Certain aspects of the invention provide methods for optimally aligning such

sequences to a reference sequence using knowledge of the molecular configuration and/or

sequencing protocol used to generate the related sequence reads. In particular, methods are provided

to address the general problem of mapping multiple fragments to a reference sequence with variable

distance and orientation constraints.

[00144] Beginning with raw sequence data generated by a nucleic acid sequencing instrument

(step 1), the sequence data is mapped to a target sequence (step 2) using a local alignment method

which produces sub-optimal local alignments as well as the optimal alignment, for example, the

Smith-Waterman algorithm. Another, more flexible example of a local alignment method is a

chaining method using a method for aligning very short fragmentsto the target sequence(e.g.,

kmer-indexing, suffix trees, suffix arrays, etc.) and chaining the resulting hits back into longer

chains of significant matches (see, ¢¢. D. Gusfield, Algorithms on Strings, Trees, and Sequences,
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Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, UK, 1997, which is incorporated by reference herein in its

entirety for all purposes}. The chains do not necessarily need to be refined by dynamic

programmingin order to be useful for the following algorithm, permitting a veryfast algorithm. In

certain embodiments, dynamic-programming refinement of the chain might improve the power

(area under the ROC curve) ofthe algorithm.

[00145] The target sequence consists ofthe potential hypotheses for the molecular template

in question. In the example of nucleic acid sequencing methods using iterative illumination for

sequencing a shotgun fragment from a linear DNA sequence, the potential hypotheses are both

orientations of the genome (since we do not know the orginal orientation of the fragment), In the

example of sequencing of a SMRTbell™template (e.g, see Example 1 herein}, the hypotheses

include both orientations of the genome and known adapter sequences. The parameters determining

how manyhits are reported for each Iccal fragment can be varied to change the specificity and

sensitivity ofthis algorithm. Figure 6 shows what these hits might look like for a SMRTbell™

template (represented as paths in the sequence alignment matrix, which is often called the dynamic-

programming matrix, althoughit isn’t necessary to use dynamic programming to find these paths).

[00146] After the potential local alignments have been enumerated, a weighted directed

graph is constructed with each local alignment represented as a nade in the graph (step 3}. The

edges are drawn between nadesif they represent a potential reconstruction of the original molecular

template using knowledge of the expected molecular configuration. The directed connection of an

alignment path 4 to an alignment path 4 is interpreted as “The target sequence represented by 8

could follow the target sequence represented by A in the criginal molecule.” For example,if a linear

single-stranded DNA molecule is being sequenced by a method that uses iterative illumination, then

fragments from opposite orientations would not be expected to be connected (unless the linear

single-stranded DNA molecule also included oppositely oriented sequences, e.g., as in the case of a

linearized SMRTbell™ template.) In general, fragments that represent the same stretch of the

sequencing read but that align to different regions on the target sequence would not be connected.

Aside from these examples, the rules for connecting nedes should be fairly loose to permit

exploration of weak possibilities that gain significance whenall the evidence(e.g.al] the sequence

reads) are considered. The assignment of edge weights handles the proper weighting of the

likelihood of these edges, and the speed of the algorithm can be tuned by optimizing the pruning of

highly unlikely edges. As usual this represents a tradeoff between speed and sensitivity.
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[00147] Weights are assigned to connections (4-8) in the graph representing the log-

likelihood that target fragment 4 is followed by target fragment # in the original molecule.

w(4 —> B)= -log P(B|A)

The conditional probability /fB A) encodes the knowledge ofthe possible molecular configurations

and the alignmentsignificance of4.

P(B|A)= f(B)g(4,B)

wherefis a measure of alignment significance (either theoretical or empirically obtained} and g

encodes the physical constraints representing the allowed molecular configurations.

[00148] For example, in the context of sequencing using tterative illumination the following

may be known: the time between the end of one fragment and the beginning of the next fragmentis

200 seconds. If the polymerase incorporates bases with an average rate of 4bp/sec with a standard

deviation of Lbp/sec, it can be hypothesized that the probability of target fragment 2 following

target fragment | is determined by the distance between these fragments on the target and a normal

probability:

5 expl- (d - 800)/2(200)'I
(4.B)= f27 (200
[00149] In a SMRTbel]™template example, knowledge of the expected insert size and the

observed distance and orientation between fragments would be used to weight the likelihood that

these two fragments could come from a correctly generated SMRTbell™ template. This weight

could include the expected rate of the polymerase as well and rules for the orientation of fragments

with respect to each other and their distance apart in the original read. For example, while it may be

expected that two forward fragments mapping to the same region In the target genomepotentially

come trom multiple passes around a SMRTbell™template molecule, those fragments would not be

expected ta be immediately adjacent in sequencing time. The weighting function would accountfor

the proper amount of expected time between such fragments(1.e. the elapsed time would be

expected to be long enough to include two adapter sequences and a reverse sequence).

[00150] In general, the weighting function could be arbitrarily complex and tuned to

empirically observed relationships between sequencing fragments given the available knowledge

(distance between fragments on the target sequence, sequencing time between fragments, expected

length ofthe template, etc.). For example, the empirical prebability distributions might be observed

to exhibit longer tails than a Gaussian probability model might predict. The use of a conditional log-
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likelihood for the assignment of edge weights is motivated by the following logic, In a graph of

possible local alignments it 1s desirable to find a highlylikely path that best explains the observed

data. Consider a path through three nodes A, #, and C’, with P(ABC) being the probability that ABC

is the correct assignment:

P(ABC) = P(C|AB)P(B|A)P(A)
~ P(C|B)P(B\A)P(A)

where the last approximation is justified by the observation that the constraints between allowable

 

assignments to the target sequence are typically local in nature. Generalizing this formula for a path

ct, ....aand taking the negative logarithm of both sides gives

ct, )- log Pla, ) 
¥-1

—log Pla, ...a, )= -¥ log P(a,,
i=l

[00151] It is apparent that the edge weights are additive if we use log-likelihood and we can

use standard shortest-path algorithms for directed graphs to find the optimal path. A hypothetical

directed graph 1s illustrated in Figure 7, This graph correspondsto the situation depicted bythe

alignments pictured above. Heavier lines correspond to more likely paths with the optimal path

shown in blue. Dashed lines represent forbidden transitions. Not all paths are considered in the

illustration to avoid clutter in the presentation. The general formula listed above includes a “one-

body” term Pfaz) for the starting node in each path that weights the probability that this initial

alignment is correct. To accommodate this probability in a path-finding algorithm we add a

pseudo-source s to the graph which connects to every pessible node (not shown in the graph above).

The edge weight connecting the pseudo-source with a node ais -log Pai). This allows the use of a

conventional single-source shortest-path algorithm starting from the pseudo-scurce. The desired

probability Pf) can come from a measure of alignmentsignificance (theoretical or empirically

determined) or could be set uniformly across all alignments to allow the path logic to determine the

best path assignment, independentofthe relative value ofthe starting points. It is anticipated that a

threshold will be required here to only allow edges between the pseudo-source and nodesfor highly

likely alignments; otherwise the shortest path algorithm in the next step will not give the desired

path.

[00152] After construction of the weighted directed graph, the shortest path to each node is

determined (step 4). The graph is directed and acyclic (DAG) so we can use the standard shortest-

path DAG algorithm (see T.H. Cormen, CE Leiserson, RL Rivest, Introduction to Algorithms, MIT

Press; Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1990). This algorithm scales as O(V+E) and should be very
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quick for these graphs. After the shortest path to each node is determined, the paths need to be

ranked to declare the best assignment. It is suggested that the best metric would be a measure which

rewards paths that explain more of the sequenced read (longer paths) with high likelihood. One such

metric would be the normalized negative log-likelihood: dividing the total weight of the path by the

number of bases in the sequenced read explained by this path. For more complicated graphs or

edge-weight assignments, Dijkstra’s algorithm, the Bellman-Ford algorithm, or the A* algorithm

could be applied. Other algorithms that may also be used include, but are not limited to the Floyd-

Warshall algorithm.

[00153] For noisy sequence data it is likely that the local alignments found in step 2 will

accasionally overlap with each other in the sequenced read even though it is physically impossible

for such overlaps to occur in a perfect system (unless there has been a rearrangementrelative to the

reference genome). As such, some amount of slack must be allowed in the edge assignment logic in

step 3 to account for not knowing the precise boundaries of each local alignment. Once the best

physical model explaining the observed read is determined, the boundaries of the local alignments

can berefined to reflect the physical necessity that each base in the sequenced read can only be

represented in one local alignment.It is also desirable to explain all of the bases in between the

local alignments that haven’t been assigned in the graph, One straightforward approach to

refinement would be to construct the perfect model of the sequence and to realign the sequenced

tread to this sequence, This refinement algorithm would preserve physical constraints (each base in

the sequenced read can only be explained by one location in the template) and would assign all

bases between the extremal nodesin the optimal path.

[00154] Certain aspects of the software and algorithm implementations described herein may

be varied or altered without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. For example, with

regards to algorithm seeding, many algorithms can be applied for the original determination of sub-

optimal local alignments (step 2}. Conventional examples include FASTA, BLAST,or Smith-

Waterman. It is expected that the best benefit will be obtained from using short-sequence alignment

algorithms (suffix array, suffix tree, Boyer-Moore, Rabin-Karp, kmer-indexing, and the like)

followed by chaining to establish regions of significant matches. An advantage of the algorithm

described hereis that it does not require dynamic-programming refinementof the resulting chains

and therefore can be quite fast, howeverit is expected that using dynamic programmingto refine the

chains in step 2 could increase the power of the algorithm.
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[00155] With regards to graph construction, there will be advantages to tuning the logic of

edge assignments to keep the size of the graph manageable. It is possible that steps 2 and 3 might be

combined to in a greedy fashion to focus the potentially slow step 2 into productive areas of the

graph, For example, ifa particularly strong hit is found early in step 2, then it may be beneficial to

search for sub-optimal hits only in this local vicinity, knowing that this strong hit should be in the

final solution. Tuning of the graph construction might include thresholds, below which edges are

not created. Further, there are multiple parameters (minimum chain length, minimum probability for

edge assignment, relative weighting of length vs. accuracy, etc.) which can be exposed and tuned in

this algorithm te maximize the sensitivity and specificity of the algorithm for a given scenario.

(00156) With regards to determination ofthe distance a polymerase travels between reads,

various strategies are provided that are more sophisticated than estimation based upon the rate of

incorporation and the time between detection (e.2., illuminated) periods. In certain embediments,

the distribution ofthe base pair distance travelled by a polymerase during a non-detection pericdis

called pfx). The distribution of enzyme velocities, pv), is estimated byaligning observed reads to a

reference sequence, and this distribution is represented as the number of reference bases per unit

time. There is a length of time, t, over which measurementof the instantaneousrate is not

independent, While this method of determining the distance the polymerase travels during a non-

detection period should not be overly sensitive to non-independent estimation of the polymerase

rate, it 1s likely to strive for independent measurements of the rate, The distance 7 can be estimated

from an exponential fit to the auto-correlation function <du(Qdawi7- Ag>, and vf) tabulated acrass

the aligned sequenceat incrementsof t.

[00137] Where multiple single polymerase enzymes are being observed simultaneously, ¢.g.,

each being optically resolvable from every other on a single array, the p/v) for each is preferably

determined independently for each enzyme. Further, information regarding rare but extended

events, such as polymerase “stalling” on the template, can be measured across a larger data set. For

example,the statistics of stalls can be determined by aggregating rate measurements across an entire

array. Where a stall distribution is characterized bya “long tail” corresponding to multi-exponential

behavior of IPD distribution, such a distribution of polymerization rates can be extendedforstalls

longer than the observed reaction byfitting the long-tail behavior to an appropriate functional form,

e.g., using a single-exponential parametric model or ether physically motivated model (e.g., multi-

exponential, stretched exponential, power-law, etc.) In certain preferred embodiments, the following

representation of a “per-enzyme”pfv) is used:
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FO)Poreme¥)+ L= FOPory?)

[FOPoramelY + [= FOPanaA
whereff) is an interpolating function designed to retain information about the zero-velocity tail of

pv) =

the global pA) distribution while taking the estimate of the polymerase velocity dynamics(e.g., the

dominant high velocity mode) from the specific enzyme. Such an interpolating function is-

f) = lt+erf(viv,)
2

where vo is a scale parameter to be chosen based on experience (but optionally fixed). Alternatively,

the average of the empirical PeaamefV) and Parnnfv) can be used. This approach can be motivated bya

Bayesian approach to density estimation. Other kernel density and Bayesian methods can be

suggested. Alternatively or in addition, the robustness ofpf) to conditions and daily phenomenon

can be explored and used to estimate pv) more globally, e.g., using one or more weekly control

experiments.

[00153] Given the lack of a known reference sequence for de nove assembly, several

alternative ways to formulate pv) are provided as follows. For example, in a first embodiment a

control template (essentially a proxy reference sequence) can be subjected to sequencing, e.g., in the

same reaction as the de Hove sample or in an identical reaction. The observed velocity for the

sequencing reactions would be measured based upon alignments of the reads from the control

template to its known sequence. Typically, a per-enzyme correction would not be available for the

pv} and piv) would default to an array-averaged p¢v), In a second embodiment, a previously

determined pf) from experiments using a known reference sequence can be used, e.g., where the

previous experiments were performed under the same conditions as the de nove experiments. Ina

third embodiment, p(:) is estimated by using quality information/metrics to screen for the most

likely “true” calls, and restricting the estimates of v to regions containing those calls. In a fourth

embodiment, where error is low, the called base rate and reference base rate converge to the same

rate, and measurements of p(v) without knowledge ofthe reference become substantially reliable.

Further, even if they do not fully converge, they can still be used to accurately infer p(v),as long as

the called base rate is predictably higher/lower than the reference base rate. Yet further, the

measurement ofp/v/ when a reference sequenceis not available can benefit from a detailed lock at

the probability model which is available from an algorithm like a CRF. That is, pfv) can be

tabulated using a weighted sum over paths through a CRF probability model.
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[00159] As will be clear to the ordinary practioner based upon the teachings herein, this

framework extends naturally to the measurements ofother potentially systematic variations in pf¥)

across an array, e.g., even where a single reaction mixture is applied ta the entire array. For

example, the local temperature of the reaction environment can vary systematically across an array

of reactions. The average and variation in the rates of polymerase enzymes on the array would

likely have a dependence on this hidden variable. Where the functional form of the temperature

dependence is known, the measurement ofpv) can be stabilized across the array by modeling a de

Nove p(v) as Peond{v) + Pxafv) where x,y are geometrical variables defining the location on the array.

Further, pf) has been found to be somewhat variable over time. As such, in certain embodiments a

model ofp(v;t) is developed using an appropriate model for the evolution ofp¢) over time.

[00160] Once a representative distribution of velocities pfv) has been obtained for a given

read from a given reaction, the expected travel distance in the non-detection period can be

expressed as:

(2) _ apoyHeeT s

where L[] and IL[] stand for the Laplace and inverse Laplace transform, respectively. A similar

result 1s derived in Svoboda, et al. (PNAS 91:11782 (1994}) and readily follows from considering

the pdf cf a sum of random variables, Optionally, in certain embodiments density estimation

techniques (e.g., kernel density estimation, etc.) are useful when modeling pf) since they can

smooth the resulting numerical calculations in the Laplace and inverse Laplace transform.

[00161] Knowledge of the complete distribution has several advantages over the commonly

applied Gaussian approximation. For example, knowledge of the complete distribution of insert

lengths is very desirable when using a Bayesian framework approach to detect structural variation.

(See, ¢.g., Bashir, et al, (2008) PLoS Comput. Biol. 4:51; Hermozdiari, et al. (2009) GenomeRes.

19:1270; and Lee, et al. (2008) Bioinformatics 24:59.) While Bashir, et al. does not strictly follow a

Bayesian approach, the geometric approach described in the paper can be straightforwardly

modified to incorporate an actual posterior instead of the boxcar posterior assumed in the paper.

Further, during mapping of noncontiguous reads to a genome where they are expected to be

concordant (7.¢., not a structural variation), it is useful to consider the known distribution when

judging the significance ofthe resulting alignments between the observed reads and the genomic

sequence, In addition, when clustering noncontiguousreads that scaffold contigs in a de nove
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assembly, a path of Bayesian significance can be followed that is very similar to that followed in the

structural variation case discussed supra.

[00162] In further embadiments, the determination of the distance a polymerase travels

between reads is performed using an algorithm based on a simulation approach rather than the exact

analytical result used in the algorithm described above. This method relies on Monte Carlo

sampling from a distribution, which allowsa better extension to arbitrary empirical distributions. It

also lacks the difficult computations of numerical Laplace and inverse Laplace transforms, and

permits calculation ofdistances traveled during non-detection periods when the underlying kinetic

processes have multi-phasic kinetics, e.g., the presence of longstalls.

(00163) This approach aims to calculate the distribution of the distance x travelled byan

enzyme during a time ¢ duting which it was not being observed (e g., during a non-detection

period). In some embodiments, a distribution cf local rates, pfvJ, is estimated, where the definition

of “local” is set by the correlation length ofthe rate autocorrelation function,e.g:

 (Seqdr(r + AY) ~ cxf = A
Given a local rate distribution and an assumption that independent identically distributed (ii.d.)

draws can be made from this distribution, one approach to calculating the distribution is as follows.

First, draw N = é/teorr velocities from p/v), and subsequently sum them and record them as an

estimate ofx/toon. Repeat the process M times, with the optimal choice of M dependent on the

desired level of precision for estimation of the px) distribution. In certain preferred embodiments,

Mis between about 1000 and about 5000, e.g. at least about 1000, 2000, 3000, or 4000, or is about

5000.

[00164] In some embodiments in which the enzyme systern 1s not well explained by a single

kinetic process or cycle (as in the case of observed stalling behavior), above-described rate

autocorrelation function and the iid. assumption will be violated. As such, a probability model

having a richerstructure is preferably used. One such probability model is a Hidden Markov Model

(HMM). Figure 15 provides an exemplary illustration of an HMMfor modeling a simple “pausing”

vs. “sequencing” system. Where the kinetics of the pausing state can be well described by a single-

exponential, this model is expected to describe the observed distribution of lecal velocities. The

single-exponential assumptionis implicit in the state structure of the model] since the amount of

time spent in the pause state will be a geometric distribution with mean p/(1-p) [7.e., the observed

stall times will have to be added to this model]. If the stall kinetics are multi-phasic, then more
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“dark states” will have to be added to this model. Further, the model shown in Figure 15 can

actually be treated as a Markov Model and not a Hidden Markey Model without muchloss of

generality because the “pause”state is not actually hidden dueto the fact that the data collected

during the pause state is highly distinguishable from the data collected during the sequencingstate.

As such, the general HMM apparatus is not necessary. The model in Figure 15 can be used to

simulate the distribution oflocal velocities when there is a long-term pause orstall phase present in

the reaction data kinetics. SO is the start state, and there is no explicit end state since this modelis

used as a generative model and itis assumedthat it is run forward for a prescribed numberofsteps.

The qualities P(P—S) and P(S—P) represent exit from a stalled state and entry intoastalled state,

respectively. These qualities can be measured by an EM algorithm or they can be quickly estimated

Ft staf?by physical observables. #,_... = ufvt and P(S—P) is the frequency of stall starts per tear.\ our

(Example parameters are tsni=80 seconds: teox = 10 seconds; and P(S—P) = 1/245 The simulation

estimate ofp(x) can now be produced using the procedure outlined above in which N = #/tcor

velocities are drawn from pv); and they are subsequently summed and recorded as an estimate of

x/Teor. The process is repeated M times, with the optimal choice of M dependent on the desired level

of precision for estimation of the pfx) distribution. In certain preferred embodiments, M is between

about 1000 and about 5000, e.g. at least about 1000, 2000, 3000, or 4000, or is about 5000. Figure

16 shows exemplary simulated applications of this method. Figure 16A shows a sample of

velocities drawn from the HMMin Figure 15 with the parameters P(S—P) = 1/24; P(P—S) = 1/11,

and p(v)~Gamma(48,0.25). Figure 16B illustrates a resulting histogram of local velocities. Figure

16C provides an estimated distance traveled during a 1300 second non-detection period, which is

calculated by sampling 2000 estimates from the HMMmodel.

[00165] Figure 17 provides anillustrative example of two observed histograms of distances

traveled during a non-detection period. The influence of pause/stall behavior can be seen in the

heavy-left tailing of both distributions.

[00166] While the simulation method in which 1.i.d. draw assumptionis valid is more general

and can treat arbitrary pv) and more complex models for non-sequencingstates, the two-state

model using the HMMcan be treated analytically. The result of this is:

PACE 7) = vy. (XP, (Ns)
Ne-0
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where 7,,. (x) is the distribution of the sum ofNs variables drawn from pfv). For the general case,

this distribution is given by the Laplace transform approach presented above. For pfv)--Normal(u,s),

this distribution is distributed as Normal(Nsu,VNso). For p¢v/~Gamma(k,9), this distribution is

distributed as Gamma(Nsk,®). ?x(Ms) is the numberof cycles spent in the sequencing state if we

observe N cycles from the Markovprocess in Figure 15, The expression for this is described in

Pedler, et al. (1971) J. Appl. Prob. 8:381, which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety

for all purposes.

[00167] As will be clear to one of ordinary skill in the art upon review of the teachings

herein, these methods can be readily extended to the non-detection period estimations of procession

by other cyclical biological reactions, such as the action of reverse transcriptase or the synthesis of

proteins by a ribosome complex, e.g., and certain preferred embodiments of such reactions are

further described in U.S.5.N. 12/767,673, filed April 26, 2010; and U.S.S.N. 12/813,968,filed June

11, 2010, the disclosures of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entireties forall

purposes. Further, the simulation mode] described above is not restricted to simple two-state

kinetics, and the use ofp/v} is not restricted to analytical models. In fact, in certain embodiments,

empirical estimates are preferably used.

[00168] Although useful in certain preferred embodiments of the invention, certain

algorithms as presented above do not easily handle the case where the template does not match a

physically-motivated expected model. A relevant example of such a case is when the template

contains a genomic structural variation (SV), such as translocation, whereby two fragments which

are correctly adjacent in the template are located veryfar apart in the reference genome. Such

structural variation cases are best handled in the context of the current algorithm by reporting the

confidence of an observed path and reporting situations when no physically expected path seems to

fit the observed data. In general, the detection of structural variation requires the presence of

multiple highly significant local alignments which can be identified as significantly overturning the

null hypothesis of matching the genomic ordering of fragments with their own individual merit.

Nevertheless, with molecular redundant sequencing such as SMRTbell™template sequencing the

current algorithm can be adapted to improve the ability to identify an SV event. Such a modification

could be a feedback approach which allows modification of the linking constraints in step 3 to allow

very far separations on the target sequence when the individual alignments are very significant.

Only one such highly-significant pair would be needed to enable the rescue of less significant

partial matches that support the same SV hypothesis.
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[00169] The software and algorithm implementations provided herein are particularly suited

for transforming sequence read data generated from various sequencing technologies(e.g.,

sequencing-by-synthesis, intramolecular redundant sequencing, Sanger sequencing, capillary

electrophoretic sequencing, pyrosequencing, ligase-mediated sequencing, etc.) into consensus

sequence data that provides a representation ofthe actual nucleotide sequence ofthe template

nucleic acid that was subjected to the sequencing reaction(s} from which the sequence read data was

generated. The software and algorithm implementations provided herein are preferably machine-

implemented methods. The various steps recited herein are preferably performed via a userinterface

implemented in a machine that comprises instructions stored in machine-readable medium and a

processorthat executes the instructions. The results of these methods are preferably stored on a

machine-readable medium, as well. Further, the invention provides a computer program product

comprising a computer usable medium having a computer readable program code embodied therein,

the computer readable program code adapted to implement one or more of the methods descnbed

herein, and optionally also providing storage for the results of the methods of the invention.

[00170] In another aspect, the invention provides data processing systems for transforming

sequence read data from one or more sequencing reactions inte consensus sequence data

representative of an actual sequence of one or more template nucleic acids analyzed in the one or

more sequencing reactions. Such data processing systems typically comprise a computer processor

for processing the sequence read data according to the steps and methads described herein, and

computer usable medium for storage of the initial sequence read data and/or the results of one or

more steps of the transformation (e.g., the consensus sequence data).

[00171] While described with reference to certain specific applications above,it will be

understood that these methodsare also applicable to other types of complex data sets, and the

invention should not be limited to only the specific examples provided herein. Other applications of

the instant methods will be clear to those of ordinaryskill in the art and are considered to be

additional aspects of the instant invention.

V. Devices and Systems

[00172] The invention also provides systems that are used in conjunction with the

compositions and methods of the invention in order to provide for intermittent detection of

analytical reactions. In particular, such systems typically include the reagent systems described

herein, in conjunction with an analytical system, e.g., for detecting data from those reagent systems.
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For example, a sequencing reaction maybe subjected to intermittentillumination, and the

sequencing system may include the system components provided with or sold for use with

commercially available nucleic acid sequencing systems, such as the Genome Analyzer System

available from Illumina, Inc., the GS FLX System, available from 454 Life Sciences, or the ABI

3730 System available from Life Technologies, Inc.

[00173] In certain preferred embodiments, reactions subjected to intermittent illumination are

monitored using an optical system capable of detecting and/or monitoring interactions between

reactants at the single-molecule level. Such an optical system achieves these functions byfirst

generating and transmitting an incident wavelength to the reactants, followed by collecting and

analyzing the optical signals from the reactants. Such systems typically employ an optical train that

directs signals from the reactions to a detector, and in certain embodiments in which a plurality of

reactions is disposed on a solid surface, such systems typically direct signals from the solid surface

(e.g., array of confinements) onto different locations ofan array-based detector to simultaneously

detect multiple different optical signals from each of multiple different reactions. In particular, the

optical trains typically include optical gratings or wedge prisms to simultaneously direct and

separate signals having differing spectral characteristics from each confinementin an array to

different locations on an array based detector, e.g, a CCD, and mayalso comprise additional optical

transmission elements and optical reflection elements.

[00174] An optical system applicable for use with the present invention preferably comprises

at least an excitation source and a photon detector. The excitation source generates and transmits

incidentlight used to optically excite the reactants in the reaction. Depending on the intended

application, the source of the incident light can bea laser, laser diode, a light-emitting diode (LED),

a ultra-violet light bulb, and/or a white light source. Further, the excitation light may be evanescent

light, e.g., as in total internal reflection microscopy, certain types of waveguides that carry light to a

reaction site (see, e.g., U.S. Application Pub, Nos, 20080128627, 20080152281, and

200801552280), or zero-mode waveguides, described below. Where desired, more than one source

can be employed simultaneously. The use of multiple sources is particularly desirable in

applications that employ multiple different reagent compounds having differing excitation spectra,

consequently allowing detection of more than one fluorescent signal to track the interactions of

more than one or one type of molecules simultaneously. A wide variety of photon detectors or

detector arrays are available in the art. Representative detectors include but are not limited to

optical reader, high-efficiency photon detection system, photodiode (e.g. avalanche photo diodes
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(APD}), camera, charge couple device (CCD), electron-multiplying charge-coupled device

(EMCCD), intensified charge coupled device ICCD), and confocal microscope equipped with any

of the foregoing detectors. For example, in some embodiments an optical train includes a

fluorescence microscope capable of resolving fluorescent signals from individual sequencing

complexes. Where desired, the subject arrays of optical confinements contain various alignment

aides or keys to facilitate a proper spatial placement of the optical confinement and the excitation

sources, the photon detectors, or the optical train as described below.

(00175) The subject optical system mayalso include an optical train whose function can be

manifold and may comprise one or more optical transmission or reflection elements. Such optical

trains preferably encompass a variety ofoptical devices that channel light from one location to

anotherin either an altered or unaltered state. First, the optical train collects and/or directs the

incident wavelength to the reaction site (e.g., optical confinement). Second, it transmits and/or

directs the optical] signals emitted from the reactants to the photon detector. Third,it may select

and/or modify the optical properties of the incident wavelengths or the emitted wavelengths from

the reactants. In certain embodiments, the optical train controls an on/off cycle of the iJlumination

source to provide illuminated and non-illuminated periods to one or more illuminated reactionsites.

Illustrative examples of such optical transmission or reflection elements are diffraction gratings,

arrayed waveguide gratings (AWG), optic fibers, optical switches, mirrors (including dichroic

mitrors), lenses (including microlenses, nanolenses, objective lenses, imaging lenses, and the like),

collimators, optical attenuators, filters (¢.g., polarization or dichroic filters), prisms, wavelength

filters (low-pass, band-pass, or high-pass), planar waveguides, wave-plates, delay lines, and any

other devices that guide the transmission oflight through proper refractive indices and geometries.

One example of a particularly preferred optical train is described in U.S. Patent Pub. No.

20070036511, filed August 11, 2005, and incorporated by reference hereinin its entirety forall

purposes.

[00176] Ina preferred embodiment, a reaction site (e.g, optical confinement) containing a

reaction of interest is operatively coupled to a photon detector. The reaction site and the respective

detector can be spatially aligned (e.g., 1:1 mapping) to permit an efficient collection of optical

signals from the reactants. In certain preferred embodiments, a reaction substrate is disposed upon a

translation stage, which is typically coupled to appropriate robotics to provide lateral translation of

the substrate in two dimensions overa fixed optical train. Alternative embodiments could couple the

translation system to the optical train to move that aspect of the system relative to the substrate. For
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example, a translation stage provide a means of removing a reaction substrate (or a portion thereof}

out ofthe path ofillumination to create a non-illuminated period for the reaction substrate (or a

portion thereof), and returning the substrate at a later time to initiate a subsequentilluminated

period. An exemplary embodimentis provided in U.S. Patent Pub. No. 20070161017,filed

December 1, 2006.

[00177] In particularly preferred aspects, such systems include arrays of reaction regions, e.g,

zero-mode waveguide arrays, that are illuminated by the system, in order to detect signals (e.g.,

fluorescent signals} therefrom, that are in conjunction with analytical reactions being carried out

within each reaction region, Each individual reaction region can be operatively coupled toa

respective micrclens or a nanolens, preferably spatially aligned to optimize the signal collection

efficiency. Alternatively, a combination of an objective lens, a spectral filter set or prism for

resolving signals of different wavelengths, and an imaging Jens can be used in an opticaltrain, to

direct optical signals from each confinement to an array detector, ¢.y.,a CCD, and concurrently

separate signals from each different confinement into multiple constituent signal elements, e.g.,

different wavelength spectra, that correspond to different reaction events occurring within each

confinement. In preferred embodiments, the setup further comprises means to control i]Jumination

of each confinement, and such means maybe a feature of the optical system or may be found

elsewhere is the system, ¢.g., a8 a mask positioned over an array of confinements. Detailed

descriptions of such optical systems are provided, e.g, in U.S, Patent Pub, No. 20060063264,filed

September 16, 2005, which is incorporated herein byreferencein its entirety for all purposes.

(00178) The systemsofthe invention also typically include information processors or

computers operably coupled to the detection portions of the systems, in order to store the signal data

obtained from the detector(s) on a computer readable medium,e.g., hard disk, CD, DVD or other

optical medium, flash memory device, or the like. For purposes of this aspect of the invention, such

operable connection provide for the electronic transfer of data from the detection system to the

processor for subsequent analysis and conversion. Operable connections may be accomplished

through any of a variety of well known computer networking or connecting methods, e.g.,

Firewire®, USB connections, wireless connections, WAN or LAN connections, or other

connections that preferably include high data transfer rates. The computersalso typically include

software that analyzes the raw signal data, identifies signal pulses that are likely associated with

incorperation events, and identifies bases incorporated during the sequencing reaction, in order to

convert or transform the raw signal data into user interpretable sequence data (See, e.g., Published
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U.S. Patent Application No, 2009-0024331, the full disclosure of which 1s incorporated herein by

referencein its entirety for all purposes).

[00179] Exemplary systems are described in detail in, e.g., U.S. Patent Application No.

11/901,273, filed September 14, 2007 and US. Patent Application No. 12/134,186, filed June 5,

2008, the full disclosures of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety for all

purposes,

[00180] Further, as noted above, the invention provides data processing systemsfor

transforming sequence read data into consensus sequencedata. In certain embodiments, the data

processing systems include machines for generating sequence read data by interrogating a template

nucleic acid molecule. In certain preferred embodiments, the machine generates the sequence read

data using a sequencing-by-synthesis technology, as described elsewhere herein, but the machine

may generate the sequence read data using other sequencing technologies known to those of

ordinary skill in the art, e.g., pyrosequencing,ligation-mediated sequencing, Sanger sequencing,

capillary electrophoretic sequencing, etc. Such machines and methods for using them are available

to the ordinarypractioner,

[00181] The sequence read data generated 1s representative of the nucleotide sequence ofthe

template nucleic acid molecule only to the extent that a given sequencing technology is able to

generate such data, and sc may notbe identical to the actual sequence of the template nucleic acid

molecule. For example, it may contain a deletion or a different base at a given position as compared

to the actual sequence of the template, e.4., when a base call is missed or incorrect, respectively. As

such,it is beneficial to generate redundant sequence read data, and the methods described herein

provide manipulations and computations that transform redundant sequence read data into

consensus sequence data that is generally more representative of the actual sequence of the template

nucleic acid molecule than sequence read data from a single read of a single template nucleic acid

molecule. Redundant sequence read data comprises multiple reads, each of which includes at least a

portion of sequence read that overlaps with at least a portion of at least one other of the multiple

reads. As such, the multiple reads need not all overlap with one another, and a first subset may

overlap for a different portion of the template nucleic acid sequence than does a second subset. Such

redundant sequence read data can be generated by various methods, including repeated sequencing

of a single nucleic acid template, sequencing of multiple identical nucleic acid templates, or a

combination thereof.
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[00182] In another aspect, the data processing systems can include software and algorithm

implementations provided herein, e.g. those configured to transform redundant sequence read data

into consensus sequence data, which, as noted above, is generally more representative ofthe actual

sequence of the template nucleic acid molecule than sequence read data from a single read of a

single template nucleic acid molecule. Further, the transformation of the redundant sequence read

data into consensus sequence data identifies and negates someor all of the single-read variation

between the multiple reads in the redundant sequence read data. As such, the transformation

provides a representation of the actual nucleotide sequence of the nucleic acid template from which

redundant sequence read data is generated that is more accurate than a representation based on a

single read.

(00183) The software and algorithm implementations provided herein are preferably

machine-implemented methods, e.g., carried out on a machine comprising computer-readable

medium configured to carry out various aspects of the methods herein. For example, the computer-

readable medium preferably comprises at least one or more ofthe following: a) a user interface, b)

memoryfor storing redundant sequence read data; c} memory storing software-implemented

instructions for carrying out the algorithmsfor transforming redundant sequenceread data into

consensus sequence data; d) a processor for executing the instructions; e) software for recording the

results of the transformation into memory; and f} memory for recordation and storage of the

resulting consensus sequence read data, In preferred embodiments, the user interface is used by the

practitioner to manage various aspects of the machine,e.g., to direct the machineto carry out the

various steps in the transformation of redundant sequence read data into consensus sequencedata,

recordation of the results of the transformation, and management of the consensus sequence data

stored in memory.

[001384] As such, in preferred embodiments, the methods further comprise a transformation of

the computer-readable medium by recordation of the redundant sequence read data and/or the

consensus sequence data generated by the methods. Further, the computer-readable medium may

comprise software for providing a graphical representation of the redundant sequence read data

and/or the consensus sequence read data, and the graphical representation may be provided, e.g., in

soft-copy (¢.g., on an electronic display) and/or hard-copy(e.g., on a print-out) form.

[00185] The invention also provides a computer program preduct comprising a computer-

readable medium having a computer-readable program code embodied therein, the computer

readable program code adapted to implement one or more of the methods described herein, and
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optionally also providing storage for the results of the methods ofthe invention. In certain preferred

embodiments, the computer program preduct comprises the computer-readable medium described

above.

[00186] In another aspect, the invention provides data processing systems for transforming

sequence read data from one or more sequencing reactions into consensus sequence data

representative of an actual sequence of one or more template nucleic acids analyzed in the one or

more sequencing reactions. Such data processing systems typically comprise a computer processor

for processing the sequence read data according to the steps and methods described herein, and

computer usable medium for storage of the initial sequence read data and/or the results of one or

more steps of the transformation (e.g., the consensus sequence data), such as the computer-readable

medium described above.

[00187] As shown in Figure 9, the system 900 includes a substrate 902 that includes a

plurality of discrete sources of chromophore emission signals, e.g., an array of zero-mode

waveguides 904. An excitation illumination source, ¢.g., laser 906, is provided in the system and is

positioned to direct excitation radiation at the various signal sources. This is typically done by

directing excitation radiation at or through appropriate optical components, e.g., dichroic 108 and

objective lens 910, that direct the excitation radiation at the substrate 902, and particularly the signal

sources 904. Emitted signals from the sources 904 are then collected by the optical components,

é.g., objective 910, and passed through additional optical elements, ¢.g., dichroic 908, prism 912

and lens 914, until they are directed to and impinge upon an optical detection system, e.g., detector

array 916. The signals are then detected by detector array 916, and the data from that detectionis

transmitted to an appropriate data processing system, e.g., computer 918, where the data is

subjected to interpretation, analysis, and ultimately presented in a user ready format, e.g., on display

920, or printout 922, from printer 924. As will be appreciated, a variety of modifications may be

made to such systems, including, for example, the use of multiplexing components te direct

multiple discrete beamsat different locations on the substrate, the use of spatial filter components,

such as confocal masks,to filter out-of focus components, beam shaping elements to modify the

spot configuration incident upon the substrates, and the like (See, e.g., Published U.S. Patent

Application Nos. 2007/0036511 and 2007/095119, and U.S. Patent Application No, 11/901,273,all

of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entireties for all purposes.)

VL Exemplary Applications
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[00188] The methods and compositions of the invention are useful in a broad range of

analytical reactions in which one or more aspects of a detection method are detrimental to one or

more aspects ofthe analytical reaction, such as rate, duration, fidelity, processivity, and the like. In

such cases, intermittent detection at least partially mitigates the detrimental effect while allowing

collection of data from stages of the analytical reaction that were previously uncollectable. As noted

above, illuminated reactions are one example of analytical reactions that benefit from the

compositions and methods described herein, particularly those using photoluminescent or

fluorescent reagents, and particularly such reactions where one or more ofthe reaction components

that are susceptible to photo-induced damageare present at relatively low levels, One exemplary

application of the methods and compositions described herein is in single molecule analytical

reactions, where the reaction ofa single molecule (or very limited number of molecules) is observed

in the analysis, such as observation of the action of a single enzyme molecule. In another aspect, the

present invention is directed to illuminated reactions for single molecule analysis, including

sequencing of nucleic acids by observing incorporation of nucleotides into a nascent nucleic acid

sequence during template-directed polymerase-based synthesis. Such methods, generally referred

to as “sequencing-by-incorporation” or “sequencing-by-synthesis,” involve the observation of the

addition of nucleotides or nucleotide analogs in a template-dependent fashion in order to determine

the sequence of the template strand. See, e.g., U.S. Patent Nos. 6,780,591, 7,037,687, 7,344,865,

7,302,146. Processes for performing this detection include the use of fluorescently labeled

nucleotide analogs within a confined observation region, e.g., within a nanoscale well and/or

tethered, either directly or indirectly to a surface. By using excitation illumination (i-e., Jlumination

of an appropriate wavelength to excite the fluorescent label and induce a detectable signal), the

fluorescently labeled bases can be detected as they are incorporated into the nascentstrand, thus

identifying the nature of the incorporated base, and as a result, the complementary base in the

template strand.

[00189] In particular aspects, when an analysis relies upon a small population of reagent

molecules, damage to any significant fraction of that population will have a substantial impact on

the analysis being performed. For example, prolonged interrogation of a limited population of

reagents, e.g., fluorescent analogs and enzymes, can lead to photo-induced damage ofthe various

reagents to the point of substantially impacting the activity or functionality of the enzyme. It has

been shown that prolonged illumination of DNA polymerases involved in synthesis using

fluorescent nucleotide analogs results in a dramatic decrease in the enzyme’s ability to synthesize
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DNA,often measured as a reduction in processivity. Without being bound to any theory of

operation, itis believed that in some cases a photo-induced damage eventaffects the catalytic

region ofthe enzyme thus affecting either the ability of the enzyme to remain complexed with the

template, or its ability to continue synthesis. In general, the methods, devices, and systems of the

present invention can increase performance and/or selectively monitor one or more stages ofan

illuminated reaction by subjecting the reaction to intermittent illumination.

[00190] One particularly preferred aspect of the invention is in conjunction with the

sequencing by incorporation of nucleic acids within an optical confinement, such as a zero-mode

waveguide. Such reactions involve chservation of an extremely small reaction volume in which one

or only a few polymerase enzymes andtheir fluorescent substrates may be present. Zero-mode

waveguides, and their use in sequencing applications are generally described in U.S. Patent Nos.

6,917,726 and 7,033,764, and preferred methods of sequencing by incorporation are generally

described in Published U.S. Patent Application No. 2003-0044781, the full disclosures of which are

incorporated herein by reference in their entireties for all purposes, and in particular for their

teachings regarding such sequencing applications and methods. Briefly, arrays of zero-mode

waveguides (“ZMWs’"), configured in accordance with the present invention may be employed as

optical confinements for single molecule DNA sequence determination. In particular, as noted

above, these ZMWss provide extremely small observation volumesat or near the transparent

substrate surface, also termed the “base” of the ZMW. A nucleic acid synthesis complex, e.g.,

template sequence, polymerase, and primer, which is immobilized at the base of the Z7MW, may

then be specifically observed during synthesis to monitor incorporation of nucleotides in a template

dependent fashion, and thus provide the identity and sequences of nucleotides in the template

strand. This identification is typically accomplished by providing detectable label groups, such as

fluorescent labeling molecules, on the nucleotides. In some instances, the labeled nucleotides

terminate primer extension, allowing a “one base at a time” interrogation of the complex. If, upon

exposure to a given labeled base, a base is incorporated, its representative fluorescent signal may be

detected at the base of the ZMW. If no signal1s detected, then the base was not incorporated and

the complex is interrogated with each of the other bases, in turn. Once a base is incorporated, the

labeling group is removed, e¢.g., through the use of a photocleavable linking group, and where the

label was not the terminating group, a terminator, upon the 3’ end of the incorporated nucleotide,

may be removed prior to subsequent interrogation. In other more preferred embodiments, the

incorporation of a labeled nucleotide does not terminate primer extension and the processive
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incorperation of multiple labeled nucleotides can be monitored in real time by detecting a series of

fluorescent signals at the base of the ZMW.In some such embodiments, the label is naturally

released upon incorporation of the labeled nucleotides by the polymerase, and so need not be

released byalternative means, e.g., a photocleavage event. As such, a processive sequencing

reaction can comprise a polymerase enzyme repetitively incorporating multiple nucleotides or

nucleotide analogs, as long as such are available to the polymerase within the reaction mixture,e.g.,

withoutstalling on the template nucleic acid, (Such a processive polymerization reaction can be

prevented by incorporation of nucleotides or nucleotide analogs that contain groupsthat block

additional incorporation events, e.g., certain labeling groups or other chemical modifications.)

[00191] In accordance with the present invention, sequencing reactions may be carried out by

only interrogating a reaction mixture, e.g, detecting fluorescent emission for one or more

illuminated periods before excessive photo-induced damage has occurred. In general, the methods

described herein are implemented in a mannersufficient to provide beneficial impact, e.g., reduced

photo-induced damage and/or extension ofthe photo-induced damage threshold period, but are not

implemented in such a mannerto interfere with the reaction of interest, ¢.g., a sequencing reaction.

The present invention also contemplates alternative methods of and compositions for mitigating the

impact of photo-induced damage on a reaction, as described above and in, e.g., U.S.S.N.

61/116,048, filed November 19, 2008. Such alternative methods and compoundscan be used in

combination with the compositions and methods provided herein to further alleviate the effects of

species that can be generated during an illuminated reaction.

[00192] Another method of mitigating the impact of photo-induced damage onthe results of

a given reaction provides for the elimination of potentially damaging oxygen species using means

other than the use of the photo-induced damage mitigating agents described above. In one example,

dissolved oxygen species may be flushed out of aqueous systems by providing the reaction system

under different gas environments, such as by exposing an aqueous reaction to neutral gas

environments, such as argon, nitrogen, helium, xenon, or the like, to prevent dissolution of excess

oxygen in the reaction mixture. By reducing the initial oxygen load of the system, it has been

observed that photo-induced damageeffects, e.g., on polymerase mediated DNA synthesis,is

markedly reduced. In particularly preferred aspects, the system is exposed to a xenon atmosphere.

In particular, since xenon can be induced to form a dipole, it operates as a triplet-state quencher in

addition to supplanting oxygen in the aqueous system. (See, e.g., Wierstra and Poff, Plant Physiol.
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198] May; 67(5): 996-998) As such, xenon would also be categorized as a quencher, as set forth

above.

[00193] Although described in terms of zero-mode waveguides, it will be appreciated that a

variety ofselective illumination strategies may be employed to selectively interrogate different

regions of a solid support overtime, é.g., so as to only damage molecules within certain selected

regions of a substrate while not damaging molecules in other selected regions of the substrate. In

certain embodiments, such methods can involve using a directed light source (e.g., a laser) to

illuminate only selected regions, changing the illumination angle ofthe light source; or refocusing

the illumination, e.g., by passing the illumination through an opticaltrain that alters the shape of the

incident light on the solid support. These and further examples ofalternative methads ofmitigating

photo-induced damage which can be used in combination with methods and systems of the

invention described herein are provided in U.S. Patent Pub, No. 20070036511, filed August 11,

2005: U.S. Patent No. 6,881,312; U.S.S.N. 61/116,048, filed November 19, 2008: and U.S. Patent

Pub, No, 20070161017, filed December 1, 2006, all of which are incorporated herein by reference

in their entireties for all purposes, and in particular for disclosure related to these methods of

mitigating photo-induced damage.

[00194] As noted above, using templates that allow repeated sequencing (e.¢., circular

templates, SMRTbelI™templates, etc.) in a single reaction can increase the percent of a nucleic

acid template for which nucleotide sequence data is generated and/or increase the fold-coverage of

the sequence reads for one or more regions of interest in the template, thereby providing more

complete data for further analysis, e.g., construction of sequence scaffolds and/or consensus

sequences for the nucleic acid template. For example, in certain preferred embodiments, templates

sequenced by the methods described herein are templates comprising a double-stranded segment,

e.g, greater than 75%, or even greater than 90%ofthe target segment will be double-stranded or

otherwise internally complementary. Such templates may, for example, comprise a double-stranded

portion comprised of two complementary sequences and twosingle-stranded linking portions (e.g.,

oligos or “hairpins”)} joining the 3’ end of each strand of the double-stranded region to the 5’ end of

the other strand (sometimes referred to as “SMRTbell™"”templates). In certain embodiments,

double-stranded portions for use in such templates are PCR-amplified. Optionally, restriction sites

are incorporated within the PCR primers such that subsequent digestion of the amplified products

with appropriate restriction enzymes generates double-stranded portions containing known
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overhang sequences on either end, which are then ligated to hairpin adapters containing a

complementary overhang to generate the SMRTbell™templates.

[00195] These template molecules are particularly useful as nucleotide sequence data

generated therefrom comprises both sense and antisense nucleotide sequences for the double-

stranded portion, and the circular conformation of the template enables repeated sequencing (e.g.,

using a polymerase capable of strand-displacement) provides duplicative or redundant sequence

information. Restated, a sequence process may progress around the completely contiguous sequence

repeatedly obtaining sequence data for each segment from the complementary sequences, as well as

sequence data within each segment, by repeatedly sequencing that segment. Iterative illumination is

useful in such sequencing applications, e.g., to focus nucleotide sequence data callection on stages

of the sequencing reaction most of interest, such as the stages during which nucleotide sequence

data is being generated from a strand ofthe (previously) double-stranded portion. Iterative

illumination may also allow additional “rounds” of sequencing the template by virtue ofthe

reduction in photo-induced damage to reaction components, as described elsewhere herein, thereby

providing more complete and robust nucleotide sequence data for future analysis, e.g., sequence

scaffold construction and/or consensus sequence determination. Further, as described above, the

numberof base positions separating sequence reads generated in illuminated periods can be

estimated based on the temporal length of intervening non-illuminated pericds and the knownrate

of incorporation during the reaction and/or by the measured rate of incorporation during the

illuminated period(s), The known rate of incorporation can be based on variaus factors including,

but not limited to, sequence context effects due to the nucleotide sequence of the template nucleic

acid, kinetics of the polymerase used, buffer effects (salt concentration, pH, etc.}, and even data

being collected from an ongoing reaction. These factors can be used to determine the appropriate

timing for the illuminated and non-illuminated periods depending on the experimental objectives of

the practitioner, whether it be maximizing length or depth of sequence coverage on a given template

nucleic acid, or optimizing sequence data collection from particular regions of interest, e.g., from

the ends of the double-stranded portion of a SMRTbell™ template.

[00196] In addition to providing sense and antisense sequence data within a single template

molecule that can be sequenced in one integrated process, the presence of the single-stranded

linking portions also provides an opportunity to provide a registration sequence that permits the

identification of when one segment, e.g., the sense strand, is completed and the other begins, ¢.g.,

the antisense strand. Such registration sequences provide a basis for alignment sequence data from
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multiple sequence reads from the same template sequences, e.g., the same molecule, or identical

molecules in a template population, Additional aspects of and uses for registration sequences, ¢.g.,

for molecular redundant sequencing, are further described in U.S. Patent Publication No.

20090029385, which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety for all purposes.

(00197) In certain embodiments, such a sequencing process begins by priming the template

nucleic acid within one of the linking portions and allowing the polymerase to proceed along the

strand of the double-stranded portion of the template that is immediately downstream of the primed

linking pertion when the double-stranded portion is melted or denatured. The sequence process

proceeds around the second linking portion and proceeds along the complementary strand ofthe

(now previously) double-stranded portion of the template. Because the template is circular, this

process can continue to provide multiple repeated sequence reads from the one template. Thus,

sequence redundancy comes from both the determination cf complementary sequences (sense and

antisense strands of the double-stranded portion}, and the repeated sequencing of each circular

template. The ongoing sequencing reaction 1s subjected te multiple illuminated and non-illuminated

periods to generate at least two or more sequence reads per pass around the template. The

illuminated penods are preferably timed to allowgeneration of nucleotide sequence data for

selected regions of the template. For example, it may be beneficial to only generate nucleotide

sequence data for the complementarystrands of the double-stranded portion, or segments thereof.

As will be appreciated, in iteratively sequencing citcular templates, strand displacing polymerases,

as discussed elsewhere herein, are particularly preferred, as they will displace the nascent strand

with each cycle around the template, allowing continuous sequencing. Other approacheswill

similarly allowsuch iterative sequencing including, ¢.g., use of an enzyme having 5’-3’ exonuclease

activity in the reaction mixture to digest the nascent strand post-synthesis.

[00198] One may optionally employ various meansfor controlling initiation and/or

progression of a sequencing reaction, and such means mayinclude the addition of specific

sequences or other moieties into the template nucleic acid, such as binding sites, e.g, for primers or

proteins. Various methods of incorporating control elements into an analytical reaction, e.g. by

integrating stop cor pause points into a template, are discussed elsewhere herem and are further

described in related application, U.S. Application No. 12/413,258,filed March 27, 2009, whichis

incorporated herein by referencein its entiretyfor all purposes.

[00199] In certain embodiments, a reaction stop or pause point may be included within the

template sequence, such as a reversibly bound blocking group at ene location on the template, e.g.,
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on the linking portion that was not used in priming. By way of example, followinginitial

sequencing from the original priming location, ¢.g., from the single-stranded linking portion used in

priming synthesis throughafirst portion of the sense strand (e.g., the 3’ end), the data acquisition

may be switched off and the polymerase allowed to proceed around the template, e.g., through the

remainderof the sense strand to the other linking portion. The incorporation of a synthesis blocking

moiety coupled to this linking pertion will allow control of reinitiation of the polymeraseactivity at

the 3° end of the antisense strand. One would thereby obtain paired-end sequence data for the

overall (previously) double-stranded segment, with sequence data trom one end coming from the

sense strand and sequence data from the other end coming from the antisense strand. This template

construction and sequencing methodologyis particularly useful in the case of long double-stranded

segments, especially given the short read lengths generated by some sequencing technologies.

[00200] A variety of synthesis controlling groups may be employed, including, e.g., large

photolabile groups coupled to the nucleobase portion of one or more basesin the single-stranded

portion that inhibit polymerase-mediated replication, strand-binding moieties that prevent

processive synthesis; non-native nucleotides included within the primer and/or template, and the

like. The use of strand-binding moieties includes, but is not limited to, reversible, specific binding

of particular proteins to recognition sequences incorporated into the template (or primer bound

thereto} for this purpose. In certain embodiments, such control sequences may include bindingsites

for transcription factors, e.2., repressor binding regions provided within the linking portion(s). For

example, the lac repressor recognition sequence is bound by the lac repressor protein, and this

binding has been shownto block replication in a mannerreversible by addition of appropriate

initiators, such as isophenylthicgalactoside (IPTG)or allolactose.

[00201] In some embodiments, primer recognition sequences and/or additional control

sequences may also be provided for control ofinitiation and/or progression of polymerization, e.g.,

through a hybridized probe or reversibly modified nucleotide, or the like. (See, e.g., U.S. Patent

Application No. 2008-0009007, the full disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference in

its entirety for all purposes.) Such probes include but are not limited to probes at which a

polymerase initiates polymerization, probes containing various types of detectable labels, molecular

beacons, TaqMan® probes, Invader® probes (Third Wave Technologies, Inc.), or the like, that can

be used for various purposes, e.g., to provide indications of the commencementand/or progress of

synthesis.
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[00202] An engineered pause point (reversible or irreversible) can include one or more non-

native (non-natural) or fifth bases that do not pair with any ofthe four native nucleoside

polyphosphatesin the synthesis reaction, ¢.g., in the template and/or oligonucleotides prabe(s),

and/or that exhibit a distinct kinetic signature during template-dependent synthesis at such a base.

Upon encountering such a base, the polymerase pauses until the complement to the non-natural base

is added to the reaction mixture. Likewise, an engineered pause point could include a “damaged”

base that causes a stop in replication until repair enzymes are added to the mixture. For example, a

template having a pyrimidine dimer would cause the replication complex to pause, and addition of

the photolyase DNA repair enzyme would repair the problem location and allow replication, and

sequencing to continue. In yet further enmbadiments, a combination of modification enzymes could

be used to engineer a set of madified bases on a template, e.g., a combination of glycosylases,

methylases, nucleases, and the like. (Further information on sequencing template nucleic acids

comprising modifications, including detecting kinetic signatures of such madifications during

single-molecule sequencing reactions, are provided in U.S. Patent Application Nos. 61/201,551,

filed December | 1, 2008; 61/180,350, filed May 21, 2009; and 12/945,767, filed November12,

2010; and U.S. Patent Publication No. 2010/0221716, the disclosures of which are incorporated

herein by reference in their entireties for all purposes.)

[00203] As noted elsewhere herein, stop or pause points can be engineered into various

portions of the template, e.g., portions for which the nucleotide sequence is unknown (€.g., 4

genomic fragment) or known (e.g,, an adaptor or linker ligated to the genomic fragment.) For

example, SMRTbell™ templates are topologically closed, single-stranded molecules having regions

of internal complementarity separated by hairpin or stem-loop linkers, such that hybridization of the

regions of internal complementarity produces a double-stranded portion within the template. One or

both of the linkers can comprise a stop or pause point to modulate pelymerase activity. In some

embodiments, these regulatory sequences or sites cause a permanentcessation of nascent strand

synthesis, and in other embodiments the reaction can be reinitiated, e.g, by removing a blocking

moiety or adding a missing reaction component. Various types of pause and stop points are

described belowand elsewhere herein, and it will be understood that these can be used

independently or in combination, e.g., in the same template molecule.

[00204] In other embodiments, an abasic site is used as a synthesis blocking moiety or pause

point until addition of a non-natural “base,” such as a pyrene, which has been shown to “base-pair”

with an abasic site during DNA synthesis. (See, e.g., Matray, et al. (1999) Nature 399(6737): 704-8,
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which is mcorporated herein by referencein its entirety for all purposes.) Where a permanent

termination of sequencing is desired, no non-natural analog is added and the polymerase is

permanently blocked at the abasic site. DNA (or RNA) glycosylases create abasic sites that are

quite different from the normal coding bases, A, T, G, and C (and U in RNA). A wide varietyof

monofunctional and bifunctional DNA glycosylases that have specificity for mast common DNA or

RNAadducts, including 5-methylcytosine, are known in the art, with different glycosylases capable

of recognizing different types of modified DNA and/or RNA bases. The molecular structures of

many glycosylases have been solved, and based on structural similarity they are grouped into four

superfamilies. The UDG and AAG families contain small, compact glycosylases, whereas the

MutM/Fpg and HhH-GPDfamilies comprise larger enzymes with multiple domains. As an

example, four enzymes have been identified in Arabidopsis thafiana in the plant pathwayfor

cytosine demethylation. Additionally, other enzymes are also known to recognize 5-methyl cytosine

and remove the methylated base to create an abasic site. Further, various enzymes are known to

methylate cytosine in a sequence-specific manner, As such, a combination of a cytosine-methylase

and an enzymethat creates an abasic site from a methylated cytosine nucleotide can be used to

create one or more abasic sites in a template nucleic acid. The size of the recognitionsite of the

methylase and the base composition of the template determine how frequently methylation occurs,

and therefore, the numberof abasic sites created in a given template nucleic acid, allowing the

ordinary practioner to choose a methylase with a recognition site that produces a desired spacing

between modified nucleotides, For example, if the recognition site is three bases long, then on

average an abasic site is expected every 64 bases;if the recognition site is four bases long, then on

average an abasic site 1s expected every 256 bases; if the recognition site is six bases long, then on

average an abasic site is expected every 4096 bases; and so forth. Of course, templates with a higher

GC content would be expected to have more frequent abasic site formation, and templates with

lower GC content would be expected to have less frequent abasic site formation.

[00205] Uracil-DNA glycosylases can also be used to introduce abasic sites into a template

nucleic acid comprising deoxyuridine nucleotides. This strategy has the advantage of allowing the

practitioner to choose the locations of the abasic sites within a DNA template since deoxyuridine

nucleotides are not generally found in DNA. Various methods of inserting deoxyuridine nucleotides

into a DNA template maybe used, and different methods will be preferred for different

applications. In certain embodiments, one or more site-specific deoxyuracils are incorporated during

standard phosphoramidite oligonuclectide synthesis. To place uracils at indeterminate positions in a
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DNA,replacing a portion of the deoxythymidine triphosphate with deoxyuridine triphosphate will

result in an amplimer with random U sites in place of T sites after polymerase chain reaction. In

other embodiments, deoxyuridine nucleotides are engineered into the template, e.g., by ligation ofa

synthetic linker or adaptor comprising one or more deoxyuridine nucleotides to a nucleic acid

sequence to be sequenced. In certain preferred embodiments, deoxyuridine nucleotides are

incorporated into the linker portions of a SMRTbell™template.

[00206] To subsequently introduce abasic sites prior to sequencing, the deoxyuridine

nuclectide-containing template 1s subjected to treatment with uracil-DNA glycosylase, which

removes the one or more uracil bases from the deoxyuridine nucleotides, thereby generating one or

more abasic sites in the template. Alternatively, since the deoxyuridine nucleotide can be

recognized as a template base and paired with deoxyadenosine during template-dependent nascent

strand synthesis, the synthesis-blocking abasic site can instead be introduced after initiation of the

sequencing reaction, e.g., at a time chosen by the practitioner. For example, the reaction can be

initiated with a deoxyuridine-containing template, and uracil-DNA glycosylase can subsequently be

added to bleck the polymerase and halt the reaction after the reaction has proceeded for a given

time. As such, termination of the reaction 1s optional rather than required.

[00207] While uracil-DNA glycosylase activity is useful for introducing abasic sites into a

template as described above,this activity can be problematic during the preparation of such

templates. As such, strategies are typically implemented during preparation and manipulation of

uracil-containing DNA, e.g., using molecular biology enzymes, to avoid uracil-DNA glycosylase

activity, in particular, due to the £. cofi UDG enzyme. Since a majority of standard molecular

biology enzymes are overexpressed and subsequently purified from an £. coli host, UDG activity

can be a contaminating activity that is often not monitored by the enzyme manufacturer’s quality

control procedures. To mitigate contaminating UDGactivity, a commercially available UDG

inhibitor, also knownas uracil glycosylase inhibitor or UGI (e.g., from New England Biclabs,

Ipswich, MA) can be included in molecular biology reactions. This is a small protein inhibitor from

the B&. subtilis bacteriophase PBS1 that binds reversibly to E. coli UDG to inhibit its catalytic

activity. UGI is also capable of dissociating UDG from a DNA molecule. Alternatively, UDG

activity can be inhibited without exogenousprotein using a chemical inhibitor of the enzyme, such

as an oligonuclectide containing a 1-aza-deoxyribose base, a transition state analog for the UDG

enzyme, This and other cationic nitrogenous sugars have been used for mechanistic studies of UDG
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activity and show potent inhibition activity. (See, e.g., Jiang et al. Biochemistry, 2002, 41 (22), pp

7116-7124.)

[00208] In certain applications, UDG activity needs to be inhibited temporarily, and

subsequently enabled to remove create an abasic site as described above. In some embodiments, a

DNApurification that removes proteins is employed, e.g., including a phenol-chloroform extraction

with subsequent ethanol precipitation, a silica-based column approach (e.g., QiaQuick columns

from Qiagen and similar products), and/or a PEG/sodium chloride precipitation (e.g., AMPure

beads from Beckman Coulter). Alternatively or additionally, a commercially-available UDG

enzymethat is not inhibited by UGI is added when abasic site formation is desired. For example,

the A. fafgidus UDG is from a thermophilic organism and cannot be inhibited by the same

bacteriophage protein as is the /. calf UDG enzyme. In certain preferred embodiments, UDG-

inhibition is employed during template preparation, and inhibition-resistant UDG activity is added

at a subsequenttime to tngver the creation of abasic sites at deoxyuridine nucleotides, e.¢.,

immediately prior to or during an ongoing reaction.

[00209] In some preferred embodiments, one or more abasic sites are engineered into a linker

or adapter sequence within a sequencing template molecule. Abasic sugar residues serve as efficient

terminators of polymerization for many polymerases, e.g., 29. 1°,2’-dideoxyribose is the most

common synthetic “abasic site”. In other embodiments, a synthetic linker is incorporated into a

linker or adaptor. For example, an internal spacer (e.g., Spacer 3 from Biosearch Technologies, Inc.)

or other carbon-based linker can be used in lieu of a sugar-base nucleotide. Similar to an abasic

nucleotide, the polymerase will be blocked upon encountering these moieties in the template nucleic

acid.

[00210] In certain embodiments, synthesis blocking moieties are nicks in the template nucleic

acid. Nicking enzymes(e.g., nicking endonucleases) are knownin the art and can be used to

specifically nick the template prior to or during a template-directed sequencing reaction. The use of

site-specific nicking endonucleases allows the practitioner to incorporate a recognition sequenrice at

a particular location within the template nucleic acid, and such nicking endonucleases are

commercially available, e.g., from New England Biolabs, Inc. For example, a linker or adapter can

be synthesized with a nicking endonuclease recognition sequence, ligated to a nucleic acid molecule

to be sequenced, and can be specifically nicked either before or during a subsequent sequencing

reaction. Nicks can also be introduced by ligating duplex segments that lack either a terminal 3’-

hydroxy (e.g., have a dideoxynucleotide at the 3°-terminius) and/or 5’-phosphate group on one
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strand. The ligation results in covalent linkage of the phosphodiester backbone on onestrand, but

not on the other, which 1s therefore effectively “nicked.” In certain embodiments, a SMRTbell™

template is constructed using a duplex (or “insert”) nucleic acid molecule lacking a 5°-phosphate

group at one or both termini. Upon ligation ofthe hairpin or stem-loop adaptors at each end, nicks

are created at one or both ligation site(s}, depending on whether the duplex lacked a 5’-phosphate at

one or both ends, respectively. In other embodiments, a SMRTbell™ template is constricted using

one or two stem-loop adaptors lacking a 3°’-hydroxy group at the terminus (¢.g., comprising a 2°,3°-

dideoxynucleotide rather than a 2’-deoxynucleotide}. Uponligation of one or two stem-loop

adaptors lacking a 3°-hydroxy group, one or two nicks are created at the ligation site(s}, depending

on whether one or two adaptors lacked the 3’-hydroxygroup, respectively. In both cases, a nick is

created in the template nucleic acid, and a primer boundto one ofthe adaptors provides an initiation

site for the polymerase, which will process the template until encountering a nick, at which point

the polymerase will terminate the reaction by dissociation from the template. Regardless of how a

nick is created, the position of a nick relative to the initiation site for the polymerase determines

how much efthe template will be sequenced. For example, Figure |9A provides an illustrative

example of an embodimentin which a nick is present on a first strand of a duplex portion at a

position distal to the adaptor containing the primer binding site. The first strand is processed by a

polymerase, but the complementary strand is not processed because the polymerase dissociates at

the nick site. An alternative embodiment is shown in Figure 19B, in which a nick is present on the

strand complementary to the first strand at a position proximal to the adaptor containing the primer

binding site. In this case both the first and complementary strands, as well as the adaptor not

containing the primer binding site, are processed by the polymerase prior to dissociation. The

position of the primer binding site also determines how muchofthe template is processed by the

polymerase. Figure 19C provides a template having a primer binding site at a position from which a

polymerase would process a significant portion of the adapter pricr to entering the duplex portion.

An additional advantage to using a 3°-dideoxynucleotide at a nick is that it prevents the use of the

nick as a polymerse initiation site, since strand extension requires a 3-hydroxy group. As such, the

resulting nick would not compete with a primersite for initiation of nascent strand synthesis by the

polymerase. Having a single, knownsite ofinitiation on a template molecule is beneficial, e.g, for

subsequent mapping of a read generated in such a reaction. In certain preferred embodiments, a nick

site both lacks a 5’-phosphate group and comprises a 3’-dideoxynucleotide.
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[00211] In certain preferred embodiments, modification and base excision is performed prior

to introduction of a template nucleic acid to a reaction site, ¢.g., a zero-mode waveguide. As noted

above, the choice of recognition site for the methylase depends on how far apart the practitioner

wishes point of synthesis initiation to be on the template. For example,after initiating the template-

dependent sequencing reaction, the sequence of nucleotide incorporations into the nascent strand is

monitored for a desired sequence read, which may extend from theinitiation point to the pause

point, or may end before the polymerase reaches the pause point. In some preferred embodiments,

as described elsewhere herein, the monitoring is suspended by modifying or removing an

illumination source, e.g., by moving the illumination source or a substrate comprising the reaction

site. Synthesis of the nascent strand will continue until the pause site is reached, whether cr not the

reaction is being actively monitored. When the reaction is to be reinitiated, reaction components are

added that allow bypass, e.g., pyrene, polymerase, etc., and these can be subsequently removed

(e.g., by buffer exchange) to allow additional pauses at other pause sites on the template.

[00212] In certain embodiments using pyrosequencing-based technologies (e.8., as developed

by 454 Life Sciences}, abasic sites can be introduced into a set of amplified template nucleic acids

and synthesis initiated. Since all templates in the set are identical, they will comprise the same

numberof abasic sites in the same positions. During the course of the synthesis reaction, the

synchronousincorporation of nucleotides into the nascent strands is monitored until either an abasic

site is reached (at which point the synthesis is paused) or until the incorporation becomes

asynchronous (which increases the background noise and decreases reliability of the sequence read),

In the latter case, the practioner may opt to speed up the reaction, e.g., by adding all nucleotides at

one time, to extend all nascent strands to the first abasic site in the templates. When synthesis is to

be reinitiated, reaction components are addedthat allow bypass of the abasic site, e.g. one or more

pyrenes. A wash step may be performed to remove nucleotides and/or polymerases from the

reaction sites pricr to such addition. Further, in some cases, a different polymerase may be used for

pyrene incorporation as is used for sequencing-by-synthesis reactions. In certain preferred

embodiments, the reaction mixture comprising the pyrene for abasic site bypass allows readthrough

ofthe abasic site, but no further on the template. Subsequent addition of sequencing reaction

mixture allows the sequencing-by-synthesis reaction to recommence and incorporation of

nucleotides into the nascent strand to be monitored. Alternatively or additionally, the practioner

need not wait until an abasic site is reached to suspend detection and, optionally, speed up the

reaction to bring all nascent strands to a given abasic site, but can choose to do this before a reaction
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has become asynchronous, e.g., after desired sequence data has been collected for a particular

region ofinterest in a template nucleic acid.

[00213] In certain embadiments using ligation-based technologies (e.g., the SOLID™ System

developed by Life Technologies), a pause site can be engineered by using an oligonucleotide that

cannot participate in the ligation reaction and that is complementary to a desired location on the set

of identical template nucleic acids, e.g., on a bead. When the serial ligation reaction hits the position

recognized bythis polynucleotide, the reaction cannot proceed and anyreactions that have become

asynchronous will “catch up.” The user can then unblock the oligo (e.g., using chemical treatment

or photo-cleavage) and reinitiate the sequencing reaction.

(00214) In some cases, it may be desirable to provide endonuclease recognition sites within

the template nucleic acid. For example, inclusion ofsuch sites within a circular template can allow

for a mechanism to release the template from a synthesis reaction, 1.e., by linearizing it, and

allowing the polymeraseto run offthe linear template, and/or to expose the template to exonuclease

activity, and thus terminate synthesis through removal ofthe template. Such sites could additionally

be exploited as control sequences by providing specific binding locations for endonucleases

engineered to lack cleavage activity, but retain sequence specific binding, and could therefore be

used to block progression of the polymerase enzyme on a template nucleic acid.

(00215) In some cases, nicking sites, e.g., sites recognized by nicking endonucleases, may be

included within a portion of the template molecule, and particularly within a double-stranded

portion of the template, ¢.g., in a double-stranded segment of a SMRTbell™ or in the stem portion

of an exogenoushairpin structure. Such nicking sites provide one or more breaks in one strand of a

double-stranded sequence and can thereby provide one or more priming locationsfor, ¢.g., a strand-

displacing polymerase enzyme. A variety of nicking enzymesand their recognition sequences are

knownin the art, with such enzymes being generally commercially available, e.g., from New

England Biolabs.

[00216] In certain embodiments, methods for intermittent detection described herein are

useful in “patred-end” sequencing applications in which sequence information is generated from

two ends of a template nucleic acid but not for at least a portion of the intervening portion of the

template. Typically, paired-end sequencing applications provide sequence data for only the two

ends of a nucleic acid template, but the present invention also allows generation of additional

sequence reads that are noncontiguous with the sequence reads from the ends of the template. In

certain preferred embodiments, a duplex fragment (e.g, genomic fragment)is ligated to a single-
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stranded linker that connects the 3° end of the sense strand to the 5’ end of the antisense strand, or

that connects the 5° end of the sense strand to the 3’ end ofthe antisense strand. In either

orientation, separation of the two strands of the duplex fragmentresults in a single-stranded linear

template nucleic acid that contains the linker in between the sense and antisense strands. Subsequent

sequencing can involve intermittent detection that generates sequence reads for only the portions of

the sense and antisense strands that are ofinterest, e.¢., one or both of the ends. In certain

embodiments, both sense and antisense strands may be sequenced at both ends to provide

redundancy tn the sequence data. Sequence reads recognized as being from the linker portion of the

template (e.g., based on the known linker sequence or specific registration sequences encoded

therein} can be used to orient the alignment of the sequence reads from the sense and antisense

portions of the template, providing context for determining the sequences ofthe ends of the duplex

fragment and subsequent sequence scaffold constniction and/or mapping. In certain embodiments,

pause or stop points may be incorporated into the linker to control the processing of the template by

the polymerase, and therefore may be used to synchronize the detection periods to ensure generation

of sequence reads from particular regions of template. Further, additional detection periods can be

included that are timed to provide sequence reads from portions of the sense and/or antisense strand

that are noncontiguous with the end regions.

[00217] In a related embodiment, paired-end sequencing may be accomplished by using a

nucleic acid template that has linkers connecting the sense and antisense strands of a duplex

fragment at both ends, such that separation of the strands of the duplex fragment provides a single-

stranded circular template that contains a linkers in between each end of the sense and antisense

strands of the original duplex fragment. Such a template molecule would allow a strand-displacing

polymerase to proceed around the template multiple times, thereby potentially generating redundant

sequence data from both ends of both strands of the original duplex fragment. As noted elsewhere

herein, such redundancyis useful for determination of consensus sequences and/or construction of

sequence scaffolds. As the polymerase enzyme processes the template, detection periods can be

timed (e.g., based on knowledge of the rate at which the polymerase processes the template, which

is dependent net only on the polymerase but also on the sequence of the template itself} to generate

nucleotide sequence reads from the regions of the template corresponding to one or both endsofthe

sense and antisense strands, and can also include detection periods to generate additional reads from

other, noncontiguous regions of the duplex fragment, as well. Although such timing can be used to

determine the appropriate periodicity of the detection periods, at later stages of the reaction (e¢.g., as
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the polymerase repeatedly proceeds around the template), the exact location ofreinitiation of

sequence read generation becomes more approximate. Incorporation of pause or stop points into one

or both linkers to regulate the processing of the template by the polymerase may be used to

synchronize the detection periods regardless of the total distance travelled by the polymerase around

the template. This strategy more reliably ensures generation of sequence reads from selected regions

of template, e.g, the ends of the sense and antisense portions and, optionally, regions in between and

noncontiguous with the end regions regardless of the number of passes of the polymerase around

the template nucleic acid, especiallyin later stages of the reaction, Further, the known sequence of

one or both of the linkers can be used to orient sequence reads from the sense and antisense portions

for consensus sequence determination and/or mapping.

(00218) In some such embodiments, a duplex fragment inserted between two hairpin linkers

may be much larger than desired, increasing the difficulty of limiting nucleotide sequence read data

to particular regions ofthe fragment. The size of the duplex fragmentligated to the two hairpin

linkers can be selectively reduced to retain the regions attached to the linkers and to lose a central

portion of the duplex fragment. One particularly preferred strategy, illustrated in Figure 18,

comprises hairpin linkers (1802, 1804) having a regions of cross-complementarity (1806, 1808),

such that the two linkers 1802 and 1804 can anneal to each other in a mannerthat does notinterfere

with ligation to a duplex fragment 1810. Duplex fragment 1810 comprises ends 1812 and 1814, as

well as a long central region 1816, which is not shown but is understood to be between the two

curvylines. Once end 1812 is ligated to linker 1802 and end 1814 is ligated to linker 1804, the

construct is subjected to fragmentation, which removes the central region 1816 of the duplex

fragment 1810, producing construct 1818 having ends 1820 and 1822. After fragmentation, the ends

of the portions of the duplex fragmentstill associated with the annealed linker pair (ends 1820 and

1822) are ligated together to produce construct 1824, which can then be treated (e.g_, with heat,

gentle denaturation, primer invasion, changing salt concentration, etc.) te separate cross-

complementary regions 1806 and 1808 from one another, e.g, to generate a circular single-stranded

nucleic acid molecule. Alternatively, the separation may occur during the course of the subsequent

reaction, e.g., by polymerase-mediated strand displacement. Yet further, where the hybridized

cross-complementary regions are long enough to undergo a complete DNAturn, an additional

reaction component(e.g., helicase, topoisomerase, polymerase, etc.) may be needed to unwind the

duplex and allow separation. As such, the resulting “mate-pair” construct has only the ends ofthe

original duplex fragment ligated together and capped with adaptors that link the 5° end of each
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strand of the duplex with the 3’ end of the other strand of the duplex, and denaturation of the duplex

produces a closed, single-stranded circular construct.

[00219] Fragmentation ofthe duplex fragment can be performed by a variety of known

methods. For example, fragmentation can be performed enzymatically(e.g., using restriction

enzymes or other nucleases) or mechanically, by shearing or sonication. The type of fragmentation

chosen will determine various characteristics of the resulting construct, e.g., how large a central

region is removed and the types of ends remaining (e.g., blunt, 5’ overhang, 3” overhang, random,

identical on both ends, etc.}. Optionally, the ends can be modified after fragmentation to facilitate

the subsequentligation step, Although not shownin Figure 18, it is expected that the ligation of the

duplex fragmentto the hybridized linkers will be a two-step process, with one end being ligated first

and unimolecular kinetics favoring ligation of the second end to the second linker. The cross-

complementary regions ofthe linkers can be designed to produce varying levels of

complementarity, and therefore varying strengths of the hybridization. For example, a longer or

higher GC content in a cross-complementary region lends a higher stability to the linker:linker

interaction, but separation of the hybridized linkers requires a more severe treatment, e.g., higher

temperature, more stringent conditions, etc. As such the cross-complementary regions should be

engineered to produce a stable linker:linker interaction that is disruptable under conditions that are

not destructive to the overall construct. Further the linkers can vary in regions apart from the cross-

complementary regions For example, one linker can have a primer bindingsite that the other lacks,

which would provide a single polymerase initiation site in the final construct. Other sequence

characteristics described herein (e.g., pause sites, registrations sequences, etc.) can also be included

in one or both linker regions. If topological constraints limit the subsequent processing of the

resulting contruct, e.g., during template-directed nascent strand synthesis, these can be addressed by

addition of a reaction component(e.g., a helicase or topoisomerase)to resolve the topological

constraint. As such, the methods can be used to add asymmetric linkers to duplex polynucleotides,

whetheror not the duplex is to be selectively reduced in size, or not, as long as the asymmetric

linkers can cross-hybridize to one another,

[00220] Although in preferred embodiments, the two linkers to be ligated to a single duplex

fragment are hybridized to one anotherpriorto ligation, in some embodiments they are instead

hybridized after the initial ligation reaction, and where topological constraints inhibit such a post-

ligation hybridization a reaction component(¢.g., topoisomerase) may be included to relieve such

constraints. In certain embodiments, the hybridized linkers are separated prior to addition of
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reaction components for a subsequent reaction, and in other embodiments the hybridized linkers are

not separated until after the addition ofreaction components for a subsequent reaction. For example,

a polymerase enzyme may bind to a primer annealed to a linker before or after separation ofthe

linker from a second linker. In fact, it may be benefical in some embodiments to postpone

separation ofthe linkers, e.g., where compaction of the nucleic acid construct is beneficial, such as

when the construct must be loaded into a confinement of some kind, e.g., a nanowell, optical

confinement, etc.

(00221) In some embodiments, the methods further include separation of single linker

constructs fram hybridized linker pair constructs. This can be accomplished by an exonuclease

treatmentafter ligation of the duplex fragment to the linkers, which would degrade any constructs

having an unannealed end. Alternatively, it may be desirable to remove the single linkers prior to

ligation, for example using a size separation methodology or by allowing them to bind to

oligonucleotides that are complementary to the cross-complementary regions and bound toa

column or magnetic beads. (The cross-complementary regions of the hybridized linker pairs will not

be available for binding to the cligenuclectides. Other methods known in the art can also be used to

separate single linkers from hybridized linker pairs.

[00222] Interestingly, the use of the sense/antisense nucleic acid templates described above

would represent a unidirectional processing of a template to provide paired-end sequence data, as

opposed to the moretraditional bi-directional processing of a linear template molecule. Further,

unlike traditional approaches, these methods for paired-end sequencing involve processing,

chemically or otherwise, of not just the regions at the ends, but also regions in between the ends,

and in some embodiments comprising processing of the entire template. For example, a polymerase

incorporates nucleotides into a nascent strand for each position of the template (thereby

“processing” each position of the template), yet the sequencing data generated is limited to specific

regions of the template that are of particular interest to the practitioner, such as the end regions. As

such, in certain embodiments the duplex fragment is not further reduced in size after ligation to a

linker pair, and the entire duplex fragment is processed by the polymerase.

[00223] In certain embodiments, methods for intermittent detection described herein are

useful in analysis systems that employ nanopores. A nanopore is a small pore in an electrically

insulating membranethat can be used for single molecule detection. In general, a nanopore

functions as a Coulter counter for much smaller particles, and can take various forms, ¢.g., a protein

channel in a lipid bilayer or a pore in a solid-state membrane. The detection principal is based on
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monitoring the ionic current of an electrolyte solution passing through the nanopore as a voltage is

applied across the membrane. For example, passage of a polynucleotide molecule (e.g., DNA,

RNA,etc.) through a nanopore causes changes in the magnitude of the current through the

nanopore, with each nucleotide obstructing the nanopore toa different, characteristic degree. As

such, the pattem ofvariations in the current passing through the nanopore as the polynucleotideis

drawn through may be monitored and analyzed to determine the nucleotide sequence ofthe

polynucleotide. A polynucleotide may be drawn through the nanopore by various means, e.g., by

electrophoresis, or using enzyme chaperonesto guide the polynucleotide through the nanopore. For

additional discussion of methods of fabrication and use of nanopores, see, e.g., U.S. Patent No.

5,795,782; Kasianowicz, J.J., et al. (1996) Prec Natl dcad Sci USA 93(24)-13770-3, Ashkenas, N_,

et al. (2005) Angew Chen fat ied Iingt 44(9):1401-4; Winters-Hilt, S., et al. (2003) Biophys J

84:967-76, Astier, Y., et al. (2006) J Am Chem Soc 128(5). 1705-10; Fologea, D., et al. (2005) Nario

Lett 5(10): 1905-9, Beamer, D.W., et al. (2000) frees Biotechnol 18(4)-147-51; and Church, G.M.

(2006) Selentifie Anrerican 294(1):52, all of which are incorporated by reference herein in their

entireties for all purposes. In some embodiments, intermittent detection of nucleic acid sequence

data from a nanopore may be achieved by modifying the progress of the polynucleotide through the

nanopore so that progress is sped up during non-detection pericds and progress 1s slowed to allow

sequence determination during detection periods. The rate of passage of the polynucleotide through

the nanopore may be modified by various methods, including but not limited to increasing an

electrophoretic field carrying the polynucleotide (e.g., by increasing the voltage, changing the

conductivity of the reaction mixture, and the like), or changing various reaction conditionsto alter

the speed at which a protein chaperone carries the polynucleotide. Further, in embodiments utilizing

a. processive exonuclease to feed individual bases through the nanopore, the kinetics of the

exonuclease may be modified based on the known biochemical characteristics of the exonuclease.

[00224] In diagnostic sequencing applications, it may be necessary only to provide sequence

data for a small fragment of DNA, but do so in an extremely accurate sequencing process. For such

applications, shorter target segments may be employed, thus permitting a higher level of

redundancy by sequencing multiple times around a smaller circular template, where such

redundancy provides the desired accuracy. Thus, in some cases, the double stranded target segment

may be muchshorter, e.g., from 10 to 200, from 20 te 100 or from 20 to 50 or from 20 to 75 bases

in length, For purposes of the foregoing, the length of the target segment in terms of bases denotes

the length of one strand of the double stranded segment. In such applications, various methods for
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intermittent detection described herein may be used to analyze the sequence of the template, thereby

targeting the sequence data to the pertion(s) of the template of particular interest to the

diagnostician, and/or improving various aspects of the reaction performance,e.g., by virtue ofthe

reduction of photo-induced damage to one or more reaction components.

[00225] lt is to be understood that the above description is intended to be illustrative and not

restrictive. It readily should be apparent to one skilled in the art that various embodiments and

modifications may be madeto the invention disclosed in this application, including but not limited

to combinations of various aspects of the invention, without departing from the scope and spint of

the invention. The scope ofthe invention should, therefore, be determined not with reference to the

above description, but should instead be determined with reference to the appended claims, along

with the full scope of equivalents ta which such claimsare entitled. All publications mentioned

herein are cited for the purpose of describing and disclosing reagents, methodologies and concepts

that may be used in connection with the present invention, Nothing herein is to be construed as an

admission that these references are prior art in relation to the inventions described herein.

Throughoutthe disclosure various patents, patent applications and publications are referenced.

Unless otherwise indicated, each is incorporated by reference in its entirety for all purposes.

[00226] Although described in somedetail for purposesofillustration, it will be readily

appreciated that a number of vanations known or appreciated by those of skill in the art may be

practiced within the scope of present invention, Unless otherwise clear from the context or

expressly stated, any concentration values provided herein are generally given in terms of admixture

values or percentages without regard to any conversion that occurs upon or following addition of

the particular component of the mixture. To the extent not already expressly incorporated herein,

all published references and patent documentsreferred to in this disclosure are incorporated herein

by referencein their entirety for all purposes.

(00227) The following non-limiting examples are provided to furtherillustrate the invention.

VL Examples of Intermittent Illumination of a Single Molecule Sequencing-by-

Synthesis Reaction

Example I

[00228] A nucleic acid template was provided that comprised a double-stranded region and

two single-stranded linker portions at each end. Thefirst linker portion connected the 3° end of the
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sense strand with the 5° end of the antisense strand, and the second linker portion connected the 3’

end ofthe antisense strand with the 4’ end ofthe sense strand. This template was designed to form a

single-stranded circle of approximately 500 bases when the double-stranded region was opened

(e.g., by heat denaturization, helicase activity, etc.), and is sometimes referred to. as a SMRTbell™

template. A plurality of this nucleic acid template was incubated with polymerases, primers, and

other reaction components to allow formation of polymerase-template complexes. (See, e.g.,

Korlach, J., et al. (2008) Nucleosides, Nucleotides and Nucleic Acids, 27:1072-1083; and Eid, J.

(2009) Science 323: 133-138.) The complexes were immobilized in zero-mode waveguides in a

reaction mixture containing all necessary buffer and nucleotide analog components for carrying out

sequencing-by-synthesis reactions with the exception of a cognate starting base and a metal

dication. A Smith-Waterman algorithm was used to perform the alignment of the known sequence

of the template with the sequence reads generated in the reaction, and the positions of the sequence

readsis graphically illustrated in Figure 8.

[00229] Acquisition of the data shown in Figure 8 was collected as follows. Iumination of

the array of zero-mode waveguides wasinitiated with laser excitation (532 nm and 641 nm laser

lines) at t= -5 seconds, and the missing cognate starting base and metal dication (manganese metal}

were added at t = 0 seconds to simultaneously initiate the sequencing-by-synthesis reactions in all

zero-mode waveguides. The reactions were monitored underi]lumination for 120 seconds at which

time the illumination was removed; the sequencing reads generated during that stage of the reaction

are shown in Figure 8A as a function of the template position to which each read maps. At 295

secondsillumination was resumed and data acquisition was reinitiated at 300 seconds and

maintained for another 120 second interval; the sequencing reads during this secondilluminated

period are shown in Figure 8B. At 595 secondsillumination was resumed and data acquisition was

reinitiated at 600 seconds and maintained for another 120 second interval, the sequencing reads

during this third illuminated pericd are shown in Figure 8C.

[00230] As expected, the longer the amountof time before the sequence data is collected

(that is, the later the illuminated period), the further into the template the alignments shift, and this

shift is a rough function of time since initiation of the reaction. Further, the distribution of sequence

reads generated during each subsequent illuminated period becomes more dispersed than the

previous illuminated pericd(s). Further, due to the circular nature of the template, Figure 8C clearly

showsthat some polymerases have passed completely around the substrate and are beginning to
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generate sequence reads from a second pass around the template, thereby generating redundant

sequence information for a single template nucleic acid.

Example I

(00231) Asin Example I, a SMRTbell™template was used. For templates of defined

sequence, PCR was used to generate 3 or 6 kb DNA inserts for the double-stranded region in the

SMRTbell™templates using a standard PCR methodology. For genomicand other biological

samples, a DNA fragmentation protocol was used that generates DNA fragmentsdistributed around

3 or 6 kb. Generation of fragments in these ranges was done using a HydroShear™ (Genomic

Solutions”) device with settings recommendedbythe manufacturer. The random genomic DNA

fragments were enzymatically treated to generate blunt ends. Both the PCR products and randomly

generated DNA fragments were phosphorylated and then immediately put into a ligation reaction

with a blunt hairpin adapter. The products were puntied through twosize selection steps using

reduced volumes of AMPure® magnetic beads (Agencourt®) to remove hairpin dimers and other

short products. (Fabrication of SMRTbell™templates is further described elsewhere herein.)

[00232] The system components used for polynucleotide sequencing using intermittent

detection are comparable to single-molecule sequencing applications under constant illumination,

which are described, e.g_, in Eid, et al. (2009) Science 323:133-138. Specifically, the

immobilization and sequencing buffer compositions, nucleotide analogs identity and concentration,

polymerase, 7MWs,surface treatment and instrumentation were identical to the standard

methodology. Modifications to the SMRTbell™template DNA and polymerase binding and

immobilization and data acquisition protoccls are as follows.

[00233] A binding solution was prepared byincubation of 3 or 6 kb DNA SMRTbell™

templates (1-10 nM) with a 10-fold excess of DNA polymerase (10-100 nM,respectively) in 10

mM MOPS(pH 7.5), 10 mM KOAc, 100 mM DTT & 0.05% Tween-20 for 2 hours at 30°C,

followed by | hour at 37°C and subsequent storage at 4°C prior to immobilization on the Z7MWs.

Immediately prior to immobilization, the binding solution was diluted in the standard

immobilization solution ($0 mM MOPS(pH 7.5), 75 mM KOAc, 5 mM DTT,0.05% Tween-20) to

the desired final concentration, typically 0.1 to 1 nM, and incubated for 30 to 60 minutes at 22°C.

Post-immobilization chip preparation and sequencinginitiation were identical to the standard

methods,
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[00234] The data acquisition protocol was similar to the standard application with

coordinated modifications to the collection timing and Z2MW positioning. In the standard

acquisition procedure, a single long acquisition (~10 minutes) is performed for each ZMW. In the

intermittent illumination acquisition procedure, multiple short acquisitions (~-3 minutes) of sequence

reads (also termed “strobe reads”) were performed for each ZMW (during “detection periods”) with

an interval between each acquisition period during which no acquisition of sequence reads was

performed (“non-detection period”). The duration of the interval between each acquisition of

sequence reads was determined based upon a desired distance (i.e., numberof nucleotide positions)

between each sequence (or strobe) read, the polymerization rate of the polymerase, and the

SMRTbell™template insert size.

(00235) SMRTbell™templates were generated as described above for AC223433, a fosmid

clone comprising a sequence of an approximately 40 kb region of Homo sapiens chromosome 15.

The reference sequences used to map the sequence reads venerated in the sequencing reactions were

the publically available sequences of Hono sapiens chromosome 15 (Hg 18, NCBI Build 36.1) and

fosmid AC223433 (NCBI GenBank accession number). Table | shows the numberofstatistically

significantly mapped sequence reads for several types of intermittent i]lumination sequencing

reactions. The number of mappable “looks” is equivalent to the number of mappable sequence reads

generated during detection periods for a single template molecule. For example, a “mapped I-lock

read” means, for a single template molecule, only a single detection period generated a sequence

read that could be mapped to the reference sequence.

Table 1: Summary of Sequencing Results 

  
  
 

  
 

 

  
 

Mapping Mapped I-|Mapped 2-|Mapped 3-|Mapped 4-
Reterence look reads look reads look reads look reads

Human chr14

(Hg18) 13834 1289 127 4
Fosmid 15253 L571 158 5

  
 

[00236] Deviations in the expected time span for a set of sequencing reads from a single

sequencing reaction are indicative of genomic events such as genomic rearrangements, ¢.g.,

insertions, deletions, etc. Figures 10 and 11 illustrate this point. Specifically, the time and distance

travelled along the template (based upon the reference sequence} by the polymerase was computed

within and between the sequence reads generated during the detection Glluminated) periods. These

calculations were used to detect unexpected variations, indicating possible genomic events in the
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template as compared to the reference sequence, Figure 10 providesa plot thatillustrates the

normalized average timeit took for the polymeraseto traverse a region of the template based on the

length of that region in the Honto sapiens chromosome15 reference sequence. The sequence reads

are fit to a diagonal having a slope equal to the average speed for sequencing reads, Deviations from

the regressed diagonal indicate genomic events (for example, structural variants), and the slope of

the sequence reads around such deviations indicate the relative size of the genomic event (e.g., in

the case of insertions/deletions). For example, if the time for the polymerase to traverse a region

was unexpectedly long, this indicated the polymerase actually traversed a longer region than was

expected based on the reference sequence. The twodistinct off-diagonal deviations (upper right

hand corner) with higher slope indicated that an insertion had occurred in the reference sequence,

and this was verified by comparison to the known fosmid sequence.

[00237] Figure |1 shows the average timeit took the polymerase to traverse the template. For

each mappedread, starting and ending times and positions were determined and used to compute

the distance traversed by the polymerase between sequence reads. Based on these determinations,

an average time across any particular region of the human reference sequence was computed.

Regions that were traversed by the polymerase more slowly have peaks of higher AT, and were

indicative of insertions in the template relative to the Home sapiens chromosome |5 reference

sequence. Theinsertions identified were the sameinsertions identified above.

[00238] Intermittent illumination-based sequencing reactions across fosmid sequence

AC223433 showedsignificant sequence read coverage across the insertion events. The distribution

of the physical coverage is shown in Figure 12, which illustrates examples of three-look strobes

(i.€., Sequencing reactions having three detection/illuminated periods) that span or intersect the

insertion events. Figure 12A shows the mappingof the strobe sequence reads to the Homo sapiens

chromosome 15 reference sequence, where the sequence reads generated from the insert sequences

in the template are excluded. Arrows indicate the locations of the insertions. Figure 12B shows a

similar mapping with the sequence reads generated from the insert sequences indicated with

brackets. A number of sequence reads flank the insertions, connect the two msertions, or clarify

sequence within (or at the boundaries of) the insertion sequences. Such flanking and connecting

sequence reads are useful for predicting and detecting genomicevents, anchoring them to genomic

references, and scaffolding for de nove assembly of novel sequences. In particular, there are 30 and

38 “3-look” reads that intersect the two regions of insertion of (1192 bp and 6879 bp, respectively}.

These sequence reads facilitated mapping of the insertions to the human reference sequence, which
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would have been extremely difficult, if not impossible, with commercially available short-read

sequencing technologies. Further the sequence ofthe smaller insertion was a highly repetitive

sequence, which would also have made mapping difficult with certain short-read technologies.

[00239] Figure 13 illustrates the sequence coverage obtained across the fosmid sequence,

showing all two-, three-, and four-look strobe sequence reads spanning the sequence that are

mappable to the known AC223433 fosmid sequence.

[00240] A consensus sequence was derived from the set of mappable sequence reads

generated in these sequencing reactions. Strobe sequence reads were combined with sequence reads

generated under constant illumination and assembled based on the human reference sequence

(Hg18}. High quality reads surrounding the (suspected) insertion sites, as well as high quality reads

that did not map to the reference sequence, were extracted and assembled with a “‘de novo” greedy

suffix tree assembler, the resulting contigs were mapped to the Hg18 reference sequence. Contigs

spanning the {suspected) insertion sites were identified and fed back into the “de novo” assembler,

and the resulting contigs were manually edited using standard techniques and placed back into the

derived reference guided assembly. The final consensus sequence was a hybrid of a reference

guided assembly and attempts at de novo assemblyof novel insert sequences. Alignments to

reference sequences were performed and plotted. Figure 14 provides a sequence dot plot for an

alignment between a sequence assembly produced as described above and the fosmid reference

sequence, and this plot confirmed a high degree of alignment between the two sequences. This dot

plot was generated using Gepard |.21 (‘GEnome PAir — Rapid Dotter,” available from the Munich

Information Center for Protein Sequences (MIPS)) with a word size of 7. Nucleic acid dot plots are

widely used in the art and are further described, e.g., in Krumsiek et al. (2007) Bioinformatics

23(8): 1026-8, Maizel et al. (1981) Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 78:7665, Pustell, et al. (1982) Nucleic

Acids Res 10:4765; and Quigley, et al. (1984) Nucleic Acids Res 12:347,all of which are

incorporated herein by reference in their entireties for all purposes.
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Whatis claimed is:

1. A method of determining a nucleotide sequence of a region of interest in a polynucleotide,

the method comprising:

introducing a polynucleotide comprising a region of interest to a sequence analysis system

comprising a nanopore and an enzyme chaperone,

monitoring variations in a parameter of the nanopore of the sequence analysis system during

passage of the polynucleotide through the nanopere, wherein the enzyme chapereneregulates the

rate of passage of the polynucleotide through the nanopore,;

analyzing the monitored variations of the nancopore of the sequence analysis system to

determine a nucleotide sequence of the polynucleotide, wherein the nucleotide sequence comprises

redundant sequence information for the region ofinterest; and

determining a consensus sequence for the region of interest based on the redundant sequence

information.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the nanopore comprises a protein channel.

3, The method of claim 1, wherein the nanopore is in a membrane.

4, The method of claim 3, wherein the membrane is a lipid bilayer.

5. The method of claim 3, wherein the membranets a solid-state membrane.

6. The method ofclaim 3, wherein a voltage is applied across the membrane,

7, The method ofclaim 6, wherein the parameter in the monitoring step is the ionic current of

an electrolyte solution passing through the nanopore.

8. The method ofclaim 1, further comprising changing reaction conditions to alter the speed at

which the enzyme chaperone guides the polynucleotide through the nanopore.
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9. The method of claim 1, wherein the polynucleotide comprises complementary sequences of

the region ofinterest, wherein the redundant sequence information comprises the nucleotide

sequence of the complementary sequences.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the complementary sequences are linked by an

oligonucleotide,

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the oligonucleotide comprises a registration sequence.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the pelynucleotide comprises double-stranded DNA.

13, The method of claim 12, wherein the polynucleotide is greater than 75% double-stranded

DNA.

14, The method of claim 12, wherein the polynucleotide is greater than 90% double-stranded

DNA.

15. The method of claim 1, wherein the polynucleotide comprises a double-stranded portion

comprising complementary sequences of the region of interest, wherein the redundant sequence

information comprises the nucleotide sequence of the complementary sequences.

16. The method of claim 15, wherein the complementary sequences are linked by an

oligonucleotide.

17. The method of claim 16, wherein the cligonucleotide comprises a registration sequence.

18, The method of claim 1, wherein the polynucleotide comprises multiple repeats of the region

of interest, wherein the redundant sequence information comprises the nucleotide sequence of the

multiple repeats.
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INTERMITTENT DETECTION DURING ANALYTICAL REACTIONS

ABSTRACT

Methods, devices, and systems for performing intermittent detection during analytical

reactions are provided. Such methods facilitate collection of reaction data from disparate reaction

times. Further, such methods are useful for reducing photo-induced damage of one or more

reactants in an illuminated analytical reaction at a given reaction time. In preferred embodiments,

the reaction mixture is subjected to at least one illuminated and non-illuminated period and allowed

to proceed such that the time in which the reaction mixtureis illuminated is less than a photo-

induced damage threshold period.
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 John Bid Date: |eererPAELARAFR
Tnventor four:
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Docket No. 01-007704U8

DECLARATION (37 CFR 1.63} FOR UTILITY OR DESIGNAPPLICATION USING AN |
APPLICATION DATA SHEET (37 CFR 1.76)
 

Titleof Invention|INTERMITTENT DETECTION DURING ANALYTICAL REACTIONS

 

  
This declaration is directed to:

 

0 The attached application, or

Fx] United States or PC'T Application No. 14/091.96],fled on November 27,2013,

r] as amended on Gfapplicable).

i The above-identified application was made or authorized to be made by metus.

i/webelieve that Ewe ain/are the criginal inventor/original joint inventors of a claimed invention in the application;

tweacknowledge the duty to disclose to the United States Pater’and Trademark Office all information known to
me‘us to be material io patentability as defined in 57 CFR 2.56.

Lave hereby acknowledge that any willful false statement made in this declaration is punishable under 18 U.S.C.
HOGI by fine or imprisonment ofnot more than five (5) years, ar both.

 

FULL NAME OF INVENTORS}

Tnventor one: Stephen Turner Date: 

Signature: 

 

inventor twa: Jon Sorenson Date:

| Signature: ene
[rr
| inventorthree: Kenneth Mark MaxhamDate
i

Gsionatuce: RVbegsageni

Inventor four: John Eid Bate:

Signature;
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Docket Mo. O1-867704U8

saenaees aterneeareers imere re

| DECLARATION (37 CFR L63) FOR UTILITY OR DESIGNAPPLICATION USING AN
r

 APPLICATION DATA SHEET (37 CER 1,76)
iaLnreerrivn—niicddbitdtiiamnniamaminuaananRaminuses——a

 

 
Fitte of Invention=|INTERMITTENT DETECTION DURING ANALYTICAL REACTHINS

AAsthebelownamed inventor(s), we declare thet: |
This declaration ts directed to:

Cj The attached application, or

t Bd United. States or PCT Application No. _}4/601O81, filed on November 27, 2013,
fs asamendedonooiappieabla)

The above-idemified application was made or authorized te be made by meus,

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 

 

we believe that [we am/are the original inventor/original joint inventors of a claimed inventionin the application,

| ive. acknowledge the duty to disclose io the United States Patent and Trademark Oifice alt inforniation known to
| medus to be material to patentability as defined in 37 CFR 1.56,

j

I/we hereby acknowledge that any villfi! false statement made in this declaration is punishable under 12 U.S.C.
i 1001 by fine or nprisonment of not more than five (5) years, or both,
i

“FOLLNAMEOF INVENTOR(D)

lnventorone:StephenTumerBaton

 
; Inventor two: Jon Sorenson ae Date:1

gapeenatn
tL

laventor three: Kenneth MisrkMaxham Date:
naanFeteeeetreeeeerereeeeeeeeee

Signature;

inventor four:

Signature:
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Aeproved far use Uineugh tT ait, ORE 0651.02. 5
iL. Patent and Trademark Office. LAS CEPART MENT oFoZOOM ME ae

( |“herebyneePracttiongrs astociaied with Customer Number:‘ieOR :
i| Practitioner(s} samed below df more than ten palerd practitiuners are to be nacied, ten a customer number must he used):

Regishation
Nentber

iSAssatteomeyis} 6ar avers)fo reuresont the urs‘lertaned beforrey tie United Stales PatentandTrademark Offior {yerOF q oononnect on iat :

: Sin ar
individual Name

: Ages

ony

| Bounty   | THlephene 

f Astignee Naine and Address: Pacific Biosciences of California, inc.
‘ 1380 Willow Road

Mania Park, CA 94025

EA copy of this form, together with a statement under a7 CER 27He} {FormPTOVALAISE. oFegiivatent) is raquired to be
i Fled in each application in which thig form is used. The siadement under 37 CFR 3.73(c} may be completed by one of
¢ Tha practitionars appelnied in this font, and must wlentily the applicatian in which this Power of Attorney is to be filed.

SEHGNATURE of Assignee of Record

The individu i whose signature and tite ti8 Supplied below iis authorized Ic act onnm behalf at ihe assignee
Nae

Name [Rober H.Rear Pro
Signature 3 

a AONE snenenenenene
GERG+34, L432ord 1.33. The intummationie required ia obtain or tazain @ beneht by ihify 5 Gowated by 35 LSC. 122 arg OP CPR Ltt and i14. This coltention is estimated| take 3 rnsinitess

2 ig ihe comptested apoligetion form te the U54"D. Tima well vary depending upon bie indhitai case. Any
CREF1on the arncirt ¢a teers: you reite a ¢nommpiete tis form asdior suggesbiang ter reducieg this Burden, showidd be seniio the Chist Information CticerUh. Pater and Trademark Grice, US. Department of Gomumerse, PO. Sex 1450, Aleyntidis, VA 2¢972-M50. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPETED
FOPMS TO THIS ACKRESS. SEMD Teh: Commissioner for Patents. P.O. Box T2840, Alexandris, VA 2349-41456,

 
  

iP you need assistance in competing the form, cell 1-800-PTO-2199 and select apton 2.
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PYPORAMASS (GB-12)

Approved for use treough Gi22013, OMB 0861-6091
ué. Patent and TrademarksOffice; 0.5. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCEUnder ihe Papanwork Reduction Act of 1998, no pemores ate required io faspond 'oa collectionofinformatina unless 4 displays a valid GMB central slinrer,

STATEMENT UNDER 37 GFR4.73(6)
AppiicantPatent Qwner, Pacific Biosciences of Califomia, inc.

 

Application No./Patent No.: NotYet Assigned Fiedilesue Date: Peoember19,2076-
Tite: INTERMITTENTDETECTION DURING ANALYTICAL REACTIONS 

PacificBiosciencesofCalifornia, nc. a corporation
(Nanie of Asser} {Tipe of Assignee, 6.9., camoracian, partndratip, university, qoverrinat abemey, tC}

states that, for the patent applicalion/patent identified above,itis {chonse gn@ of options t, 2,3 or 4 below):

: iy} The assignee af the entire right, ttle. and interes,

a An assignee of less than the enire right, tke, and interest (check apnticable box}:
ii The extent (by percentage) of its ownership imerest is “®, Additional Statementis) by the owners

holding the balance of theinterest must be subiniled to account for 100% of the ownership interest,

(] There are unspecified percentages of ownership. The other parties, iaclucing inventors, who together own the entire
right, title and interest are:co  

Additonal Statements} by the owner(s) holding the balance of ine interest must be submitted tc account for the entire |
right, ttle, and interest. f

3. [i The assignee of an undivided interest in lhe entirety (a complete assignment from one of the join! Inventors was made).
The offer parties, including inventors, whe together own the entire right,title, and inierest are:

rant tttie, and interest.
4. | The recipient, via a court proceeding or the like (e.g., bankruptcy, probate), of an undivided interest in the eniiraty (a
complete transfer of ownershia intereat was made). The certified document(s} showing the transfer is attached.

The interest identified in ontion +, 2 or 3 above {not option 4) is evidenced by either (chioase one of options A or B below!:

A. fe] As assignment from the iwenior(s} of the patent application/patent identified above. The assignment was recorded in
ihe United States Patent and Trademark Cifice af Rea: 972084 _ FrameS186, Or for whicn a copy
thereofis attached.

g. [] A chain of fitte fromthe inventor(s}, of the patent application/patent identified above, to the current assignee as follows:

t , From: rr ei
The decumant was renorded in the United Status Patent and Trademark CHfice at

Real, Frame . OF for wHICR & copy thereof is atlached.

2. Pro: To:

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

, Or far which a onpy thereofis attached.
{Page 1 of 2]

This cotlecton ot information is required by 37 CFR 3.73(6). The information is required to obtain of eetain a benalit by the nubile whinh is to Sle fend by the USPTO te
PROCES) aapplication. Corfiderviality is governed by 39 UGhC. 122 and 37 GER 1.4% and 1.14. Ths collections estimarad ts take 12 mittes ip complete, including
saiherirg, preparing, ang submiiting the oompleied appticaiicn form to the USPTO. Time wii vary dapenciing upcs ihe individual case. Ary comments on ihe amaunt
af une you néavine lo complete this form ardor suggestions for seducing this burden, shoud be sent te dre Oniel information Officer. LS. Patent and Trademark
Offina, 0.5. Deparinacy of Commmaice, F.C, Blox 1480, Auvandris. YA 22319-4450, SO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETEG FORME TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND
TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O, Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22314-7450.

Hfvou need assistance in completing thefarm, eall 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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PIOAASS (08-4 2t
Aporoved for use through 01/9 072013. OMA Geda1

U.S. Patent and Tradsrnart: Oitiee US, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1Su5, no partons are required 10 respond te a collsction ol information uniesa it ciepleys a valid GMB convol number,

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73ic}

“Tex

The docurnent was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

. or for which @ copy thereof is attached.. Frame

Ta:

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

_, Or for whieh 4 copy thereotis attached.

To:

The cocumern was recorded in the United Staies Patent and Trademark Offica at

Reel , Frame , or for which a copy thereof ss attached.

Te:

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel , Frame or for which a copy ihereotis attached,

[_| Additional dosumeris in the chain of tie ara listed on a supplemental sheet(s).

[v| As required by 37 GFR 3.73ic}(1}()}, the dacumentary evidence of the chainof title fram tne original ownerte the
: assignees was, or concurrently is being, submitted far recordation pursuant te 37 CFR 3.11.

INOTE: A separate copy (1.2.. a true copy of ihe original assignment document(s}} must be submitted to Assignment
Division in accordance with G7 GFR Part 3, to racord the assignmentin the records of the USPTO, See MPEP 302.98}

| The undersigned (whase title is supplied below} is authorized fo act on behalf of the assignee,

  ae 

| Signature ns a Date
Robert H. Rea Ving Prnsilonl intelleeane! PropertyPeete Blossloneas

Hones aceearssseesssstenateceenececcecceneeoneenenenenenrede TiteoFRageuanonMunber
 

 
| Printed or Typed Name  
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

UNDER SECRETARY OF COMMERCE FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND
DIRECTOR OF THE UNITED States PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

JANUARY 39, 2014

JACQUELINE L LIM
1380 WILLCW ROAD

HENLO PARK, CA ?4025 

 
UNITED STAT

NOTICE

  ES PAT  
 

ENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
OF RECORDATION OF ASSIGNMENT DOCUMENT

PTAS

502657767

 
 

 
 

THE El
OF THE U.S. PATENT AND TRAD
ASSIGNMENT SEARCH ROOM ON THE REEL

 
   

PLEASE REVIEW
CONTAINED ON THIS RECORDATION NOTICE
AND TRADEMARK ASSIGNMENT SYSTEM.

QUESTIONS CONCERNING THIS NOTICE,

 ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

IF Yo
You

DF

REF
uU
MA

CLOSED DOCUMENT HAS BEEN RECORDED BY THE ASSIGNMENT RECORDATION BRANCH
EMARK OFFICE,

ANT

 
A COMPLET

RAME NUMBE

a COPY I5 AVAILABLE AT THE
R REFERENCED BELOW.

  
ON THIS NOTICH. THE INFORKATICN
LECTS THE DATA PRESENT IN THE PATENT
SHOULD FIND ANY ERRORS OR HAVE
Y CONTACT THE ASSIGNMENT RECORDATION

  
 BRANCH AT 571-272-3350. PLEASE 8  END R

 
OU

  
EST FOR CORRECTION TO: U.S. PATENT     AND TRADEMARK OFFICE, MAIL STOP:

1450, ALEXANDRIA, VA 22313.

 
  

 
ASSIGNMENT RECORDATION BRANCH, P.O, BOX

 

        

 
 

  
 

 

  

 

RECORDATION DATE: 01/29/2014 REEL/FRAME: 032084/0166
NUMBER OF PAGES: 7

BRIEF: ASSIGNMENT OF ASSIGNORS INTEREST (SEE DOCUMENT FOR DETAILS).

ASSIGNOR:

TURNER, STEPHEN Doc DATE: 12/11/2013

ASSIGNOR:

SORENSON, JON DOc DATE: 01/14/2014

ASSIGNOR:

MAXHAM, KENNETH MARE DOC DATE: 12/17/2913

ASSIGNOR:

EID, JOHN boc DATE: 01/08/2014

ASSIGNEE:

PACIFIC BIOSCIENCES OF CALIFORNIA,
Inc.

1380 WILLOW ROAD

MENTO PARK, CALIFORNIA 94025

APPLICATION NUMBER: 14091961 FIZING DATE: 11/27/2013
PATENT NUMBER: ISSUE DATE:
TITLE: INTERMITTENT DETECTION DURING ANALYTICAL REACTIONS

P.0. Box 1460, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 - AWW.USPTO.GOV
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032084/0166 PAGE 2 

ASSIGNMENT RECORDATION BRANCH
PUBLIC RECORDS DIVISION
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Attorney Docket No.: OF-007704US.

ASSIGNMENT OF PATENT APPLICATION

JOINT

WHEREAS,

Stephen Tumerof 810 5” Street, Kirkland, WA.98033, USA;

Jon Sorenson of 1725 Nason Street, Alameda, CA 94501, USA:

Kenneth Mark Maxham of241 Harrison Avenue, Redwoad City, CA 94062, USA, and

John Eid of 52 Sheridan Street, #2, San Francisco, CA 94103, USA,

hereinatter referted to as “Assignor(s),”is/are the inventor(s} of the invention desoribed and set
forth in the below-identified patent application:

Title of Invention: INTERMITTENT DETECTION DURING

: ANALYTICAL REACTIONS

Filing Bate: November 27, 2613

Application No. 14/091 961; and

WHEREAS, Pacific Biosciences of California, Inc., located at 1380 Willow Read, Menlo Park,
CA 94025, hereinafter referred to as “ASSIGNEE.”is desirous of acquiring an interest in the Invention
and application and in any US, Letters Patent and Registrations which maybe granted on any patent
application claiming priority from the same;

For good and valuable consideration, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged by Assignar(s),
Assignor(s) has/have assigned, and by these presents does/do assign to Assignee all right, title and interest
in and to the invention and application and to all forcign counterparts {including patent, utHity model and
industrial designs}, and in and to any Letters Patent and Registrations which may hereafter be granted on
any patent application claiming priority from the same in the United States and all countries throughout
the world, and to claim the priority from the application as provided by the Paris Convention. ‘Phe right,
title and interest is to be held and enjoyed by Assignee and Assignee’s successors and assigns as fully and
exclusively as it would have been held and enjoyed by Assignor(s) had this Assignment not been made,
for the full term of any Letters Patent and Registrations which may be granted therean, or of any division,
renewal, continuation in whole or in part, substitution, conversion, reissue, prolongation or extension
thereof,

Assignor(s) further agree(s} that Assignor(s} will, without charge to Assignee. but at Assignee’s
expense, (4) cooperate with Assignee in the prosecution of U.S. Patent applications and foreign
counterparts on the invention and anyimprovements, (b) execute, verify, acknowledge and deliver alt
such further papers, including applications andinstruments of transfer, and {c} perform such other acts as
Assignee lawfully may request to obtain or maintainLetters Patent and Registrations for the invention
and improvements in any and all countries, and to vest title thereto in Assignee, or Assignees successors
am assigns.
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Assiznment
Attorney Docket Ne. OFO0770405
Page 2

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, Assignor(s) has/have. signed his/hentheir name(s) on the date
indicated.

EDALLLS

Dated
 

Daied Jon Sorenson

Dated Eemeth Mark Maxham

Dated John Eid
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Assignment
Attomey Docket No.: 01-00770408
Page 2

IN TESTIMONY WHEREO®,Assignor(s) has/have signed his¢her/their name(s} on the date
tadivated.

PacedSStttttCtC—CS StephenTurner —

(| /\OMe NLLe
Dated Jon Sopenson ;

(

DaedSCttttst—S KennethMarkMaxhamSS”~~

BaiedTT Jonbidtttst~S~S~—S
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Assignment
Attomey Docket No.: 01-007704U8
Page 2

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, Assignor(s) has/have signed his/her/their name(s} on the date
indicated,

 

 

Dated Stephen ‘Tumer

—————— ns

iefe7p2e3TONadener
Dated Kenneth Mark Maxham

Dated JohnEid0ti(i‘éSOSOSC*S
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Assigninent
Attamey Docket Na.; 01-007704U8
Page 2

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, Assignor(s) has/havesigned hivher/their namets) on the date
indicated.

 

Dated . Stephen Turner

Dated JonSorenson

DacdSS”~———_ Kenneth Mark Maxhart as
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Therebycertify that this comespondence is being electronically PATENT
transmiiied to the USPTO or deposited with the United States Attorney Docket No.: 01-007 706US
Postal Service as first class mail addressed to:
Commissionerfor Patents
P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, WA 22313-1450

 

December 19, 2016

By Jacqueline L Lim!
Jacqueline L, Lim

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of:

Examiner: To be Assigned
Stephen Turneretal.

ow. . Art Unit: To be Assigned
Application Ne.: To be Assigned

Filed: December 19, 2016 Confirmation No: To be Assigned For. INTERMITTENT DETECTION INFORMATION DISCLOSURE
DURING ANALYTICAL REACTIONS) STATEMENT UNDER37 CER § 1.97

AND 1,98 

COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
P.O. BOX 1450
Alexandria, CA 22313-1450

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Sir:

This information Disclosure Statement is submitted:

(a) [X ] Under 37 CFR 1.97(b)
(Within three monthsoffiling national applicationor date of entry of notional application or before mailing,
date ofFirst Office Action on the merits whichever occurs Last}.

(b) [ ] Under 37 CFR 1.97(c} together with either a:
[ ] Statement under CFR 1.97(e) or
[ ] $180.00 fee under 37 CFR 1.17(p)
(After the CFR 1.9706) time petiad. but before a final action. notice of allowance, whichever occurs first).

(c) [ ] Under 37 CFR 1.97(d) together with: a
Statement under 37 CFR 1.97(e), and
$180.00 fee as set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(p)}.
(After a final actionor police of allowance, whichever occurs lirst, bul before pay meni of the issue fee}.

[ ] STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 1L97(e)
The undersigned certifies that:
[  ]Each item of information contained in the Information Disclosure Statement

was cited ina communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign
application not more than three monthspriorto the filing of the statement, or
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PBI DOCKET NOG O1-077040S
Taformation Disclosure Statement

[ | No item of information contained in the Information Disclosure Statement
was cited in a communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign
application , and to the knowledgeof the undersigned after making reasonable inquiry,
was known to any individual designated in 37 CFR $1.56 more than three months prior to
the filing of the Information Disclosure Statement.

[X ] PRIOR APPLICATIONS
All references in the enclosed PTO Form SBO8A which are required to be

included in this submission, were disclosed in prior Patent Application No.. 14/708,603,
filed May 11, 2015, and, as such, copies thereof are not included pursuantto the
provisions of 37 CFR 1.98(d).

[ ] FOREIGN LANGUAGE DOCUMENTS
A concise explanation ofthe relevance of foreign language patents, foreign

language publications and other foreign language information listed on PTO form 1449,
as presently understood by the individual(s) designated in 37 CFR |.56 most
knowledgeable about the content is given on the attached sheet, or where a foreign
language patentis cited in a search report or other action by a foreign patent office in a
counterpart foreign application, an English language version of the search or action
which indicates the degree of relevance found by the foreign office is listed on form PTO
1449 and is enclosed herewith.

[ ] FEE AUTHORIZATION
Please charge to Deposit Account No. 50-4427 the sum of $ 0.00 at anytime

during the pendency of this application, please charge any fees required or credit any
overpayment to Deposit Account No50-4427.

Respectfully Submitted,

December 19, 2016 ‘David C. Scherer, Ph.D./

Date David C. Scherer, Ph.D.

Reg. No.: 56,993

PACIFIC BIOSCIENCES OF CALIFORNIA

1380 Willow Road

Menlo Park, CA 94025
Phone: (6350) 521-8127
Fax: (650) 323-9420
Email: dscherer@pach.corm.
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Doc code: IDS PTOMSE/08a (01-10)
a ge : : . Approved Far use through 07/34/2012. OMB G654-0031

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement {IDS} Filed ULS. Patent and Trademark Office: US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under ihe Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, na persons are required fo respond fa a collection of information unless th contains a valid OMB controt number.

MOORMIENT BY DePLicAte [fistNanmed lwentar

STATEMENTBY APPLICANT JaautSsstidEC(‘SOS
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

U.S.PATENTS

Pages.Columins,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

Examiner] Cite
Initial* No

Name of Patentee or Applicant
issue Date|oF cited DocumentPatent Number

5001050 1991-03-19
Blanco et ai.

5198543 1993-03-30 Blanco et al.

5350686 1994-09-27 Jhingah

5470724 1996-11-28

5547839 1996-08-20 Dower et at.

5676204 1996-11-19 Bianco et al.

5648245 1997-07-15 Fire et al.

56/4683 1997-10-07

 Kind
Code

 
EFS Web 2.1.47
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

{ Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 
 

g 5674716 1997-10-07 Tabor et al.

 

= ao 5714320

5854033

6210891 Bi

6210696

6255083

1998-02-03

_ 1998-12-29

2001-04-03

on
==

Nh=
2001-04-03

2001-07-03

 
Kool

Lizarci

Nyren efal.

Chan

Witiams

 

6261808 2001-07-17 Auerbach

 

63690358

6451563

6498023

6787308

2002-04-03
 

2002-09-17

=~

== oooda
2002-42-24

—_= inrhe

= o 2004-09-07

  Blumenfeld et ai.

Wittig et ai.

Baiasubramanian

 

EFS Web 2.1.47
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appieaionnberdPSSSCSC~*S

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENTBY APPLICANT

{ Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 
 

20 6917726 2005-07-12 Lavene et al.

 

21 #913054

22 7033764

23 7045362 B2

24 70528647

25 70566601

2006-03-14

2008-04-25

2006-05-16

2006-05-30

2006-06-06

Levene ef al.

Karlach et ai.

Hartwich et al.

Karlach et al.

Korlach et ai.

 

26 7056676 2006-06-06 Korlach et ai,

 

#170050 2006-06-06
 

ho ow

oo3

2007-02-20#181122

7229799

7282337 2007-10-18

2007-06-12

BM ~]  Koach ef ai,

Levene ef al.

Williams ef ai.

 
Harris efal.

 

EFS Web 2.1.47
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appieaionnberdPSSSCSC~*S

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENTBY APPLICANT

{ Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 
 

31 #292742 2007-11-08 Lavene et al.

 

32 #361406

33 7368265

34 7416844

35 7476503

36 7485424

2008-04-22

2008+05-06

2008-08-26

2007-01-30

2008-02-03

Korlach et al,

Brenner et al.

Korlach et al.

Turner et al.

Korlach et ai.

 

37 7601495 2009-10-13 Chen et al.

 

#601499 2008-40-13
 

w& sce]

=oO

2010-04-20#F00287 B2

*F54429 B2

7767400

2010-07-13

aw oo

Ke 2016-08-03

 Berka et al.

Chen et al.

Rigatti et al.

 
Harris efal.

 

EFS Web 2.1.47
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

{ Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99)

Application Number

2016-12-19

Stephen Turner

Filing Date

First Named Inventor

Art Unit

Not Yet AssignedExaminer Name 
 

42 6849404 B2 2005-02-01 Park et ai.

 

43 8143030 B2 2012-03-27 Maxham et al.

If you wish to add additional U.S, Patent citation information please click the Add button, 

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS 
Pages,Columns,Lines where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
Figures Appear

Publication
Date

Name of Patentee or Applicant
of cted Document
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[ hereby cerlily that this correspondence is being PATENT
electronically transmitted to the USPTO or deposited with
the United States Postal Service as first class mail addressed O1-007706US
to:
Commissioner for Patenis
F.O. Box 1450
Alexandria. VA 22313-1450

December 20, 2016

By Aacqueline L. Lim .
Jacqueline L. Lim

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of:

Inventor: Stephen Turner, etal. Examiner: Not Yet Assigned

Application No.: 15/383,965 Confirmation No.: 8144

Filed: December 19, 2016 Art Unit: Not Yet Assigned

For. INTERMITTENT DETECTION PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

DURING ANALYTICAL

REACTIONS

 

Mail Stop Amendment
Commissionerfor Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

This Preliminary Amendmentis filed pnorto an action on the merits in this

matter. Applicant respectfully requests entry of the amendments and remarks provided

herein.

Amendments to the Specification begin on page 2 of this paper.

Amendments to the Drawings begin on page 6 ofthis paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin at page 7 of this paper.
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Application No.: 15/383,965
Attorney Docket No.: 01-007706US
Preliminary Amendment
Page 2

AMENDMENTS TO THE SPECIFICATION

Please add the following paragraphs after paragraph [0057] and renumber

the subsequent paragraphsin the application accordingly. No new matter has been

added.

[o0s8] Figures 20A and 20Billustrate two exemplary embodiments of template

constructs used in the present invention,

[0059] Figures 21A and 21B schematically illustrate redundant or consensus

sequencing using the constructs shown in Figures 20A and 20B.

Please insert the following paragraphs after paragraph [00110] of the specification

as filed. These will become new paragraphs [00113]-[00117]. Please renumberthe

subsequent paragraphsin the application accordingly. No new matter has been added.

[00113 The present invention provides novel template configurations and methods

for exploiting these compositions in template directed sequencing processes, While these

compositions and methods haveutility acrossall of the various template directed

processes described herein, for ease of discussion, they are being primarily discussed in

terms of preferred single molecule, real-time sequencing processes, in which they provide

myriad benefits. In particular, the present invention is generally directed to nucleic acid

sequences that employ improved template sequences to improve the accuracy of

sequencing processes. For example, in at least one aspect, the template compositions of

the invention are generally characterized by the presence of a double stranded segment or

a pair of sub-segments that are internally complementary, i.e., complementary to each

other. [n particular contexts, the target nucleic acid segment that is included within a

template constructwill typically be substantially comprised of a double stranded

seument, ¢.g., greater than 75%, or even greater than 90% of the target segment will be

double stranded or otherwise intemmally complementary.
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Application No.: 15/383,965
Attorney Docket No.: 01-007706US
Preliminary Amendment
Page 3

[00114] Examples of template configurations of the invention that are partially and

completely contiguous are schematically illustrated in Figure 20A and 20B,respectively.

In particular, as shown in Figure 20A,a partially contiguous template sequence 200 is

shown which includes a double stranded portion, comprised of two complementary

segments 202 and 204, which, for example, represent a target sequence or portion

thereof. As shown, the 3’ end of segment 202 is linked to the 5’ end of segment 204 by

linking oligonucleotide 206, providing a single stranded portion of the template, and

yielding a partially contiguous sequence. By comparison, as shown in Figure 20B, a

completely contiguous template sequence 210 is shown, Sequence 210 includes a double

stranded portion again comprised of two complementary segments 212 and 214. As with

the partially contiguous sequence of Figure 20A, the 3° end of segment 212 is joined to

the 3° end of segment 214 via oligonucleotide 216 in a first single stranded portion. In

addition, the 5° end of segment 212 is joined to the 3° end of segment 214 via linking

oligonucleotide 218, providing a second single stranded portion, and yielding a

completely contiguous or circular template sequence.

[00115] In addition, the templates of the invention, by virtue of their inclusion of

double stranded segments, provide consensus through the identification of both the sense

and antisense strand of such sequences (in both the partially and completely contiguous

configurations).

[00116] By wayof example, and with reference to Figures 20A and 20B, with

respect to a partially contiguous template shown in Figure 204,obtaining the entire

sequence, ¢.g., that of segments 202, 204 and 206 provides a measure of consensus by

virtue of having sequenced both sense strand, e.g., segment 202, and the antisense strand,

e.g, segment 204. In addition te providing sense and antisense consensus within a single

template molecule that can be sequenced in one integrated process, the presence of

linking segment 206 also provides an opportunity to provide a registration sequence that

permits the identification of when one segment, e.g., 202, is completed and the other

bexins, e.g., 204. Such registration sequences provide a basis for alignment sequence

data from multiple sequence reads from the same template sequences, e.g., the same

molecule, or identical molecules in a template population. The progress of sequencing
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processes is schematically illustrated in Figure 21A. In particular, as shown, a

sequencing, process that begins, ¢.g., is primed, at the open end ofthe partially contiguous

template, proceeds along the first or sense strand, providing the nucleotide sequence (A)

of that strand, as represented in the schematic sequence readout provided. The process

then proceeds aroundthe linking oligonucleotide of the template, providing the

nucleotide sequence (B) of that segment. The process then continues along the antisense

strand to the A sequence, and provides the nucleotide sequence (A*), which provides

consensus data for the sense strand as its antisense counterpart. As noted, because the B

sequence may be exogenously provided, and thus known,it may also provide a

registration sequence indicating a point in the sequence determination at which the data

transitions from sense to antisense strands.

[00117] With respect to completely contiguous or circular template sequences

configured in accordance with the invention, the consensus potential is further increased.

In particular, as with the partially contiguous sequences shown in Figure 20A,the

completely contiguous sequences also provide sense and antisense consensus. In

addition, such templates provide for the potential for iterative sequencing of the same

molecule multiple times, by virtue of the circular configuration of the template. Restated,

a sequence process may progress around the completely contiguous sequence repeatedly

obtaining consensus for each segment from the complementary sequences, as well as

consensus within each segment, by repeatedly sequencing that segment. This is

schematically ilustrated in Figure 21B, again with a representativeillustration ofa

sequence readout provided. As shown, a sequencing process that is primed at one end,

e.g., primed within one linking oligonucleotide sequence, e.g., linking oligonuclectide

218 of Figure 20, proceeds along thefirst or sense strand 214, again providing the

nucleotide sequence A of that strand. The sequence process then proceeds around the

first linking oligonucleotide, e.g., linking oligonucleotide 216 from Figure 20, to provide

the nucleotide sequence B of that segment of the template. Proceeding along the

antisense strand, e.g., segment 212 of Figure 20B), provides the nucleotide sequence A’,

which is again, complementary to sequence A. The sequencing process then continues

around the template providing the nucleotide sequence for the other linking
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oligonucleotide, e.g., linking oligonucleotide 218 of Figure 20B, where the illustrated

sequencing process began, providing nuclectide sequence C. Because the template is

circular, this process can continue to provided multiple repeated sequence reads from the

one template, e.g., shown as providing a second round of the sequence data A-B-A’-C-A-

B-A’. Thus, sequence redundancy comes from both the determination of complementary

sequences A and A’, and the repeated sequencing of each segment. As will be

appreciated, in tteratively sequencing circular templates, strand displacing polymerases,

as discussed elsewhere herein, are particularly preferred, as theywill displace the nascent

strand with each cycle around the template, allowing continuous sequencing. Other

approaches will similarly allow such iterative sequencing including, e.g., use of an

enzyme having 5’-3° exonuclease activity in the reaction mixture to digest the nascent

strand post synthesis.
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AMENDMENT TO DRAWINGS

Please add Figure 20A, 20B, 21A and 21B submitted herein te Figures 1-19 in the

application as filed. These figures are referred to in paragraphs [00113] - [00117]

described above in the previous section. No new matter has been added.
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REMARKS

Amendments to the Specification

The application as filed, in paragraph [00110], states that “Various methods for

generating redundant sequence reads are known in the art, and certain specific methods

are provided in U.S. Patent No. 7,302,146; U.S. Patent No. 7,476,503, US.S.N.

61/094,837, filed September 5, 2008; U.S.S.N. 61/099,696,filed September 24, 2008,

and U.S.S.N. 61/072,160, filed March 28, 2008, all of which are incorporated by

reference herein in their entireties for all purposes.” Applicants note that in addition to

incorporation by reference, the subject application claims priority to U.S.8.N,

61/099,696.

Applicants have added paragraphs [0058]-[0059]. These paragraphs provide text

derived from paragraphs [0009]-[0010] of the U.S.S.N. 61/099,696 application as filed

(i.e., descriptions of figures 2A, 2B, 3A, and 3B), which was incorporated by reference

into the subject application in the excerpt above. The figure numbers have been changed

to reflect new numbering in the subject application. No new matter has been added.

Applicants have added paragraphs [00113]-[00117]. These paragraphs provide

text derived from paragraphs [0028]-[0035] of the U.S.S_N. 614099696 application as

filed, which was incorporated by reference into the subject application in the excerpt

above. The figure numbers have been changed to reflect new numbering in the subject

application, No newmatter has been added.

Amendments to the Drawings

Figures 20A, 20B, 21A and 21B provided herein are copies of figures 2A, 2B, 3A

and 3B of the U.S.S.N. 61/099,696 application as filed, which was incorporated by

reference into the subject application in the excerpt above. The figure numbers have been

changed to reflect new numbering in the subject application. No new matter has been

added.
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CONCLUSION

Based upon the foregoing amendments and remarks, Applicant believes the

instant application is in condition for allowance and action toward that end is respectfully

requested. If ihe Examinerbelieves a telephone conference would expedite the

prosecution of this application, the Examiner is encouraged to contact Applicant’s

undersigned representative at (650) 521-8127.

Respectfully submitted,

December 20, 2016 ‘David C, Scherer, Ph.D/
Date David C. Scherer, Ph.D.

Reg. No.: 56,993

PACIFIC BIOSCIENCES OF

CALIFORNIA, INC.
1380 Willow Road

Menlo Park, CA 94025
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INTERMITTENT DETECTION DURING ANALYTICAL REACTIONS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is a continuation application of U.S. Patent Application No,

14/708,603, filed May 11, 2015, which is a continuation application of U.S. Patent Application No.

14/091,961, filed November 27, 2013, now U.S. Patent No. 9,057,102, which is a continuation

application of U.S. Patent Application No, 12/982,029, filed December 30, 2010, now LS. Patent

No.8,628,940, which (1) claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/099,696,filed

September 24, 2008; (2) claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/139,402,filed

December 19, 2008: and (3) is a continuation-in-part application of U.S. Patent Application No.

12/413,226, filed March 27, 2009, now US. Patent No. 8,143,030, the full disclosures ofall of

which are incorporated herein by reference in their entireties for all purposes.

(0002) This applicationis also related te U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/072,160, filed

March 28, 2008, U.S. Patent Application No. 12/383,855, filed March 27, 2009, now U.S. Patent

No. 8,236,499, and US. Patent Application No. 12/413,258, filed March 27, 2009, now US. Patent

No. 8,153,375, all of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entireties for all purposes.

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH

[0003] Not Applicable.

BACKGROUND OF THEINVENTION

[0004] The use of optically detectable labeling groups, and particularly those groups having

high quantum yields, e.g., fluorescent or chemiluminescent groups, is ubiquitous throughout the

fields ofanalytical chemistry, biochemistry, and biology. In particular, by providing a highly visible

signal associated with a given reaction, one can better monitor that reaction as well as any potential

effectors of that reaction. Such analyses are the basic tools of life science research in genomics,

diagnostics, pharmaceutical research, and related fields.

[0005] Such analyses have generally been performed under conditions where the amounts of

reactants are present far in excess of what is required for the reaction in question. The result of this

excess is to provide ample detectability, as well as to compensate for any damage caused by the

detection system and allow for signal detection with minimal impact on the reactants. For example,

analyses based on fluorescent labeling groups generally require the use of an excitation radiation

l
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source directed at the reaction mixture to excite the fluorescent labeling group, which 1s then

separately detectable. However, one drawbackto the use of optically detectable labeling groupsis

that prolonged exposure of chemical and biochemical reactants to such light sources, alone, or when

in the presence of other components, e.g., the fluorescent groups, can damage such reactants. The

traditional solution to this drawback is to have the reactants present so far in excess that the number

of undamaged reactant molecules far outnumbers the damaged reactant molecules, thus minimizing

or negating the effects of the photo-induced damage.

(0006) A variety of analytical techniques currently being explored deviate from the

traditional techniques. In particular, many reactions are based on increasingly smaller amounts of

reagents, e.g, in microfluidic or nanofluidic reaction vessels or channels, or in “single molecule”

analyses. Such lowreactant volumesare increasingly important in many high throughput

applications, such as microarrays. The use of smaller reactant volumes offers challenges to the use

ofoptical detection systems. When smaller reactant volumes are used, damageto reactants, such as

from exposure to light sources for fluorescent detection, can become problematic and have a

dramatic impact on the operation of a given analysis. In other cases, other reaction conditions may

impact the processivity, rate, fidelity, or duration of the reaction, including salt or buffer conditions,

pH,temperature, or even immobilization of reaction components within observable reaction

regions. In many cases, the effects of these different reaction or environmental conditions can

degrade the performance of the system over time, This can be particularly detrimental, for example,

in real-time analysis of reactions that include fluorescent reagents that can expose multiple different

reactions components to optical energy. In addition, smaller reactant volumes can lead to limitations

in the amount of signal generated upon application of optical energy.

[0007] Further, in the case of sequencing-by-synthesis applications, an additional challenge

has been to develop waysto effectively sequence noncontiguous portions of a template nucleic acid

on a single molecule. This challenge is exacerbated in template nucleic acids that contain highly

repetitive sequence and/or are hundreds or thousands of nucleotides in length, such as certain

genomic DNA fragments. The difficulty in generating such noncontiguous reads from a single

template has hampered efforts to construct consensus sequences for long templates, for example, in

genome sequencing projects.

[00038] As such, methods and systemsthat result in enhanced reaction performance, such as

an increase in processivity, rate, fidelity, or duration of a reaction of interest, would provide useful

improvements to the methods and compositions currently available. For example, methods, devices,
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and systems that increase reaction performance by, e.g., mitigating to some extent photo-induced

damagein a reaction ofinterest and/or increasing various other performance metrics for the reaction

would be particularly useful.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] In a general sense, the methods provided herein implement intermittent detection of

analytical reactions as a meansto collect reliable data from times during the reaction that are less or

not able to be analyzed if detection is constant throughout the reaction. In particular, certain

detection methods can cause damage to reaction components, and such intermittent detection allows

the damage to be avoided or at least delayed, thereby facilitating detection of the reaction at later

stages. For example, if a detection method causes a reduction in processivity of a polymerase

enzyme, then intermittent detection would allow data collection at noncontiguous regions of a

template nucleic acid that extend farther from the initial binding site of the polymerase on the

template than would be achievable under constant detection. Further, some detection methods have

limits on how much data or for how long a time data maybe generated in a single reaction, and

intermittent detection of such a reaction can allow this data to be collected from various stages of a

reaction, thereby increasing the flexibility of the investigator to spread out the data collection over

multiple stages of a reaction. In certain aspects, the present invention is particularly suitable to

characterization of analytical reactionsin real time, that is, during the course of the reaction. In

certain aspects, the present invention is particularly suitable to characterization of single molecules

or molecular complexes monitored in analytical reactions, for example, single enzymes,

nucleotides, polynucleotides, and complexes thereof.

[0010] In certain aspects, the present invention is directed to methads, devices, and systems

for obtaining sequence data from discontiguous portions of single nucleic acid templates. The

methods generally comprise providing a monitorable sequencing reaction comprising a polymerase,

template, and primer sequence, as well as the various types of nucleotides or nucleotide analogs that

are to be incorporated by the polymerase enzymein the template-directed primer extension reaction.

Typically, at least one or more or all of the nucleotides or nucleotide analogs are embodied with a

detectable property that permits their identification upon or following incorporation. In the context

of the present invention, the sequence data for a first portion of a template nucleic acid 1s acquired

during a first stage of the reaction undera first set of reaction conditions that includes at least one
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reaction condition that results in degraded performance of the reaction, but that may contribute to

the detectability of the nucleotides being incorporated. During a second stage of the reaction, the

degradative influenceis eliminated or reduced, which may result in an inability or a reduced ability

to obtain sequence data from a second portion of the template nucleic acid, but where the second

portion of the template nucleic acid is contiguous with the first portion. Subsequently, the reaction

condition resulting in degraded performanceis reinstated and sequence data is obtained for a third

portion of the template nucleic acid during a third stage of the reaction, but where the third portion

ofthe sequence 1s not contiguous with the first portion of the sequence, but is contiguous with the

second portion. The elimination or reduction ofthe degradative influence during the second stage of

the reaction may be accomplished by changing or shortening one or more reaction conditions

underlying degradative reaction performance, e.g., by changing one or mote reaction conditions

(e.g., temperature, pH, exposure to radiation, physical manipulation, etc.), and in particular may

involve altering a reaction condition related to detection of one or more aspects or products of the

reaction. However, in preferred embodiments, nucleotides or nucleotide analogs having the

detectable property are present in the reaction mixture during all stages ofthe reaction, including

stages in which the degradative influenceis eliminated or reduced; as such, the reaction condition

changed in stage two of such an embodiment would not comprise removal or dilution of such

detectable nucleotides or nucleotide analogs.

[0011] Tn certain aspects, the present invention is generally directed to methods, devices,

and systems for enhancing the performance of illuminated reactions. The term “illuminated

reactions”as used herein refers to reactions which are exposed to an optical energy source. In

certain preferred embodiments, illuminated reactions comprise one or more fluorescent or

fluorogenic reactants. Typically, such illumination is provided in order to observe the generation

and/or consumption of reactants or products that possess a particular optical characteristic indicative

of their presence, such as a shift in the absorbance spectrum and/or emission spectrum ofthe

reaction mixture or its components. In some aspects, enhancing the performance of an illuminated

reaction means increasing the processivity, rate, fidelity, and/or duration of the reaction. For

example, enhancing the performance ofan illuminated reaction can involve reducing or limiting the

effects of photo-induced damage during the reaction. The term “photo-induced damage”refers

generally to any direct or indirect impact of illumination on one or more reagents in a reaction

resulting in a negative impact uponthat reaction.
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[0012] In certain aspects, metheds of the invention useful for characterizing an analytical

reaction comprise preparing a reaction mixture and initiating the analytical reaction therein,

subjecting the reaction mixture to at least one detection period and at least one non-detection period

during the course of the analytical reaction, collecting data during both the detection period(s) and

the non-detection period{s), and combining the collected data to characterize the analytical reaction.

In certain embodiments, the analytical reaction comprises an enzymethat exhibits an improvement

in performance as compared to its performance in the analytical reaction under constant

illumination, and such improvement maybe related to various aspects of enzymeactivity, e.g.,

processivity, fidelity, rate, duration of the analytical reaction, and the like. In certain embodiments,

stop or pause points are used to control the activity of the enzyme, and such stop or pause points

may comprise elements such as large photolabile groups, strand-binding moieties, non-native bases,

and others well known in the art. In certain preferred embodiments, the one or more detection

periods areuminated periods and the one or mere non-detection periods are non-illuminated

periods. In certain preferred embodiments,a plurality of analytical reactions disposed on a solid

support are characterized, preferably in a coordinated fashion as described elsewhere herein.

[0013] In certain preferred embodiments, the analytical reaction is a sequencing reaction

that generates sequence reads from a single nucleic acid template during the detection period(s} but

not during the non-detection period(s}. For example, the analytical reaction can compriseat least

two or more detection periods and can generate a plurality of noncontiguous reads from the single

nucleic acid template. In some embodiments, the single nucleic acid template is at least 100 bases in

length and/or comprises multiple repeat sequences. In certain embodiments, the sequencing reaction

comprises passage ofthe single nucleic acid template through a nanopore, and in other

embodiments the sequencing reaction comprises primer extension by a polymerase enzyme.

[0014] The analytical may optionally be a processive reaction monitored in real time, i.e.,

during the course of the processive reaction. In preferred embodiments, such a processive reaction

is carried out by a processive enzymethat can repetitively execute its catalytic function, thereby

completing multiple sequential steps of the reaction. For example, a processive polymerization

reaction can comprise a polymerase enzyme repetitively incorporating multiple nucleotides or

nucleotide analogs, as long as such are available to the polymerase within the reaction mixture, ¢.g.,

without stalling on the template nucleic acid. Such a processive polymerization reaction can be

prevented by incorporation of nucleotides or nucleotide analogs that contain groups that block

additional incorporation events, e.g., cerlain labeling groups or other chemical modifications.
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[0015] In certain preferred embodiments, the analytical reaction comprisesat least one

component comprising a detectable label, ¢.g., a fluorescently labeled nucleotide. In certain

embodiments, the labeled componentis present throughout the course of the analytical reaction,i.e.,

during both the detection and the non-detection periods. The method mayfurther comprise an

optical system to collect the data during the detection period, but optionally not to collect the data

during the non-detection period.

[0016] In certain aspects, methods of the invention comprise providing a substrate having a

reaction mixture disposed thereon and illuminating the reaction mixture on the substrate with an

excitation illumination for multiple, noncontiguous periods during the course of the reaction,

thereby subjecting the reaction mixture to intermittent excitation illumination. In some

embodiments, the reaction mixture comprises first reactant and a second reactant, wherein an

amount of phote-induced damageto the first reactant occurs as a result of interaction between the

first reactant and the second reactant under excitation illumination. In certain embediments, the

method further comprises monitoring a reaction between the first and second reactants during

illumination and collecting the data generated therefrom. In some embodiments, the reaction is a

primer extension reaction and/or the first reactant 1s a polymerase enzyme. In certain embodiments,

the second reactant is a fluorogenic or fluorescent molecule.

(0017) In yet another aspect, the methods are useful for mitigating photo-induced damage in

an illuminated reaction by subjecting the illuminated reaction to intermittent illumination rather

than constant illumination. For example, certain methods of the invention monitor a reaction

mixture comprising at least one enzymeand a fluorescent or flucrogenic substrate for the enzyme,

wherein interaction of the enzyme and the substrate under excitation illumination can result in

altered activity of the enzyme, e.g if such excitation illumination is present over an extended period

of time. Such methods can comprise directing intermittent excitation illumination at a first

observation region for a first period that is less than a photo-induced damagethreshold period under

the intermittent illumination conditions, but that is greater than a photo-induced damage threshold

period under constant illumination conditions. As such, certain aspects of the invention lengthen a

photo-induced damage threshold peried for an analytical reaction through intermittent inactivation

of the excitation illumination source since the photo-induced damage threshold period under

intermittentillumination is longer than the photo-induced damage threshold period under constant

illumination.
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[0018] In a related aspect, the invention also provides methods of performing an enzyme

reaction, comprising providing an enzyme within a first observation region, contacting the enzyme

with a fluorescent or fluorogenic substrate for the enzyme, and directing an excitation radiation at

and detecting signals from the first observation region for a period that is less than a photo-induced

damage threshold period under intermittent illumination conditions, but that is greater than a photo-

induced damage threshold period under constant illumination conditions.

[0019] In further aspects, the invention provides methods of monitoring a primer extension

reaction, comprising providing a polymerase enzyme within a first observation region, contacting

the polymerase with at least a first fluorescent or fluorogenic nucleotide analog, and monitoring a

fluorescent signal emitted from the first observation region in responseto illumination with

excitation radiation for a petiod that is Jess than a photo-induced damage threshold period under

intermittent illumination conditions, but that is greater than a photo-induced damage threshold

petiod under constantiJlumination conditions,

[0020] In addition, the invention provides methods for generating a plurality of

noncontiguous sequence reads from a single nucleic acid template molecule. Such methods

generally comprise preparing a reaction mixture comprising the template molecule, a polymerase

enzyme, and a set of differentially labeled nucleotides or nucleotide analogs, wherein the set

comprises at least one type of nucleotide or nucleotide analog for each of the natural nucleobases

(A, T, C, and G). The polymerization reaction is initiated, the polymerase beyins processive

incorporation of the labeled nucleotides or nuclectide analogs into a nascent nucleic acid strand, and

during such incorporation the reaction is monitored by optical means to detect incorporation events,

thereby generating a first sequence read. In a subsequent step, the labeled nucleotides or analogs are

replaced with unlabeled nucleotides or nuclectide analogs and the polymerizationis allowed to

proceed without detecting, incorporation events. Subsequently, the unlabeled nucleotides or analogs

are replaced with labeled nucleotides or nucleotide analogs and the polymerization is allowed to

proceed once again with real time detection of incorporation events, thereby generating a second

sequence read that 1s noncontiguous to the first sequence read. The substitution of labeled for

unlabeled, and unlabeled for labeled, nuclectides and nucleotide analogs can be repeated multiple

times to generate a plurality of noncontiguous sequence reads, each of the plurality generated during

a pericd whenthe labeled nucleotides or nucleotide analogs are being incorporated into the nascent

strand and such incorporation is being detected in real time.
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[0021] In certain aspects, devices of the invention can comprise a solid support (e.g.,

substrate) having an observation region, a first reactant immobilized within the observation region,

and a second reactant disposed within the observation region, and a means for subjecting the

observation region to at least one illuminated period and at least one non-illuminated period. In

certain embodiments, interaction between the first and second reactants under excitation

illumination causes photo-induced damagetothefirst reactant, and further wherein the photo-

induced damageis reduced by subjecting the observation region to intermittent illumination. In

some embodiments, the first reactant is an enzyme (e.g., a polymerase), the second reactant(e.g., a

nucleotide} has a detectable label (e.g., fluorescent label), and/or the observation region ig within a

zero-mode waveguide. The meansfor subjecting the observation region to one or more i]luminated

and non-illuminated periods may comprise, e.g., a laser, laser diode, light-emitting diode, ultra-

violet light bulb, white light source, a mask, a diffraction grating, an arrayed waveguide grating, an

optic fiber, an optical switch, a mirror, alens, a collimator, an optical attenuator, a filter, a prism, a

planar waveguide, a wave-plate, a delay line, a movable support coupled with the substrate, and a

movable illumination source, and the like. The device may further comprise a meansfor collecting

the data during the illuminated period(s), such as an optical train, e.g., operably coupled to a

machine comprising machine-readable medium onto which such data may be written and stored.

(0022) In further aspects, the invention provides systems for performing intermittent

detection of an analytical reaction comprising reagents for the analytical reaction disposed on a

solid support, a mounting stage configured to receive the solid support, an optical train positioned ta

be in optical communication with at least a portion of the solid support detect signals emanating

therefrom, a means for subjecting the portion of the solid support to at least one detection period

and at least one non-detection period, a translation system operably coupled to the mounting stage

or the optical train for moving one of the optical train and the solid support relative to the other, and

a data processing system operably coupled to the optical train. In certain preferred embodiments,

the analytical reaction is a sequencing reaction and/or the solid support comprises at least one zero-

mode waveguide.

[0023] In still other aspects, the invention provides systems for analyzing an illuminated

reaction that is susceptible to photo-induced damage whenilluminated for a period longer than an

photo-induced damage threshold period, comprising a solid support having reagents for the reaction

disposed thereon, a mounting stage supporting the solid support and configured to receive the solid

support, an optical train positioned to be in optical communication with at least a portion of the
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solid support to illuminate the portion of the solid support and detect signals emanating therefrom, a

means for subjecting the portion ofthe solid support to at least one detection period and at least one

non-detection period, and a translation system operably coupled to the mounting stage or the optical

train for moving one of the optical train and the solid support relative to the other. In some

embodiments, the illuminated reaction is a sequencing reaction, ¢.g., a nucleotide sequencing-by-

synthesis reaction, In certain embodiments, the solid support comprisesat least one optical

confinement, ¢.g., a zero-mode waveguide.

(0024) The invention provides methods of performing analytical reactions, ¢.g., processive

analytical reactions, that include preparing a reaction mixture comprising reaction components,at

least one of which is a detectable componentthat is detectable during one or more detection pericads,

and at least one of which is a clocking componentthat is detectable during one or more non-

detection periods during the analytical reaction. The methods further comprise initiation the

analytical reaction and maintaining conditions that allow the analytical reaction to proceed while

subjecting it to at least one detection period and at least one non-detection period, both in the

presence of the clocking component and the detectable component. In certain embodiments, the

detectable component emits a detectable signal 1s response to excitation illumination during the

detection period, but not during the non-detection period when a clocking signal is emitted from the

clocking component. The detectable signal is collected during the detection period and the clocking

signal is detected during the non-detection period, e.g., using an optical system. Optionally, the

clocking signal can also be collected during the detection period and the non-detection period. In

certain preferred embodiments, detection data is collected in read time during the detection periad,

non-detection data is collected in rea] time during the non-detection period, and the detection data

and non-detection data are both used to characterize the analytical reaction. In some embodiments,

the transition between the detection period and the non-detection period does not involve

substitution and/cr addition of reaction components during progression of the analytical reaction,

and in other embodiments the transition does involve substitution and/or addition of reaction

components, ¢.g., vla a reaction mixture exchange. In some preferred embodiments, a plurality of

analytical reactions are disposed on a solid support, subjected to intermittent illumination,

monitored to collect data, and characterized based upon the data so collected.

[0025] The detectable component and clocking componentare typically linked to discrete

molecules in the analytical reaction. For example, the detectable component can be linked to a first

subset of nucleotide analogs and the clocking componentcan be linked to a second subset of
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nucleotide analogs in the analytical reaction mixture. Alternatively, both the detectable component

and the clocking componentcan be linked to a single molecule, e.g., a single nucleotide or

nucleotide analog, in the analytical reaction. The detectable component and clocking component

can both comprise detectable labels (e.¢., luminescent, fluorescent, or fluorogenic labels, including,

é.g., quantum dots), and in some embodiments, different detectable labels, e.¢. having different

absorption peaks.

[0026] In certain preferred embodiments, an analytical reaction performed according to the

invention comprises at least one enzyme, e.g., a polymerase,ligase, rlbosome, nuclease, and/or

kinase, In some embodiments, pause or stop paints are engineered into the analytical reaction to

contral activity of the enzyme. Various aspects ofthe analytical reaction can be changed by being

subjected to at least one detection period and at least one non-detection period, such aspects

including but not limited to processivity, fidelity, rate, and duration, e.g. of enzymeactivity.

(0027) In certain preferred embodiments, the analytical reaction is a sequencing reaction

comprising a single nucleic acid template that generates sequence reads during the detection peniod

by detecting the detectable component, and does not generate sequence reads during the non-

detection period by suspending detection of the detectable component. Such a sequencing reaction

typically comprises at least two or three detection periods and generatesa plurality of

noncontiguous sequence reads from the single nucleic acid template. In some embodiments, the

template comprises multiple repeat or complementary sequences, In some embodiments, the

sequencing reaction comprises passage of the single nucleic acid or a nascent strand complementary

thereto through a nanopore. In some preferred embodiments, the sequencing reaction comprises

primer extension by a polymerase enzyme and the detectable componentis linked to a nucleotide or

nucleotide analog. In some embodiments, the clocking componentis linked to the polymerase

enzyme, and optionally can be a multi-componentlabel, e.g, a FRETlabel.

[0028] In certain aspects, the invention provides methods of mitigating photo-induced

damage during an illuminated reaction that include preparing a reaction mixture having first and

second reactants, where interaction of the reactants under excitation illumination can cause photo-

induced damageto the first reactant. The illuminated reaction is subjected to intermittent excitation

illumination characterized by periods of maximalillumination followed by periods of modified but

not absent illumination. The intermittent excitation illumination reduces the amount of photo-

induced damageto thefirst reactant during the illuminated reaction as compared to the illuminated

reaction under constant maximal excitation illumination, thereby mitigating photo-induced damage
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to the first reactant. In certain preferred embodiments, the illuminated reaction is a primer extension

reaction. In certain preferred embodiments,the first reactant is an enzyme, e.g., a polymerase or

ligase enzyme.In certain preferred embodiments, the second reactant comprises a fluorescent or

fluorogenic molecule. In certain embodiments, the modified excitation illumination is illumination

with a lower intensity excitation illumination than the maximal excitation illumination. In certain

embodiments, a set of illumination sources provides the maximal excitation ilamination and a

subset ofthe set of illumination sources provides the modified excitation illumination.

(0029) In other aspects, the invention provides a method of sequencing a template nucleic

acid that includes subjecting the template to methylation to generate at least one methylated base,

subjecting the methylated base to base excision to generate at least one abasic site in the template,

annealing a primer to the template nucleic acid, contacting the template with a polymerase enzyme

to promote extension ofthe primer in a template-dependent manner, monitoring the extension of the

primerin real time to generate a nucleotide sequence read complementary to the template,

extending the primer until the abasic site is encountered by the polymerase, at which time the

polymerase pauses on the template, and reinitiating primer extension byfacilitating abasic site

bypass by the polymerase. The monitoring, extending, and reinitiating steps are repeated until a

desired number of nucleotide sequence reads is generated and collected, and subsequently analyzed

to determine the sequence of the template nucleic acid. In certain embodiments, the contacting step

occurs during a detection period or a detection period immediately follows the contacting step. In

certain embodiments, a detection period ends and a non-detection period begins prior 10 one or

more pauses of the polymerase on the template. In certain embodiments, a non-detection periodis

terminated simultaneous with or immediately following one or more reinitiation steps. In some

embodiments, the reinitiating step comprises introduction of a pyrene to the polymerase, where the

polymerase incorporates the pyrene into the nascent strand opposite and, therefore, “pairing with”

an abasic site in the template. In certain preferred embodiments, the template is circular and the

polymerase pauses at the same abasic site multiple times during the primer extension reaction. In

other embodiments, the method further comprises terminating the monitoring when a desired length

of the nucleotide sequence read is collected, ¢.g., by removing or modifying excitation illumination.

Optionally, the desired length can be less than a length of the template nucleic acid. Additionally,

the monitoring can bereinitiated subsequent to or simultaneous with the reinitiating of primer

extension,

11
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[0030] In yet further aspects, the invention provides a method of performingan illuminated

reaction that includes preparing a reaction mixture comprising multiple optically detectable

components that are distinguishable from one another based upon their individual signal emissions,

initiating the illuminated reaction, and maintaining conditions that allow the illuminated reaction to

proceed while subjecting the reaction mixture to at least one maximal illuminated period andat least

one modified illuminated period during the illuminated reaction. In preferred embodiments,at least

a portion ofthe optically detectable components are detectable during both the maximal and

modified illuminated periods. In certain embodiments, the maximal illuminated period is

characterized by a first excitation radiation intensity and the modified illuminated period is

characterized by a second excitation radiation intensity that is less than the first excitation radiation

intensity. In certain preferred embodiments,all of the optically detectable components are

detectable during both the maximal and modified illuminated periods, but are distinguishable from

one another during the maximal illuminated periad, but are not distinguishable during the modified

illuminated period. In certain embodiments, the maximal illuminated period comprises exposing the

reaction mixture to a set of excitation radiation wavelengths and the modified illuminated period

comprises exposing the reaction mixture to a subset ofthe set of excitation radiation wavelengths.

In certain preferred embodiments, all of the optically detectable components are detectable and

distinguishable during the maximal illuminated period, but only a subset of the optically detectable

components are detectable during the modified illuminated period.

[0031] In some embodiments, the illuminated reaction is initiated during a modified

illuminated period and subsequently subjected to a maximalilluminated period, where data

collected during the modified illuminated period is used in the statistical analysis of data collected

during the maximalilluminated period. For example, an illuminated reaction that is a

polynucleotide sequencing reaction can generate sequence read data during a modified i]luminated

pericd that is subsequently used to construct a sequence scaffold for assembly of sequence read data

collected during a maximal illuminated period. Additionally or optionally, the illuminated reaction

is a template-directed sequencing reaction and sequence read data collected during a modified

illuminated period is used to determine a rate of translocation of a polymerase during the modified

illuminated period.

[0032] Some embodiments of the invention comprise performing a plurality of illuminated

reactions, each of which is exposed to the set of excitation radiation wavelengths during the

maximal illuminated period, but is exposed to a different subset of the set of excitation radiation

12
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wavelengths during the modified illuminated period, such that a distinct subset of optically

detectable components are detectable during the modified illuminated period for each of the

plurality ofilluminated reactions. In other words, for two such illuminated reactions, although all

optically detectable components are detectable during their respective maximal illuminated periods,

only a subset of the optically detectable components is detectable in each reaction, and the subset

detectable in the first reaction is preferably different from the subset detectable in the second

reaction.

[0033] In certain aspects, the invention provides methods for performing paired-end

sequencing on a single template molecule. In certain embodiments, such a method comprises

providing a double-stranded nucleic acid molecule comprisinga first terminal portion, an

intermediate portion, and a second terminal portion. A first linker ligated to the first terminal

portion of the nucleic acid molecule connects the 3° terminus at the first terminal portion with the 5°

terminusat the first terminal portion; and a secondlinker ligated to the second terminal portion of

the nucleic acid molecule connects the 3’ terminus at the second terminal portion with the 5°

terminus at the second terminal portion. A template nucleic acid molecule is thereby formed

comprising the double-stranded nucleic acid molecule with both thefirst linker and the second

linker ligated thereto, The template molecule is subjected to a sequencing pracess m which

sequence reads are generated for thefirst terminal portion and the second terminal portion, but

sequence reads are not generated for the intermediate portion, even if the intermediate portion is

processed during the sequencing process, e.g., by a polymerase. In some embodiments, the first

linker and secondlinker are identical, and in other embodiments theyare different from one

another, i.e., not identical. In certain embodiments, the first and second linkers comprise

complementary regions and can be hybridized to one anotherprior to one or both oftheligating

steps. In some cases, hybridized linkers that are ligated to the ends of a double-stranded nucleic acid

molecule are separated prior to subjecting the molecule to a sequencing reaction, and in some cases

the hybridized linkers remain hybridized during at least a portion of the sequencing reaction. For

example, in a template-directed sequencing reaction, a polymerase capable of strand displacement

separates the hybridized linkers as it sequences the template. In certain preferred embodiments, the

sequencing process comprisesat least one detection period (e.g., an illuminated period) andat least

one non-detection period (e.g., a non-iJluminated period) such that the intermediate portion ofthe

template molecule is subjected to the sequencing process during the non-detection period, In some

embodiments, the template is fragmented after ligation to remove the intermediate portion. The
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sequencing process can generate redundant sequence data from one or both ofthe first terminal

portion and the second terminal portion, and/or can generate sequence data from an additional

portion of the template molecule that is noncontiguous with the first terminal portion and the second

terminal portion. In preferred embodiments, the sequencing process involves circularizing the

template molecule by separating the complementary strands of the template molecule and using the

complementary strands in template-directed nascent strand synthesis catalyzed bya single

polymerase enzyme. Optionally, the template molecule can comprise a primer bindingsite, a

registration sequence, and/or a synthesis blocking moiety. The primerbindingsite, a registration

sequence, or synthesis blocking moiety can be present in one or both ofthe linkers, or can be

located elsewhere within the template molecule. In some cases, the synthesis blocking moiety is

selected from the group consisting of an abasic site, a nick, a synthetic linker, a non-native

nucleotide or analog thereof, a primer, a large photolabile group, a strand-binding moiety, a

damaged base, and a modified base. The synthesis blocking moiety can permanently or temporarily

block progression of the sequencing process, e.g., by interfering with the activity of an enzyme, ¢..,

a polymerase enzyme. Jn certain preferred embodiments, the synthesis blocking moiety 1s an abasic

site, e.g., Introduced by a DNA glycosylase.

[0034] In some aspects, the invention provides methods for generating a nucleic acid

constructfor analytical reactions. In certain embodiments, such a method comprises providing a

double-stranded nucleic acid molecule comprising a first terminal portion, an intermediate portion,

and a second terminal portion; providing a first stem-loop linker hybridized to a second stem-loop

linker; ligating the first stem-loop linker to the first terminal portion of the nucleic acid molecule,

wherein the first stem-loop linker connects the 3° terminusat the first terminal portion with the 3’

terminusat the first terminal portion, and ligating the second stem-looplinker to the second

terminal portion of the nucleic acid molecule, wherein the second stem-locp linker connects the 3’

terminus at the second terminal portion with the 3° terminusat the second terminal portion, thereby

generating the nucleic acid constrict. Optionally, the nucleic acid construct can be subjected to

fragmentation after the ligating of steps c and d, wherein the fragmentation removes the

intermediate portion from the nucleic acid construct and introduces two double-stranded termini.

The method can further include ligating the two double-stranded termini to one another. In some

embodiments, one of the stem-loop linkers comprises a primer binding site, registration sequence,

or a synthesis blocking moiety that is absent from the other stem-loop linker.

14
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[0035] In further aspects, the invention includes a single template nucleic acid molecule

comprising a duplex region; a first linker linking terminiat a first end of the duplex region; a second

linkerlinking termini at a second end ofthe duplex region, wherein a region ofthe first linker is

complementary to a region of the second linkers. Optionally, the single template molecule

comprises the first and second linkers hybridized with one another. In some embodiments, the

duplex region is separated or melted apart to transform the single template nucleic acid molecule

into a topologically single-stranded, circular nucleic acid molecule, Further, the invention provides

a composition comprising a single, optically resolvable polymerase enzymein association with a

single-stranded circular nucleic acid molecule, wherein the single-stranded circular nucleic acid

molecule comprisesfirst, second, third, and fourth regions, and further wherein the first region is

complementary to the second region, and the third region is complementary to the fourth region,

and further wherein the regions are ordered on the single-stranded circular nucleic acid molecule as

follows: first region, third region, second region, fourth region.

[0036] In still further aspects of the invention, machine-implemented methods for

transforming nucleotide sequence read data into consensus sequence data, wherein the nucleotide

sequence read data is generated by sequencing a target region of a template nucleic acid multiple

times, and the consensus sequence data is representative of a most likely actual sequence of the

template nucleic acid. Such machine-implemented methods can comprise various steps, such as a}

mapping the nucleotide sequence data to a target sequence using a local alignment method that

produces a set of local alignments comprising an optimal local alignment and sub-optimal local

alignments, b) enumerating the set of local alignments, c) constructing a weighted directed graph

wherein each local alignmentin the set of local alignments is represented as a node, thereby

generating a set of nedes in the weighted directed graph, d)} drawing edges between pairs of nodes

in the weighted directed graph if the pair represents a potential reconstruction of the template

nucleic acid, e) assigning weights to the edges drawn in step d, wherein a given weight for a given

edge represents the log-likelihood that a given pair of nodes connected bythe given edgeis truly a

reconstruction of the template nucleic acid, f) finding the shortest path to each node in the weighted

directed graph, thereby generating a set of shortest paths for the weighted directed graph, g)} ranking

the set of shortest paths to determine the best assignment, and h) storing the results of steps a-g on a

machine-readable medium. In certain embodiments, the steps of the machine implemented methods

are performed via a userinterface implemented in a machine that comprises instructions stored in

machine-readable medium and a processor that executes the instructions. Also provided are
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computer program products comprising a computer usable medium having computer readable

program cade embodied therein, said computer readable program code adapted to be executed to

implement the machine-implemented methodsofthe invention, and machine-readable medium on

which the results of the method steps are stored, The invention further includes a computer program

product comprising a computer usable medium having a computer readable program code embodied

therein, said computer readable program code adapted to be executed to implement the above

methods.

(0037) In certain aspects, the invention provides machine-implemented methodsfor

transforming enzyme velocity data from one or more detection periods into a distribution of the

distance x travelled by an enzyme(e.g., a polymerase) during a time t, where time t occurs during a

non-detection period. Such a method comprises, in certain embodiments, developing a probability

model pf) to describe an observed distribution of enzyme velocities during one or more detection

periods; sampling velocities from pv); summing and recording the velocities sampled in step b to

produce a sum that is an estimate of x/tcorr, and repeating the sampling, summing, and recording M

times to generate a distribution cf sums that are estimates of x/tcorr, with the distribution of sums

being the distnbution of the distance x travelled by an enzyme dunny a time t. Preferably, at least

some of the steps are performed via a user interface implemented in a machine that comprises

instructions stored in machine-readable medium and a processcrthat executes the instructions.

Optionally, the enzyme is a polymerase enzyme. In some embodiments, multiple enzymes are

observed simultaneously and the probability model pfv) is determined independently for each ofthe

multiple enzymes. In certain preferred embodiments,

POPPacsne+ [= FOMPgra)
JPOPerosYY += FOPma OVE

[0038] In further aspects, the invention provides machine-implemented methodsfor transforming,

p(y) =

enzymevelocity data from one or more detection periods into a distribution of the distance x

travelled by an enzyme during a time t, where time t occurs during a non-detection period. In some

embodiments, the method comprises estimating a distribution of local rates p(v), making

independent identically distributed draws of N = t/tcerr velocities from from p(v)}; summing the

velocities, recording the velocities summed in ¢) as an estimate of x/tcorr; and repeating b-d M

times, e.¢., where M is preferably at least 1000. Optionally, p(v} is determined using a Hidden

Markov Model or the autocorrelation function (SuSE + A)) ~ of=") . The invention furtherTcorr
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includes a computer program product comprising a computer usable medium having a computer

readable program code embadied therein, said computer readable program code adapted to be

executed to implement the above methods, as well as a machine-readable medium on which the

results of the steps of the methodsare stored.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0039] Figure 1 provides exemplary embodiments of methodsfor intermittent illumination

ofanalytical reactions, whether illumination 1s initiated before (A) or after (B) initiation of the

reaction.

(0040) Figure 2 provides an exemplary embodimentofanalysis ofa plurality of illuminated

reactions using intermittent illumination, including depictions of multiple reactions arrayed on a

solid support (A) and prophetic data (B) from certain embodiments of the invention,

(0041) Figure 3 provides an exemplary embodimentofanalysis ofa plurality ofilluminated

reactions on a solid support (A) using intermittent illumination and a mask (B). A graph (C) depicts

prophetic data from certain embcodiments of the invention.

[0042] Figure 4 provides additional embodiments of masks for use in the methods of the

invention, including a mask that allows illumination of columns of reactions (A) and a mask that

allows illumination of every other reaction in a row and column (B).

[0043] Figure 5 illustrates an aspect of the instant invention in which multiple samples are

analyzed on a single solid support using intermittent illumination, Figure 5A illustrates a solid

support comprising four quadrants, each quadrant containing a different sample. Figure 5B

illustrates a mask design for selective illumination of the substrate. Figures 3C and 5D demonstrate

various positions of the mask on the solid support.

[0044] Figure 6 providesan illustration of paths in a sequence alignment matrix

representing sequencing data from a SMRTbell™ template.

[0045] Figure 7 illustrates a hypothetical directed graph.

[0046] Figure 8 provides data from single-molecule sequencing-by-synthesis reactions.

Figure 8A provides data from a two-minute interval beginning at initiation of the reactions, 1.e.,

from 0-120 seconds. Figure 8B provides data from a second two-minuteinterval from 300-420

seconds. Figure 8C provides data from a third two-minute interval from 600-720 seconds.

[0047] Figure 9 schematically illustrates one embodiment of a system for use with the

methods, devices, and systems of the invention.
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[0048] Figure 10 provides a graphical representation ofrates of polymerase activity on

different portions of a template nucleic acid during a sequencing reaction utilizing intermittent

illumination.

[0049] Figure 11 provides a graphical representation of the average rate of polymerase

translocation over a template nucleic acid during a sequencing reaction utilizing intermittent

ilumination.

[0050] Figure 12 provides a distribution of the physical coverage of a template nucleic acid

achieved during a sequencing reaction utilizing intermittent illumination, with A showing mapping

to a reference sequence with sequence reads (and portions thereof} that do net map to the reference

excluded and B showinga similar mapping that further includes sequence reads corresponding to

insettions in the template that are absent from the reference sequence.

[0051] Figure 13 provides a distribution of the physical coverage provided by sequence

reads generated during sequencing reactions utilizing intermittent illumination across an

approximately 40 kb template nucleic acid.

[0052] Figure 14 provides a sequence dot plot for an alignment between a sequence

assembly produced as described herein and a reference sequence.

[0053] Figure 15 provides an exemplary illustration of an HMM for modeling a simple

“pausing” vs. “sequencing” system.

[0054] Figure 16A shows a sample of velocities drawn from the HMM in Figure [5 with the

parameters P(S—P) = 1/24; P(P—S) = I/11; and p(}-Gamma(48,0.25), Figure 16B illustrates a

resulting histogram of local velocities. Figure 16C provides an estimated distance traveled during a

non-detection period.

[0055] Figure 17 providesanillustrative example of two observed histogramsofdistances

traveled during a non-detection period.

[0056] Figure 18 provides an exemplary strategy for selectively reducing the size of a

duplex fragment within a SMRTbell™template.

[0037] Figure 19 provides an illustrative example of nucleic acid templates having nicks.

[0053] Figures 20A and 20B illustrate two exemplary embodiments of template constructs

used in the present invention.

[0059] Figures 21A and 21B schematically illustrate redundant or consensus sequencing

using the constructs shown in Figures 20A and 20B.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0060] Unless defined otherwise, all technical and scientific terms used herein have the

same meaning as commonly understood by one of ordinary skill in the art to which this invention

pertains. All publications mentioned herein are incorporated herein by reference for the purpose of

describing and disclosing devices, formulations and methodologies which are described in the

publication and which might be used in connection with the presently described invention.

[0061] Note that as used herein and in the appended claims, the singular forms “a,” "an,"

and “the”include plural referents unless the context clearly dictates otherwise. Thus, for example,

reference to "a polymerase" refers to one agent or mixtures of such agents, and reference to "the

method" includes reference to equivalent steps and methods known to those skilled in the art, and so

forth. Where a range of values is provided, it is understood that each intervening value, between the

upper and lowerlimit of that range and any other stated or intervening value in that stated range is

encompassed within the invention. The upper and lowerlimits of these smaller ranges may

independently be included in the smaller ranges, and are also encompassed within the invention,

subject to any specifically excluded limit in the stated range. Where the stated range includes one or

both ofthe limits, ranges excluding either both of those included limits are also includedin the

invention,

[0062] In the following description, numerous specific details are set forth to provide a more

thorough understanding of the present invention. However, it will be apparent to one of skill in the

art that the present invention may be practiced without one or more of these specific details. In

other instances, well-knownfeatures and procedures well knownto those skilled in the art have not

been described in order to avoid obscuring the invention. Although a number of methods and

materials similar or equivalent to those described herein can be used in the practice of the present

invention, the preferred materials and methods are described herein.

L General

[0063] In a general sense, the methods, devices, and systems provided herein implement

intermittent detection of analytical reactions as a meansto collect reliable data from times during

the reaction that are less or not able to be analyzed if detection is constant throughout the reaction.

In particular, certain detection methods can cause damageto reaction components, and such

intermittent detection allows the damage to be avoidedorat least delayed, therebyfacilitating

detection of the reaction at later stages. For example, if a detection method causes a reduction in
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processivity of a polymerase enzyme, then intermittent detection would allowdata collection at

noncontiguous regions of a template nucleic acid that extend farther from theinitial binding site of

the polymerase on the template than would be achievable under constant detection. Further, some

detection methods have limits on how much data or fer how long a time data may be generated in a

single reaction, and intermittent detection of such a reaction can allowthis data to be collected from

various stages of a reaction, thereby increasing the flexibility of the investigator to spread out the

data collection over multiple stages of a reaction. In certain aspects, the present invention is

particularly suitable to characterization of analytical reactions in real time, that is, during the course

of the reaction. In certain aspects, the present invention 1s particularly suitable to characterization of

single molecules or molecular complexes monitored in analytical reactions, for example, single

enzymes, nucleotides, polynucleotides, and complexes thereof.

[0064] In certain aspects, the present invention is directed to methods, devices, and systems

for obtaining sequence data from discontiguous portions of single nucleic acid templates. The

methods generally comprise providing a monitorable sequencing reaction comprising a polymerase,

template, and primer sequence, as well as the various types of nucleotides or nucleotide analogs that

are to be incorporated by the polymerase enzyme in the template-directed primer extension reaction.

Typically, at least one or more orall of the nucleotides or nucleotide analogs are embodied with a

detectable property that permits their identification upon or following incorporation. In the context

of the present invention, the sequence data for a first portion of a template nucleic acid is acquired

duringafirst stage of the reaction undera first set of reaction conditions that includes at least one

reaction condition that results in degraded performance of the reaction, but that may contribute to

the detectability of the nucleotides being incorporated. During a second stage of the reaction, the

degradative influenceis eliminated or reduced, which may result in an inability or a reducedability

to obtain sequence data from a second portion of the template nucleic acid, but where the second

portion of the template nucleic acid is contiguous with the first portion. Subsequently, the reaction

condition resulting in degraded performanceis reinstated and sequence data is obtained for a third

portion of the template nucleic acid during a third stage of the reaction, but where the third portion

of the sequence is not contiguous with the first portion of the sequence, but is contiguous with the

second portion.

[0065] The elimination or reduction of the degradative influence during the second stage of

the reaction may be accomplished by changing or shortening one or more reaction conditions

underlying degradative reaction performance, e.g., by changing one or more reaction conditions
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(e.g., temperature, pH, exposure to radiation, physical manipulation, etc.}, and in particular may

involve altering a reaction condition related to detection of one or more aspects or products of the

reaction. For example, such an alteration in reaction conditions during the second stage mayresult

in an increase in reaction rates, e.g., speeding up the progression of a template nucleic acid through

a Nanopore; or may reduce exposure ofreaction components to harmful radiation or other reaction

condition related to detection of the products of the reaction. However, in preferred embodiments,

nucleotides or nucleotide analogs having the detectable property are present in the reaction mixture

during al] stages ofthe reaction, including stages in which the degradative influence is eliminated or

reduced, as such, the reaction condition changedin stage two of such an embodiment would nat

comprise removal or dilution of such detectable nucleotides or nucleotide analogs.

(0066) “Intermittent detection,” as used herein, generally refers to a means of monitoring a

reaction that 1s carried out intermittently during the course of the reaction. Intermittent detection

may refer to intermittent use of one or more monitoring methods, but does not necessarily mean that

all means of monitoring a given reaction are intermittently halted. For example, monitoring of one

or more nuclectide incorporations to generate nucleotide sequence reads may be intermittently

halted while other aspects of a sequencing reaction are constantly monitored, e.g., temperature,

reaction time, pH, etc. In certain embodiments, intermittent detection is achieved by intermittent or

differential illumination of a given reaction, ¢.g., a reaction that uses an illumination system to

detect reaction products and/or progression. Although various aspects of the invention are described

herein in terms of embodiments using intermittent illumination, it should be understood that where

applicable intermittent detection by other means(e.g., electrochemical, radiochemical, etc.} can be

utilized in the methods of the invention. Likewise, a stage of a reaction during which an intermittent

detection method is active may be referred to as a “detection period”and a stage ofa reaction

during which an intermittent detection method is inactive may be referred to as a “non-detection

pericd.” In illuminated reactions, such periods may also be referred to as “illuminated periods” and

“non-illuminated periods,” respectively, althoughit is to be understood that the term “non-

illuminated period” included periods in which illumination maybe present but altered as compared

to illumination during an “illuminated period.” For example, a non-illuminated period maybe

characterized by a complete absence of illumination, or a modification of illumination, including

but not limited to changes in wavelength, frequency, intensity, and/or numberof illumination

sources. Alternatively or additionally, reaction components that are excited by the illumination

source(s) may be modified or removed from a reaction mixture to create a non-illuminated period.
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For example, a fluorescent dye detected during an illuminated period may be removed from the

reaction mixture, ¢.g., by buffer exchange, thereby producing a non-illuminated period during

which time the fluorescent dye cannct be detected even if the excitation illumination 1s present. In a

further example, a non-illuminated period can indicate a period during an illuminated reaction

during which a type ofillumination-based detection that occurs during an illuminated period is not

occurring, e.g., the identity of fluorescently labeled nucleotides incorporated into a nascent strand is

not being detected or recorded.

(0067) In certain aspects, the present invention 1s generally directed to improved methods,

devices, and systems for performing illuminated reactions. The term “illuminated reactions” as used

herein refers to reactions which are exposed to an optical energy source. Typically, such

Ulumination is provided in order to observe the generation and/or consumption ofreactants or

products that possess a particular optical characteristic indicative of their presence, such as a shift in

the absorbance spectrum and/or emission spectrum of the reaction mixture or its components. In

certain preferred embodiments, illuminated reactions comprise one or more fluorogenic or

fluorescent components. In accordance with certain methods of the invention, such illuminated

analyses are subjected to intermittent detection (e.g., data collection) for one or more aspects of the

data typically collected for a given reaction. For example, aspects of the data typically collected for

nucleotide sequencing reactions include nucleotide sequence data, read quality data, signal to

backgroundratios, reaction rates and durations, measures ofthe fidelity of the reaction, reaction

times, and the like. In certain preferred embodiments, nucleotide sequence datais iteratively

collected during an ongoing sequencing reaction to generate nucleotide sequence readsfor at least

two or more noncontiguous regions of a template nucleic acid molecule. Such iterative sequence

data acquisition may be achieved in various ways depending on the sequencing technology in use.

For example, in sequencing methodsthatutilize luminescent components that generate a signal

indicative of the identity of a base position, iterative sequence data collection may be achieved by

removing or altering an illumination source (or a reaction relative to an illumination source),

substituting the luminescent components for unlabeled components that do not generate signal, or

otherwise interrupting signal acquisition in the experimental system.

[0063] In certain preferred embodiments, such illuminated reactions are illuminated for an

amount of time that permits the effective performance ofthe analysis. Traditionally, illuminated

reactions are illuminated frominitiation through completion, and the time during which reaction

data may be reliably collected is dictated by the progression (as measured by, e.g., processivity,
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rate, fidelity, duration, etc.) of the reaction under constant illumination. Some reactions are sensitive

to such constantillumination, which can reduce their performance (e.g., processivity), and thereby

prevent collection of data from later stages ofthe reaction, 1-e., stages that would otherwise occurif

the reaction were carried out with no illumination. The present invention provides methods for

performing illuminated reactions comprising subjecting the reactions to intermittent illumination.

Such intermittent illumination can increase performance(e.g., processivity, rate, fidelity, duration,

etc.) of the reactions, thereby allowing generation of data that cannot be collected under constant

illumination, such as data from later stages of an ongoing reaction whose progression is

compromised under constant illumination. For example, in sequencing-by-incorporation reactions

the use of intermittent excitation illumination can increase processivity, which has the benefit of

providing sequence reads more distal from the polymerase binding/initiation site than such reactions

subjected to constant exposure to excitation illumination.

(0069) Further, it is an object of the instant invention to provide sequence data from

noncontiguous regions of a nucleic acid template in a single reaction. Other commercially available

platforms have attempted to achieve such noncontiguous sequence data through, e.g., complex

cloning and sequencing strategies. The present invention provides a clear advantage over such

strategies by providing a simple and economical solution that is applicable across various platforms,

and is particularly applicable to illuminated, single-molecule sequencing-by-incorporation

reactions.

[0070] In preferred embodiments, illuminated reactions for use with the instant invention

are nucleic acid sequencing reactions, e.g., sequencing-by-incorporation reactions. In preferred

embodiments, such an illuminated reaction analyzes a single molecule to generate nucleotide

sequence data pertaining to that single molecule. For example, a single nucleic acid template may

be subjected to a sequencing-by-incorporation reaction to generate one or more sequence reads

corresponding to the nucleotide sequence of the nucleic acid template. For a detailed discussion of

such single molecule sequencing, see, ¢.g., U.S. Patent Nos. 6,056,661, 6,917,726, 7,033,764,

7,052,847, 7,056,676, 7,170,050, 7,361,466, 7,416,844; Published U.S. Patent Application Nos.

2007-0134128 and 2003/004478 1, and M.J. Levene, J. Korlach, $.W. Turner, M. Foquet, H.G.

Craighead, W.W. Webb, SCIENCE 299:682-686, January 2003 Zero-Mode Waveguides for Single-

Molecule Analysis at High Concentrations, all of which are incorporated herein by referencein their

entireties for all purposes. In some embodiments, a plurality of single nucleic acid templates are

analyzed separately and often simultaneously to generate a plurality of sequence reads
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corresponding to the nucleotide sequences of the plurality of nucleic acid templates, In certain

preferred embodiments, the plurality of nucleic acid templates includesat least two nucleic acid

templates that comprise identical nucleotide sequences such that analysis of the two nucleic acid

templates generates overlapping sequence reads. In certain preferred embodiments, at least one of

the nucleic acid templates is configured to provide redundant sequence data in a single sequence

read, e.g., via duplications, sense and antisense sequences, and/or circularization.

[0071] Certain aspects of the invention are directed to methods, devices, and systems for

generating a sequence scaffold for a nucleic acid template, e.g., chromesome, genome, or portion

thereof. A sequence scaffold as used herein refers to a set of sequence reads that extends across at

least a portion ofa nucleic acid template. In some embodiments, such a sequencescaffold is used to

generate a consensus sequence for the nucleic acid template. In some embodiments, the nucleic acid

template is very large, e.¢., at least about 100, 1000, 10,000, 100,000, or more bases or base pairs in

length. In some embediments, the sequence scatfold and/or consensus sequenceis based on at least

]-, 2-, 5-, 10-, 20-, 50-, 100-, 200-, 500-, or 1000-fold coverage of at least a portion of the nucleic

acid template. In some preferred embodiments, the portion of the nucleic acid is at least about 10%,

20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, or 100%of the entire length of the nucleic acid

template.

(0072) In certain aspects, the invention is particularly suitable for sequencing nucleic acid

templates interspersed with repetitive elements. Such repetitive elements present major logistical

and computational difficulties for assembling fragments produced by sequencing strategies,

especially those with read-lengths that are too short to encompass unique reads outside the repeat

region. For example, the human T-cell receptor locus contains a five-fold repeat of a trypsinogen

genethat is 4 kbp long and that varies 3 to 5° between copies. Therefore, a sequencing strategy

that cannot provide nucleotide sequence information that spansat least 20 kb for a single molecule

containing the locus will have difficulty providing consensus sequence for the locus. Further, Alu

repeats (~300 bp retrotransposons) are also problematic because they cluster and can constitute up

to 50-60% of the template sequence, with copies varying from 5-15% between each other, The

human genome contains an estimated one million Alu repeats and 200,000 LINE elements (average

length ~1000 bp), representing roughly 10°and 5% of the entire genome, respectively, In certain

embodiments, the present methodsfacilitate efficient and accurate sequence determination for long

templates comprising such repetitive sequences, in part because the present methods do not rely

solely on sequence overlap to generate consensus sequences, but also include information related to
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the expected location of the polymerase on the template nucleic acid, thereby linking a particular

sequence read to a particular location on the template nucleic acid, This greatly facilitates accurate

assemblyof sequence reads to generate sequence scaffolds and/or consensus sequences.

[0073] Certain aspects of the invention are directed to methods, devices, and systems for

generating multiple sequence reads in an illuminated sequencing-by-incorporation reaction that are

distal from one another(1.e., noncontiguous) on a single nucleic acid template by removing the

excitation illumination during the course of the reaction, and subsequentlyreinitiating the excitation

illumination. Sequence reads are generated only during the periods oftime when the excitation

illumination is present, resulting in a “gap” between the sequence reads from a single template

nucleic acid that correspondsto the time during which the excitation illumination was absent but the

incorporation of nascent nucleotides continued “in the dark.” As such, the number of sequence

reads generated for a given template nucleic acid is equal to the numberof periods during which the

excitation iumination is present.

[0074] Certain aspects of the invention are directed to methods, devices, and systems for

generating multiple sequence reads from a plurality of nucleic acid templates comprising identical

nucleotide sequences. In some embodiments, the multiple sequence reads are not all from the same

region of the nucleic acid templates. In some embodiments, there is overlap between the multiple

sequence reads. In some embodiments, a single sequence read is generated from each of the

plurality of nucleic acid templates, and in other embodiments multiple noncontiguous sequence

reads are generated from each of the plurality of nucleic acid templates. In certain preferred

embodiments, the multiple noncontiguous sequence reads from each ofthe plurality of nucleic acid

templates together extend across the nucleic acid templates such that they can be combined to

provide a consensus sequencefor the identical nucleotide sequence in the nucleic acid templates. In

some embodiments, the consensus sequence is based on at least 2-, 5-, 10-, 20-, 50-, 100-, 200-,

500-, or 1000-fold coverage of the identical nucleotide sequence. In some embodiments, the

identical nucleotide sequence represents at least about 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%,

80%, 90%, or 100% of the nucleic acid template.

[0075] Certain aspects of the invention are directed to methods, devices, and systems for

reducing or limiting the effects of photo-induced damage during illuminated reactions, particularly

reactions that employ fluorescent or fluorogenic reactants. The term “photo-induced damage”refers

generally to any direct or indirect impactof illumination on one or more reagents in a reaction

resulting in a negative impact upon that reaction. Without being boundte a particular theory or
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mechanism of operation, some illuminated reactions are subject te photo-induced damage that can

hinder progression of the reaction, ¢.g., via damage to reaction components, such as enzymes,

cofactors, templates, etc, As such, the illumination of the illuminated reaction can directly or

indirectly negatively impact progression of the reaction, and such an impact can be measured based

on various characteristics of the reaction progression, ¢.g., processivity, rate, fidelity, duration, etc.

The present invention provides methods for subjecting an illuminated reaction to intermittent

exposure to illumination, which reduces the amount of photo-induced damageat a given time

during the reaction, allowing the reaction to proceed further than it does when constantly exposed to

the illumination.

(0076) In some embodiments, the methads herein may further comprise the addition ofone

or more photo-induced damage mitigating agents (e.g., triplet-state quenchers and/or free radical

quenchers) to the illuminated reaction. Such photo-damage mitigating agents are generally known

to those ofskill in the art. Further discussion of photo-induced damage and related compounds,

compositions, methods, devices, and systems are also provided in U.S. Pub. No. 20070161017, filed

December 1, 2006, and U.S.S.N. 61/116,048, filed November 19, 2008, which are incorporated by

reference herein in their entireties for all purposes.

IL Intermittent Illumination of Analytical Reactions

[0077] Certain aspects of the invention are generally directed to improved methods for

performing illuminated analyses. The terms “illuminated analysis” and “illuminated reaction” are

used interchangeably and generally refer to an analytical reaction that is occurring while being

illuminated (e.g., with excitation radiation), $0 as to evaluate the production, consumption, and/or

conversion of luminescent (e.g., fluorescent) reactants and/or products. As used herein, the terms

“reactant” and “reagent”are used interchangeably. As used herein, the terms “excitation

illumination” and “excitation radiation” are used interchangeably. In certain embodiments, the

illuminated reaction is a sequencing reaction, e.g., a sequencing-by-incorporation reaction. In

certain embodiments, the illuminated reaction is designed to analyze a single molecule, e.g., by

ensuring the molecule is optically resolvable from any other molecule being analyzed and/orin the

reaction mixture. In certain embodiments, one or more components of the reaction are susceptible to

photo-induced damagedirectly or indirectly elicited by an excitation radiation source. In certain

preferred embodiments, an illuminated reaction is subjected to intermittent excitation radiation

during the course of the illuminated reaction. In certain preferred embodiments, a sequencing-by-
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incorporation reaction is subjected te intermittent excitation radiation during the course of a

polymerization reaction to generate a plurality of noncontiguous sequence reads from a single

nucleic acid template.

[0078] In certain aspects, the methods herein provide benefits over methods currently used

for sequencing large template nucleic acids, such as human genomes. For example, the traditional

shotgun sequencing approach entails sequencing nucleic acid fragments and analyzing the resulting

sequence information for overlap and similarity to known sequences to construct the complete

sequence of the template nucleic acid. One disadvantage to the shotgun approach is that assembly

may be difficult if the template nucleic acid comprises numerous repeated sequences, and the

inability to assemble a genomic sequencein repeat regions leads to gaps in the assembled sequence.

(See, e.g, Myers, G.; “Whole-Genome DNA Sequencing” in Computing in Science and

Engineering: Vol 1, Issue 3: pgs. 33-43, May/Jun 1999.) One methad of resolving these gaps is to

sequence fragments Jarge enough to span the repeat regions, but sequencing large fragments can be

difficult and time-consuming. Another approach to spanning a gap is to determine the sequence of

two ends ofa large fragment which has known spacing and orientation, and this approach 1s

generally termed paired end sequencing (see, e.g., Smith, M. W.et al., (1994) Nature Genetics 7:40

47, and U.S. Pub. No, 2006/029261 1, filed June 6, 2006, both of which are incorporated by

reference herein in their entireties for all purposes). This methodis limited by the requirement for

information about the spacing and orientation of the ends of the long fragment, and/or complex

sample preparation of the nucleic acid template. The present invention provides methods that are

tolerant of large repetitive regions and do not require prior knowledge of nucleotide sequences(e.g.,

base sequences, spacing, orientation, etc.) or complex sample preparation, thereby allowing

economical, efficient, and effective de nove sequencing or resequencing of long template nucleic

acids.

[0079] In certain aspects, the methods herein provide various strategies for achieving

intermittent illumination of illuminated reactions. Essentially, at least one type of illumination (e.g.,

excitation illumination) 1s present for at least one time penod (“illuminated period”) and absent

during at least one other time period (“non-illuminated period”) during an illuminated reaction. As

described above, the term “non-illuminated” indicates a change in illumination including, but not

limited to a complete absence of illumination. For example, a non-illuminated period mayalso be

characterized by a different illumination sour¢e or intensity than an illuminated period, or by a

change in reaction compenents, ¢.g., detectable labels. In general, at least one type of data collected
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during an illuminated period (e.g., nucleotide sequence data) is not collected during a non-

illuminated period. An absence ofthe illumination may be due to, ¢.g., inactivation ofthe

illumination source (e.g, laser, laser diode, a light-emitting diode (LED), a ultra-violet light bulb,

and/or a white light source), removal of the illuminated reaction from the illumination source (or

vice versa}, or may be due to blockage of the illumination from the reaction, as discussed below.

Modifications to the illumination maybe due to, e.g., adjustment of the intensity of an illumination

source, or a substitution of one illumination wavelength and/or frequencyfor another. Further,

components detectable during an illuminated period may be removed from the reaction mixture

during a non-illuminated period, e.g., a fluorescently labeled nucleotide may be replaced with an

unlabeled nucleotide. Knowledge ofthe rate ofthe reaction and the time during which the

Ulumination is absent is used to estimate the progress ofthe reaction during the non-illuminated

period. For example, if a reaction proceeds such that one molecule is incorporated into a

macromolecule per second, and the illumination is absent for 20 seconds, it can be estimated that 20

molecules were incorporated during the nen-illuminated period. This information is useful during

data analysis to provide context for the reaction data collected during the illuminated period(s). For

example, in a sequencing-by-incorporation reaction the numberof base positions separating

sequence reads generated in iJluminated periods can be estimated based on the temporal length of

intervening non-illuminated periods and the knownrate of incorporation during the reaction and/or

by the measured rate of incorporation during the illuminated period(s). The knownrate of

incorporation can be based on various factors including, but not limited to, sequence context effects

due to the nucleotide sequence of the template nucleic acid, kinetics of the polymerase used, buffer

effects (salt concentration, pH, etc.}, and even data being collected from an ongoing reaction.

Further the processivity of an enzyme during a non-illuminated period (or other type of non-

detection period) can be manipulated or adjusted by methods knownto thoseofskill in the art. In

particular, the kinetics of replication by a polymerase enzyme can be altered by changing the

chemical environment in which it operates, and such methodsare further described, e.g.,in U.S.

Patent Application Nos. 12/414,191, filed March 30, 2009, 12/537,130, filed August 6, 2009; and

U.S. Patent Application No. [unassigned], attorney docket no. 105-006301US,entitled

“Engineering Polymerases and Reaction Conditions for Modified Incorporation Properties,”filed

September 4, 2009, the disclosures of all of which are incorporated herein by reference in their

entireties for all purposes. For example, methods are provided for adjusting the enzyme activity, and

these methods find particular relevance in the instant invention when used to enhance accuracy
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during detection pericds, and to enhance pracessivity during non-detection periods. Information

regarding enzymetranslocation rate and processivity is useful for positioning the sequence reads for

a single template nucleic acid relative to one another in the construction of a sequence scaffold

and/or consensus sequencefor the template nucleicacid.

(0080) Figure 1 provides exemplary embodiments of methods for intermittent illumination

of analytical reactions. A reaction mix is prepared at step 100. [n process A shown on the left,

illumination of the reaction 105 is begun prior to initiation of the reaction 110, which allows

“illumination data” to be collected at initiation. (In an alternative embodiment, tllumination may

commence simultaneously with initiation of the reaction.) “Hlumination data” as used herein refers

to data collected during an illuminated period, ¢.g., the length ofthe illuminated period and

luminescent signal(s) from the reaction product. At least one non-illuminated period 115 occurs

during the course of the reaction, followed byat least one additionalilluminated period 120.

Multiple additional non-illuminated and illuminated periods may follow, During the illuminated

periods (105 and 120), illumination data is collected 175. During the non-illuminated period(s),

non-illumination data is collected 180. As used herein, “non-illumination data” refers to data

collected during a non-illuminated period, e.g., the length of the non-illuminated period can be

monitored. In process B shown on the right, the reaction is initiated 155 duringafirst non-

illuminated period 150. At least one illuminated period 160 occurs during the course of the reaction,

optionally followed byat least one additional non-illuminated period 165. Multiple additional

illuminated and non-illuminated periods mayfollow. As for process A, illumination data is

collected 175 during the illuminated period{s) 160, and non-illumination data is collected 180

during non-illuminated periods (155 and 163).

[0081] Onebenefit provided in certain embodiments ofthe inventionis that the reaction

need not be further manipulatedafter initiation (aside from the control of illumination). For

example, the method can be used to analyze reaction mixtures without the need for buffer changes,

addition of further reaction components, or removal of detectable components, e.g., light-activatable

components such as fluorophores. For example, in a sequencing-by-incorporation reaction, labeled

nucleotides may be present throughoutthe life of the reaction, even when the reaction ts not

generating nucleotide sequence data (e.g., during a non-illuminated period). This provides clear

advantages over methods that require additional handling of the reaction after initiation, which tend

to not only be expensive and time-consuming, but which also provide oppertunities for

contamination of the reaction. For example, illumination can be reinitiated at any time during the
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reaction at the whim ofthe ordinary practitioner by simply activating the illumination. In certain

preferred embodiments, the concentration oflabeled nucleotides or nuclectide analogsin the

reaction mixture is greater than the concentration of unlabeled nucleotides in the reaction mixture

throughout the course of the reactions, and may representat least about 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%,

99%, or 100%ofthe total nucleotides in the reaction mixture. Methods for ensuring a high ratio of

labeled versus unlabeled nucleotides in a reaction mixture are knownin the art and certain preferred

embodiments are provided in U.S. Patent Pub. Nos, 2006/0063264, 2006/0194232, and

2007/0141598, which are incorporated herein byreference in their entireties for all purposes.

[0082] In embodiments in which a sequencing-by-incorporation reaction is subjected to

intermittent illumination, the sequence reads collected during the illuminated periods are arranged

in order and separated from one another by an estimated number ofnucleotides incorporated into

the nascent strand during the intervening non-illuminated periods. The resulting gapped read can

then be used to assess certain characteristics of the template nucleic acid. When multiple identical

template nucleic acids are subjected to such a sequencing-by-incorporation reaction, the resulting

set of gapped reads can be combined to create a sequence scaffold and/or a consensus sequencefer

the template nucleic acid.

[0083] Additional methods may also be used to aid in assembly of gapped reads into a

sequence scaffold and/or a consensus sequence for a template nucleic acid. For example, in some

embodiments, alternative labeling methods can be used to provide additional data during the course

of the reaction, e.g., data from illuminated or non-illuminated periods. In certain preferred

embodiments, such alternative labeling methods may comprise using labels that are incorporated

inte a product of the reaction. For example, in sequencing-by-incorporation reactions that use

nucleotides comprising labeled terminal phosphates(e.g., the gamma phosphate as in dNTP,or

terminal phosphates on nucleotide analogs with a greater number of phosphate groups} to identify

the nucleotides incorporated into a nascent polynucleotide, the reaction mixture may also include

nucleotides comprising, a base-linked label. During the reaction, these “base-labeled nucleotides”

will be incorporated into the nascent strand, but unlike the terminal phosphate labels removed

during incorporation, the base-linked labels are not cleaved from the nucleotide upon incorporation

by the polymerase, resulting in a nascent strand that comprises the base-linked labels. The

concentration of such base-labeled nucleotides can be adjusted in the reaction mixture to promote

their incorporation into the nascent strand at a predictable rate, ¢.g., based on the known sequence

of the template or the average frequency of a given nucleotide. The presence and/or rate of
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incorporation of the base-linked labels into the nascent strand can provide a measure of the length

ofthe nascent strand generated (and, therefore, the distance traveled by the polymerase along the

template nucleic acid) during the reaction by subjecting the reaction to excitation illumination that

excites the base-linked label (but preferably not the non-base-linked labels), and detecting the signal

emitted. The excitation of the base-linked labels preferably occurs as a pulse during or immediately

following a non-illuminated period, and is otherwise absent during the reaction. The strength of the

signal is indicative of how manylabels are present in the nascent strand, thereby providing a

measure ofthe processivity of the polymerase for a given period during the ongoing reaction, ¢.g.

during one or more illuminated or non-illuminated periods. Since the base-linked labels remain in

the nascentstrand,it is beneficial to minimize the amount oftime those flucrophores are subjected

to excitation illumination to mitigate the potential of phota-induced damage to the reaction

components. As such, in preferred embodiments, the excitation iJ]umination wavelength for the

base-labeled nucleotides is different than that of other fluorescent labels in the reaction.

[0084] This method can be modified in various ways. For example, the base-labeled

nucleotides may alsc comprise a terminal phosphate label so that their incorporation can be

monitored in the same manner dunnganilluminated period as the non-base-labeled nucleotides.

There may be a single type of base-labeled nucleotide in a reaction mixture, or multiple types may

be present, e.g, each type carrying a different nucleobase. The concentration of base-labeled

nucleotides in the reaction mix may be varied, although it is preferred that the ratio of base-labeled

nucleotides to non-base-labeled nucleotides be relatively low. For example, in a reaction mixture

comprising a single type of base-labeled nucleotide (e.g., base-labeled dATP), it is preferred that the

ratio of base-labeled dATP to non-base labeled dATP be less than 1:8, and more preferably 1:10 or

less. The low concentration of base-labeled nucleotides is preferred in order to minimize sterically

induced polymerasestalling when incorporating multiple base-labeled nucleotides in a row. In some

embodiments, the optimal ratic is pre-determined using capillary electrophoresis for any specific

base-labeled nucleotide and likely homopolymer sequence prevalence. In certain preferred

embodiments, at least 50, 75, 100, 125, or 150 base-labeled nucleotides are incorporated into the

nascent strand during a single non-detection period. The base-labeled nucleotides may be present

throughout the reaction, or may be washed in during non-illuminated periods and washed outafter

the pulse of excitation illumination. The reaction mixture comprising base-linked nucleotides being

washed in may also include unlabeled nucleotides for incorporation during a non-detection period.

During a subsequent illuminated period, a reaction mixture comprising terminal phosphate-labeled
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nucleotides replaces the reaction mixture comprising base-linked nucleotides and unlabeled

nucleatides. This protocol is one embodiment of the methods of the invention in which a non-

detection period is not necessarily a non-illuminated period because in this case illumination may be

present, but no incorporation of nucleotides is be detected.

(0083) Alternatively or in addition, a low concentration of a fifth terminal phosphate labeled

nucleotide can be present in the sequencing reaction, wherein the label has a different excitation

wavelength than the other labels in the reaction mixture. For example, a small proportion of one

nucleotide analog, e.g., dA6P, can be labeled with the “fifth label.” During non-detection periods

when the sequence of incorporation of nucleotides is not being monitored, the reaction site 1s

illuminated by excitation radiation specific for the fifth label, and this fifth label excitation radiation

can be inactivated during the detection periods. Emissions detected upon incorporation ofthe

nucleotide analog comprising the fifth label are used ta “clock” the pace of the polymerase during

the non-detection period, e.g., based upon the known or estimated frequency of the complementary

nucleotide in the template strand. The fifth label can be chosen such that the excitation and emission

radiation are less likely or unlikely to cause photo-induced damage to reaction components, e.g. by

choosing a label with a long excitation wavelength (e.g., toward the red end ofthe visible

spectrum), a label that has a low propensity for entering into a triplet state, and/or a label that has a

low propensity to form a radical. Since the fifth label is being excited when other labels are not,

there is no requirement for optimal spectral separation from other labels in the reaction mixture.

Further, since the fifth label is not being used for sequencing, other optimizations are also not

necessary, e.g., related to branching, accuracy, and the like. Various types of labels can be used as a

fifth label of the invention including, but not limited to, organic and non-organic dye fluorophores.

For example, latex nanoparticles or quantum dotsare particularly suitable due to their lower

propensity for photo-induced damageof certain analytical reaction components.In certain preferred

embodiments, a quantum dot label has an emission spectrum within the same spectral window as

the labels that are used to identify the sequence of base incorporations into the nascent strand

(“sequencing labels”) but an excitation spectrum that does not overlap those of the sequencing

labels to allow detection of the fifth label emissions using the same optical system as is used to

detect the sequencing label emissions.

[0086] This method can be modified in various ways. For example, more than one small

subset of a nucleotide analog can be labeled with a fifth label, and in certain embodiments, a small

subset of each nucleotide analog present in the reaction mixture is labeled with the fifth label.
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Further, there may be a plurality of additional labels present in the reaction, each of which is present

on a small subset ofa single type of nucleotide analog, e.g., sixth, seventh, and eighth labels. By

increasing the number of types of nucleotide analogs labeled with fifth (or sixth, seventh, eighth)

labels, their frequency of incorporation is likewise increased, which improvesthe translocation rate

calculation for the polymerase during the non-detection periods. Alternatively, each type of

nucleotide analog can comprise both a sequencing label that is specific for the cognate base in the

nucleotide, as well as a fifth label for clocking the polymerase. The sequencing labels are excited

and detected during the detection periods andthefifth labels are excited and detected during the

non-detection periods, Since every nucleotide analog is labeled with a fifth base, each incorporation

event can be counted during the non-detection period and the exact rate ofincorporation can be

determined. Both the sequencing and fifth labels may be bound to the sameordifferent linkers on

the nucleotide analogs. In certain preferred embodiments, a linker on a nucleotide analog positions

the fifth Jabel within an illumination zone to allow excitation, but far from an enzyme (e.¢.,

polymerase) to mitigate photo-induced damagerelated to excitation of and/or emission from the

fifth label,

[0087] In some embodiments, the fifth label is also excited by an illumination during the

detection periods, The availability of the clocking function during the detection period can be used

during sequence analysis to identify positions in the resulting sequence read where a signal was not

detected (resulting in an apparent “missing base”in the read) and to distinguish between true

insertions and branching events in which two signals are detected for a single incorporation event.

[0088] In yet further embodiments, assembly of gapped reads into a sequence scaffold

and/or a consensus sequence for a template nucleic acid is facilitated by using “non-illuminated

periods” characterized by modified excitation illumination rather than a complete absence of

excitation illumination (which can also be termed “low-illuminated periods”). For example, in some

embodiments a lower intensity excitation illumination is used during the non-illuminated periods

that excites one or more ofthe labels that are excited during the illuminated periods. As such, unlike

various strategies described above, no fifth label 1s necessary, The lower intensity excitation

illumination results in emissions that are lower intensity but stil] intense enough to identify an

emission signal over background counts, though typically not intense enough to be used to identify

the particular label generating the emission signal. For example, if label “A” and label “B” are ina

reaction mixture, during an illuminated period the intensity of the signal emissions from each are

high enoughthat the artisan can distinguish from which label a particular signal originates by the
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wavelength and/or frequency of the signal. However, during a low-illaminated period the artisan

can only identify that a signal emission occurs, but is unable to distinguish the originating label

becauseits particular wavelength and/or frequency cannot be accurately determined. The decrease

in excitation illumination intensity provides both a mitigation of photo-induced damage to reaction

components within the observation volume while allowing the practitioner to count the emissions,

and therefore the incorporations, during the non-iJluminated period.

[0089] In other embodiments, multiple excitation illumination sources are used during an

illuminated petiod, and a first subset ofthese illumination sources ts removed during a non-

illuminated period, while a second subset remains. The illumination sources that remain during the

non-illuminated period may be present in the same manneras during the iJluminated period, or

various aspects may be altered, ¢.g., intensity may be reduced. For example, if labels A and B

present in a reaction mixture are excited by a first illumination source and labels C and D present in

the reaction mixture are excited by a second illumination source, removal ofthefirst illumination

source during the non-illuminated period results in an inability to detect labels A and B, while C

and D are still detectable. Such an incomplete data set can be used to clock the progress ofthe

reaction during the non-illuminated period(s}. Further, it can also be used in various waysto

facilitate the statistical analysis of data collected during the illuminated period(s). For example, for

nucleotide sequencing applications (as described elsewhere herein) the incomplete data set{s)

collected during non-illuminated period(s) can be used during assembly of a sequence scaffold. For

example, during de Hove sequence assembly a collection of sequences (contigs) are generated, but

the order of the contigsrelative to the template nucleic acid is not always apparent. The scaffolding

process uses extra information to determine the correct order of the contigs. So, if only two bases

are identifiable in the non-illuminated periods, the incomplete sequence reads comprising only

incorporation of these two bases can be aligned to modified versions of the contigs assembled from

data collected during an illuminated peried, but in which the two bases not detected during the non-

illuminated periods have been removed. Once the order of the contigs has been determined, the

incorporation data for the two bases not detected during the non-illuminated periodsis restored and

the assemblyof the contigs is complete. This method can be modified in various ways. For

example, the practitioner may choose which illumination sources to remove during the non-

illuminated periods based on various characteristics, such as their propensity to cause photo-induced

damage to one or more reaction components, the propensity of the corresponding emissionsignal to

cause photo-induced damage to one or more reaction components; their energy consumption, and
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wear-and-tear on the source device. Further, as described elsewhere herein, rather then removing an

illumination source, reaction components that are excited by the illumination source maybe

removed from the reaction mixture during the non-illuminated period, necessarily rendering them

undetectable. For example, one or more fluorescently labeled nucleotide analogs may be replaced

with unlabeled nucleotide analogs during the non-illuminated periads.

[0090] In certain aspects, the invention provides advantages to performing intramolecular

redundant sequencing, in which a template nucleic acid is used to generate multiple copies of a

sequence read of interest, whether by virtue of multiple capies of the complement being present in

the template, repeated replication of the template, or a combination thereof. For example, a first

stage of a template-dependent sequencing reaction on a single-stranded circular template can

comprise a non-illuminated period during which the template is completely replicated at least one

time to generate at least one incomplete sequence read for a sequence complementary ta the

template. Thefirst stage is followed by a second stage comprising an illuminated period during,

which the template is replicated multiple times to generate multiple complete sequence reads for the

complementary sequence. The incomplete reads generated in the first stage can be used to construct

a scaffold for assembly of the complete sequence reads generated in the second stage. Further,

incomplete sequence reads can also be used to clock the progress of the reaction during the non-

illuminated periods by providing a count of the detectable reaction components and combiningthat

information with known or estimated characteristics of the template, e.g., nucleotide composition or

sequence,

(0091) The subset of signal emissions detectable in the non-illuminated periods as compared

to the numberdetectable in the illuminated periods is not limiting and maybe chosen based upon

the non-illumination data desired by the ordinary practitioner and/or other considerations, such as

mitigation of photo-induced damage to extend readlength. For example, to lowerthe likelihood of

photo-induced damage, the ordinary practitioner may choose to removethe illumination source that

is most damaging, e.g, has the highest frequency. In certain embodiments, multiple sequencing

reactions may be performed for a single amplified template, each with a different combination of

illumination sources and/or detectable components. Alternatively or additionally, multiple replicate

reactions can also be performed for one or more of the combinationsofillumination sources and/or

detectable components. The combination of data from multiple different and/or replicate reactions

performed ona single template provides myriad benefits during statistical analysis. As noted above,

data can be combinedto facilitate assembly of contigs generated during illuminated periods. Data
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from non-illuminated periods can also provide value in assessing the quality of the sequence reads

generated during the illuminated periods.

[0092] Additional methods may also be used to aid in assembly of gapped reads into a

sequence scaffold and/or a consensus sequencefor a template nucleic acid. For example, in some

embodiments, alternative labeling methods used to provide additional data during the course of the

reaction can comprise using labels that are incorporated into an enzymeofthe reaction. For

example, FRETlabels can be used to label portions of a polymerase enzyme such that the

conformational change between the open and closed states of the enzyme change the FRETvalue.

For example, a FRET-based system can be used to monitorthe kinetics of opening and closing of

the finger subdomain of DNA pelymerase, as described in Allen,et al. (2008) Protein Science

17:401-408, incorporated herein by reference in its entirety for all purposes. In certain preferred

embodiments, a closed conformation produces a FRET signal because the donor and acceptor are

close to one another, and an open conformation silences the signal because there is no energy

transferred between the donor and acceptor. By monitoring the emission from the FRET pair, each

incorporation event can be monitored during non-detection periods, and optionally or additionally

during detection periods. In certain preferred embodiments, the FRET donor is GFP (excitation at

484 nm, emission at 510 nm), and the FRET acceptor is YFP (excitation at 512 nm, emission at 529

nm}. Methods for monitoring polymerase activity using FRET labels are known in the art, e.g., in

WO/2007/070572 A2, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety for

all purposes,

[0093] A given reaction may experience one or a plurality of illuminated periods or non-

illuminated periods, but preferably experiences at least two illuminated periods. For example, a

given reaction providing nucleotide sequence information from a single template nucleic acid may

haveat least about 2,3, 5, 10, 20, 50, or 100 illuminated periods with intervening non-illuminated

pericds. In an embodiment employing multiple periods of illumination and/or non-illuminated, the

periods may be the same for both, e.g., 100 seconds “on” and 100 seconds “off.” Alternatively, the

illuminated periods maybe longer or shorter than the non-illuminated periods, For example, in

certain embodiments, a non-illuminated period may be at least about 2-, 3-, 4-, 6-, 8-, 10-, 20-, or

50-fold longer than an adjacent illuminated period, or an illuminated period may be at least about 2-

, 3-, +, 6-, 8-, 10-, 20-, or 50-fold longer than an adjacent non-illuminated period. Further, each

illuminated pertod may be the same or different from each other illuminated period, and each non-

illuminated period may be the sameor different from each other non-illuminated period. For
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example, some embodiments generate a smaller number of long reads, and other embodiments

generate a larger numberofshort reads. It will be understood that the number and length of the

haminated and non-illuminated pericdsis limited only by the experimental system in use and the

data acquisition goals of the ordinary practitioner. In some embodiments, a nucleotide sequence

read generated during a single illuminated period comprises at least about 20, 30, 40, $0, 75, 100,

1000, 10,000, 25,000, 50,000, or 100,000 adjacent nucleotide positions. In some embodiments, a

region of a nucleic acid template processed during a non-illuminated period during a single reaction

comprises at least about 20, 30, 40, 50, 75, 100, 1000, 10,000, 25,000, 50,000, or 100,000 adjacent

nucleotide positions. In some embodiments, the set of nucleotide sequence reads generated during a

single sequencing reaction comprising a plurality ofilluminated periods comprisesat least about 40,

60, 80, 100, 1000, 10,000, 25,000, 50,000, 100,000, 250,000, $00,000, or 1,000,000 nucleotide

sequence positions from a single nucleic acid template, In some embodiments, a set of nucleotide

sequence reads generated during a single sequencing reaction comprising a plurality of illuminated

periods comprises multiple reads of at least a portion of the nucleotide sequence positions from a

single nucleic acid template.

[0094] As noted above, the present invention provides methodsthat are tolerant of large

repetitive regions and do not require prior knowledge of nucleotide sequences (e.g., base sequences,

spacing, orientation, etc.} However, such information, if available, may also be useful to the

ordinarypractitioner in determining an optimal periodicity for illuminated and non-illuminated

periods during a sequencing reaction, especially when sequencing repetitive sequences, For

example, if a genomic region is known to contain five adjacent copies of a one kilobase nucleotide

sequence(i.¢., five “repeat regions’), it would be beneficial to keep the non-illuminated periods

short enoughto be able to confidently map the resulting sequence readsto the correct repeat region.

Ifa non-illuminated period were too long, the natural variation in translocation rate of the

polymerase would makeit difficult to assign a sequence read to a particular repeat region,

especially those farther from the binding/initiation site of the polymerase. In a further example, if

the “copies” each had a few mutations that could be used to distinguish them from each other,it

would be beneficial to keep the illuminated periods long enough to increase the chance one of these

mutations would be included in a resulting sequence read, thereby allowing the unambiguous

assignment of the read to a particular repeat region. If the illuminated period were too short the

sequence reads from two different repeat regions could be identical, making mapping the sequence
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read challenging. (Another way to mitigate these difficulties would be to incorporate pause or stop

points into the template nucleic acid, as discussed below.)

[0095] Essentially, the practitioner may design the number of and lengths oftime for each

illuminated and non-illuminated period to best suit the illuminated reactions being analyzed and the

invention is not limited in this regard. In certain embodiments, a practitioner may wish to increase

the processivity of a polymerase thereby extending the length of the template nucleic acid processed

in a sequencing reaction to be, e.g., at least 2-, 3-, 4-, 6-, 8-, 10-, or 20-fold, thereby generating

sequence data much farther away from the polymerase binding/initiation site than would be

achieved under constant illumination. In certain embodiments, a practitioner of the instant invention

may wish to focus on data from one or more stages of an ongoing reaction, such as stages for which

more data is required for analysis. In the case of sequencing-by-synthesis, one or more particular

regions of a template nucleic acid may need to be resequenced. Sometraditional methods require

that new template nucleic acids be prepared to bring a region requiring resequencing closer to the

initiation point of the sequencing reaction, or require preparation of multiple new templates if

multiple regions to be resequenced. In contrast, the methods herein allow the practitioner to subject

a template identical to the previously sequenced template (e.g., from a large genomic DNA sample

preparation) to a sequencing reaction wherein illuminated periods are timed to illuminate the sample

only when the polymerase is incorporating nucleotides into the nascent strand at the one or more

particular regions requiring resequencing, This advantage substantially lowers the time and

resources required for such resequencing operations, therefore providing a significant advantage

over traditional methods.

[0096] The instant invention contemplates various means for providing non-illuminated

periods during illuminated reactions. In seme embodiments, the illumination sourceis turned off

during the ongoing reaction to create one or more non-illuminated periods. In some embodiments,

the illumination source remains on during the course of the reaction, but the illuminated reaction is

removed from the system for a period of time. In some embodiments,the illumination source

remains on during the course of the reaction, but the illumination 1s blocked to create one or more

non-illuminated periods. For example, a movable mask may be manually or mechanically

positioned between the illumination source and the illuminated reaction to block the illumination

during non-illuminated periods and removed to allow exposure to the illumination during

illyminated periods. Such a mask may also be dynamically controlled, such as a thin film transistor
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display (e.g., an LCD mask), Masks for blocking illumination and manufacture thereofare well

knownto those of ordinary skill in the art and need no further elabaration herein.

[0097] Oneaspect of the present invention is multiplexing of large numbersof single-

molecule analyses. For a number of approaches, e.g., single molecule methods as described above,

it maybe desirable to provide the reaction components in individually optically resclvable

configurations, such that a single reaction component or complex can be individually monitored.

Providing such individually resolvable configurations can be accomplished through a number of

mechanisms. For example, by providing a dilute solution of complexes on a substrate surface suited

for immobilization, one will be able to provide individually optically resolvable complexes. (See,

e.g, European Patent No.1105529 to Balasubramanian,et al., the full disclosure of whichis

incorporated herein by reference in its entiretyfor all purposes.) Alternatively, one may provide a

low density activated surface to which complexes are coupled. (See, e.g.. Published International

Patent Application No. WO 2007/041394,the full disclosure of which is incorporated herein by

reference in its entirety for all purposes}. Such individual complexes may be provided on planar

substrates or otherwise incorporated into other structures, e.g., zero-mode waveguides or waveguide

arrays, to facilitate their observation.

[0098] In some embodiments,a plurality of illuminated reactions are carried out

simultaneously, e.g., on a solid support. In some preferred embodiments, a solid support comprises

an array of reaction sites. In preferred embodiments, the reaction sites on a solid support are

optically resolvable from each other. In further preferred embodiments, each of the reaction sites on

a solid support contains no more than a single reaction to be interrogated. For example, ina

sequencing-by-incorporation embodiment, each reaction site preferably has no more than one

polymerase and no more than one nucleic acid template. The reaction sites may be confinements

(e.g., optical and/or physical confinements), each with an effective observation volumethat permits

resolution of individual molecules present at a concentration that is higher than one nanomolar, or

higher than 100 nanomolar, or on the order of micromolar range. In certain preferred embodiments,

each of the individual confinements yields an effective observation volume that permits resolution

of individual molecules present at a physiologically relevant concentration, ¢.g., at a concentration

higher than about 1 micromolar, or higher than 50 micromolar range or even higher than 100

micromolar. In addition, for purposes of discussion herein, whether a particular reagent 1s confined

by virtue of structural barriersto its free movement, or is chemically tethered or immobilized toa

surface of a substrate, it will be described as being “confined.”
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[0099] As used herein, a solid support may comprise any of a variety of formats, from

planar substrates, e.g., glass slides or planar surfaces within a larger structure, ¢.g., a multi-well

plates such as 96 well, 384 well and 1536 well plates or regularly spaced micro- or nano-porous

substrates, or such substrates may comprise more irregular porous materials, such as membranes,

aerogels, fibrous mats, or the like, or they may comprise particulate substrates, e.g., beads, spheres,

metal or semiconductor nanoparticles, or the like. The solid support may comprise an array of one

or more zero-mode waveguides or other nanoscale optical structures.

(00100) As used herein, “zero-mode waveguide”refers to an optical guide in which the

majority of incident radiation 1s attenuated, preferably more than 80%, more preferably more than

90°, even more preferably more than 99%ofthe incident radiation is attenuated. As such high

level ofattenuation, no significant propagating modesof electromagnetic radiation exist in the

guide. Consequently, the rapid decay of incident electromagnetic radiation at the entrance of such

guide provides an extremely small observation volumeeffective to detect single molecules, even

when they are present at a concentration as high as in the micromolar range. The fabrication and

application of ZMW's in biochemical analysis, and methods for calling bases in sequencing-by-

incorporation methods are described, e.g., in U.S. Patent Nos. 7,315,019, 6,917,726, 7,013,054,

7,181,122, and 7,292,742, U.S, Patent Pub. No. 2003/01 74992, and U.S. Patent Application No.

12/134,186, the full disclosures of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety forall

purposes,

[00101] A set of reactions (e.g., contained on a solid support) may comprise identical or

different components. For example, a single template nucleic acid may be analyzed in all reactions

in the set, or a plurality of template nucleic acids may be analyzed, each present in only one or a

subset ofthe set of reactions. In preferred embodiments, template nucleic acids comprising the same

nucleotide sequence are analyzed in a plurality of reactionssufficient to provide adequate redundant

nucleotide sequence data to determine a consensus sequence for the template nucleic acids. A

number of sequence reads that will provide adequate nucleotide sequence data will vary, depending,

e.g., on the quality of the template nucleic acid and other components of the reaction, but in general

coverage for a template nucleic acid or portion(s) thereofis at least about 2-, 5-, 10-, 20-, 50-, 100-,

200-, 500-, or 1000-fold coverage. Further, the numbers and lengths of illuminated and non-

illuminated periods for a given reaction in the set of reactions may be the sameor different than

those for other reactions in the set. In some embodiments, a mixture of different periodicities are

used for a set of reactions comprising the same template nucleic acid. This strategy can be
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beneficial for providing nucleotide sequence reads from varying regions of the template sequence,

thereby increasing the likelihaod of overlapping sequence reads between individual reactions. These

overlapping sequence reads can facilitate construction of a more robust sequence scaffold than

could be constructed were the reactions all subjected to the same periodicity of illuminated and non-

illuminated periods.

[00102] Methods of controlling polymerase progress and/or synchronizing palymerases in

different reactions are also useful in analysis (e.g., mapping, validation, etc.) of nucleic acid reads

farther from the initial binding site of the polymerase. Dunng detection periods earlier in the

reaction (i.e., closer to the time at which the polymerase began to process the template nucleic acid,

such as duringafirst illuminated periad}, the position of a polymerase on the template can be

estimated with generally good accuracy based on the known translocation rate of the polymerase

under a given set of reaction conditions. As the duration of the reaction increases, however,the

natural vanation in polymerase translocation rate makes it more difficult to accurately determine the

exact position of the polymerase on a template using estimation based on translocation rate alone;

and through each subsequentilluminated period such estimations of polymerase position become

less accurate, making subsequent analysis and mapping of the sequence reads to the template more

difficult. Methods of regulating the position of the polymerase on the template allow more accurate

determinations the pclymerase’s position. For example, causing the polymerase to pause or stop at a

given location on the template during a non-illuminated period and reinitiating the polymerization

during or immediately prior to a subsequent illuminated period provides a way to reorient the

subsequently generated read with the template sequence, allowing easier consensus sequence

determination and mapping analyses. Further, such pause/stop points can provide a means of

controlling what regions of the template are processed during the illuminated periods byrestricting

where the polymerase will reinitiate on the template, thereby allowing a practioner of the instant

invention to target one or more particular regions of a template for analysis during one cr more

detection periods during the course of an analytical reaction. Such methodsare also useful to

synchronize a set reactions being monitored simultaneously. For example, a plurality of reactions,

each comprising a single polymerase/template complex, may be synchronized by regulating the

initiation points of the polymerase on the template for each detection period, thereby creating a set

of sequence reads that show less spreading(1.e., less variation in the position on the template from

which the sequence reads are generated) in the later stages of the reactions than would otherwise be

observed without such regulation.
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[00103] Various methods can be used to contrel or monitor the progress of a polymerase on a

template nucleic acid. For example, as noted above, one may employ a reaction stop or pause point

within the template sequence, such as a reversibly bound blocking group at one location on the

template, e.g., on the single-stranded portion that was not used in priming. Reaction stop or pause

points can be engineered into a portion of the template for which the nucleotide sequence is

unknown (e.g., a genomic fragment), but is preferably located within a portion for which the

nucleotide sequence is known (e.g., an adaptor or linker ligated to the genomic fragment.) For

example, certain preferred sequencing templates (e.¢., SMRTbell™templates, described elsewhere

herein) are closed, single-stranded molecules having regions of internal complementarity separated

by hairpin or stem-loop linkers, and one or both ofthese linkers can comprise a stop or pause point

to control the passage of the polymerase through them. In some embodiments, these regulatory

sequences or sites cause a permanent cessation of nascent strand synthesis, and in other

embodiments the reaction can be reinitiated, e.g., by removing a blocking moiety or adding a

missing reaction component. Various types of pause and stop points are described belowand

elsewhere herein, and it will be understood that these can be used independently or in combination,

e.g., in the same template molecule.

[00104] By wayof example, at a selected time following initiation of polymerization the

reaction may be subjected to a non-illuminated period. The incorporation cf a synthesis blocking

moiety coupled to the template nucleic acid at a position encountered bythe polymerase during the

non-illuminated period will cause the polymerase to pause. An example of an engineered pause

point is a known sequence on the template nucleic acid where a primer sits and blocks progression

of a polymerasethatis actively synthesizing a complementary strand. The presence of the primer by

itself could introduce a pause in the polymerase sequencing or the primer could be chemically

modified to force a full stop (and synchronization of multiple polymerases in multiple reactions).

The chemical modification could be subsequently removed (for example, photo-chemically) and the

polymerase would subsequently continue along the template nucleic acid. In some embodiments,

multiple primers could be included in a reaction to introduce multiple pause or stop points along the

template nucleic acid. Other methods for inducing a reversible pause (stop) in synthesis are known

in the art and include, e.g, reversible sequestering of required cofactors (e.g, Mn**, one or more

nucleotides, etc.). Once sufficient time has passed that the polymerase is paused at the blocking

group, Ulumination is reintroduced and the blocking group removed. This allows control of the

position on the template nucleic acid at which the polymerase will begin generating nucleotide
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sequence data during the illuminated period. A variety of synthesis controlling groups may be

employed,including, e.g., large photolabile groups coupled to the template nucleic acid that inhibit

polymerase mediated replication, strand-binding moieties that prevent processive synthesis, non-

native nucleotides included within the primer and/or the template, and the like. Such reaction

stops/pause points are useful in providing more certainty about the relationship ofthe reads to each

other. For example, since the exact position on a template nucleic acid at which each sequence read

begins would be known, the resulting reads could be better mapped relative to one another for

construction of a sequence scaffold and/or consensus sequence. Further description of these and

other methods for regulating the progress of a polymerase on a template are provided, e.g., in

U.S.S.N. 61/099,696, U.S. Patent Pub. No. 2006/0160113, and U.S. Patent Pub. No. 2008/0009007,

all of which are incorporated by reference herein in their entireties for all purpases.)

[00106] By wayof example, a sequencing reaction may be initiated on a template comprising

a non-native base in the absence of the complementto the non-native base, which would not impact

the overall sequence determination of other portions of the template that are complementary to

native bases. By starving the reaction for the complement to the non-native base, one can prohibit

synthesis, and thus, the sequencing process, until the non-native base complementis added to the

mixture, This can provide a “hot start” capability for the system and/or an internal check on the

sequencing process and progress that is configurable to not interfere with sequence analysis of the

regions of interest in the template, which would be complementary to only native bases. In some

embodiments, the non-native base complementin the sequence mixture is provided with a

detectably different label than the complements to the four native bases in the sequence, and the

production of incorporation-based signals associated with such labels provides an indication that the

polymerase hasinitiated or reinitiated. Although described as the “non-native base” it will be

appreciated that this may comprise a set of non-natural bases that can provide multiple control

elements within the template structure. In certain embodiments, two different non-native bases are

included within the template structure, but at different points, to regulate procession of the

sequencing process, e.g., allowing controlled initiation and a controlled stop/start position later in

the sequence, e.g., prior to a subsequent illuminated period. For example, the complementto the

first non-native base can be addedto initiate sequencing immediately prior to the start of a first

illuminated period. During a first non-illuminated period following the first illuminated period, the

polymerase encounters the second non-native base, ¢.g., at a nucleotide position near but upstream

of a nucleotide region desired to be sequenced in a second illuminated period. Sequencing would
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stop until the complementto the second non-native base is added to the reaction mixture. Likewise,

multiple such non-native bases could be incorporated into the template to effectively target the

polymerase to multiple regions of interest for which sequence data is desired. Further, in

applications in which multiple identical templates are being sequenced, this would allow a

resynchronization ofthe various sequencing reactions and the data generated therefrom.

[00107] Methods of controlling polymerase progress in different stages of a sequencing

reaction are also useful for not only creating “condition-dependent” non-detection periods (during

which time illumination may or may not be present), but also for minimizing the amount of time

required for traversing a given length of template during a non-detection period (whether or not

illumination is present). In order to reliably detect incorporation events, non-natural reagent

conditions are typically used to limit polymerization during detection periods to approximately 1-5,

or about 3 bases per second. In certain embodiments, replacement of Mg” ions with Mn’*ions

serves to stabilize and slowthe translocation of the polymerase. When magnesium and, optionally,

native nucleotides (e.g,, lacking fluorescent labels) are used, the rate of translocation and/or

processivity of the polymerase may increase up to two orders cf magnitude. Use of such “rapid

translocation” conditions during the non-detection periods can provide myriad benefits, including

but not limited to a more rapid polymerization rate, an increased processivity (e.g., due to decreased

stalling and misincorperation}, and an overall savings due to reduced use of expensive labeled

nucleotide analogs and/or reagents that mitigate oxidative stress.

[00108] In certain embodiments, a protocol for intermittent detection comprises alternating

reaction mixtures, where a first reaction mixture used during the detection periods is optimized for

sequence read generation, and a second reaction mixture used during the non-detection periods is

optimized for processivity and/or rapid polymerization. For example, when reagents for optimal

sequence read generation are present, DNA synthesis rate is low, and there is a fluorescence signal

associated with each incorporation event. After replacing the reaction mixture optimized for

sequence read generation with the reaction mixture optimized for processivity and/or rapid

polymerization, the polymerase rapidly advances across the template. In certain embodiments, a

flow cell is used to deliver and switch between the two (or more) reaction mixtures during the

course of the reaction.

[00109] In an exemplary embodiment, a first reaction mixture comprises flucrescently-

labeled nucleotide analogs and manganese ionsthat restrict polymerization to a rate appropriate for

high fidelity detection of nucleotide incorporation. The first reaction mixture can also include
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additional agents for mitigation of photo-induced damage of various components of the reaction

mixture, A second reaction mixture comprises natural nucleotides and an appropriate magnesium

ion concentration for rapid synthesis of the nascent strand complementaryto the template. A first

detection period of a sequencing reaction 1s initiated by introduction of the first reaction mixture,

and a sequence read is generated based upon synthesis of the nascent strand during the detection

period. After a predetermined time interval a sufficient quantity of the second reaction mixture is

flowed onto the reaction site(s) until effectively all the first reaction mixture has been replaced with

the second, therebyinitiating a first non-detection period. As noted above, the lack oflabeled

nucleotides in the second reaction mixture alone can produce the non-detection period, since there

will be no signal emitted coincident with incorporation of the native nucleotides, but in certain

embodiments illumination may also be removed, e.g, to further mitigate photo-induced damage

during the non-detection period. At a time appropriate to initiate a second detection period, a

sufficient quantity ofthe first reaction mixture is flowed onto the reaction site(s) until effectively all

the first reaction mixture has been replaced with the second, and detection of incorporation event18

reinitiated. The cycle of reaction mixture exchange is repeated to generate multiple detection and

non-detection periods,

[00110] A flow cell for reaction mixture exchange preferably has two inputs that are gated

such that only a single reaction mixture flows into a reaction site or plurality of reaction sites, e.g.,

on a substrate. A single out-flow line may be used to remove reaction mixtures from the reaction

site(s) to a single collection vessel, or multiple collection vessels may be used, one for each type of

reaction mixture used. Further, accurate estimation of the distance a polymerase translocates during

a non-detection period is important for bioinformatics applications. This estimation is complicated

if the time for reaction mixture exchangeis slow. As such, the flow is preferably at a sufficient rate

that the time for exchangeis significantly less than the time spent in the presence of either reaction

mixture alone.

(00111) Figure 2 provides an exemplary embodimentof analysis of a plurality ofilluminated

reactions using intermittent illumination. In this embodiment, sixteen sequencing-by-incorporation

reactions are performed on single nucleic acid templates (each of which comprises the same

nucleotide sequence) with the timing of the illuminated and non-illuminated periods the sameforall

sixteen reactions. In A, the sixteen reactions are shown disposed on sixteen reaction sites on a solid

support and are numbered for convenience. A representation of the Ulumination data 1s shown in B,

with bars extending across the graph indicative of illumination data collected during illuminated
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periods for each reaction. In this illustrative example, each reaction is subjected to three illuminated

periods, each followed by a non-illuminated period, resulting in three noncontiguous sequence reads

for each reaction, i.e., three noncontiguous reads per template molecule sequenced. The position of

the bars relative to the x-axis provides the position of the sequence read relative to the template

nucleic acid sequence, which extends from position 0 (initiation of sequencing reaction) to n.

During the first illuminated period, the sequence reads generally overlap, but the natural variation of

polymerase translocation rate over the set of reactions results in a “spreading” of the sequence reads

as the reaction proceeds through the second and third iluminated periods with increasing variation

in the exact position of each polymerase on the template at the beginning and end of each

illuminated pened. As such, the earlier illumination data provides better redundancy

(“oversampling”) of sequence information over a relatively narrow portion of the template nucleic

acid, while the later illuminated periods provide less redundant sequencing data over a broader

region of the template nucleic acid. The timing ofthe non-i]luminated periods between the

illuminated periods and the known or calculated rate of incorperation are used to determine

approximate spacing between the resulting sequence reads, providing context for building a

sequence scaffold or consensus sequence. It is important to note that although shown disposed on a

solid support in A, the data shown in B could also have been generated from reactions not disposed

on a solid support nor performed simultaneously and the methods are generally not so limited.

Further, as described above, the spreading of the sequence reads from later stages of the reactions

can be mitigated by synchronizing the reactions, e.g., by regulating the initiation points ofthe

polymerase on the template for each detection period, thereby creating a set of sequence readsthat

provides better redundancy(i.e., more overlap in the positions on the template from which the

sequence reads are generated), especially in the later stages of the reactions.

(00112) Using templates that allow repeated sequencing (e.g., circular templates) in a single

reaction can increase the percent of a nucleic acid template for which nucleotide sequence data is

generated, thereby providing more complete data for further analysis, ¢.g., construction of sequence

scaffolds and/or consensus sequences for the nucleic acid template. For example, each time a

circular template is sequenced the timing of the illuminated and non-illuminated periods can be

reset to change the regions of the template for which nucleotide sequence data is generated. As

described above, the numberofbase positions separating sequence reads generated in illuminated

periods can be estimated based on the temporal length ofintervening non-illuminated periods and

the known rate of incorporation during the reaction and/or by the measured rate of incorporation
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during the illuminated period(s). The known rate of incorporation can be based on various factors

including, but not limited to, sequence context effects due to the nucleotide sequence ofthe

template nucleic acid, kinetics of the polymerase used, buffer effects (salt concentration, pH,etc.},

and even data being collected from an ongoing reaction. These factors can be used to determine the

appropriate timing for the illuminated and non-illuminated periods depending on the experimental

objectives ofthe practitioner, whether it be maximizing length or depth of sequence coverage on a

given template nucleic acid, or optimizing sequence data collection from particular regions of

interest. Alternatively, each time a circular template is sequenced the timing of the illuminated and

non-illuminated periods can be kept the same to provide a greater-fold coverage of one or more

regions of interest in the template. Various methods for generating redundant sequencereads are

known in the art, and certain specific methods are provided in U.S. Patent No. 7,302,146; U.S.

Patent No, 7,476,503; U.S.S.N. 61/094,837, filed September 5, 2008; U.S.S.N. 61/099,696, filed

September 24, 2008; and U.S.S.N. 61/072, 160, filed March 28, 2008,all of which are incorporated

by reference herein in their entireties for all purposes. A specific embodimentis also provided in the

Exemplary Applications section herein,

[00113] The present invention provides novel template configurations and methods for

exploiting these compositions in template directed sequencing processes. While these compositions

and methods haveutility acrossall of the various template directed processes described herein, for

ease of discussion, they are being primarily discussed in terms of preferred single molecule, real-

time sequencing processes, in which they provide myriad benefits. In particular, the present

invention Is generally directed to nucleic acid sequences that employ improved template sequences

to improve the accuracy of sequencing processes. For example, in at least one aspect, the template

compositions of the invention are generally characterized by the presence of a double stranded

segment or a pair of sub-segments that are internally complementary, i.e., complementary to each

other. In particular contexts, the target nucleic acid segment that is included within a template

constmict will typically be substantially comprised of a double stranded segment, e.g., greater than

75%, or even greater than 90°of the target segment will be double stranded or otherwise internally

complementary.

[00114] Examples of template configurations of the invention that are partially and

completely contiguous are schematically illustrated in Figure 20A and 20B, respectively. In

particular, as shown in Figure 20A, a partially contiguous template sequence 200 is shown which

includes a double stranded portion, comprised of two complementary segments 202 and 204, which.
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for example, represent a target sequence or portion thereof. As shown, the 3° end of segment 202 is

linked to the 3’ end of segment 204 bylinking oligonucleotide 206, providing a single stranded

portion of the template, and yielding a partially contiguous sequence. By comparison, as shown in

Figure 20B, a completely contiguous template sequence 210 is shown, Sequence 210 includes a

double stranded portion again comprised of two complementary segments 212 and 214. As with the

partially contiguous sequence of Figure 20A, the 3” end of segment 212 is joined to the 3” end of

segment 214 via oligonucleotide 216 in a first single stranded portion. In addition, the 3” end of

segment 212 is joined to the 3’ end of segment 214 via linking oligonucleotide 218, providing a

second single stranded portion, and yielding a completely contiguous or circular template sequence.

[00115] In addition, the templates ofthe invention, by virtue oftheir inclusion of double

stranded segments, provide consensus through the identification of both the sense and antisense

strand of such sequences (in both the partially and completely contiguous configurations).

[00116] By way of example, and with reference to Figures 20A and 20B, with respect to a

partially contiguous template shown in Figure 204, obtaining the entire sequence, e.x., that of

segments 202, 204 and 206 provides a measure of consensus byvirtue of having sequenced beth

sense strand, e.g., segment 202, and the antisense strand, e.g., segment 204. In addition to

providing sense and antisense consensus within a single template molecule that can be sequenced in

one intevrated process, the presence of linking segment 206 also provides an opportunity to provide

a registration sequence that permits the identification of when one sezment, e.u., 202, is completed

and the other begins, e.4., 204. Such registration sequences provide a basis for alignment sequence

data from multiple sequence reads from the same template sequences,e.g., the same molecule, or

identical molecules in a template population. The progress of sequencing processes is

schematically illustrated in Figure 21A. In particular, as shown, a sequencing process that begins

e.g, is primed, at the open end of the partially contiguous template, proceeds alongthe first or sense

strand, providing the nucleotide sequence (A) of that strand, as represented in the schematic

sequence readout provided. The process then proceeds around the linking oligonucleotide of the

template, providing the nucleotide sequence (B) of that segment. The process then continues along

the antisense strand to the A sequence, and provides the nucleotide sequence (A’)}, which provides

consensus data for the sense strand as its antisense counterpart. As noted, because the B sequence

may be exogenously provided, and thus known, it may also provide a registration sequence

indicating a point in the sequence determination at which the data transitions from sense to

antisense strands.
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[00117] With respect to completely contiguous or circular template sequences configured in

accordance with the invention, the consensus potential is further increased. In particular, as with

the partially contiguous sequences shownin Figure 20A, the completely contiguous sequences also

provide sense and antisense consensus. In addition, such templates provide for the potential for

iterative sequencing of the same molecule multiple times, by virtue ofthe circular configuration of

the template. Restated, a sequence process may progress around the completely contiguous

sequence repeatedly obtaining consensus for each segment from the complementary sequences, as

well as consensus within each segment, by repeatedly sequencing that segment. This1s
 

schematically illustrated in Figure 21B, again with a representative illustration of a sequence

readout provided As shown, a sequencing process that is primed at one end, ¢.2., primed within

one linking oligonucleotide sequence, ¢.g_, linking oligonucleotide 218 of Figure 20, proceeds along

the first or sense strand 214, again providing the nucleotide sequence A ofthat strand. The

sequence process then proceeds around thefirst linking oligonucleotide, e.g. linking

oligonucleotide 216 from Figure 20, to provide the nucleotide sequence B of that segment of the

template. Proceeding along the antisense strand, e.2., seament 212 of Figure 20B), provides the

nucleotide sequence A’, which is again, complementary to sequence A. The sequencingprocess
 

then continues around the template providing the nucleotide sequence for the other linking

oligonucleotide, e.z., linking oligonucleotide 218 of Figure 20B, where the illustrated sequencing

process began, providing nucleotide sequence C, Because the template is circular, this process can

continue to provided multiple repeated sequence reads from the one template, e.¢.. shown as

providing a second round of the sequence data A-B-A’-C-A-B-A’. Thus, sequence redundancy
 

comes from beth the determination of complementary sequences A and A’, and the repeated

sequencing of each segment. As will be appreciated, in iteratively sequencing circular templates

strand displacing polymerases, as discussed elsewhere herein, are particularly preferred, as they will

displace the nascent strand with each cycle around the template, allowing continuous sequencing.

Other approaches will similarly allow such iterative sequencing including, e.g, use of an enzyme

having 5’-3" exonuclease activity in the reaction mixture to digest the nascent strand post synthesis.

[00113] Another exemplary embodimentof an analysis of a plurality of illuminated reactions

using intermittent illumination comprises a first illuminated period thatis initiated at different times

over the plurality of reactions. For example, the illuminated period for a first reaction may start at 0

seconds, the illuminated period for a second reaction maystart at 5 seconds, the illuminated period

for a third reaction maystart at 10 seconds, and so forth. Additionally or alternatively, a first subset
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of reactions may begin at a first time, a second subset maybegin at a second time, etc. Thefirst

illuminated pened continuesfor a given length of time, followed by a non-illuminated period and a

subsequent second illuminated period. Optionally, a plurality of non-illuminated periods and

illuminated periods follow thefirst illuminated period. Staggered start times can provide staggered

data sets (e.g., two or more sequence reads) for the plurality of reactions, allowing multiple different

stages of the overall reaction to be interrogated in different reactions. Preferably, the staggered data

sets overlap to an extent that allows further analysis and validation of the reaction data. For

example, a sequencing-by-incorporation reaction subjected to such an embodimentofthe invention

would preferably have sufficient overlap between sequence reads from different individual reactions

to allowconstruction of a sequence scaffold and/or consensus sequence for a template nucleic acid.

(00119) A mask for use with a solid support (e.g, an array of confinements) can be designed

to allow illumination of one or more portions of the solid support while blocking illumination to

other portions ofthe solid support. For example, a mask may comprise one or more windowsthat

allowexcitation illumination to pass through the mask. Such a mask may be physically moved over

the surface ofthe sclid support (or the solid support can be moved relative to the mask), ¢.g., te

selectively allow excitation illumination to reach a subset of confinements in an array. For example,

a mask that allows 10°of reaction sites to be illuminated could be used to increase the sequencing

scaffold coverage bysliding the illumination area (the area being subjected to excitation

illumination) back and forth across the solid support. The 10% of reactions would cover certain

regions ofthe nucleic acid template for any given time period (and therefore region of sequence in

the template). In certain embodiments, an automated maskthat selectively controls the timing of

illumination of reactions on a solid support during the course of the reaction/acquisition maybe

used rather than a mask that must be physically moved.

[00120] The timing of the illuminated and non-illuminated periods for a set of reactions on a

solid support may be the same or may vary, and may be synchronized or random. In certain

embodiments in which the excitation illumination source is turned on and off, the timing of the

illuminated and non-illuminated periods for the set of reactions will be identical. In other

embodiments, for example, those that comprise use of a mask, the timing of the illuminated and

non-illuminated periods for the set of reactions can vary so that while a subsetof the reactions are

illuminated, another subset of the reactions are not illuminated. Various exemplary and nonlimiting

embodiments of masks that may be used with a set of reactions on a solid substrate are provided in

Figures 3-5, as described below. In certain embodiments,the illuminated/non-illuminated status of
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each reaction may be random across the solid support, e.g., to remove any experimental bias

potentially introduced by actively selecting which reactionsto illuminate at a given time, as long as

the sequence reads being generated at the illuminated reactions and the time at which these

reactions are not illuminated are able to be assigned to a particular reaction. For ease of discussion,

the action of both illuminating and collecting emission signals from a reaction ofinterest, or a

particular region on a solid support in which a reaction of interest is taking place, is referred to as

“interrogating” that reaction and/or that region. A region being so interrogated is termed an

“observation region.”

[00121] Figure 3 provides an exemplary embodiment of analysis of a plurality of illuminated

reactions using intermittent illumination and a mask. As in Figure 2, an array of reactions on a solid

support 310 is provided containing sixteen reaction sites, numbered for convenience (A}. In B, a

mask 320 is provided with a single window 3390 to allow passage of illumination to a subset of

reactions on the solid support. Window 330 is wide enoughto allow illumination of at least two

columns of reaction sites on solid support 310. As in Figure 2, a representation of the illumination

data is shown in C, with bars extending across the graph indicative of illumination data collected for

each reaction. The position of the bars relative to the x-axis provides the position of the sequence

read relative to the template nucleic acid sequence, which extends from position 0 (initiation of

sequencing reaction) to n. When the sequencing reaction is initiated at all positions on solid support

310, the window 330 is positioned to allow illumination to only reactions 1, 5, 9, and 13, and these

four reactions provide sequence reads 350 for the earliest stage of the reactions. The window 330 is

subsequently moved to provide an illuminated period for reactions 2, 6, 10, and 14 whilestill

continuing the illuminated period for reactions |, 5, 9, and 13. The illumination data for reactions 2,

6, 10, and 14 provides sequence reads 360, which partially overlap sequence reads 350 for reactions

1, 5, 9, and 13. The window 330 is moved again to provide illuminated periods for reactions 3, 7,

11, and 15 while still continuing the illuminated period for reactions 2, 6, 10, and 14, but removing

illumination from reactions 1, 5, 9, and 13. The illumination data for 3, 7, 11, and 15 results in

sequence reads 370, which partially overlap sequence reads 360 for reactions 2, 6, 10, and 14. A

fourth position of the mask 320 initiates an illuminated period for reactions 4, 8, 12, and 16 while

continuing illumination of reactions 3, 7, 11, and 15, but ending the illuminated period for reactions

2, 6, 10, and 14. Sequence reads 380 correspond to sequence reads from reactions 4, 8, 12, and 16.

Finally, the window is meved to end the illuminated peried for reactions 3, 7, 11, and 15 while

continuing the illuminated period for reactions 4, 8, 12, and 16. Repeating the above process allows
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a second read to be generated from each reaction, and this second read is noncontiguous with the

first read. For example, reactions 1, 5, 9, and 13 correspond to reads 350 and, later in the reaction,

reads 355. The two reads generated in a single reaction do not overlap and are separated by a length

of nucleotides that was incorporated during the non-illuminated period between the two illuminated

periods.

[00122] The mask can optionally be passed over the substrate additional times to generate

additional reads until the reactions are complete or no longer provide reliable data, such as when the

total illumination time (computed by summing the times for the multiple illuminated periods) has

surpassed a photo-induced damage threshold period. Further, the mask maybe passed back and

forth, or may pass over the solid support in only one direction, e.g., alwaysleft to right, or vice
versa.

[00123] Further, unlike the data shown in Figure 2B which has gaps in the sequence coverage

for the template nucleic acid, the strategy provided in this embodimentresults in at least two-fold

coverage across the entire template nucleic acid (Figure 3C), although at a lower-fold redundancy.

The portion ofthe template covered by only reads 380 and reads 355 has the least-fold redundancy,

and in some instances a gap in coverage may be presentin this region due to the movementofthe

mask 320 from the far right to the far left of the sclid support 310. Of course, oversampling by

adding replicate reactions to the set of reactions, or using templates that allow repeated sequencing

(e.g., circular templates) in a single reaction can increase the coverage of a nucleic acid template,

thereby providing more data for construction of sequence scaffolds and/or consensus sequences for

the nucleic acid template. Various methods for generating redundant sequence reads are known in

the art, and certain specific methods are provided in U.S. Patent No. 7,302,146, U.S. Patent No.

7,476,503; U.S.S.N. 61/094,837, filed September 5, 2008; U.S.S_N. 61/099,696,filed September 24,

2008; and U.S.S.N. 61/072,160, filed March 28, 2008, all of which have been previously

incorporated by reference herein. The natural variation of polymerase translocation rate over the set

of reactions is also apparent in this prophetic example as the spreading of the sequence reads and

decreasing overlap between reads from reactions in adjacent colurnns in the later stages of the

reactions as compared to the earlier stages.

[00124] Figure 4A provides an embodiment of a mask similar to that provided in Figure 3

except that it comprises three windowsallowing multiple nonadjacent columnsof reaction sites to

be illuminated simultaneously, Figure 4B provides an embodiment of a mask comprising twelve

windows, each of which allows illumination of a single reaction site on a solid support. The
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windowsare oriented in the mask to allow illumination of every other reaction in each row and

every other reaction in each column.It will be understood that these mask designs are merely

exemplary and nonlimiting embodiments as it 1s well within the abilities of the ordinary practitioner

to determine an appropriate mask design depending on the experimental design or the illuminated

reactions to be interrogated.

[00125] Figure 5B illustrates yet another aspect of the instant invention in which multiple

samples are analyzed on a single solid support using intermittentillumination. Four different

samples are disposed on a solid support, one in each quadrant 510, 520, 530, and 540 (A). A mask

550 is used that comprises two windows 560 that allaw multiple rows of reaction sites to be

illuminated simultaneously (B). A first position of this mask aver a solid support in which two

reactions in each quadrantare illuminated is demonstrated in C. A second position of the mask

allowing illumination of the previously non-illuminated reactions is demonstrated in D. The mask

may be moved back and forth as indicated by the double-arrow to provide multiple illuminated and

non-illuminated periods for each reaction containing one of the four samples.

[00126] Thepresent invention is also useful for redundant interrogation of reactions or

portions of a solid support of interest. In certain aspects, sequential interrogation of different

observation regions may be repeated a numberof times, e.g., more than 2, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000,

or even more than 10,000 times. In general, this method of stepping the observation region to

another, preferably adjacent region, and repeating the interrogation process is generally referred to

as a “step and repeat” process, and may be performed by yarious methods, including but not limited

to moving the incident light and the solid support relative to one another and moving a mask across

the surface of the solid support, as described above. Although described as a “step and repeat”

method, in some embodiments where the observation region is moved across a substrate, that

movement is not step-wise and iterative, but instead constitutes a continuous motion, substantially

continuous motion, or stepped movement, or an iterative motion wherebyeach iterative step

interrogates a new region that overlaps with some portion of the previously interrogated region. In

particular, a substrate may be moved continuously relative to an optical system, whereby the

observation region moves continuously across the substrate being interrogated (in a “scan mode”).

[00127] The present invention is optionally combined with an optical system that provides

illumination and/or collection of emitted illumination. Preferably, the optical system is operatively

coupled to the reaction sites, e.g., on a solid support. One example of a particularly preferred optical
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system 1s described in U.S.SN. 11/201,768, filed August 11, 2005, and incorporated herein by

reference in its entirety for all purposes. Optical systems are described further below.

[001238] In some embodiments, one or both ofthe solid support and optical system are moved

during interrogation. For example, a solid support being interrogated may be held stationary while

the optical system is moved, or the solid support may be movedrelative to a stationary optical

system, Such movement may be accomplished using any ofa variety of manipulation hardware or

robotic set-ups, ¢.g., a stepper/feeder apparatus, and are well known in high performance printing

technologies and in the semiconductor industry. For example, robotic systems may be used to pick

up and re-orient a given solid suppert in orderto interrogate different regions of the solid support,

or makea previously unaccessible region (e.g., blocked by clips, support structure, or the like) of

the solid support accessible. Such robotic systems are generally available from, ¢.g., Beckman, Inc.,

Tecan, Inc., Caliper Life Sciences, and the like.

(00129) In addition to the foregoing, it will be appreciated that the reagents in a given

reaction of interest, including those reagents for which photo-induced damage is being mitigated in

accordance with the invention, may be provided in any of a variety of different configurations. For

example, they may be provided free in solution, or complexed with other materials, e.g., other

reagents and/or solid supports. Likewise, such reagents may be provided coupled to beads,

particles, nanocrystals or other nanoparticles, or they may be tethered to larger solid supports, such

as matrices or planar surfaces. These reagents may be further coupled or complexed together with

other reagents, or as separate reagent populations or even as individual molecules, e.g., that are

detectably resolvable from other molecules within the reaction space. As noted above, whether a

particular reagent is confined by virtue of structural barriers to its free movement or is chemically

tethered or immobilized to a surface of a substrate, it will be described as being “confined.” Further

examples of such confined reagents include surface immobilized or localized reagents, e.g, surface

immobilized or associated enzymes, antibodies, etc. that are interrogated upon the surface, e.g.,

through fluorescence scanning microscopyor scanning confocal microscopy,total internal

reflection microscopyor fluorometry, microscopyutilizing evanescent waves (see, e.g., U.S. Patent

Publication Nos. 20080128627, filed August 31, 2007; 20080152281, filed October 31, 2007; and

200801552280, filed October 31, 2007, all of which are incorporated by reference in their entireties

for all purposes), surface imaging, or the like. For example, in some preferred embodiments, one or

more reagents in an assay system are confined within an optical confinement. Such an optical

confinement may be an internal reflection confinement (IRC)or an external reflection confinement
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(ERC), a zero-mode waveguide, or an alternative optical structure, such as one comprising porous

film with reflective index media or a confinement using index matching solids. More detailed

descriptions of various types of optical confinements are provided, e.g., in International Application

Publication No. WO/2006/083751, incorporated herein by reference in its entirety for all purposes.

(00130) The invention is generally applicable to any of a variety ofoptical assays that require

substantial illumination and/or photoactivated conversion or excitation of chemical groups, e.g.,

fluorophores, For example, the compositions and methods provided herein may be used with

fluorescence microscopy, optical traps and tweezers, spectrophotometry, fluorescence correlation

spectroscopy, confocal microscopy, near-field optical methods, fluorescence resonance energy

transfer (FRET), structured illumination microscopy,total internal reflection fluorescence

microscopy (TIRF), etc. The methods provided herein maybe particularly useful in assays that are

negatively impacted, directly or indirectly, by prolonged exposure to illumination. Of particular

interest are those assays that are impaired by the generation and/or accumulation oftriplet-state

formsor free radicals during illumination.

[00131] One particularly apt example of analyses that benefit from the mvention are single-

molecule biological analyses, including, inter alia, single molecule nucleic acid sequencing

analyses, single molecule enzyme analyses, hybndization assays (e.g., antibody assays), nucleic

acid hybridization assays, and the like, where the reagents of primary import are subjected to

prolonged illumination with relatively concentrated light sources (e.z., lasers and other concentrated

light sources, such as mercury, xenon, halogen, or other lamps) in an environment where

photoconversion/excitation is occurring with its associated generation of products. In certain

embodiments, the methods, compositions, and systems are used in nucleic acid sequencing

processes that rely on detection of fluorescent or fluorogenic reagents. Examples of such

sequencing technologies include, for example, SMRT™nucleic acid sequencing (describedin, e-g.,

U.S. Patent Nos. 6,399,335, 6,056,661, 7,052,847, 7,033,764, 7,056,676, 7,361,466, 7,416,844,the

full disclosures of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety for all purposes), non-

real-time, or “one base at a time” sequencing methods available from, e.g., Illumina, Inc. (San

Diego, CA), Helicos BioSciences (Cambridge, MA), Clonal Single Molecule Array™, and

SOLiD™ sequencing. (See, e.g., Harris, et al. (2008) Science 320 (5872): 106-9, incorporated by

reference herein in its entirety for all purposes.) Such prolonged illumination can negatively impact

(e.g., by introducing photo-induced damage) these reagents and diminish their effectiveness in the

desired reaction.
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Il. Prevention of Photo-induced Damage

[00132] The methods provided herein are particularly useful in analyses that utilize very

limited concentrations of reactants, such as single molecule detection/monitoring assays. As will be

appreciated, in such reagent limited analyses, any loss, degradation, or depletion ofa critical reagent

wil] dramatically impact the analysis by further limiting the reagent, which not only can adversely

effect the detectable signal, but mayalso directly impact the reaction being monitored, ¢.g., by

changingits rate, duration, or product(s}. For example, photo-induced damage can include a

photoinduced change in a given reagent that reduces the reactivity of that reagent in the reaction,

e.g, photobleaching ofa fluorescent molecule, which diminishes or removes its ability to act as a

signaling molecule. Also included in the term phota-induced damage are other changes that reduce

a reactant’s usefulness in a reaction, e.g., by making the reagent Jess specific in its activity in the

reaction. Likewise, photo-induced damageincludes undesired changesin a reagent that are caused

by interaction of that reagent with a product of another photoinduced reaction, e.g., the generation

of singlet oxygen during a fluorescence excitation event, which singlet oxygen may damageorganic

or other reagents, ¢.g., proteins. Photo-induced damagealso includes downstream effects of damage

to reactants, such as irreversible interactions between damaged reactants and othercritical

components of the reaction, e.g., reactive proteins or enzymes. For example, damage to an enzyme

that catalyzes a reaction being monitored may cause a reduction in the rate of the reaction, in some

cases stopping it altogether, or may reduce the duration or fidelity of the reaction.

[00133] As suggested bythe foregoing, photo-induced damage generally refers to an

alteration in a given reagent, reactant, or the like, that causes such reagent to have altered

functionality in a desired reaction, e.g., reduced activity, reduced specificity, or a reduced ability to

be acted upon, converted, or modified, by another molecule, that results from, either directly or

indirectly, a photo-induced reaction, ¢.g., a photo-induced reaction creates a reactant that interacts

with and causes damage to one or more other reactants. Typically, such photoreaction directly

impacts either the reactant of interest, e.g., direct photo-induced damage, or impacts a reactant

within one, two or three reactive steps of such reactant of interest. Further, such photoreaction can

directly impact the reaction of interest, e.g., causing a change in rate, duration, processivity, or

fidelity of the reaction.

[00134] The amount of time an illuminated analysis may be carried out before photo-induced

damage so substantially impacts the reactants to render the analysis non-useful is referred to as the
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“photo-induced damage threshold period.” A photo-induced damagethreshold periodis assay-

dependent, and is affected by various factars, including but not limited to characteristics of enzymes

in the assay (e.g., susceptibility to photo-induced damage and the effect of such damage on enzyme

activity/processivity), characteristics of the radiation source (e.g., wavelength, intensity},

characteristics of the signal-generating molecule (¢.g., type of emission, susceptibility to photo-

induced damage, propensity to enter triplet state, and the effect of such damage on the

brightness/duration of the signal), similar characteristics of other components of the assay. It can

also depend on various components of the assay system, e.g., signal transmission and detection, data

collection and analysis procedures, etc. It is well within the abilities of the ordinary practitioner to

determine an acceptable photo-induced damage threshold period for a given assay, e.g, by

monitoring the signal decayfor the assay in the presence of a photodamaging agent and identifying

a period for which the signal is a reliable measure for the assay. In terms of the invention, the photo-

induced damage threshold period is that period ofiJuminated analysis during which such photo-

induced damaye occurs so as to reduce the rate or processivity of the subject reaction by at least

10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, or 90% over the same reaction in the absence of such

illumination. It is an object of the invention to increase the photo-induced damagethreshold period,

thereby increasing the amount of time reactions can proceed toward completion with minimal

damageto the reactants, thereby lengthening the time in which the detectable signal is an accurate

measure of reaction progression.

[00135] In some contexts, a “photo-induced damaged” reaction maybe subject to spurious

activity, and thus be more active than desired. In such cases,it will be appreciated that the photo-

induced damage threshold period of interest would be characterized by that period ofilluminated

analysis during which such spurious activity, e.g., as measured by an increase in reaction rate, or an

increase in non-specific reaction rate, is no more than 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%,

or 90% over a non-illuminated reaction. In one non-limiting example, where a nucleic acid

polymerase, by virtue of a photodamaging event, begins to incorrectly incorporate nucleotides

during template directed synthesis, such activity would impact the photo-induced damage threshold

period as set forth above. In this case, the methods, devices, and systems of the invention would

increase the photo-induced damage threshold period, thus increasing the amountof time the

reaction could proceed before the above-described spurious activity occurred.

[00136] With reference to nucleic acid analyses, it has been observed that in template-

directed synthesis of nucleic acids using fluorescent nucleotide analogs as a substrate, prolonged
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ilumination can result in a substantial degradation in the ability of the polymerase to synthesize the

nascent strand of DNA, as described previously, e.g., in U.S. Published Patent Application No.

20070161017, incorporated by reference herein in its entirety for all purposes. Damage to

polymerase enzymes, template sequences, and/or primer sequences can significantly hinder the

ability of the polymerase to process longerstrands of nucleic acids. For example, reduction in the

processivity of a polymerase leads to a reduction in read lengths for sequencing processes that

identify sequence constituents based upon their incorporation into the nascent strand. Asis

appreciated in the art of genetic analysis, the length of contiguous reads of sequence directly

impacts the ability to assemble genomic information from segments of genomic DNA. Such a

reduction in the activity of an enzyme can havesignificant effects on manydifferent kinds of

reactions in addition to sequencing reactions, such as ligations, cleavages, digestions,

phesphorylations, etc.

(00137) Without being boundto a particular theory or mechanism ofoperation,it is believed

that at least one cause of photo-induced damage to enzymeactivity, particularly in the presence of

fluorescent reagents, results from the direct interaction of the enzyme with photo-induced damaged

fluorescent reagents. Further, it is believed that this photo-induced damage ofthe fluorescent

reagents (and possibly additional damage to the enzyme)is at least partially mediated by reactive

intermediates (e.g, reactive oxygen species} that are yenerated during the relaxation oftriplet-state

fluorophores. One or both of the photo-induced damaged fluorescent reagents and/or reactive

intermediates may be included in the overall detrimental effects of photo-induced damage.

[00138] In certain aspects, the invention is directed to methods, devices, and systems that

reduce the amount of photo-induced damage to one or more reactants during an illuminated

reaction, e.g., thereby improving the reaction, e.g., by increasing the processivity, rate, fidelity,

processivity, or duration of the reaction. In particular, methods are provided that yield a reduction

in the level of photo-induced damage and/or an increase in the photc-induced damagethreshold

period as compared to such reactions in the absence of such methods, devices, and systems. In

particular embodiments, such methods comprise subjecting an illuminated reaction to periods of

non-illuminated during the course of the reaction, as described above, or by temporarily removing

components of the reaction mixture that are believed to cause such damage, as described below.

[00139] As generally referred to herein, limited quantity reagents or reactants may be present

in solution, but at very limited concentrations, e.g., less than 200 nM, in some cases less than 10 nM

and in still other cases, less than 10 pM. In preferred aspects, however, such limited quantity
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reagents or reactants refer to reactants that are immobilized or otherwise confined within a given

area or reaction site (e.g., a zero-mode waveguide), so as te provide limited quantity of reagents in

that given area, and in certain cases, provide small numbers of molecules of such reagents within

that given area, e.g., from | to 1000 individual molecules, preferably between 1 and 10 molecules.

As will be appreciated, photo-induced damage of immobilized reactants in a given area will have a

substantial impact on the reactivity of that area, as other, non-damaged reactants are not free to

diffuse into and mask the effects of such damage. Examples of immobilized reactants include

surface-immobilized or -localized reagents, e.g., surface-immobiltzed or -associated enzymes,

antibodies, etc. that are interrogated uponthe surface, e.g., through fluorescence scanning

microscopy or scanning confocal microscopy, total internal reflectance microscopy or fluorometry,

microscopy utilizing evanescent waves (see, ¢.g., U.S. Patent Publication Nos. 20080128627,filed

Ausust 31, 2007, 20080152281, filed October 31, 2007, and 200801552280, filed October 31,

2007, all of which are incorporated by reference in their entireties for al] purposes}, surface

imaging, or the like. Various types of sclid supports upon which one or more reactants can be

immobilized are described above.

[00140] In accordance with certain aspects of the invention, a reaction of interest within a

first observation region is interrogated for one or more illuminated periods that cumulatively are

less than a photo-induced damage threshold period, as set forth elsewhere herein. Such interrogation

May occur coincident with or independent of interrogation of additional observation regions on a

solid support containing the first observation region. In accordance with the present invention, the

observation region typically includes confined reagents {e.g., enzymes, substrates, etc.) that are

susceptible to photo-induced damage, and may include an area of a planar or other solid support

upen which confined reagents are immobilized. Alternatively or additionally, the observation

region may include a physical confinementthat constrains the reagents that are susceptible to photo-

induced damage, including, e.g., microwells, nanowells, planar surfaces that include hydrophobic

barriers to confine reagents.

[00141] In accordance with certain aspects of the invention, a reaction of interest within a

first observation region is intermittently interrogated under constant illumination by virtue of

intermittent presence of detectable components of the reaction, wherein the presence of such

detectable components has the potential to directly or indirectly cause photo-induced damage to one

or more other reaction components. For example, a buffer comprising detectable components of a

reaction can be temporarily replaced with a buffer comprising non-detectable versions of the same
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components ofthe reaction, thereby interrupting data acquisition for the reaction, When data

acquisition is to be recommenced, the buffer comprising detectable component is substituted for the

buffer comprising non-detectable components. This substitution of reaction components may be

repeated multiple times to generate multiple sets of data collected at noncontiguous stages of the

reaction. For example, such a substitution can occurat least about 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10 times during the

course of the reaction.

[00142] In certain preferred embodiments, the detectable components are fluorescently-

labeled components that can be damaged by exposure to excitation illumination, and can further

cause damageto other reaction components, as described above. For example, a sequencing-by-

incorporation reaction can be initiated in the presence of fluorescently-labeled nucleotides whose

incorporation is indicative of the nucleotide sequence ofthe nascent strand synthesized by a

polymerase, and by complementarity, of the template nucleic acid molecule. At a selected time

point during the ongoing reaction, the labeled nucleotides can be removed and replaced with

unlabeled nucleotides, for example, by buffer exchange. After a period of time during which data

acquisition has been interrupted by the absence of signal from the ongoing reaction, the labeled

nucleotides can be reintroducedto reinitiate data acquisition. The labeled nucleotides may be

removed and reintroduced multiple times and for various lengths of time, as preferred by the

ordinary practitioner. In this way, multiple noncontiguous sequence reads can be generated from a

single nucleic acid molecule in real time.

[00143] The methods herein slowthe accumulation of photo-induced damage to one or more

reagents, and maytherefore indirectly mitigate the impact of photo-induced damage in an ongoing

reaction of interest. By way of example, methods that reduce exposure of a critical enzyme

componentto illumination radiation (e.g., by subjecting the reaction to periods of non-illumination

or by temporarily removing a componentofthe reaction responsible for such damage) do not

necessarily prevent the photo-induced damage to the enzyme component, but rather extend the

photo-induced damage threshold period by slowing the accumulation of photo-induced damagein

the reaction mixture. Measurements of reduction of photo-induced damage as a result of

implementation of intermittent illumination may be characterized as providing a reduction in the

level of photo-induced damage as comparedto a reaction subjected to constant illumination.

Likewise, measurements of reduction of photo-induced damageas a result of temporary removal of

reaction components responsible for such damage may be characterized as providing a reduction in

the level of photo-induced damage as compared to a reaction in which such componentsare present
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throughout. Further, characterization of a reduction in photo-induced damage generallyutilizes a

comparison ofreaction rates, durations, orfidelities, processivities, ¢.g., of enzyme activity, and/or

a comparison of the photo-induced damage threshold period, between a reaction mixture subjected

to such the methods and/or systems of the invention and a reaction mixture not so subjected.

[00144] In the case of the present invention, implementation of the methods, devices, and

systems of the invention generally results in a reduction of photo-induced damage of one or more

reactants in a given reaction, as measured in terms of “prevented loss of reactivity” in the system.

Using methods known in theart, the amount ofprevented loss of activity can at least 10%,

preferably greater than 20%, 30°, or 40%, and more preferably at least 50% reduction in loss of

reactivity or increase in processivity, and in many cases greater than a 90% and upto and greater

than 99% reduction in Joss ofreactivity or increase in processivity. By way of illustration, and

purely for the purpose of example, when referring to reduction in photo-induced damage as a

measure of enzymeactivity in the presence and absence ofintermittent illumination,if a reaction

included a reaction mixture having 100 units of enzyme activity that would, under constant

illumination, yield a reaction mixture having only 50 units of activity, then a 10% reduction in

photo-induced damage would yield a final reaction mixture of 55 units {e.g., 10° of the 50 units

otherwise lost, would no longer be lost}. Further, use of the invention is expected to increase the

performance (e.g., processivity, duration, fidelity, rate, etc_} of a reaction whose performanceis

negatively impacted by constant exposure to illumination by at least about 2-, 5-, 10-, 20-, 30-, 50-,

80-, 100-, 500-, or 1000-fold over that achieved by the reaction under constant illumination, For

example, itis a specific object of the instant invention to increase the processivity of a polymerase

efizymeif a sequencing reaction to allowcollection of data across a longer length of the template.

[00145] With regards to sequencing applications, the metheds herein facilitate the scaffolding

of nucleic acid sequencesin reactions susceptible to photo-induced damage. For example, if the

sequencing device has 1000 base pair average readlength under constant illumination, one could

subject the reaction to illuminated periods timed to allow approximately 100 nucleotides to be

incorporated into the nascent strand of read, followed by non-illuminated periods timed to allow

approximately 1000 nucleotides to be incorporated “in the dark.” The sequence reads resulting from

this experimental design would comprise about ten sequence reads of about 100 nucleotides each

separated by gaps of about 1000 nucleotides each. Ifa plurality of sequencing reactions were

carried cut in this manner, and the illuminated periods were staggered appropriately, the reads from

the plurality of reactions could be combined to provide nucleotide sequence data for the entire
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template nucleic acid. This would potentially allow sequence scaffolds to be built much more easily

than can be done with short-read systems, enabling structural analysis of previously impossible-to-

sequence sections of highly repetitive DNA, given the sequencing system is capable of long reads in

the absence of photodamage.

IV. Software and Algorithm Implementations

[00146] The methods herein may operate with numerous methods for sequence alignment

including those generated by various types of known multiple sequence alignment (MSA)}

algorithms. For example, the sequence alignment may comprise one or more MSA algorithm-

derived alignments that align each read using a reference sequence. In some embodiments in which

a reference sequence is known for the region containing the target sequence, the reference sequence

can be used to produce an MSA using a variant of the center-star algorithm. Alternatively, the

sequence alignment may comprise one or more MSA algonthm-denved alignments that align each

read relative to every other read without using a reference sequence (“de xove assembly routines”),

e.g., PHRAP, CAP, ClustalW, T-Coffee, AMOS make-consensus, or other dynamic programming

MSAs. Depending on the sequence-generating methods used, the determination of sequence

alignment may also involve analysis of read quality (e.g., using TraceTuner™), Phred, etc.}, signal

intensity, peak data (e.z., height, width, proximity to neighboring peak(s), etc.), information

indicative of the orientation of the read (e.g., 5’ 3° designations), clear range identifiers indicative

of the usable range ofcalls in the sequence, and the like. Additional algorithms and systems for

sequence alignment are well know to those of skill in the art, and are described further, e.g., in G.

A. Churchill, M. 8. Waterman (1992) “The Accuracy of DNA Sequences: Estimating Sequence

Quality,” Geromics 14: 89-98; M. Stephens, et al. (2006) “Automating sequence-based detection

and genotyping of SNPs from diploid samples,” Nat. Gene?., 38: 375-381; J. Hein (1989) Mol Biol

Evel, 6: 649-668; U.S.8.N. 12/134,186, filed June 5, 2008; and U.S.S.N. 61/116,439, filed

November 20, 2008.

[00147] A standard sequence alignment problem in the context of DNA sequencing1s to

align the sequence ofa relatively short fragment (<2 kilobases) to a large target sequence. The

assumption is madethat this fragment represents a contiguous portion of DNA to be mapped to a

single location on the reference sequence. (A “contiguous portion” to be mapped to a single

location may contain small insertions and/or deletions and still be considered contiguousin this

context.} With the further development of nucleic acid sequencing technologies (e.g., from Illumina,
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Inc. (San Diego, CA), Helicos BioSciences (Cambridge, MA), and Applied Biosystems, Inc. (Foster

City, CA)) and mate-pair sequencing protocals (see, e.g., U.S. Patent Pub. No. 2006/0292611 Al,

which is incorporated by reference herein in its entirety for all purposes), the alignment problem has

been extended to align two fragments coming from the same read to the reference sequence using

some knowledge of the expected mate-pair configuration (distance and orientation).

[00148] With regards to mate-paired reads, mapping two fragments with a distance constraint

and orientation constraint has been treated by various short-read mapping algorithms, e.g., SOAP

(Li, et al. (2008) Bioinformatics, 24, 713-714); SOAPdenovo; and Maq,a set of programs that map

and/or assemble fixed-length Solexa/SOLiD reads (SourceForge, Inc.). While these algorithms can

handle simple cases of mate-pair alignment, which generally treat the specific problem ofonly two

reads coming from a mate-paired sequence and use the distance constraint as a hard filter(7.¢,, if

two reads are within x bp of each other and in the correct orientations, report them as a mate-pair

hit), the methods provided herein are more general and can handle much more complex data sets,

including those with multiple reads, those for which a reference sequenceis oris not present,

potential non-template sequence (e.g., adapter regions or linker portions described below), and

complex distance and orientation constraints. Other programs are also available that attempt to

generalize on top of the mapping and aligning performed by the programs described above. These

include, e.g, Breakdancer, variationhunter, GASV, etc., which can handle more complex mappings,

e.g., by clustering,

[00149] Real-time single molecule sequencing presents opportunities for obtaining much

more complex sequence fragments from a single DNA sequencing read. Two examplesare the

reading of multiple discontiguous sequence fragments from a single long stretch of DNA using a

pulsed or intermittent detection system (e.g., intermittent illumination) as described herein and the

contiguous reading of forward, reverse and adapter fragments from a circular templates

(SMRTbell™templates, see e.z., U.5.5.N. 61/099,696, filed September 24, 2008: U.S. Patent

Application No. 12/383,855, filed March 27, 2009 and U_S. Patent Application No. 12/413,258,

filed March 27, 2009, all of which are incorporated by reference herein in their entireties for all

purposes). Further, methods for sequencing template nucleic acids comprising modifications,

including detecting kinetic signatures of such modifications during single-molecule sequencing

reactions, are provided in U.S. Patent Application Nos. 61/201,551, filed December 11, 2008;

61/180,350, filed May 21, 2009; and 12/045,767, filed November 12, 2010; and U.S. Patent
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Publication Ne, 2010/0221716, the disclosures of which are incorporated herein by reference in

their entireties for all purpases.

[00150] Certain aspects of the invention provide methods for optimally aligning such

sequences to a reference sequence using knowledge of the molecular configuration and/or

sequencing protocol used to generate the related sequence reads. In particular, methods are provided

to address the general problem of mapping multiple fragments to a reference sequence with variable

distance and orientation constraints.

(00151) Beginning with raw sequence data generated bya nucleic acid sequencing instrument

(step 1), the sequence data is mappedtc a target sequence (step 2) using a local alignment method

which produces sub-optimal local alignments as well as the optimal alignment, for example, the

Smith-Waterman algorithm. Another, more flexible example of a local alignment methodis a

chaining method using a method for aligning very short fragmentsto the target sequence (e.g.,

kmer-indexing, suffix trees, suffix arrays, etc.) and chaining the resulting hits back into longer

chains of significant matches {see, e.g. D. Gusfield, Algorithms on Strings, Trees, and Sequences,

Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, UK, 1997, which is incorporated by reference herein in its

entirety for all purposes}. The chains do not necessarily need to be refined by dynamic

programming in order to be useful for the following algorithm, permitting a very fast algorithm. In

certain embodiments, dynamic-programming refinement of the chain might improve the power

(area under the ROC curve) of the algorithm.

[00152] The target sequence consists of the potential hypotheses for the molecular template

in question. In the example of nucleic acid sequencing methodsusingiterative illumination for

sequencing a shotgun fragment from a linear DNA sequence, the potential hypotheses are both

orientations of the genome (since we do not knowtheoriginal orientation of the fragment). In the

example of sequencing of a SMRTbell™template (e.g, see Example | herein), the hypotheses

include both orientations of the genome and known adapter sequences. The parameters determining

how manyhits are reported for each local fragment can be varied to change the specificity and

sensitivity of this algorithm. Figure 6 shows what these hits might look like for a SMRTbell™

template (represented as paths in the sequence alignment matrix, which is often called the dynamic-

programming matrix, although it isn’t necessary to use dynamic programming to find these paths).

[00153] After the potential local alignments have been enumerated, a weighted directed

graph is constructed with each local alignment represented as a node in the graph (step 3). The

edges are drawn between nodes if they represent a potential reconstruction of the original molecular
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template using knowledge of the expected molecular configuration. The directed connection of an

alignment path A to an alignment path # 1s interpreted as “The target sequence represented by 8

could follow the target sequence represented by 4 in the original molecule.” For example, if a linear

single-stranded DNA molecule is being sequenced by a method that uses iterative illumination, then

fragments from opposite orientations would not be expected to be connected (unless the linear

single-stranded DNA molecule also included oppositely oriented sequences, e.g., as in the case of a

linearized SMRTbell™template.) In general, fragments that represent the same stretch ofthe

sequencing read butthat align to different regions on the target sequence would not be connected.

Aside from these examples, the rules for connecting nedes should be fairly loose to permit

exploration of weak possibilities that gain significance whenall the evidence (e.g. all the sequence

reads) are considered. The assignment of edge weights handles the proper weighting ofthe

likelihood of these edges, and the speed of the algorithm can be tuned by optimizing the pruning of

highly unlikely edges. As usual this represents a tradeoff between speed and sensitivity.

[00154] Weights are assigned to connections (4 8) in the graph representing the log-

likelihood that target fragment 4 is followed by target fragment # in the original molecule.

w(4 —» B)= -logP(B|A)

The conditional probability P/B A} encodes the knowledgeof the possible molecular configurations

and the alignment significance of 4.

P(B|A)= #(B)g(4,8)

wherefis a measure of alignment significance (either theoretical or empirically obtained} and g

encodes the physical constraints representing the allowed molecular configurations.

(00135) For example, in the context of sequencing using iterative illumination the following

may be known: the time between the end of one fragment and the beginning ofthe next fragment1s

200 seconds. If the polymerase incorporates bases with an average rate of 4bp/sec with a standard

deviation of | bp/sec, it can be hypothesized that the probability of target fragment 2 following

target fragment | is determined by the distance between these fragments on the target and a normal

probability:

5 expl- (d - 800)/2(200)'|
]

4,2)= ————(4.8) af 27(200
[00156] In a SMRTbell™template example, knowledge ofthe expected insert size and the

observed distance and orientation between fragments would be used to weight the likelihood that
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these two fragments could come from a correctly generated SMRTbell™template. This weight

could include the expected rate of the polymerase as well and rules for the orientation of fragments

with respect to each other and their distance apart in the original read. For example, while it may be

expected that two forward fragments mapping to the same region in the target genome potentially

come from multiple passes around a SMRTbell™ template molecule, those fragments would not be

expected to be immediately adjacent in sequencing time, The weighting function would account for

the proper amount of expected time between such fragments (1.¢. the elapsed time would be

expected to be long enough to include two adapter sequences and a reverse sequence).

[00157] In general, the weighting function could be arbitrarily complex and tuned to

empirically observed relationships between sequencing fragments given the available knowledge

(distance between fragments on the target sequence, sequencing time between fragments, expected

length of the template, etc.). For example, the empirical probability distributions might be observed

to exhibit longer tails than a Gaussian probability mode] might predict. The use ofa conditional log-

likelihood for the assignment of edge weights is motivated by the following logic. In a graph of

possible local alignments it is desirable to find a highly likely path that best explains the observed

data. Consider a path through three nodes 4, A, and C, with P/ABC) being the probability that ABC

is the correct assignment:

P(ABC) = P(C|AB)P(B|A)P(A)
~ P(C|B)P(B\A)P(A)

where the last approximation is justified by the observation that the constraints between allowable

assignments to the target sequence are typically local in nature. Generalizing this formula for a path

a, ...,@v and taking the negative logarithm of both sides gives
Nol

—log Pla, ...a = -Y log PG, la, )- logP(a,)i=l

[00153] It is apparent that the edge weights are additive if we use log-likelihood and we can

use standard shortest-path algorithms for directed graphs to tind the optimal path. A hypothetical

directed graph is illustrated in Figure 7. This graph correspondsto the situation depicted bythe

alignments pictured above. Heavier lines correspond to more likely paths with the optimal path

shown in blue. Dashed lines represent forbidden transitions. Not all paths are considered in the

illustration to avoid clutter in the presentation. The general formula listed above includes a “one-

body” term /*faz) for the starting node in each path that weights the probability that this initial

alignmentis correct. To accommodate this probability in a path-finding algorithm we add a
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psendo-source s to the graph which connects to every possible node (not shown in the graph above).

The edge weight connecting the pseudo-source with a node a; is -log P(a/). This allowsthe use ofa

conventional single-source shortest-path algorithm starting from the pseudo-source. The desired

probability Pfa) can come from a measure of alignment significance (theoretical or empirically

determined) or could be set uniformly across all alignments to allow the path logic to determine the

best path assignment, independentof the relative value of the starting pomts. It is anticipated that a

threshold will be required here to only allow edges between the pseudo-source and nodes for highly

likely alignments: otherwise the shortest path algorithm in the next step will not give the desired

path.

(00159) After construction of the weighted directed graph, the shortest path to each nade is

determined (step 4). The graph is directed and acyclic (DAG) so we can use the standard shortest-

path DAGalgorithm (see T.H. Cormen, CE Leiserson, RL Rivest, Introduction to Algorithms, MIT

Press: Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1990). This algorithm scales as O(V+E) and should be very

quick for these graphs. After the shortest path to each node is determined, the paths need to be

ranked to declare the best assignment. It is suggested that the best metric would be a measure which

rewards paths that explain more of the sequenced read (longer paths) with high likelihood. One such

metric would be the normalized negative log-likelihood: dividing the total weight of the path by the

numberof bases in the sequenced read explained by this path. For more complicated graphs or

edge-weight assignments, Dijkstra’s algorithm, the Bellman-Ford algorithm, or the A* algorithm

could be applied. Other algorithms that mayalso be used include, but are not limited to the Floyd-

Warshall algorithm.

[00160] For noisy sequence data it is likely that the local alignments found in step 2 will

occasionally overlap with each other in the sequenced read even thoughit is physically impossible

for such overlaps to occur in a perfect system (unless there has been a rearrangementrelative to the

reference genome). As such, some amountof slack must be allowed in the edge assignment logic in

step 3 to account for not knowing the precise boundaries of each local alignment. Once the best

physical model explaining the observed read is determined, the boundaries of the local alignments

can be refined to reflect the physical necessity that each base in the sequenced read can only be

represented in one local alignment.It is also desirable to explain all of the bases in between the

local alignments that haven’t been assigned in the graph. Onestraightforward approach to

refinement would be to construct the perfect medel of the sequence and to realign the sequenced

read to this sequence. This refinement algorithm would preserve physical constraints (each base in
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the sequenced read can only be explained by one location in the template) and would assign all

bases between the extremal nodes in the optimal path.

[00161] Certain aspects of the software and algorithm implementations described herein may

be varied or altered without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. For example, with

regards to algorithm seeding, manyalgorithms can be applied for the original determination of sub-

optimal local alignments (step 2}. Conventional examples include FASTA, BLAST, or Smith-

Waterman, It is expected that the best benefit will be obtained from using short-sequence alignment

algorithms(suffix array, suffix tree, Boyer-Moore, Rabin-Karp, kmet-indexing, and thelike)

followed by chaining to establish regions ofsignificant matches. An advantage of the algorithm

described hereis that it does not require dynamic-programming refinementofthe resulting chains

and therefore can be quite fast, howeverit is expected that using dynamic programming to refine the

chains in step 2 could increase the powerof the algorithm.

(00162) With regards to graph construction, there will be advantagesto tuning the logic of

edge assignments to keep the size of the graph manageable. It is possible that steps 2 and 3 might be

combined to in a greedy fashion to focus the potentially slow step 2 into productive areas of the

graph. For example,if a particularly strong hit is found early in step 2, then it may be beneficial to

search for sub-optimal hits only in this local vicinity, knowing that this strong hit should be in the

final sclution. Tuning of the graph construction might include thresholds, below which edgesare

not created, Further, there are multiple parameters (minimum chain length, minimum probability for

edge assignment, relative weighting of length vs, accuracy, etc.) which can be exposed and tuned in

this algorithm to maximizethe sensitivity and specificity of the algorithm for a given scenario.

[00163] With regards to determination of the distance a polymerase travels between reads,

variousstrategies are provided that are more sophisticated than estimation based upon therate of

incorporation and the time between detection (e.g, illuminated) periods. In certain embodiments,

the distribution of the base pair distance travelled by a polymerase during a non-detection pericd is

called pf}. The distribution of enzymevelocities, pv), is estimated byaligning observed reads to a

reference sequence, and this distribution 1s represented as the number of reference bases per unit

time. There is a length of time, t, over which measurementof the instantaneousrate is not

independent. While this method of determining the distance the polymerase travels during a non-

detection period should not be overly sensitive to non-independent estimation of the polymerase

rate, itis likely to strive for independent measurements of the rate. The distance t can be estimated
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from an exponential fit to the auto-correlation function <év(iov(t-Ay>, and v/t} tabulated across

the aligned sequenceat increments oft.

[00164] Where multiple single polymerase enzymesare being observed simultaneously, ¢.g.,

each being optically resolvable from every other on a single array, the pf¥) for each is preferably

determined independently for each enzyme. Further, information regarding rare but extended

events, such as polymerase “stalling” on the template, can be measured across a larger data set. For

example,the statistics of stalls can be determined by aggregating rate measurements across an entire

array. Wherea stall distribution ts characterized by a “long tail” corresponding to multi-exponential

behavior of IPD distribution, such a distribution of polymerization rates can be extendedfor stalls

longer than the observed reaction by fitting the long-tail behavior to an appropriate functional form,

€.g, using a single-exponential parametric model or other physically motivated madel (e.g., multi-

exponential, stretched exponential, power-law, etc.) In certain preferred embodiments, the following

representation of a “per-enzyme”pfv) is used:

FOPccyme(®)+[ = FOPara)
[FOPorm?FD = FOPareOE

whereff) is an interpolating function designed to retain information about the zero-velocity tail of

ply) =

the global pf) distribution while taking the estimate of the polymerase velocity dynamics(e.g., the

dominant high velocity mode) from the specific enzyme. Such an interpolating functionis:

_ l+erfOr/y,)
2

where vo is a scale parameter to be chosen based on experience (but optionally fixed). Alternatively,

FW)

the average of the empirical Pensunefv) and Parrafv) can be used. This approach can be motivated bya

Bayesian approach to density estimation, Other kernel density and Bayesian methods can be

suggested. Alternatively or in addition, the robustness ofpv) to conditions and daily phenomenon

can be explored and used to estimate pfv) more globally, e.g., using one or more weeklycontrol

experiments.

[00165] Given the lack of a known reference sequence for de novo assembly, several

alternative ways to formulatepf) are provided as follows. For example, in a first embodimenta

contro] template (essentially a proxy reference sequence) can be subjected to sequencing, e.g., in the

same reaction as the de nove sample or in an identical reaction. The observed velocity for the

sequencing reactions would be measured based upon alignments ofthe reads from the control

template to its known sequence. Typically, a per-enzyme correction would not be available for the
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pty) and pfv) would default to an array-averaged pv). In a second embodiment, a previously

determined pv) trom experiments using a knownreference sequence can be used, e.g., where the

previous experiments were performed under the same conditions as the de #ovo experiments. In a

third embodiment, p(v) is estimated by using quality information/metrics to screen for the most

likely “true” calls, and restricting the estimates of v to regions containing those calls. In a fourth

embodiment, where error is low, the called base rate and reference base rate converge to the same

rate, and measurements of p(v) without knowledge of the reference become substantially reliable.

Further, even ifthey do not fully converge, they can still be used to accurately infer p/v),as long as

the called base rate is predictably higher/lower than the reference base rate. Yet further, the

measurement ofpfv) when a reference sequenceis not available can benefit from a detailed lock at

the probability model which is available from an algorithm like a CRF. That is, pfv) can be

tabulated using a weighted sum over paths through a CRF probability model.

(00166) As will be clear to the ordinary practioner based upon the teachings herein, this

framework extends naturally to the measurements of other potentially systematic variations in pfv)

across an array, e.g., even where a single reaction mixture is applied to the entire array. For

example, the local temperature of the reaction environment can vary systematically across an array

of reactions. The average and variation in the rates of polymerase enzymes on the array would

likely have a dependence on this hidden variable. Where the functional form of the temperature

dependence is known, the measurement ofpv can be stabilized across the array by modeling a de

NOVO pti} as Peondf{¥} + px.fv) where x,y are geometrical variables defining the location on the array.

Further, pfv) has been found to be somewhatvariable over time. As such, in certain embodiments a

model ofp(v;i) is developed using an appropriate model for the evolution ofpf) over time.

[00167] Oncea representative distribution of velocities p/v) has been obtained for a given

read from a given reaction, the expected travel distance in the non-detection period can be

expressed as:

=) = a}p(vyy7HPO)Ae)Tt Ss

where L[] and IL[] stand for the Laplace and inverse Laplace transform, respectively. A similar

result is derived in Svoboda, et al. (PNAS 91:11782 (1994)) and readily follows from considering

the pdf of a sum of random variables. Optionally, in certain embodiments density estimation

techniques (e.g., kernel density estimation, etc.) are useful when modeling pv) since they can

smooth the resulting numerical calculations in the Laplace and inverse Laplace transform.
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[00168] Knowledge of the complete distribution has several advantages over the commonly

applied Gaussian approximation. For example, knowledge ofthe complete distribution of insert

lengths is very desirable when using a Bayesian framework approach to detect structural variation.

(See, e.g, Bashir, et al, (2008) PLoS Comput. Biol. 4:51; Hormozdiari, et al. (2009) Genome Res.

19:1270; and Lee, et al. (2008) Bioinformatics 24°59.) While Bashir, et al. does not strictly follow a

Bayesian approach, the geometric approach described in the paper can be straightforwardly

modified to incorporate an actual posterior instead of the boxcar posterior assumed in the paper.

Further, during mapping of noncontiguous reads to a genome where they are expected to be

concordant (7.2., not a structural variation), it is useful to consider the known distribution when

judging the significance ofthe resulting alignments between the observed reads and the genomic

sequence. In addition, when clustering noncontiguous reads that scaffold contigs in a de nove

assembly, a path of Bayesian significance can be followed that is very similar to that followed in the

structural variation case discussed supra.

[00169] In further embodiments, the determination of the distance a polymerase travels

between reads is performed using an algorithm based on a simulation approach rather than the exact

analytical result used in the algorithm described above. This method relies on Monte Carlo

sampling from a distribution, which allows a better extension to arbitrary empirical distributions. It

also lacks the difficult computations of numerical Laplace and inverse Laplace transforms, and

permits calculation of distances traveled during non-detection periods when the underlying kinetic

processes have multi-phasic kinetics, e.g., the presence of long stalls.

(00170) This approach aimsto calculate the distribution of the distance x travelled by an

enzyme during a time ¢ during which it was not being observed (e.g., during a non-detection

period). In some embodiments,a distribution oflocal rates, p/v), is estimated, where the definition

of “local” is set by the correlation length of the rate autocorrelation function,e.g.
‘

—A(5v(1)5v(1 + A)) ~ef]
Givena local rate distribution and an assumptionthat independent identically distributed (1.i.d.)

draws can be made from this distribution, one approachte calculating the distribution is as follows.

First, draw N = ¢/teor velocities from pfv), and subsequently sum them and record them as an

estimate of x/Tcon. Repeat the process M times, with the optimal choice of M dependent on the

desired level of precision for estimation of the pfx) distribution. In certain preferred embodiments,
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M is between about 1000 and about 5000, e.g. at least about 1000, 2000, 3000, ar 4000, or is about

5000,

[00171] In some embodiments in which the enzyme system is not well explained by a single

kinetic process or cycle (as in the case of observedstalling behavior), above-described rate

autocorrelation function and the 1.4.d. assumption will be violated. As such, a probability model

having a richer structure is preferably used. One such probability model 1s a Hidden Markov Model

(HMM). Figure 15 provides an exemplary illustration of an HMM for modeling a simple “pausing”

vs. “sequencing” system. Where the kinetics of the pausing state can be well described by a single-

exponential, this model is expected to describe the observed distribution of local velocities. The

single-exponential assumption is implicit in the state structure of the model since the amount of

time spent in the pause state will be a geometric distribution with mean p/(1-p) [/e., the observed

stall times will have to be added to this model]. If the stall kinetics are multi-phasic, then more

“dark states” will have to be added to this model. Further, the model shown in Figure 15 can

actually be treated as a Markov Model and not a Hidden Markey Model without much loss of

generality because the “pause” state is not actually hidden due to the fact that the data collected

during the pause state is highly distinguishable from the data collected during the sequencingstate.

As such, the general HMM apparatus1s not necessary. The model in Figure 15 can be used to

simulate the distribution of local velocities when there is a long-term pause or stall phase present in

the reaction data kinetics. $0 1s the start state, and there 1s no explicit end state since this model is

used as a generative model and itis assumed that itis run forward for a prescribed numberofsteps.

The qualities P(P—S) and P(S—P)represent exit from a stalled state and entry into a stalled state,

respectively. These qualities can be measured by an EM algorithm or they can be quickly estimated

L+ Fratby physical observables. 7... = uf and P(S—P)is the frequencyofstall starts per tcorr.
(Example parameters are ts1=80 seconds; toon = 10 seconds, and P(S—P) = 1/24.) The simulation

estimate ofpfx) can now be produced using the procedure outlined above in which N = &/teerr

velocities are drawn from p{v); and they are subsequently summed and recorded as an estimate of

x/tcor. The process is repeated Mtimes, with the optimal choice of M dependent on the desired level

of precision for estimation of the p(x) distribution. In certain preferred embodiments, M is between

about 1000 and about 5000, e.g. at least about 1000, 2000, 3000, or 4000, or is about 5000. Figure

16 shows exemplary simulated applications of this method. Figure 16A shows a sample of

velocities drawn from the HMMin Figure 15 with the parameters P(S—P) = 1/24, P(P—S)= 1/11,
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and p(v)-Gamma(48,0 25). Figure 16B illustrates a resulting histogram of local velocities. Figure

16C provides an estimated distance traveled during a 1300 second non-detection period, which is

calculated by sampling 2000 estimates from the HMIM model.

[00172] Figure 17 provides an illustrative example of two observed histogramsofdistances

traveled during a non-detection period. The influence ofpause/stall behavior can be seen in the

heavy-left tailing of both distributions.

[00173] While the simulation method in which 1.i.d. draw assumption is valid is more general

and can treat arbitrary p(v) and more complex madels for non-sequencing states, the two-state

model using the HMM can be treated analytically. The result of this 1s:
x

PX! Too) = Dy, ONG)
¥.=0

where z,_ (x) is the distribution of the sum ofNs variables drawn from pv). For the general case,

this distribution is given by the Laplace transform approach presented above. For pfv)~Normal(,9),

this distribution is distributed as Normal(Nsp,¥Nso). For p(v)~Gamma(k,9), this distribution is

distributed as Gamma(Nsk,9). Pa(Ms) is the number of cycles spent in the sequencing state if we

observe N cycles from the Markov process in Figure 15, The expression for this is described in

Pedler, et a]. (1971) J. Appl. Prob. 8:381, which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety

for all purposes.

[00174] Aswill be clear to one of ordinary skill in the art upon review ofthe teachings

herein, these methods can be readily extended to the non-detection period estimations of procession

by other cyclical biological reactions, such as the action of reverse transcriptase or the synthesis of

proteins by a ribosome complex, e.g., and certain preferred embodiments of such reactions are

further described in U.S.S.N. 12/767,673, filed April 26, 2010: and U.S.$.N. 12/813,968, filed June

1], 2019, the disclosures of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entireties forall

purposes. Further, the simulation model described aboveis not restricted to simple twa-state

kinetics, and the use ofpv) is not restricted to analytical models, In fact, in certain embodiments,

empirical estimates are preferably used.

[00175] Although useful in certain preferred embodiments of the invention, certain

algorithms as presented above do not easily handle the case where the template does not match a

physically-motivated expected medel. A relevant example of such a case is when the template

contains a genomic structural variation (SV), such as translocation, whereby two fragments which

are correctly adjacent in the template are located very far apart in the reference genome. Such
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structural variation cases are best handled in the context of the current algorithm by reporting the

confidence ofan observed path and reporting situations when no physically expected path seemsto

fit the observed data. In general, the detection of structural variation requires the presence of

multiple highly significant local alignments which can be identified as significantly overturning the

null hypothesis of matching the genomic ordering of fragments with their own individual merit.

Nevertheless, with molecular redundant sequencing such as SMRTbell™template sequencing the

current algorithm can be adapted to improve the ability to identify an SV event. Such a modification

could be a feedback approach which allows modification of the linking constraints in step 3 to allow

very far separations on the target sequence whenthe individual alignments are very significant.

Only one such highly-significant pair would be needed to enable the rescue ofless significant

partia] matches that support the same SV hypothesis.

[00176] The software and algorithm implementations provided herein are particularly suited

for transforming sequence read data generated from various sequencing technologies (e.g.,

sequencing-by-synthesis, intramolecular redundant sequencing, Sanger sequencing, capillary

electrophoretic sequencing, pyrosequencing,ligase-mediated sequencing,etc.) into consensus

sequence data that provides a representation of the actual nucleotide sequence of the template

nucleic acid that was subjected to the sequencing reaction(s) from which the sequence read data was

generated. The software and algorithm implementations provided herein are preferably machine-

implemented methods. The various steps recited herein are preferably performed via a user interface

implemented in a machine that comprises instructions stored in machine-readable medium and a

processor that executes the instructions. The results of these methods are preferably stored on a

machine-readable medium, as well. Further, the invention provides a computer program product

comprising a computer usable medium having a computer readable program code embodied therein,

the computer readable program code adapted to implement one or more of the methods described

herein, and optionally also providing storage for the results of the methods of the invention.

[00177] In another aspect, the invention provides data processing systems for transforming

sequence read data from one or more sequencing reactions into consensus sequence data

representative of an actual sequence of one or more template nucleic acids analyzed in the one or

more sequencing reactions. Such data processing systems typically comprise a computer processor

for processing the sequence read data according to the steps and methods described herein, and

computer usable medium for storage ofthe initial sequence read data and/or the results of one or

more steps of the transformation (e.g., the consensus sequence data).
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[00178] While described with reference to certain specific applications above,it will be

understoad that these methods are also applicable to other types of complex data sets, and the

invention should not be limited te only the specific examples provided herein. Other applications of

the instant methods will be clear to those of ordinary skill in the art and are considered to be

additional aspects of the instant invention.

Vv. Devices and Systems

(00179) The invention also provides systems that are used in conjunction with the

compositions and methods ofthe invention in order to provide for intermittent detection of

analytical reactions. In particular, such systems typically include the reagent systems described

herein, in conjunction with an analytical system, ¢.g., for detecting data from those reagent systems.

For example, a sequencing reaction may be subjected to intermittentillumination, and the

sequencing system may include the system components provided with or sold for use with

commercially available nucleic acid sequencing systems, such as the Genome Analyzer System

available from Illumina, Inc., the GS FLX System, available from 454 Life Sciences, or the ABI

3730 System available from Life Technologies,Inc.

[00180] In certain preferred embodiments, reactions subjected to intermittent illumination are

monitored using an optical system capable of detecting and/or monitoring interactions between

reactants at the single-molecule level. Such an optical system achieves these functions by first

generating and transmitting an incident wavelength to the reactants, followed by collecting and

analyzing the optical signals from the reactants. Such systems typically employ an optical train that

directs signals from the reactions to a detector, and in certain embodiments in which a plurality of

reactions is disposed on a solid surface, such systemstypically direct signals from the solid surface

(e.g., array of confinements) onto different locations of an array-based detector to simultaneously

detect multiple different optical signals from each of multiple different reactions. In particular, the

optical trains typically include optical gratings or wedge prisms to simultaneously direct and

separate signals having differing spectral characteristics fram each confinementin an array to

different locations on an array based detector, e.g., a CCD, and may also comprise additional optical

transmission elements and optical reflection elements.

[00181] An optical system applicable for use with the present invention preferably comprises

at least an excitation source and a photon detector. The excitation source generates and transmits

incident light used to optically excite the reactants in the reaction. Depending on the intended
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application, the source of the incident light can bealaser, laser diode, a light-emitting diode (LED},

a ultra-violet light bulb, and/or a white light source. Further, the excitation light may be evanescent

light, e.g., as in total internal reflection microscopy, certain types of waveguides that carry light te a

reaction site (see, e.g., U.S. Application Pub. Nos. 20080128627, 20080152281, and

200801552280), or zero-mode waveguides, described below. Where desired, more than one source

can be employed simultaneously. The use of multiple sources is particularly desirable in

applications that employ multiple different reagent compounds having differing excitation spectra,

consequently allowing detection of more than one fluorescentsignal to track the interactions of

more than one or one type of molecules simultaneously, A wide variety of photon detectors or

detector arrays are available in the art. Representative detectors include butare not limited to

optical reader, high-efficiency photon detection system, photodiode (e.g. avalanche photo diodes

(APD)), camera, charge couple device (CCD), electron-multiplying charge-coupled device

(EMCCD), intensified charge coupled device (ICCD), and confocal microscope equipped with any

of the foregoing detectors. For example, in some embodiments an optical train includes a

fluorescence microscope capable of resolving fluorescent signals from individual sequencing

complexes. Where desired, the subject arrays of optical confinements contain various alignment

aides or keys to facilitate a proper spatial placementof the optical confinement and the excitation

sources, the photon detectors, or the optical train as described below.

[00182] The subject optical system mayalso include an optical train whose function can be

manifold and may comprise one or more optical transmission or reflection elements, Such optical

trains preferably encompass a variety of optical devices that channel light from one location to

another in either an altered or unaltered state. First, the optical train collects and/or directs the

incident wavelength to the reaction site (e.g., optical confinement). Second, it transmits and/or

directs the optical signals emitted from the reactants to the photon detector. Third, it may select

and/or modify the optical properties of the incident wavelengths or the emitted wavelengths from

the reactants. In certain embodiments, the optical train controls an on/off cycle of the illumination

source to provide illuminated and non-iluminated periods to one or more illuminated reactionsites.

Illustrative examples of such optical transmission or reflection elements are diffraction gratings,

arrayed waveguide gratings (AWG), opticfibers, optical switches, mirrors (including dichroic

mirrors), lenses (including microlenses, nanolenses, objective lenses, imaging lenses, and the like),

collimators, optical attenuators, filters (e.g., polarization or dichreic filters), prisms, wavelength

filters (low-pass, band-pass, or high-pass), planar waveguides, wave-plates, delay lines, and any
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other devices that guide the transmission of light through proper refractive indices and geometries.

One example ofa particularly preferred optical train is described in U.S. Patent Pub. No.

20070036511, filed August 11, 2005, and incorporated by reference herein in its entirety for all

purposes,

(00183) In a preferred embodiment, a reaction site (e.g., optical confinement) containing a

reaction of interest is operatively coupled to a photon detector. The reaction site and the respective

detector can be spatially aligned (¢.g., 1:] mapping) to permit an efficient collection of optical

signals from the reactants. In certain preferred embodiments,a reaction substrate is disposed upon a

translation stage, which is typically coupled to appropriate robotics to provide lateral translation of

the substrate in two dimensions overa fixed optical train. Alternative embodiments could couple the

translation system to the optical train to move that aspect of the system relative to the substrate. For

example, a translation stage provide a means of removing a reaction substrate (or a portion therecf)

out of the path ofillumination to create a non-illuminated period for the reaction substrate (or a

portion thereof), and returning the substrate at a later time to initiate a subsequent illuminated

period. An exemplary embodimentis provided in U.S. Patent Pub. No. 20070161017, filed

December 1, 2006.

[00184] In particularly preferred aspects, such systems include arrays of reaction regions, e.g,

zero-mode waveguide arrays, that are illuminated by the system, in orderto detect signals (e.g.,

fluorescent signals) therefrom, that are in conjunction with analytical reactions being carried out

within each reaction region, Each individual reaction region can be operatively coupled toa

respective microlens or a nanolens, preferably spatially aligned to optimize the signal collection

efficiency. Alternatively, a combination of an objective lens, a spectral filter set or prism for

resolving signals of different wavelengths, and an imaging lens can be usedin an opticaltrain, to

direct optical signals from each confinementto an array detector, ¢.g., a CCD, and concurrently

separate signals from each different confinement into multiple constituent signal elements, ¢.2.,

different wavelength spectra, that correspond to different reaction events occurring, within each

confinement. In preferred embodiments, the setup further comprises means to control illumination

of each confinement, and such means maybea feature of the optical system or may be found

elsewhere is the system, ¢.g., as a mask positioned over an array of confinements. Detailed

descriptions of such optical systems are provided, e.g, in U.S. Patent Pub. No. 20060063264, filed

September 16, 2005, which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety for all purposes.
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[00185] The systems ofthe invention also typically include information processors or

computers operably coupled to the detection portions of the systems, in order to store the signal data

obtained from the detector(s) on a computer readable medium, ¢.g., hard disk, CD, DVD or other

optical medium, flash memorydevice, or the like. For purposes of this aspect of the invention, such

operable connection provide for the electronic transfer of data from the detection system to the

processor for subsequent analysis and conversion. Operable connections may be accomplished

through any ofa variety of well known computer networking or connecting methods,e.g.,

Firewire®, USB connections, witeless connections, WAN or LAN connections, or other

connections that preferably include high data transfer rates. The computers also typically include

software that analyzes the raw signal data, identifies signal pulses that are likely associated with

incorporation events, and identifies bases incorporated during the sequencing reaction, in order to

convert or transform the raw signal data into user interpretable sequence data (See, e.g., Published

US. Patent Application No. 2009-0024331, the full disclosure of which is incorporated herein by

referencein its entirety for all purposes).

[00186] Exemplary systems are described in detail in, e.g., U.S. Patent Application No.

11/901,273, filed September 14, 2007 and U.S. Patent Application No. 12/134,186,filed June 5,

2008, the full disclosures of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety for all

purposes.

[00187] Further, as noted above, the invention provides data processing systems for

transforming sequence read data into consensus sequence data. In certain embodiments, the data

processing systems include machines for generating sequence read data by interrogating a template

nucleic acid molecule. In certain preferred embodiments, the machine generates the sequence read

data using a sequencing-by-synthesis technology, as described elsewhere herein, but the machine

may generate the sequence read data using other sequencing technologies knownto those of

ordinary skill in the art, e.g., pyrosequenciny, ligation-mediated sequencing, Sanger sequencing,

capillary electrophoretic sequencing, etc. Such machines and methods for using them are available

to the ordinary practioner.

[001383] The sequence read data generated is representative of the nucleotide sequence of the

template nucleic acid molecule onlyto the extent that a given sequencing technologyis able to

generate such data, and sc may not be identical to the actual sequence of the template nucleic acid

molecule. For example, it may contain a deletion or a different base at a given position as compared

to the actual sequence of the template, e.g., when a base call is missed or incorrect, respectively. As
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such, it is beneficial to generate redundant sequence read data, and the methods described herein

provide manipulations and computationsthat transform redundant sequence read data into

consensus sequence data that is generally more representative of the actual sequence of the template

nucleic acid molecule than sequence read data from a single read of a single template nucleic acid

molecule. Redundant sequence read data comprises multiple reads, each of which includesat least a

portion of sequence read that overlaps with at least a portion ofat least one other of the multiple

reads. As such, the multiple reads need not all overlap with one another, andafirst subset may

overlap for a different portion of the template nucleic acid sequence than does a second subset. Such

redundant sequence read data can be generated by various methods, including repeated sequencing

ofa single nucleic acid template, sequencing of multiple identical nucleic acid templates, or a

combination thereof.

[00189] In another aspect, the data processing systems can include software and algorithm

implementations provided herein, e.g. those configured to transform redundant sequenceread data

into consensus sequence data, which, as noted above, 1s generally more representative of the actual

sequence of the template nucleic acid molecule than sequence read data from a single read of a

single template nucleic acid molecule. Further, the transformation of the redundant sequence read

data into consensus sequence data identifies and negates someorall of the single-read variation

between the multiple reads in the redundant sequence read data. As such, the transformation

provides a representation of the actual nucleotide sequence of the nucleic acid template from which

redundant sequence read data is generated that is more accurate than a representation based on a

single read.

[00190] The software and algorithm implementations provided herein are preferably

machine-implemented methods, ¢.g,., carried out on a machine comprising computer-readable

medium configured to carry out various aspects of the methods herein. For example, the computer-

readable medium preferably comprises at least one or more of the following: a) a user interface; b)

memory for storing redundant sequence read data, c) memory storing software-implemented

instructions for carrying out the algorithms for transforming redundant sequence read data into

consensus sequence data; d) a processor for executing the instructions; e) software for recording the

results of the transformation into memory; and f} memory for recordation and storage of the

resulting consensus sequence read data. In preferred embodiments, the user interface is used by the

practitioner to manage various aspects of the machine,e.g., to direct the machine to carry out the

various steps in the transformation of redundant sequence read data into consensus sequence data,
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recordation of the results of the transformation, and management of the consensus sequence data

stored in memory.

[00191] As such, in preferred embediments, the methods further comprise a transformation of

the computer-readable medium by recordation of the redundant sequence read data and/or the

consensus sequence data generated by the methods. Further, the computer-readable medium may

comprise software for providing a graphical representation of the redundant sequence read data

and/or the consensus sequence read data, and the graphical representation may be provided, e.g., in

sott-copy (e.g., on an electronic display) and/or hard-copy(e.g., on a print-out} form.

[00192] The invention also provides a computer program product comprising a computer-

readable medium having a computer-readable program code embodied therein, the computer

readable program code adapted to implement one or more of the methods described herein, and

optionally also providing storage for the results of the methods ofthe invention. In certain preferred

embodiments, the computer program product comprises the computer-readable medium described

above.

[00193] In another aspect, the invention provides data processing systems for transforming

sequence read data from one or more sequencing reactions inte consensus sequence data

representative of an actual sequence of one or more template nucleic acids analyzed in the one or

more sequencing reactions. Such data processing systems typically comprise a computer processor

for processing the sequence read data according to the steps and methads described herein, and

computer usable medium for storage of the initial sequence read data and/or the results of one or

more steps of the transformation (e.g., the consensus sequence data), such as the computer-readable

medium described above.

[00194] As shown in Figure 9, the system 900 includes a substrate 902 that includes a

plurality of discrete sources of chromophore emission signals, e.g., an array of zero-mode

waveguides 904. An excitation illumination source, ¢.g., laser 906, is provided in the system and is

positioned to direct excitation radiation at the various signal sources. This is typically done by

directing excitation radiation at or through appropriate optical components, e.g., dichroic 108 and

objective lens 910, that direct the excitation radiation at the substrate 902, and particularly the signal

sources 904. Emitted signals from the sources 904 are then collected by the optical components,

e.g., objective 910, and passed through additional optical elements, e.g., dichroic 908, prism 912

and lens 914, until they are directed toe and impinge upon an optical detection system, e.g., detector

array 916. The signals are then detected by detector array 916, and the data from that detection is
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transmitted to an appropriate data processing system, e.g., computer 918, where the data is

subjected to interpretation, analysis, and ultimately presented in a user ready format, e.g., on display

920, or printout 922, from printer 924, As will be appreciated, a variety of modifications may be

made to such systems, including, for example, the use of multiplexing components to direct

multiple discrete beamsat different locations on the substrate, the use ofspatial filter components,

such as confocal masks,to filter out-of focus components, beam shaping elements to modify the

spot configuration incident upon the substrates, and the like (See, e.g., Published U.S. Patent

Application Nos. 2007/0036511 and 2007/095119, and U.S. Patent Application No. 11/901 ,273,all

of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entireties for all purposes.)

VL Exemplary Applications

[00195] The methods and compositions of the invention are useful in a broad range of

analytical reactions in which one or more aspects of a detection methad are detrimental to one or

more aspects of the analytical reaction, such as rate, duration, fidelity, processivity, and the like. In

such cases, intermittent detection at least partially mitigates the detrimental effect while allowing

collection of data from stages of the analytical reaction that were previously uncollectable. As noted

above, illuminated reactions are one example of analytical reactions that benefit from the

compositions and methods described herein, particularly those using photcluminescent or

fluorescent reagents, and particularly such reactions where one or more of the reaction components

that are susceptible to photo-induced damageare present at relatively lowlevels. One exemplary

application of the methods and compositions described herein is in single molecule analytical

reactions, where the reaction of a single molecule (or very limited number of molecules} is observed

in the analysis, such as observation of the action of a single enzyme molecule. In another aspect, the

present invention is directed to illuminated reactions for single molecule analysis, including

sequencing of nucleic acids by observing incorporation of nuclectides into a nascent nucleic acid

sequence during template-directed polymerase-based synthesis. Such methods, generally referred

to as “sequencing-by-incorporation” or “sequencing-by-synthesis,” involve the observation of the

addition of nucleotides or nucleotide analogs in a template-dependent fashion in order to determine

the sequence of the template strand. See, e.g., U.S. Patent Nos. 6,780,591, 7,037,687, 7,344,865,

7,302,146. Processes for performing this detection include the use of fluorescently labeled

nucleotide analogs within a confined cbservation region, e.g., within a nanoscale well and/or

tethered, either directly or indirectly to a surface. By using excitation illumination (i-¢., illumination
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of an appropriate wavelength to excite the fluorescent label and induce a detectable signal), the

fluorescently labeled bases can be detected as they are incorporated into the nascent strand, thus

identifying the nature of the incorporated base, and as a result, the complementary base in the

template strand.

(00196) In particular aspects, when an analysis relies upon a small population of reagent

molecules, damage to any significant fraction of that population will have a substantial impact on

the analysis being performed. For example, prolonged interrogation ofa limited population of

reagents, e.g., fluorescent analogs and enzymes, can lead to photo-induced damageofthe various

reagents to the point ofsubstantially impacting the activity or functionality of the enzyme. It has

been shown that prolonged illumination of DNA polymerases involved in synthesis using

fluorescent nucleotide analogs results in a dramatic decrease in the enzyme’s ability to synthesize

DNA,often measured as a reduction in processivity. Without being bound to anytheory of

operation, itis believed that in some cases a photo-induced damage eventaffects the catalytic

region of the enzyme thus affecting either the ability of the enzyme to remain complexed with the

template, or its ability to continue synthesis. In general, the methods, devices, and systems of the

present invention can increase performance and/or selectively monitor one or more stages of an

illuminated reaction by subjecting the reaction to intermittent illumination.

[00197] Oneparticularly preferred aspect of the invention is in conjunction with the

sequencing by incorporation of nucleic acids within an optical confinement, such as a zero-mode

waveguide, Such reactions involve observation of an extremely small reaction volume in which one

or only a few polymerase enzymes andtheir fluorescent substrates may be present. Zero-mode

waveguides, and their use in sequencing applications are generally described in U.S. Patent Nos.

6,917,726 and 7,033,764, and preferred methods of sequencing by incorporation are generally

described in Published U.S. Patent Application No. 2003-004478 L, the full disclosures of which are

incorporated herein by reference in their entireties for all purposes, and in particular for their

teachings regarding such sequencing applications and methods. Briefly, arrays of zero-mode

waveguides (“ZMWs”), configured in accordance with the present invention may be employed as

optical confinements for single molecule DNA sequence determination. In particular, as noted

above, these ZMWsprovide extremely small observation volumesat or near the transparent

substrate surface, also termed the “base” of the ZMW. A nucleic acid synthesis complex,e.g.,

template sequence, polymerase, and primer, which is immobilized at the base of the ZMW, may

then be specifically observed during synthesis to monitor incorporation of nucleotides in a template
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dependent fashion, and thus provide the identity and sequences of nucleotides in the template

strand. This identification is typically accomplished by providing detectable Jabel groups, such as

fluorescent labeling molecules, on the nucleotides. In someinstances, the labeled nucleotides

terminate primer extension, allowing a “one base at a time” interrogation of the complex. If, upon

exposure to a given labeled base, a base is incorporated, its representative fluorescent signal may be

detected at the base of the ZMW_.If no signal is detected, then the base was not incorporated and

the complex is interrogated with each of the other bases, in turn. Once a base is incorporated, the

labeling group is removed, e.g., through the use of a photocleavable linking group, and where the

label was not the terminating group, a terminator, upon the 3° end of the incorporated nucleotide,

may be removed prior to subsequent interrogation. In cther more preferred embodiments, the

incorporation of a labeled nucleotide does not terminate primer extension and the processive

incorporation of multiple labeled nucleotides can be monitored in real time by detecting a series of

fluorescent signals at the base of the ZMW.In some such embodiments,the label is naturally

released upon incorporation of the labeled nucleotides by the polymerase, and so need not be

teleased by alternative means,e.g., a photocleavage event. As such, a processive sequencing

reaction can comprise a polymerase enzymerepetitively incorporating multiple nucleotides or

nucleotide analogs, as long as such are available to the polymerase within the reaction mixture, ¢.g.,

withoutstalling on the template nucleic acid. (Such a processive polymerization reaction can be

prevented by incorporation of nucleotides or nucleotide analogs that contain groups that block

additional incorporation events, ¢.g., certain labeling groups or other chemical modifications.)

[001938] In accordance with the present invention, sequencing reactions may be carried out by

only interrogating a reaction mixture, ¢.g., detecting fluorescent emission for one or more

illuminated periods before excessive photo-induced damage has occurred. In general, the methods

described herein are implemented in a mannersufficient to provide beneficial impact, e.g, reduced

photo-induced damage and/or extension of the photo-induced damage threshold period, but are not

implemented in such a mannerto interfere with the reaction of interest, e.g, a sequencing reaction.

The present invention also contemplates alternative methods of and compositions for mitigating the

impact of photo-induced damage on a reaction, as described above and in, e.g., U.S.S.N.

61/116,048,filed November 19, 2008. Such alternative methods and compounds can be used in

combination with the compositions and methods provided herein to furtheralleviate the effects of

species that can be generated during an illuminated reaction.
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[00199] Another method of mitigating the impact of pheto-induced damage on the results of

a given reaction provides for the elimination ofpotentially damaging oxygen species using means

other than the use of the photo-induced damage mitigating agents described above. In one example,

dissolved oxygen species may be flushed cut of aqueous systems by providing the reaction system

under different gas environments, such as by exposing an aqueous reaction to neutral gas

environments, such as argon, nitrogen, helium, xenon, or the like, to prevent dissolution of excess

oxygen in the reaction mixture. By reducing the initial oxygen load of the system, it has been

observed that phote-induced damageeffects, e.g., on polymerase mediated DNA synthesis, 1s

markedly reduced, In particularly preferred aspects, the system is exposed to a xenon atmosphere.

In particular, since xenon can be induced to form a dipole, it operates as a triplet-state quencherin

addition to supplanting oxygen in the aqueous system. (See, e.g, Vierstra and Poff, Plant Physiol.

198] May: 67(5): 996-998) As such, xenon would also be categorized as a quencher,as set forth

above.

[00200] Although described in terms of zero-mode waveguides, it will be appreciated that a

variety ofselective illumination strategies may be employed to selectively interrogate different

regions of a solid support overtime, ¢.g., so as to only damage molecules within certain selected

regions of a substrate while not damaging molecules in other selected regions of the substrate. In

certain embodiments, such metheds can involve using a directed light source (¢.z., a laser) to

illuminate only selected regions; changing the illumination angle of the light source; or refocusing

the illumination, e.¢., by passing the illumination through an optical train that alters the shape of the

incidentlight on the solid support. These and further examples of alternative methods of mitigating

photo-induced damage which can be used in combination with methods and systems of the

invention described herein are provided in U.S. Patent Pub. No. 20070036511, filed August 11,

2005; US. Patent No. 6,881,312; U.S.S.N. 61/116,048, filed November 19, 2008, and U_S. Patent

Pub. No. 20070161017, filed December 1, 2006, all of which are incorporated herein by reference

in their entireties for all purposes, and in particular for disclosure related to these methods of

mitigating photo-induced damage.

[00201] As noted above, using templates that allow repeated sequencing (e.g., circular

templates, SMRTbell™templates, etc.) in a single reaction can increase the percent of a nucleic

acid template for which nucleotide sequence data is generated and/or increase the fold-coverage of

the sequence reads for one or more regions of interest in the template, thereby providing more

complete data for further analysis, e.g., construction of sequence scaffolds and/or consensus
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sequences for the nucleic acid template. For example, in certain preferred embodiments, templates

sequenced by the methods described herein are templates comprising a double-stranded segment,

e.g., greater than 75%, or even greater than 90% of the target segment will be double-stranded or

otherwise internally complementary. Such templates may, for example, comprise a double-stranded

portion comprised of two complementary sequences and two single-stranded linking portions (e.g.,

oligos or “hairpins”} joining the 3’ end of each strand of the double-stranded region to the 5° end of

the other strand (sometimes referred to as “SMRTbell™”templates). In certain embodiments,

double-stranded portions for use in such templates are PCR-amplified. Optionally, restriction sites

are incorporated within the PCR primers such that subsequent digestion of the amplified products

with appropriate restriction enzymes generates double-stranded portions containing known

overhang sequences on either end, which are then ligated to hairpin adapters containing a

complementary overhang to generate the SMRTbell™templates.

(00202) These template molecules are particularly useful as nucleotide sequence data

generated therefrom comprises both sense and antisense nucleotide sequences for the double-

stranded portion, and the circular conformation of the template enables repeated sequencing (e.g.,

using a polymerase capable of strand-displacement) provides duplicative or redundant sequence

information. Restated, a sequence process may progress around the completely contiguous sequence

repeatedly obtaining sequence data for each segment from the complementary sequences, as well as

sequence data within each segment, by repeatedly sequencing that segment. Iterative illumination is

useful in such sequencing applications, e.g., to focus nucleotide sequence data collection on stages

of the sequencing reaction mostofinterest, such as the stages during which nucleotide sequence

data 1s being generated from a strand of the (previously) double-stranded portion. Iterative

illumination may also allow additional “rounds” of sequencing the template by virtue of the

reduction in photo-induced damage to reaction components, as described elsewhere herein, thereby

providing more complete and robust nuclectide sequence data for future analysis, ¢.g., sequence

scaffold constriction and/or consensus sequence determination. Further, as described above, the

number of base positions separating sequence reads generated in illuminated periods can be

estimated based on the temporal Jength of intervening non-illuminated periods and the knownrate

of incorporation during the reaction and/or by the measured rate of incorporation during the

illuminated period(s). The known rate of incorporation can be based on various factors including,

but not limited to, sequence context effects due to the nucleotide sequence of the template nucleic

acid, kinetics of the polymerase used, buffer effects (salt concentration, pH, etc.), and even data
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being collected from an ongoing reaction. These factors can be used to determine the appropriate

timing for the illuminated and non-illuminated periads depending on the experimental objectives of

the practitioner, whether it be maximizing length or depth of sequence coverage on a given template

nucleic acid, or optimizing sequence data collection from particular regions ofinterest, e.g., from

the ends of the double-stranded portion of a SMRTbell™template.

[00203] In addition to providing sense and antisense sequence data within a single template

molecule that can be sequenced in one integrated process, the presence of the single-stranded

linking portions also provides an opportunity to provide a registration sequence that permits the

identification of when one segment, e.g., the sense strand, is completed and the other begins, e.g,,

the antisense strand. Such registration sequences provide a basis for alignment sequence data from

multiple sequence reads from the same template sequences, e.g., the same molecule, or identical

molecules in a template population. Additional aspects of and uses for registration sequences, e.2.,

for molecular redundant sequencing, are further described in U.S. Patent Publication No.

20090029385, which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety for all purposes.

[00204] In certain embodiments, such a sequencing process begins by priming the template

nucleic acid within one of the linking portions and allowing the polymerase to proceed along the

strand of the double-stranded portion of the template that is immediately downstream of the primed

linking portion when the double-stranded portion is melted or denatured. The sequence process

proceeds around the second linking portion and proceeds along the complementary strand of the

(now previously) double-stranded portion of the template. Because the template is circular, this

process can continue to provide multiple repeated sequence reads from the one template. Thus,

sequence redundancy comes from both the determination of complementary sequences (sense and

antisense strands of the double-stranded portion), and the repeated sequencing of each circular

template. The ongoing sequencing reaction is subjected to multiple illuminated and non-illuminated

pericds to generate at least two or more sequence reads per pass around the template. The

illuminated periods are preferably timed to allow generation of nucleotide sequence data for

selected regions of the template. For example, tt may be beneficial to only generate nucleotide

sequence data for the complementarystrands of the double-stranded portion, or segments thereof.

As will be appreciated, in iteratively sequencing circular templates, strand displacing polymerases,

as discussed elsewhere herein, are particularly preferred, as they will displace the nascent strand

with each cycle around the template, allowing continuous sequencing. Other approaches will
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similarly allow such iterative sequencing including, e.g., use of an enzyme having 5’-3° exonuclease

activity in the reaction mixture to digest the nascent strand post-synthesis.

[00205] One mayoptionally employ various meansfor controlling initiation and/or

progression of a sequencing reaction, and such means may include the addition of specitic

sequences or other moieties inte the template nucleic acid, such as bindingsites, e¢.g., for primers or

proteins. Various methods of incorporating control elements into an analytical reaction, e.g. by

integrating stop or pause points into a template, are discussed elsewhere herein and are further

described in related application, U.S. Application No. 12/413,258, filed March 27, 2009, which is

incorporated herein by reference in its entirety for all purpases.

[00206] In certain embodiments, a reaction stop or pause point may be included within the

template sequence, such as a reversibly bound blocking group at one location on the template,e.g,

on the linking portion that was not used in priming. By wayof example, following initial

sequencing from the original pnminglocation, ¢.g., from the single-stranded linking portion used in

priming synthesis through a first portion ofthe sense strand (e.g., the 3’ end), the data acquisition

may be switched off and the polymerase allowed to proceed around the template, e.g., through the

remainder of the sense strand to the other linking portion. The incorporation of a synthesis blocking

moiety coupled to this linking pertion will allowcontrol of reinitiation of the polymerase activity at

the 3° end of the antisense strand. One would thereby obtain paired-end sequence data for the

overall (previously) double-stranded segment, with sequence data from one end coming from the

sense strand and sequence data from the other end coming from the antisense strand. This template

construction and sequencing methodologyis particularly useful in the case of long double-stranded

segments, especially given the short read lengths generated by some sequencing technologies.

[00207] A variety of synthesis controlling groups may be employed,including, e.g., large

photolabile groups coupled to the nucleobase portion of one or more basesin the single-stranded

portion that inhibit polymerase-mediated replication; strand-binding moieties that prevent

processive synthesis; non-native nucleotides included within the primer and/or template; and the

like. The use of strand-binding moieties includes, but 1s not limited to, reversible, specific binding

of particular proteins to recognition sequences incorporated into the template (or primer bound

thereto) for this purpose. In certain embodiments, such control sequences may include binding sites

for transcription factors, e.g., repressor binding regions provided within the linking portion(s). For

example, the lac repressor recognition sequence is bound by the lac repressor protein, and this
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binding has been shownto block replication in a manner reversible by addition of appropriate

initiators, such as isophenylthiogalactoside (IPTG)or allclactose.

[00208] In some embodiments, primer recognition sequences and/or additional control

sequences may also be provided for control of initiation and/or progression of polymerization, e.¢g.,

through a hybridized probe or reversibly modified nucleotide, or the like. (See, e.¢., U.S. Patent

Application No. 2008-0009007, the full disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference in

its entirety for all purposes.) Such probes include but are not limited to probes at which a

polymerase initiates polymerization, probes containing various types of detectable labels, molecular

beacons, TaqMan® probes, Invader® probes (Third Wave Technologies, Inc.)}, or the like, that can

be used for various purposes, ¢.g., to provide indications of the commencementand/or progress of

synthesis.

[00209] An engineered pause point (reversible or irreversible) can include one or more non-

native (non-natural) or fifth bases that do not pair with any ofthe four native nucleoside

polyphosphates in the synthesis reaction, e.g., in the template and/or cligonucleotides probe(s),

and/or that exhibit a distinct kinetic signature during template-dependent synthesis at such a base.

Upon encountering such a base, the polymerase pausesuntil the complementto the non-natural base

is added to the reaction mixture. Likewise, an engineered pause point could include a “damaged”

base that causes a stop in replication until repair enzymesare added to the mixture. For example, a

template having a pyrimidine dimer would cause the replication complex to pause, and addition of

the photolyase DNA repair enzyme would repair the problem location and allow replication, and

sequencing to continue. In yet further embodiments, a combination of modification enzymes could

be used to engineer a set of modified bases on a template, ¢.g., a combination of glycosylases,

methylases, nucleases, and the like. (Further information on sequencing template nucleic acids

comprising modifications, including detecting kinetic signatures of such modifications during

single-molecule sequencing reactions, are provided in U.S. Patent Application Nos. 61/201,551,

filed December 11, 2008, 61/180,350, filed May 21, 2009; and 12/945,767, filed November12,

2010; and U.S. Patent Publication No. 2010/0221716, the disclosures of which are incorporated

herein by reference in their entireties for all purposes.)

[00210] As noted elsewhere herein, stop or pause points can be engineered into various

portions of the template, e.g., portions for which the nucleotide sequence is unknown(e.g., 4

genomic fragment) or known(e.g., an adaptor or linker ligated to the genomic fragment.) For

example, SMRTbell™ templates are topologically closed, single-stranded molecules having regions
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of internal complementarity separated by hairpin or stem-loop linkers, such that hybridization of the

regions of internal complementarity produces a double-stranded portion within the template. One or

both of the linkers can comprise a stop or pause point to madulate polymerase activity. In some

embodiments, these regulatory sequences or sites cause a permanent cessation of nascent strand

synthesis, and in other embodiments the reaction can be reinitiated, e.g., by removing a blocking

moiety or adding a missing reaction component. Various types of pause and stop points are

described below and elsewhere herein, and it will be understood that these can be used

independently or in combination, ¢.g., in the same template molecule.

[00211] In other embodiments, an abasic site is used as a synthesis blocking moiety or pause

point until addition of a non-natural “base,” such as a pyrene, which has been shownto “base-pair”

with an abasic site during DNA synthesis. (See, e.g., Matray, et al. (1999) Nature 399(6737): 704-8,

which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety for all purposes.) Where a permanent

termination of sequencing is desired, no non-natural analog is added and the polymerase is

permanently blocked at the abasic site. DNA (or RNA) glycosylases create abasic sites that are

quite different from the normal coding bases, A, T, G, and € (and U in RNA}. A wide variety of

monofunctional and bifunctional DNA glycosylases that have specificity for most common DNA or

RNA adducts, including 5-methylcytesine, are known in the art, with different glycosylases capable

of recognizing different types of modified DNA and/or RNA bases. The molecular structures of

many glycosylases have been solved, and based on structural similarity they are grouped into four

superfamilies. The UDG and AAG families contain small, compact glycosylases, whereas the

MutM/Fpg and HhH-GPDfamilies comprise larger enzymes with multiple domains. As an

example, four enzymes have been identified in Arabidopsis thalianain the plant pathwayfor

cytosine demethylation. Additionally, other enzymes are also known to recognize 5-methyl cytosine

and remove the methylated base to create an abasicsite. Further, various enzymes are known to

methylate cytosine in a sequence-specific manner, As such, a combination of a cytosine-methylase

and an enzyme that creates an abasic site from a methylated cytosine nucleotide can be used to

create one or more abasic sites in a template nucleic acid. The size of the recognition site of the

methylase and the base composition of the template determine how frequently methylation occurs,

and therefore, the number of abasicsites created in a given template nucleic acid, allowing the

ordinarypractioner to choose a methylase with a recognition site that produces a desired spacing

between modified nuclectides. For example, if the recegnition site is three bases long, then on

average an abasic site is expected every 64 bases, if the recognition site is four bases long, then on
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average an abasic site is expected every 256 bases; if the recognition site 1s six bases long, then on

average an abasic site is expected every 4096 bases; and so forth. Of course, templates with a higher

GC content would be expected to have more frequent abasicsite formation, and templates with

lower GC content would be expected to have less frequent abasic site formation.

(00212) Uracil-DNA glycosylases can also be used to introduce abasic sites into a template

nucleic acid comprising deoxyuridine nucleotides. This strategy has the advantage of allowing the

practitioner to choose the locations of the abasic sites within a DNA template since deoxyuridine

nucleotides are not generally found in DNA. Various methodsof inserting deoxyuridine nucleatides

into a DNA template may be used, and different methods will be preferred for different

applications. In certain embodiments, one or more site-specific deoxyuracils are incorporated during

standard phosphoramidite oligonucleotide synthesis. To place uracils at indeterminate positions in a

DNA,replacing a portion of the deoxythymidine triphosphate with deoxyuridine triphosphate will

result in an amplimer with random U sites in place of T sites after polymerase chain reaction. In

other embodiments, deoxyuridine nucleotides are engineered into the template, e.g., by ligation of a

synthetic linker or adaptor comprising one or more deoxyuridine nucleotides to a nucleic acid

sequence to be sequenced. In certain preferred embodiments, deoxyuridine nucleotides are

incorporated inte the linker portions of a SMRTbell™template.

[00213] To subsequently introduce abasic sites prior to sequencing, the deoxyuridine

nucleotide-containing template is subjected to treatment with uracil-DNA glycosylase, which

removes the one or more uracil bases from the deoxyuridine nucleotides, thereby generating one or

more abasicsites in the template. Alternatively, since the deoxyuridine nucleotide can be

recognized as a template base and paired with deoxyadenosine during template-dependent nascent

strand synthesis, the synthesis-blocking abasic site can instead be introducedafter initiation of the

sequencing reaction, ¢.g., at a time chosen by the practitioner. For example, the reaction can be

initiated with a deoxyuridine-containing template, and uracil-DNA glycosylase can subsequently be

added to block the polymerase and halt the reaction after the reaction has proceeded for a given

time. As such, termination of the reaction 1s optional rather than required.

[00214] While uracil-DNA glycosylase activity is useful for introducing abasic sites into a

template as described above, this activity can be problematic during the preparation of such

templates. As such, strategies are typically implemented during preparation and manipulation of

uracil-containing DNA, ¢.g., using molecular biology enzymes, to avoid uracil-DNA glycosylase

activity, in particular, due to the £&. ce?#f UDG enzyme. Since a majority of standard molecular
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biology enzymes are overexpressed and subsequently purified from an /. cof host, UDG activity

can be a contaminating activity that is often not monitored by the enzyme manufacturer’s quality

control procedures. To mitigate contaminating UDG activity, a commercially available UDG

inhibitor, also knownas uracil glycosylase inhibitor or UGI (e.g., from NewEngland Biolabs,

Ipswich, MA) can be included in molecular biology reactions. This is a small protein inhibitor from

the 8. sxbtilis bacteriophase PBS1 that binds reversibly to E. coli UDG to inhibit its catalytic

activity. UGL is also capable of dissociating UDG from a DNA molecule. Alternatively, UDG

activity can be inhibited without exogenousprotein using a chemical inhibitor of the enzyme, such

as an oligonucleotide containing a )-aza-deoxyribose base, a transition state analog for the UDG

enzyme. This and other caticnic nitrogenous sugars have been used for mechanistic studies of UDG

activity and show potent inhibition activity. (See, e.g., Jiang et al. Biochemistry, 2002, 41 (22), pp

7116-7124.)

(00215) In certain applications, UDG activity needs to be inhibited temporarily, and

subsequently enabled to remove create an abasic site as described above. In some embodiments, a

DNA purification that removes proteins is employed, e.g., including a phenol-chloroform extraction

with subsequent ethanol precipitation, a silica-based column approach (e.g., QiaQuick columns

from Qiagen and similar products), and/or a PEG/sodium chloride precipitation (e.g, AMPure

beads from Beckman Coulter). Alternatively or additionally, a commercially-available UDG

enzyme thatis not inhibited by UGTis added when abasic site formation is desired. For example,

the A. firigidus UDG is from a thermophilic organism and cannot be inhibited by the same

bacteriophage protein as is the £. coli UDG enzyme. In certain preferred embodiments, UDG-

inhibition is employed during template preparation, and inhibition-resistant UDG activity is added

at a subsequenttimeto trigger the creation of abasic sites at deoxyuridine nucleotides, e-g.,

immediately prior to or during an ongoing reaction.

[00216] In somepreferred embodiments, one or more abasic sites are engineered inte a linker

of adapter sequence within a sequencing template molecule. Abasic sugar residues serve as efficient

terminators of polymerization for many polymerases, e.g., 29. 1’,2’-dideoxyribose is the most

common synthetic “abasic site”. In other embodiments, a synthetic linker is incorporated into a

linker or adaptor. For example, an internal spacer (e.g., Spacer 3 from Biosearch Technologies, Inc.)

or other carbon-based linker can be used in lieu of a sugar-base nucleotide. Similar to an abasic

nucleotide, the polymerase will be blocked upon encountering these mcieties in the template nucleic

acid.
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[00217] In certain embodiments, synthesis blocking moieties are nicks in the template nucleic

acid. Nicking enzymes(e.g., nicking endonucleases) are known in the art and can be used to

specifically nick the template prior to or during a template-directed sequencing reaction. The use of

site-specific nicking endonucleases allows the practitioner to incorporate a recognition sequence at

a particular location within the template nucleic acid, and such nicking endonucleases are

commercially available, e.g., from New England Biolabs, Inc. For example, a linker or adapter can

be synthesized with a nicking endonuclease recognition sequence, ligated to a nucleic acid molecule

to be sequenced, and can be specifically nicked either before or during a subsequent sequencing

reaction. Nicks can also be introduced by ligating duplex segments that lack either a terminal 3’-

hydroxy (e.g., have a dideoxynucleotide at the 3’-terminius} and/or 5’-phosphate group on one

strand. The ligation results in covalent linkage of the phosphodiester backbone on one strand, but

not on the other, which is therefore effectively “nicked.” In certain embodiments, a SMRTbell™

template is constructed using a duplex (or “insert”) nucleic acid molecule lacking a 5’-phosphate

group at one or both termini. Upon ligation ofthe hairpin or stem-loop adaptors at each end, nicks

are created at one or both ligation site(s}, depending on whether the duplex lacked a 5’-phasphateat

one or both ends, respectively. In other embodiments, a SMRTbell™template is constructed using

one or two stem-loop adaptors lacking a 3’-hydroxygroup at the terminus (e.g., comprising a 2°,3°-

dideoxynucleotide rather than a 2’-deoxynucleotide}. Upen ligation of one or two stem-loop

adaptors lacking a 3’-hydroxy group, one or two nicks are created at the ligation site(s}, depending

on whether one or two adaptors lacked the 3’-hydroxy group, respectively. In both cases, a nick is

created in the template nucleic acid, and a primer bound to one of the adaptors provides an initiation

site for the polymerase, which will process the template until encountering a nick, at which point

the polymerase will terminate the reaction by dissociation from the template. Regardless of how a

nick is created, the position of a nickrelative to the initiation site for the polymerase determines

how much of the template will be sequenced. For example, Figure 19A providesan illustrative

example of an embodiment in which a nick is present on a first strand of a duplex portion at a

position distal to the adaptor containing the primer binding site. The first strand is processed by a

polymerase, but the complementary strand is not processed because the polymerase dissociates at

the nick site, An alternative embodimentis shown in Figure 19B, in which a nick is present on the

strand complementary to the first strand at a position proximal to the adaptor containing the primer

binding site, In this case both the first and complementary strands, as well as the adaptor not

containing the primer binding site, are processed by the polymerase prior to dissociation. The
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position of the primer bindingsite also determines how much of the template is processed by the

polymerase. Figure 19C provides a template having a primer bindingsite at a position from which a

polymerase would process a significant portion of the adapter prior to entering the duplex portion.

An additional advantage to using a 3°-dideoxynucleotide at a nick is that it prevents the use of the

nick as a polymerse initiation site, since strand extension requires a 3-hydroxy group. As such, the

resulting nick would not compete with a primersite for initiation of nascent strand synthesis by the

polymerase. Having a single, known site of initiation on a template molecule is beneficial, e.g., for

subsequent mapping ofa read generated in such a reaction. In certain preferred embodiments, a nick

site both lacks a 5’-phosphate group and comprises a 3’-dideoxynucleotide.

(002138) In certain preferred embodiments, modification and base excision is performed prior

to introduction of a template nucleic acid to a reaction site, ¢.g., a zero-mode waveguide. As noted

above, the choice of recognition site for the methylase depends on how far apart the practitioner

wishes point of synthesis initiation to be on the template. For example, after initiating the template-

dependent sequencing reaction, the sequence of nucleotide incorporations into the nascent strand is

monitored for a desired sequence read, which may extend from the initiation point to the pause

point, or may end before the polymerase reaches the pause point. In some preferred embodiments,

as described elsewhere herein, the monitoring is suspended by modifying or removing an

illumination source, e.g., by moving the illumination source or a substrate comprising the reaction

site. Synthesis of the nascent strand will continue until the pause site is reached, whether or not the

reaction 1s being actively monitored, When the reaction is to be reinitiated, reaction components are

added that allow bypass, e.g., pyrene, polymerase, etc., and these can be subsequently removed

(¢.g., by buffer exchange) to allow additional pauses at other pause sites on the template.

[00219] In certain embodiments using pyrosequencing-based technologies (e.g., as developed

by 454 Life Sciences}, abasic sites can be introduced into a set of amplified template nucleicacids

and synthesis initiated. Since all templates in the set are identical, they will comprise the same

numberof abasic sites in the same positions. During the course of the synthesis reaction, the

synchronous incorporation of nucleotides into the nascent strands is monitored until either an abasic

site is reached (at which point the synthesis is paused) or until the incorporation becomes

asynchronous (which increases the background noise and decreases reliability of the sequence read).

In the latter case, the practioner mayopt te speed up the reaction, e.g., by adding all nucleotides at

one time, to extend all nascent strands to the first abasicsite in the templates. When synthesis is to

be reinitiated, reaction components are added that allow bypass of the abasic site, e.g. one or more
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pyrenes. A wash step may be performed to remove nucleotides and/or polymerases from the

reaction sites prior to such addition. Further, in some cases, a different polymerase may be used for

pyrene incorporation as is used for sequencing-by-synthesis reactions. In certain preferred

embodiments, the reaction mixture comprising the pyrene for abasic site bypass allows readthrough

ofthe abasic site, but no further on the template. Subsequent addition of sequencing reaction

mixture allows the sequencing-by-synthesis reaction to recommenceand incorporation of

nucleotides into the nascent strand to be monitored. Alternatively or additionally, the practioner

need not wait unti] an abasic site is reached to suspend detection and, optionally, speed up the

reaction to bring all nascent strands to a given abasic site, but can choose to do this before a reaction

has become asynchronous, e.g, after desired sequence data has been collected for a particular

region ofinterest in a template nucleic acid.

[00220] In certain embodiments using ligation-based technologies (e.g., the SOLID™ System

developed by Life Technologies), a pause site can be engineered by using an oligonucleotide that

cannot participate in the ligation reaction and that is complementary to a desired location on the set

of identical template nucleic acids, e.g., on a bead. When the serial ligation reaction hits the position

recognized bythis polynucleotide, the reaction cannot preceed and anyreactions that have become

asynchronous will “catch up.” The user can then unblock the oligo (e.g., using chemical treatment

or photo-cleavage) and reinitiate the sequencing reaction.

[00221] Tn some cases, it maybe desirable to provide endonuclease recognition sites within

the template nucleic acid. For example, inclusion of such sites within a circular template can allaw

for a mechanism to release the template from a synthesis reaction,i.e., by linearizing it, and

allowing the polymerase to run off the linear template, and/or to expose the template to exonuclease

activity, and thus terminate synthesis through removal of the template. Such sites could additionally

be exploited as control sequences by providing specific binding locations for endonucleases

engineered to lack cleavage activity, but retain sequence specific binding, and could therefore be

used to block progression of the polymerase enzyme on a template nucleic acid.

[00222] In some cases, nicking sites, e.g., sites recognized by nicking endonucleases, may be

included within a portion of the template molecule, and particularly within a double-stranded

portion of the template, e.g., in a double-stranded segment of a SMRT bell™or in the stem portion

of an exogenous hairpin structure. Such nicking sites provide one or more breaks in one strand of a

double-stranded sequence and can thereby provide one or more priming locations for, e.g., a strand-

displacing polymerase enzyme, A variety of nicking enzymesand their recognition sequences are
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known in the art, with such enzymes being generally commercially available, e.g., from New

England Biolabs.

[00223] In certain embodiments, methods for intermittent detection described herein are

useful in “paired-end” sequencing applications in which sequence information is generated from

two ends of a template nucleic acid but not for at least a portion ofthe intervening portion ofthe

template. Typically, paired-end sequencing applications provide sequence data for only the two

ends of a nucleic acid template, but the present invention also allows generation of additional

sequence reads that are noncontiguous with the sequence reads from the ends of the template. [n

certain preferred embodiments, a duplex fragment(e.g., genomic fragment) is ligated to a single-

stranded linker that connects the 3’ end of the sense strand to the 5’ end ofthe antisense strand, or

that connects the 5° end of the sense strand to the 3’ end ofthe antisense strand. In either

orientation, separation of the two strands of the duplex fragment results in a single-stranded linear

template nucleic acid that contains the linker in between the sense and antisense strands. Subsequent

sequencing can involve intermittent detection that generates sequence reads for only the portions of

the sense and antisense strands that are ofinterest, e.g., one or both of the ends. In certain

embodiments, both sense and antisense strands may be sequencedat both ends to provide

redundancyin the sequence data. Sequence reads recognized as being from the linker portion ofthe

template (e.g., based on the knownlinker sequenceor specific registration sequences encoded

therein) can be used to orient the alignment of the sequence reads from the sense and antisense

portions of the template, providing context for determining the sequences of the ends of the duplex

fragment and subsequent sequence scaffold construction and/or mapping. In certain embodiments,

pause or stop points may be incorporated into the linker to control the processing of the template by

the polymerase, and therefore may be used to synchronize the detection periods to ensure generation

of sequence reads from particular regions of template. Further, additional detection periods can be

included that are timed te provide sequence reads from portions of the sense and/or antisense strand

that are noncontiguous with the end regions.

[00224] In a related embodiment, paired-end sequencing may be accomplished by using a

nucleic acid template that has linkers connecting the sense and antisense strands of a duplex

fragment at both ends, such that separation of the strands of the duplex fragment provides a single-

stranded circular template that contains a linkers in between each end of the sense and antisense

strands of the original duplex fragment. Such a template molecule would allow a strand-displacing

polymerase to proceed around the template multiple times, thereby potentially generating redundant
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sequence data from both ends of both strands of the original duplex fragment, As noted elsewhere

herein, such redundancyis useful for determination of consensus sequences and/or construction of

sequence scaffolds. As the polymerase enzyme processes the template, detection periods can be

timed (e.g., based on knowledge of the rate at which the polymerase processes the template, which

is dependent not only on the polymerase but also on the sequence ofthe template itself} to generate

nucleotide sequence reads from the regions of the template corresponding to one or both endsofthe

sense and antisense strands, and can also include detection periods to generate additional reads from

other, noncontiguous regions ofthe duplex fragment, as well. Although such timing can be used to

determine the appropriate periodicity of the detection periods, at later stages of the reaction (e.g., as

the polymerase repeatedly proceeds around the template), the exact location ofreinitiation of

sequence read generation becomes more approximate. Incorporation of pause or stop points into one

or both linkers to regulate the processing of the template by the polymerase maybe used to

synchronize the detection periods regardless ofthe total distance travelled by the polymerase around

the template. This strategy more reliably ensures generation of sequence reads from selected regions

of template, e.g, the ends of the sense and antisense portions and, optionally, regions in between and

noncontiguous with the end regions regardless of the number of passes of the polymerase around

the template nucleic acid, especially in later stages of the reaction. Further, the known sequence of

one or both of the linkers can be used to orient sequence reads from the sense and antisense portions

for consensus sequence determination and/or mapping.

[00225] In some such embodiments, a duplex fragment inserted between two hairpin linkers

may be much larger than desired, increasing the difficulty of limiting nucleotide sequence read data

to particular regions of the fragment. The size of the duplex fragment ligated to the two hairpin

linkers can be selectively reduced to retain the regions attached to the linkers and to lose a central

portion of the duplex fragment. One particularly preferred strategy, illustrated in Figure 18,

comprises hairpin linkers (1802, 1804) having a regions of cross-complementarity (1806, 1808),

such that the two linkers 1802 and 1804 can anneal to each other in a manner that does not interfere

with ligation to a duplex fragment 1810. Duplex fragment 1810 comprises ends 1812 and 1814, as

well as along central region 1816, which is not shown but is understood to be between the two

curvy lines. Once end 1812 is ligated to linker 1802 and end 1814 is ligated to linker 1804,the

construct is subjected to fragmentation, which removes the central region 1816 of the duplex

fragment 1810, producing construct 1818 having ends 1820 and 1822. After fragmentation, the ends

of the portions of the duplex fragment still associated with the annealed linker pair (ends 1820 and
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1822) are ligated together to produce construct 1824, which can then be treated (e.g., with heat,

gentle denaturation, primer invasion, changing salt concentration, etc.) te separate cross-

complementary regions 1806 and 1808 from one another, e.g., to generate a circular single-stranded

nucleic acid molecule. Alternatively, the separation may occur during the course of the subsequent

reaction, e.g., by polymerase-mediated strand displacement. Yet further, where the hybridized

cross-complementary regions are long enough to undergo a complete DNA tum, an additional

reaction component (e.g., helicase, topcisomerase, polymerase, etc.) may be needed to unwind the

duplex and allow separation. As such, the resulting “mate-pair” construct has only the ends ofthe

original duplex fragment ligated together and capped with adaptors that link the 5’ end of each

strand of the duplex with the 3’ end ofthe otherstrand of the duplex, and denaturation ofthe duplex

produces a closed, single-stranded circular construct.

[00226] Fragmentation of the duplex fragment can be performed by a variety of known

methods. For example, fragmentation can be performed enzymatically (e.g, using restriction

enzymes or other nucleases) or mechanically, by shearing or sonication. The type of fragmentation

chosen will determine various characteristics of the resulting construct, e.g., how large a central

region 1s removed and the types of ends remaining (e.g., blunt, $* overhang, 3’ overhang, random,

identical on both ends, etc.}. Optionally, the ends can be modified after fragmentation to facilitate

the subsequentligation step. Although not shown in Figure 18, it is expected that the ligation of the

duplex fragment to the hybridized linkers will be a two-step process, with one end being ligated first

and unimolecular kinetics favoring ligation of the second end to the second linker. The cross-

complementary regions of the linkers can be designed to produce varying levels of

complementarity, and therefore varying strengths of the hybridization. For example, a longer or

higher GC content in a cross-complementary region lends a higherstability to the linker:linker

interaction, but separation of the hybridized linkers requires a more severe treatment, e.g., higher

temperature, more stringent conditions, etc. As such the cross-complementary regions should be

engineered to produce a stable linker:linker interaction that is disruptable under conditions that are

not destructive to the overall construct. Further the linkers can vary im regions apart from the cross-

complementary regions For example, one linker can have a primer binding site that the other lacks,

which would provide a single polymeraseinitiation site in the final construct. Other sequence

characteristics described herein (e.g., pause sites, registrations sequences, etc.) can also be included

in one or both linker regions. If topological constraints limit the subsequent processing of the

resulting contruct, ¢.g., during template-directed nascent strand synthesis, these can be addressed by
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addition ofa reaction component(e.g., a helicase or topoisomerase} to resolve the topological

constraint. As such, the methods can be used to add asymmetric linkers to duplex polynucleotides,

whether or not the duplex is to be selectively reduced in size, or not, as long as the asymmetric

linkers can cross-hybridize to one another,

(00227) Although in preferred embodiments, the two linkers to be ligated to a single duplex

fragment are hybridized to one another priorto ligation, in some embodiments they are instead

hybridized after the initial ligation reaction, and where topological constraints inhibit such a post-

ligation hybridization a reaction component(¢.g., topoisomerase) may be includedto relieve such

constraints. In certain embodiments, the hybridized linkers are separated prior to addition of

reaction components for a subsequent reaction, and in other embodiments the hybridized linkers are

not separated until after the addition of reaction components for a subsequent reaction. For example,

a polymerase enzyme maybind to a primer annealed to a linker before or after separation of the

linker from a second linker. In fact, tt may be benefical in some embadiments to postpone

separation of the linkers, e.g., where compaction of the nucleic acid construct is beneficial, such as

when the construct must be loaded into a confinement of some kind, ¢.g., a nanowell, optical

confinement, etc.

[00228] In some embodiments, the methods further include separation of single linker

constructs from hybridized linker pair constructs. This can be accomplished by an exonuclease

treatment after ligation of the duplex fragment to the linkers, which would degrade any constructs

having an unannealed end. Alternatively, it may be desirable to remove the single linkers prior to

ligation, for example using a size separation methodology or by allowing them to bind to

oligonucleotides that are complementary to the cross-complementary regions and bound to a

column or magnetic beads. (The cross-complementary regions of the hybridized linker pairs will not

be available for binding to the oligonucleotides. Other methods knownin the art can also be used to

separate single linkers from hybridized linker pairs.

[00229] Interestingly, the use of the sense/antisense nucleic acid templates described above

would represent a unidirectional processing of a template to provide paired-end sequence data, as

opposed to the moretraditional bi-directional processing of a linear template molecule. Further,

unlike traditional approaches, these methods for paired-end sequencing involve processing,

chemically or otherwise, of not just the regionsat the ends, but also regions in between the ends,

and in some embodiments comprising processing of the entire template. For example, a polymerase

incorporates nucleotides into a nascent strand for each position of the template (thereby
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“processing” each position of the template), yet the sequencing data generatedis limited to specific

regions of the template that are ofparticular interest to the practitioner, such as the end regions. As

such, in certain embodiments the duplex fragmentis not further reduced in size after ligation to a

linker pair, and the entire duplex fragment is processed by the polymerase.

[00230] In certain embodiments, methods for intermittent detection described herein are

useful in analysis systems that employ nanopores. A nanopore is a small pore in an electrically

insulating membranethat can be used for single molecule detection. In general, a nanopore

functions as a Coulter counter for much smaller particles, and can take various forms, e.g., a protein

channel in a lipid bilayer or a pore in a solid-state membrane. The detection principal is based on

monitoring the ionic current ofan electrolyte solution passing through the nanoporeas a voltageis

applied across the membrane. For example, passage of a polynucleotide molecule (¢.g., DNA,

RNA,etc.) through a nanopore causes changes in the magnitude of the current through the

nanopore, with each nucleotide obstructing the nanopore to a different, characteristic degree. As

such, the pattern of variations in the current passing through the nanopore as the polynucleotideis

drawn through may be monitored and analyzed to determine the nucleotide sequence ofthe

polynucleotide. A polynucleotide may be drawn through the nanopore by various means, e.g., by

electrophoresis, or using enzyme chaperonesto guide the polynucleotide through the nanopore. For

additional discussion of methods of fabrication and use of nanopores, see, e.g, U.S. Patent No.

5,795,782; Kasianowicz, J.J., et al. (1996) Proce Nati Acad Sci U/SA 93(24):13770-3; Ashkenas, N.,

et al. (2005) davew Chem fit Fd Engl 44(9).1401-4, Winters-Hilt, §., et al. (2003) Biophys 7

$4:967-76, Astier, Y., et al. (2006) 7Am Chem Soe 128(5):1705-10; Fologea, D., et al. (2005) Nano

Lett §(10):1905-9; Deamer, D.W., et al. (2000) Trends Biotechnol 18(4): 147-51; and Church, GM.

(2006) Scientific American 294(1)-52,all of which are incorporated by reference herein in their

entireties for all purposes. In some embodiments, intermittent detection of nucleic acid sequence

data from a nanopore maybe achieved by modifying the progress of the polynucleotide through the

nanopore so that progress is sped up during non-detection periods and progress is slowed to allow

sequence determination during detection periods. The rate of passage of the polynucleotide through

the nanopore may be modified by various methods, including but not limited to increasing an

electrophoreticfield carrying the polynucleotide (e.g., by increasing the voltage, changing the

conductivity of the reaction mixture, and the like), or changing various reaction conditions to alter

the speed at which a protein chaperone carries the polynucleotide. Further, in embodiments utilizing
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a processive exonuclease to feed individual bases through the nanopore, the kinetics of the

exonuclease may be modified based on the known biochemical characteristics of the exonuclease.

[00231] In diagnostic sequencing applications, it may be necessary only to provide sequence

data for a smal] fragment of DNA, but de so in an extremely accurate sequencing process. For such

applications, shorter target segments may be employed, thus permitting a higher level of

redundancy by sequencing multiple times around a smaller circular template, where such

redundancy provides the desired accuracy. Thus, in some cases, the double stranded target segment

may be much shorter, e.g., from 10 to 200, from 20 to 100 or from 20 to 50 or from 20 to 75 bases

in length. For purposes of the foregoing, the length of the target segment in terms of bases denotes

the length of one strand of the double stranded segment. In such applications, various methods for

intermittent detection described herein may be used to analyze the sequence ofthe template, thereby

targeting the sequence data to the portion(s) of the template of particular interest to the

diagnostician, and/or improving various aspects ofthe reaction performance, e.g., by virtue ofthe

reduction of photo-induced damage to one cr more reaction components.

[00232] It is to be understood that the above description is intended to be illustrative and not

restrictive. It readily should be apparent to one skilled in the art that various embodiments and

modifications may be madeto the invention disclosed in this application, including but not limited

to combinations of various aspects of the invention, without departing from the scope and spirit of

the invention. The scope of the invention should, therefore, be determined not with reference to the

above description, but should instead be determined with reference to the appended claims, along

with the full scope of equivalents to which such claims are entitled. All publications mentioned

herein are cited for the purpose of describing and disclosing reagents, methodologies and concepts

that may be used in connection with the present invention. Nothing herein is to be construed as an

admission that these references are pricrart in relation to the inventions described herein.

Throughout the disclosure various patents, patent applications and publications are referenced.

Unless otherwise indicated, each is incorporated by reference in its entirety for all purposes.

[00233] Although described in some detail for purposes of illustration, it will be readily

appreciated that a numberofvariations known or appreciated bythose ofskill in the art may be

practiced within the scope of present invention. Unless otherwise clear from the context or

expressly stated, any concentration values provided herein are generally given in terms of admixture

values or percentages without regard to any conversion that occurs upon or following addition of
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the particular component of the mixture. To the extent not already expressly incorporated herein,

all published references and patent documentsreferred to in this disclosure are incorporated herein

by referencein their entirety for all purposes.

[00234] The following non-limiting examples are provided to further illustrate the invention.

VL Examples of Intermittent Iumination of a Single Molecule Sequencing-by-

Synthesis Reaction

Example |

[00235] A nucleic acid template was provided that comprised a double-stranded region and

two single-stranded linker portions at each end. Thefirst linker portion connected the 3° end of the

sense strand with the 5° end of the antisense strand, and the second linker portion connected the 3°

end of the antisense strand with the 5° end of the sense strand. This template was designed to form a

single-stranded circle of approximately 500 bases when the double-stranded region was opened

(e.g., by heat denaturization, helicase activity, etc.), and is sometimes referred to as a SMRTbell™

template. A plurality of this nucleic acid template was incubated with polymerases, primers, and

other reaction components to allow formation of polymerase-template complexes. (See, e.g.,

Korlach, J., et al. (2008) Nucleosides, Nucleotides and Nucleic Acids, 27:1072-1083, and Eid, J.

(2009) Science 323:133-138.) The complexes were immobilized in zero-mode waveguides in a

reaction mixture containing all necessary buffer and nucleotide analog components for carrying out

sequencing-by-synthesis reactions with the exception of a cognate starting base and a metal

dication. A Smith-Waterman algorithm was used to perform the alignment of the known sequence

of the template with the sequence reads generated in the reaction, and the positions of the sequence

readsis graphically illustrated in Figure 8.

[00236] Acquisition of the data shown in Figure 8 was collected as follows. INumination of

the array of zero-mode waveguides wasinitiated with laser excitation (532 nm and 641] nm laser

lines) at t= -5 seconds, and the missing cognate starting base and metal dication (manganese metal}

were added at t = 0 seconds to simultaneously initiate the sequencing-by-synthesis reactions in all

zero-mode waveguides. The reactions were monitored underi]lumination for 120 seconds at which

time the illumination was removed; the sequencing reads generated during that stage of the reaction

are shown in Figure 8A as a function of the template position to which each read maps. At 295

secondsillumination was resumed and data acquisition wasreinitiated at 300 seconds and

maintained for another 120 second interval; the sequencing reads during this second illuminated
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period are shown in Figure 8B. At 595 secondsillumination was resumed and data acquisition was

reinitiated at 600 seconds and maintained for another 120 secand interval; the sequencing reads

during this third illuminated period are shownin Figure 8C.

[00237] As expected, the longer the amountof time before the sequence data is collected

(that is, the later the illuminated period), the further into the template the alignments shift, and this

shift is a rough function oftime since initiation of the reaction. Further, the distribution of sequence

reads generated during each subsequentilluminated period becomes more dispersed than the

previous illuminated period(s}. Further, due to the circular nature ofthe template, Figure 8C clearly

showsthat some polymerases have passed completely around the substrate and are beginning to

generate sequence reads from a second pass around the template, thereby generating redundant

sequence information for a single template nucleic acid.

Example I

[00238] Asin Example I, a SMRTbell™template was used. For templates of defined

sequence, PCR was used to generate 3 or 6 kb DNA inserts for the double-stranded region in the

SMRTbell™templates using a standard PCR methodology. For genomic and other biological

samples, a DNA fragmentation protocol was used that generates DNA fragments distributed around

3 or 6 kb. Generation of fragments in these ranges was done using a HydroShear® (Genomic

Solutions®) device with settings recommended by the manufacturer, The random genomic DNA

fragments were enzymatically treated to generate blunt ends. Both the PCR products and randomly

generated DNA fragments were phosphorylated and then immediately putinto a ligation reaction

with a blunt hairpin adapter. The products were purified through two size selection steps using

reduced volumes of AMPure™ magnetic beads (Agencourt®) to remove hairpin dimers and other

short products. (Fabrication of SMRTbell™ templates is further described elsewhere herein )

[00239] The system components used for polynucleotide sequencing using intermittent

detection are comparable to single-molecule sequencing applications under constantillumination,

which are described, e.g., in Eid, et al. (2009) Science 323:133-138. Specifically, the

immobilization and sequencing buffer compositions, nucleotide analogs identity and concentration,

polymerase, ZMWs, surface treatment and instrumentation were identical to the standard

methodology. Modifications to the SMRTbell™template DNA and polymerase binding and

immobilization and data acquisition protocels are as follows.
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[00240] A binding solution was prepared by incubation of 3 or 6 kh DNA SMRThbell™

templates (1-10 nM) with a 10-fold excess of DNA polymerase (10-100 nM,respectively) in 10

mMMOPS(pH 7.5), 10 mM KOAc, 100 mM DTT & 0.05% Tween-20 for 2 hours at 30°C,

followed by 1 hour at 37°C and subsequent storage at 4°C prior to immobilization on the ZMWs.

Immediately prior te immobilization, the binding solution was diluted in the standard

immobilization solution (30 mM MOPS(pH 7.5), 75 mM KOAc, 5 mM DTT, 0.05% Tween-20) to

the desired final concentration, typically 0.] to 1 nM, and incubated for 30 to 60 minutes at 22°C.

Post-immobilization chip preparation and sequencing initiation were identical to the standard

methods,

(00241) The data acquisition protocol was similar to the standard application with

coordinated modifications to the collection timing and ZMW positioning. In the standard

acquisition procedure, a single long acquisition (~10 minutes) is performed for each ZMW., In the

intermittent illumination acquisition procedure, multiple short acquisitions (~3 minutes) of sequence

reads (also termed “strobe reads”) were performed for each ZMW (during “detection periods”) with

an interval between each acquisition period during which no acquisition of sequence reads was

performed (“non-detection period”). The duration of the interval between each acquisition of

sequence reads was determined based upon a desired distance (i.e., number of nucleotide positions)

between each sequence(or strobe) read, the polymerization rate of the polymerase, and the

SMRThell™template insert size.

[00242] SMRTbell™templates were generated as described above for AC223433, a fosmid

clone comprising a sequence of an approximately 40 kb region of Home sapiens chromosomeLS.

The reference sequences used to map the sequence reads generated in the sequencing reactions were

the publically available sequences of Home saprens chromosome 15 (Hg18; NCBI Build 36.1) and

fosmid AC223433 (NCBI GenBankaccession number). Table | shows the numberofstatistically

significantly mapped sequence reads for several types of intermittent illumination sequencing

reactions. The number of mappable “looks” is equivalent to the number of mappable sequence reads

generated during detection periods for a single template molecule. For example, a “mapped I-look

read” means, for a single template molecule, only a single detection period generated a sequence

read that could be mapped to the reference sequence.

Table 1: Summary of Sequencing Results

Mapped 2-__| Mapped 3-__| Mapped 4- 
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Reference lock reads look reads look reads_|look reads

Human chr15 non
(Hg18) 13834 1289 127 4
Fesmid 15253 L571 158 5

[00243] Deviations in the expected time span for a set of sequencing reads from a single

sequencing reaction are indicative of genomic events such as genomic rearrangements, ¢.g.,

insertions, deletions, etc. Figures 10 and 11 illustrate this point. Specifically, the time and distance

travelled along the template (based upon the reference sequence} by the polymerase was computed

within and between the sequence reads generated during the detection Glluminated) periods. These

calculations were used to detect unexpected variations, indicating possible genomic events in the

template as compared to the reference sequence. Figure 10 provides a plot that illustrates the

normalized average time it took for the polymerase to traverse a region of the template based on the

length ofthat region in the Hono sapiens chromosome 15 reference sequence. The sequence reads

are fit to a diagonal having a slope equal to the average speed for sequencing reads, Deviations from

the regressed diagonal indicate genomicevents (for example, structural variants), and the slope of

the sequence reads around such deviations indicate the relative size of the genomic event(e.g., in

the case of insertions/deletions), For example, if the time for the polymeraseto traverse a region

was unexpectedly long, this indicated the polymerase actually traversed a longer region than was

expected based on the reference sequence. The twodistinet off-diagonal deviations (upper right

hand comer) with higher slope indicated that an insertion had occurred in the reference sequence,

and this was verified by comparison to the known fosmid sequence.

[00244] Figure 11 showsthe average timeit took the polymerase to traverse the template. For

each mapped read, starting and ending times and positions were determined and used to compute

the distance traversed by the polymerase between sequence reads. Based on these determinations,

an average time across any particular region of the human reference sequence was computed.

Regions that were traversed by the polymerase more slowly have peaks of higher AT, and were

indicative of insertions in the template relative to the Homo sapiens chromosome 15 reference

sequence. The insertions identified were the same insertions identified above.

[00245] Intermittent illumination-based sequencing reactions across fosmid sequence

AC223433 showedsignificant sequence read coverage across the insertion events. The distribution

of the physical coverage is shown in Figure 12, which illustrates examples of three-lock strobes

(i.e, sequencing reactions having three detection/illuminated periods) that span or intersect the
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insertion events. Figure 12A shows the mapping ofthe strobe sequence reads to the Homo sapiens

chromosome 15 reference sequence, where the sequence reads generated from the insert sequences

in the template are excluded. Arrowsindicate the locations ofthe insertions. Figure 12B shows a

similar mapping with the sequence reads generated from the insert sequences indicated with

brackets. A number of sequence reads flank the insertions, connect the two insertions, or clarify

sequence within (or at the boundaries of) the insertion sequences, Such flanking and connecting

sequence reads are useful for predicting and detecting genomic events, anchoring them to genomic

references, and scaffolding for de novo assembly of novel sequences. In particular, there are 30 and

38 “3-look” reads that intersect the two regions of insertion of (1192 bp and 6879 bp, respectively).

These sequence readsfacilitated mapping ofthe insertions to the human reference sequence, which

would have been extremely difficult, if not impossible, with commercially available short-read

sequencing technologies, Further the sequence of the smaller insertion was a highly repetitive

sequence, which would also have made mapping difficult with certain short-read technologies.

[00246] Figure 13 illustrates the sequence coverage obtained across the fosmid sequence,

showingall two-, three-, and four-look strobe sequence reads spanning the sequencethat are

mappable to the known AC223433 fosmid sequence.

A consensus sequence was derived from the set of mappable sequence reads generated in these

sequencing reactions. Strobe sequence reads were combined with sequence reads generated under

constant illumination and assembled based on the human reference sequence (Ha@18). High quality

reads surrounding the (suspected) insertion sites, as well as high quality reads that did not map to

the reference sequence, were extracted and assembled with a “de novo” greedy suffix tree

assembler; the resulting contigs were mapped to the Hg18 reference sequence. Contigs spanning the

(suspected) insertion sites were identified and fed back into the “de novo” assembler, and the

resulting contigs were manually edited using standard techniques and placed back into the derived

reference guided assembly. The final consensus sequence was a hybrid of a reference guided

assembly and attempts at de novo assembly of novel insert sequences. Alignments to reference

sequences were performed and plotted. Figure 14 provides a sequence dot plot for an alignment

between a sequence assembly produced as described above and the fosmid reference sequence, and

this plot confirmed a high degree of alignment between the two sequences. This dot plot was

generated using Gepard 1.21 (“GEnome PAir — Rapid Dotter,” available from the Munich

Information Center for Protein Sequences (MIPS)) with a word size of 7. Nucleicacid dot plots are

widely used in the art and are further described, e.g., in Krumsiek et al. (2007) Bioinformatics
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23(8): 1026-8; Maizel et al. (1981) Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 78:7665; Pustell, et al. (1982) Nucleic

Acids Res 10:4765; and Quigley, et al. (1984) Nucleic Acids Res 12:347, all of which are

incorporated herein by referencein their entireties for all purposes.
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INTERMITTENT DETECTION DURING ANALYTICAL REACTIONS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is a continuation application of U.S. Patent Application No,

14/708,603, filed May 11, 2015, which is a continuation application of U.S. Patent Application No.

14/091,961, filed November 27, 2013, now U.S. Patent No. 9,057,102, which is a continuation

application of U.S. Patent Application No, 12/982,029, filed December 30, 2010, now LS. Patent

No.8,628,940, which (1) claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/099,696,filed

September 24, 2008; (2) claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/139,402,filed

December 19, 2008: and (3) is a continuation-in-part application of U.S. Patent Application No.

12/413,226, filed March 27, 2009, now US. Patent No. 8,143,030, the full disclosures ofall of

which are incorporated herein by reference in their entireties for all purposes.

(0002) This applicationis also related te U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/072,160, filed

March 28, 2008, U.S. Patent Application No. 12/383,855, filed March 27, 2009, now U.S. Patent

No. 8,236,499, and US. Patent Application No. 12/413,258, filed March 27, 2009, now US. Patent

No. 8,153,375, all of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entireties for all purposes.

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH

[0003] Not Applicable.

BACKGROUND OF THEINVENTION

[0004] The use of optically detectable labeling groups, and particularly those groups having

high quantum yields, e.g., fluorescent or chemiluminescent groups, is ubiquitous throughout the

fields ofanalytical chemistry, biochemistry, and biology. In particular, by providing a highly visible

signal associated with a given reaction, one can better monitor that reaction as well as any potential

effectors of that reaction. Such analyses are the basic tools of life science research in genomics,

diagnostics, pharmaceutical research, and related fields.

[0005] Such analyses have generally been performed under conditions where the amounts of

reactants are present far in excess of what is required for the reaction in question. The result of this

excess is to provide ample detectability, as well as to compensate for any damage caused by the

detection system and allow for signal detection with minimal impact on the reactants. For example,

analyses based on fluorescent labeling groups generally require the use of an excitation radiation
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source directed at the reaction mixture to excite the fluorescent labeling group, which 1s then

separately detectable. However, one drawbackto the use of optically detectable labeling groupsis

that prolonged exposure of chemical and biochemical reactants to such light sources, alone, or when

in the presence of other components, e.g., the fluorescent groups, can damage such reactants. The

traditional solution to this drawback is to have the reactants present so far in excess that the number

of undamaged reactant molecules far outnumbers the damaged reactant molecules, thus minimizing

or negating the effects of the photo-induced damage.

(0006) A variety of analytical techniques currently being explored deviate from the

traditional techniques. In particular, many reactions are based on increasingly smaller amounts of

reagents, e.g, in microfluidic or nanofluidic reaction vessels or channels, or in “single molecule”

analyses. Such lowreactant volumesare increasingly important in many high throughput

applications, such as microarrays. The use of smaller reactant volumes offers challenges to the use

ofoptical detection systems. When smaller reactant volumes are used, damageto reactants, such as

from exposure to light sources for fluorescent detection, can become problematic and have a

dramatic impact on the operation of a given analysis. In other cases, other reaction conditions may

impact the processivity, rate, fidelity, or duration of the reaction, including salt or buffer conditions,

pH,temperature, or even immobilization of reaction components within observable reaction

regions. In many cases, the effects of these different reaction or environmental conditions can

degrade the performance of the system over time, This can be particularly detrimental, for example,

in real-time analysis of reactions that include fluorescent reagents that can expose multiple different

reactions components to optical energy. In addition, smaller reactant volumes can lead to limitations

in the amount of signal generated upon application of optical energy.

[0007] Further, in the case of sequencing-by-synthesis applications, an additional challenge

has been to develop waysto effectively sequence noncontiguous portions of a template nucleic acid

on a single molecule. This challenge is exacerbated in template nucleic acids that contain highly

repetitive sequence and/or are hundreds or thousands of nucleotides in length, such as certain

genomic DNA fragments. The difficulty in generating such noncontiguous reads from a single

template has hampered efforts to construct consensus sequences for long templates, for example, in

genome sequencing projects.

[00038] As such, methods and systemsthat result in enhanced reaction performance, such as

an increase in processivity, rate, fidelity, or duration of a reaction of interest, would provide useful

improvements to the methods and compositions currently available. For example, methods, devices,
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and systems that increase reaction performance by, e.g., mitigating to some extent photo-induced

damagein a reaction ofinterest and/or increasing various other performance metrics for the reaction

would be particularly useful.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] In a general sense, the methods provided herein implement intermittent detection of

analytical reactions as a meansto collect reliable data from times during the reaction that are less or

not able to be analyzed if detection is constant throughout the reaction. In particular, certain

detection methods can cause damage to reaction components, and such intermittent detection allows

the damage to be avoided or at least delayed, thereby facilitating detection of the reaction at later

stages. For example, if a detection method causes a reduction in processivity of a polymerase

enzyme, then intermittent detection would allow data collection at noncontiguous regions of a

template nucleic acid that extend farther from the initial binding site of the polymerase on the

template than would be achievable under constant detection. Further, some detection methods have

limits on how much data or for how long a time data maybe generated in a single reaction, and

intermittent detection of such a reaction can allow this data to be collected from various stages of a

reaction, thereby increasing the flexibility of the investigator to spread out the data collection over

multiple stages of a reaction. In certain aspects, the present invention is particularly suitable to

characterization of analytical reactionsin real time, that is, during the course of the reaction. In

certain aspects, the present invention is particularly suitable to characterization of single molecules

or molecular complexes monitored in analytical reactions, for example, single enzymes,

nucleotides, polynucleotides, and complexes thereof.

[0010] In certain aspects, the present invention is directed to methads, devices, and systems

for obtaining sequence data from discontiguous portions of single nucleic acid templates. The

methods generally comprise providing a monitorable sequencing reaction comprising a polymerase,

template, and primer sequence, as well as the various types of nucleotides or nucleotide analogs that

are to be incorporated by the polymerase enzymein the template-directed primer extension reaction.

Typically, at least one or more or all of the nucleotides or nucleotide analogs are embodied with a

detectable property that permits their identification upon or following incorporation. In the context

of the present invention, the sequence data for a first portion of a template nucleic acid 1s acquired

during a first stage of the reaction undera first set of reaction conditions that includes at least one
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reaction condition that results in degraded performance of the reaction, but that may contribute to

the detectability of the nucleotides being incorporated. During a second stage of the reaction, the

degradative influenceis eliminated or reduced, which may result in an inability or a reduced ability

to obtain sequence data from a second portion of the template nucleic acid, but where the second

portion of the template nucleic acid is contiguous with the first portion. Subsequently, the reaction

condition resulting in degraded performanceis reinstated and sequence data is obtained for a third

portion of the template nucleic acid during a third stage of the reaction, but where the third portion

ofthe sequence 1s not contiguous with the first portion of the sequence, but is contiguous with the

second portion. The elimination or reduction ofthe degradative influence during the second stage of

the reaction may be accomplished by changing or shortening one or more reaction conditions

underlying degradative reaction performance, e.g., by changing one or mote reaction conditions

(e.g., temperature, pH, exposure to radiation, physical manipulation, etc.), and in particular may

involve altering a reaction condition related to detection of one or more aspects or products of the

reaction. However, in preferred embodiments, nucleotides or nucleotide analogs having the

detectable property are present in the reaction mixture during all stages ofthe reaction, including

stages in which the degradative influenceis eliminated or reduced; as such, the reaction condition

changed in stage two of such an embodiment would not comprise removal or dilution of such

detectable nucleotides or nucleotide analogs.

[0011] Tn certain aspects, the present invention is generally directed to methods, devices,

and systems for enhancing the performance of illuminated reactions. The term “illuminated

reactions”as used herein refers to reactions which are exposed to an optical energy source. In

certain preferred embodiments, illuminated reactions comprise one or more fluorescent or

fluorogenic reactants. Typically, such illumination is provided in order to observe the generation

and/or consumption of reactants or products that possess a particular optical characteristic indicative

of their presence, such as a shift in the absorbance spectrum and/or emission spectrum ofthe

reaction mixture or its components. In some aspects, enhancing the performance of an illuminated

reaction means increasing the processivity, rate, fidelity, and/or duration of the reaction. For

example, enhancing the performance ofan illuminated reaction can involve reducing or limiting the

effects of photo-induced damage during the reaction. The term “photo-induced damage”refers

generally to any direct or indirect impact of illumination on one or more reagents in a reaction

resulting in a negative impact uponthat reaction.
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[0012] In certain aspects, metheds of the invention useful for characterizing an analytical

reaction comprise preparing a reaction mixture and initiating the analytical reaction therein,

subjecting the reaction mixture to at least one detection period and at least one non-detection period

during the course of the analytical reaction, collecting data during both the detection period(s) and

the non-detection period{s), and combining the collected data to characterize the analytical reaction.

In certain embodiments, the analytical reaction comprises an enzymethat exhibits an improvement

in performance as compared to its performance in the analytical reaction under constant

illumination, and such improvement maybe related to various aspects of enzymeactivity, e.g.,

processivity, fidelity, rate, duration of the analytical reaction, and the like. In certain embodiments,

stop or pause points are used to control the activity of the enzyme, and such stop or pause points

may comprise elements such as large photolabile groups, strand-binding moieties, non-native bases,

and others well known in the art. In certain preferred embodiments, the one or more detection

periods areuminated periods and the one or mere non-detection periods are non-illuminated

periods. In certain preferred embodiments,a plurality of analytical reactions disposed on a solid

support are characterized, preferably in a coordinated fashion as described elsewhere herein.

[0013] In certain preferred embodiments, the analytical reaction is a sequencing reaction

that generates sequence reads from a single nucleic acid template during the detection period(s} but

not during the non-detection period(s}. For example, the analytical reaction can compriseat least

two or more detection periods and can generate a plurality of noncontiguous reads from the single

nucleic acid template. In some embodiments, the single nucleic acid template is at least 100 bases in

length and/or comprises multiple repeat sequences. In certain embodiments, the sequencing reaction

comprises passage ofthe single nucleic acid template through a nanopore, and in other

embodiments the sequencing reaction comprises primer extension by a polymerase enzyme.

[0014] The analytical may optionally be a processive reaction monitored in real time, i.e.,

during the course of the processive reaction. In preferred embodiments, such a processive reaction

is carried out by a processive enzymethat can repetitively execute its catalytic function, thereby

completing multiple sequential steps of the reaction. For example, a processive polymerization

reaction can comprise a polymerase enzyme repetitively incorporating multiple nucleotides or

nucleotide analogs, as long as such are available to the polymerase within the reaction mixture, ¢.g.,

without stalling on the template nucleic acid. Such a processive polymerization reaction can be

prevented by incorporation of nucleotides or nucleotide analogs that contain groups that block

additional incorporation events, e.g., cerlain labeling groups or other chemical modifications.
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[0015] In certain preferred embodiments, the analytical reaction comprisesat least one

component comprising a detectable label, ¢.g., a fluorescently labeled nucleotide. In certain

embodiments, the labeled componentis present throughout the course of the analytical reaction,i.e.,

during both the detection and the non-detection periods. The method mayfurther comprise an

optical system to collect the data during the detection period, but optionally not to collect the data

during the non-detection period.

[0016] In certain aspects, methods of the invention comprise providing a substrate having a

reaction mixture disposed thereon and illuminating the reaction mixture on the substrate with an

excitation illumination for multiple, noncontiguous periods during the course of the reaction,

thereby subjecting the reaction mixture to intermittent excitation illumination. In some

embodiments, the reaction mixture comprises first reactant and a second reactant, wherein an

amount of phote-induced damageto the first reactant occurs as a result of interaction between the

first reactant and the second reactant under excitation illumination. In certain embediments, the

method further comprises monitoring a reaction between the first and second reactants during

illumination and collecting the data generated therefrom. In some embodiments, the reaction is a

primer extension reaction and/or the first reactant 1s a polymerase enzyme. In certain embodiments,

the second reactant is a fluorogenic or fluorescent molecule.

(0017) In yet another aspect, the methods are useful for mitigating photo-induced damage in

an illuminated reaction by subjecting the illuminated reaction to intermittent illumination rather

than constant illumination. For example, certain methods of the invention monitor a reaction

mixture comprising at least one enzymeand a fluorescent or flucrogenic substrate for the enzyme,

wherein interaction of the enzyme and the substrate under excitation illumination can result in

altered activity of the enzyme, e.g if such excitation illumination is present over an extended period

of time. Such methods can comprise directing intermittent excitation illumination at a first

observation region for a first period that is less than a photo-induced damagethreshold period under

the intermittent illumination conditions, but that is greater than a photo-induced damage threshold

period under constant illumination conditions. As such, certain aspects of the invention lengthen a

photo-induced damage threshold peried for an analytical reaction through intermittent inactivation

of the excitation illumination source since the photo-induced damage threshold period under

intermittentillumination is longer than the photo-induced damage threshold period under constant

illumination.
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[0018] In a related aspect, the invention also provides methods of performing an enzyme

reaction, comprising providing an enzyme within a first observation region, contacting the enzyme

with a fluorescent or fluorogenic substrate for the enzyme, and directing an excitation radiation at

and detecting signals from the first observation region for a period that is less than a photo-induced

damage threshold period under intermittent illumination conditions, but that is greater than a photo-

induced damage threshold period under constant illumination conditions.

[0019] In further aspects, the invention provides methods of monitoring a primer extension

reaction, comprising providing a polymerase enzyme within a first observation region, contacting

the polymerase with at least a first fluorescent or fluorogenic nucleotide analog, and monitoring a

fluorescent signal emitted from the first observation region in responseto illumination with

excitation radiation for a petiod that is Jess than a photo-induced damage threshold period under

intermittent illumination conditions, but that is greater than a photo-induced damage threshold

petiod under constantiJlumination conditions,

[0020] In addition, the invention provides methods for generating a plurality of

noncontiguous sequence reads from a single nucleic acid template molecule. Such methods

generally comprise preparing a reaction mixture comprising the template molecule, a polymerase

enzyme, and a set of differentially labeled nucleotides or nucleotide analogs, wherein the set

comprises at least one type of nucleotide or nucleotide analog for each of the natural nucleobases

(A, T, C, and G). The polymerization reaction is initiated, the polymerase beyins processive

incorporation of the labeled nucleotides or nuclectide analogs into a nascent nucleic acid strand, and

during such incorporation the reaction is monitored by optical means to detect incorporation events,

thereby generating a first sequence read. In a subsequent step, the labeled nucleotides or analogs are

replaced with unlabeled nucleotides or nuclectide analogs and the polymerizationis allowed to

proceed without detecting, incorporation events. Subsequently, the unlabeled nucleotides or analogs

are replaced with labeled nucleotides or nucleotide analogs and the polymerization is allowed to

proceed once again with real time detection of incorporation events, thereby generating a second

sequence read that 1s noncontiguous to the first sequence read. The substitution of labeled for

unlabeled, and unlabeled for labeled, nuclectides and nucleotide analogs can be repeated multiple

times to generate a plurality of noncontiguous sequence reads, each of the plurality generated during

a pericd whenthe labeled nucleotides or nucleotide analogs are being incorporated into the nascent

strand and such incorporation is being detected in real time.
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[0021] In certain aspects, devices of the invention can comprise a solid support (e.g.,

substrate) having an observation region, a first reactant immobilized within the observation region,

and a second reactant disposed within the observation region, and a means for subjecting the

observation region to at least one illuminated period and at least one non-illuminated period. In

certain embodiments, interaction between the first and second reactants under excitation

illumination causes photo-induced damagetothefirst reactant, and further wherein the photo-

induced damageis reduced by subjecting the observation region to intermittent illumination. In

some embodiments, the first reactant is an enzyme (e.g., a polymerase), the second reactant(e.g., a

nucleotide} has a detectable label (e.g., fluorescent label), and/or the observation region ig within a

zero-mode waveguide. The meansfor subjecting the observation region to one or more i]luminated

and non-illuminated periods may comprise, e.g., a laser, laser diode, light-emitting diode, ultra-

violet light bulb, white light source, a mask, a diffraction grating, an arrayed waveguide grating, an

optic fiber, an optical switch, a mirror, alens, a collimator, an optical attenuator, a filter, a prism, a

planar waveguide, a wave-plate, a delay line, a movable support coupled with the substrate, and a

movable illumination source, and the like. The device may further comprise a meansfor collecting

the data during the illuminated period(s), such as an optical train, e.g., operably coupled to a

machine comprising machine-readable medium onto which such data may be written and stored.

(0022) In further aspects, the invention provides systems for performing intermittent

detection of an analytical reaction comprising reagents for the analytical reaction disposed on a

solid support, a mounting stage configured to receive the solid support, an optical train positioned ta

be in optical communication with at least a portion of the solid support detect signals emanating

therefrom, a means for subjecting the portion of the solid support to at least one detection period

and at least one non-detection period, a translation system operably coupled to the mounting stage

or the optical train for moving one of the optical train and the solid support relative to the other, and

a data processing system operably coupled to the optical train. In certain preferred embodiments,

the analytical reaction is a sequencing reaction and/or the solid support comprises at least one zero-

mode waveguide.

[0023] In still other aspects, the invention provides systems for analyzing an illuminated

reaction that is susceptible to photo-induced damage whenilluminated for a period longer than an

photo-induced damage threshold period, comprising a solid support having reagents for the reaction

disposed thereon, a mounting stage supporting the solid support and configured to receive the solid

support, an optical train positioned to be in optical communication with at least a portion of the
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solid support to illuminate the portion of the solid support and detect signals emanating therefrom, a

means for subjecting the portion ofthe solid support to at least one detection period and at least one

non-detection period, and a translation system operably coupled to the mounting stage or the optical

train for moving one of the optical train and the solid support relative to the other. In some

embodiments, the illuminated reaction is a sequencing reaction, ¢.g., a nucleotide sequencing-by-

synthesis reaction, In certain embodiments, the solid support comprisesat least one optical

confinement, ¢.g., a zero-mode waveguide.

(0024) The invention provides methods of performing analytical reactions, ¢.g., processive

analytical reactions, that include preparing a reaction mixture comprising reaction components,at

least one of which is a detectable componentthat is detectable during one or more detection pericads,

and at least one of which is a clocking componentthat is detectable during one or more non-

detection periods during the analytical reaction. The methods further comprise initiation the

analytical reaction and maintaining conditions that allow the analytical reaction to proceed while

subjecting it to at least one detection period and at least one non-detection period, both in the

presence of the clocking component and the detectable component. In certain embodiments, the

detectable component emits a detectable signal 1s response to excitation illumination during the

detection period, but not during the non-detection period when a clocking signal is emitted from the

clocking component. The detectable signal is collected during the detection period and the clocking

signal is detected during the non-detection period, e.g., using an optical system. Optionally, the

clocking signal can also be collected during the detection period and the non-detection period. In

certain preferred embodiments, detection data is collected in read time during the detection periad,

non-detection data is collected in rea] time during the non-detection period, and the detection data

and non-detection data are both used to characterize the analytical reaction. In some embodiments,

the transition between the detection period and the non-detection period does not involve

substitution and/cr addition of reaction components during progression of the analytical reaction,

and in other embodiments the transition does involve substitution and/or addition of reaction

components, ¢.g., vla a reaction mixture exchange. In some preferred embodiments, a plurality of

analytical reactions are disposed on a solid support, subjected to intermittent illumination,

monitored to collect data, and characterized based upon the data so collected.

[0025] The detectable component and clocking componentare typically linked to discrete

molecules in the analytical reaction. For example, the detectable component can be linked to a first

subset of nucleotide analogs and the clocking componentcan be linked to a second subset of
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nucleotide analogs in the analytical reaction mixture. Alternatively, both the detectable component

and the clocking componentcan be linked to a single molecule, e.g., a single nucleotide or

nucleotide analog, in the analytical reaction. The detectable component and clocking component

can both comprise detectable labels (e.¢., luminescent, fluorescent, or fluorogenic labels, including,

é.g., quantum dots), and in some embodiments, different detectable labels, e.¢. having different

absorption peaks.

[0026] In certain preferred embodiments, an analytical reaction performed according to the

invention comprises at least one enzyme, e.g., a polymerase,ligase, rlbosome, nuclease, and/or

kinase, In some embodiments, pause or stop paints are engineered into the analytical reaction to

contral activity of the enzyme. Various aspects ofthe analytical reaction can be changed by being

subjected to at least one detection period and at least one non-detection period, such aspects

including but not limited to processivity, fidelity, rate, and duration, e.g. of enzymeactivity.

(0027) In certain preferred embodiments, the analytical reaction is a sequencing reaction

comprising a single nucleic acid template that generates sequence reads during the detection peniod

by detecting the detectable component, and does not generate sequence reads during the non-

detection period by suspending detection of the detectable component. Such a sequencing reaction

typically comprises at least two or three detection periods and generatesa plurality of

noncontiguous sequence reads from the single nucleic acid template. In some embodiments, the

template comprises multiple repeat or complementary sequences, In some embodiments, the

sequencing reaction comprises passage of the single nucleic acid or a nascent strand complementary

thereto through a nanopore. In some preferred embodiments, the sequencing reaction comprises

primer extension by a polymerase enzyme and the detectable componentis linked to a nucleotide or

nucleotide analog. In some embodiments, the clocking componentis linked to the polymerase

enzyme, and optionally can be a multi-componentlabel, e.g, a FRETlabel.

[0028] In certain aspects, the invention provides methods of mitigating photo-induced

damage during an illuminated reaction that include preparing a reaction mixture having first and

second reactants, where interaction of the reactants under excitation illumination can cause photo-

induced damageto the first reactant. The illuminated reaction is subjected to intermittent excitation

illumination characterized by periods of maximalillumination followed by periods of modified but

not absent illumination. The intermittent excitation illumination reduces the amount of photo-

induced damageto thefirst reactant during the illuminated reaction as compared to the illuminated

reaction under constant maximal excitation illumination, thereby mitigating photo-induced damage

10
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to the first reactant. In certain preferred embodiments, the illuminated reaction is a primer extension

reaction. In certain preferred embodiments,the first reactant is an enzyme, e.g., a polymerase or

ligase enzyme.In certain preferred embodiments, the second reactant comprises a fluorescent or

fluorogenic molecule. In certain embodiments, the modified excitation illumination is illumination

with a lower intensity excitation illumination than the maximal excitation illumination. In certain

embodiments, a set of illumination sources provides the maximal excitation ilamination and a

subset ofthe set of illumination sources provides the modified excitation illumination.

(0029) In other aspects, the invention provides a method of sequencing a template nucleic

acid that includes subjecting the template to methylation to generate at least one methylated base,

subjecting the methylated base to base excision to generate at least one abasic site in the template,

annealing a primer to the template nucleic acid, contacting the template with a polymerase enzyme

to promote extension ofthe primer in a template-dependent manner, monitoring the extension of the

primerin real time to generate a nucleotide sequence read complementary to the template,

extending the primer until the abasic site is encountered by the polymerase, at which time the

polymerase pauses on the template, and reinitiating primer extension byfacilitating abasic site

bypass by the polymerase. The monitoring, extending, and reinitiating steps are repeated until a

desired number of nucleotide sequence reads is generated and collected, and subsequently analyzed

to determine the sequence of the template nucleic acid. In certain embodiments, the contacting step

occurs during a detection period or a detection period immediately follows the contacting step. In

certain embodiments, a detection period ends and a non-detection period begins prior 10 one or

more pauses of the polymerase on the template. In certain embodiments, a non-detection periodis

terminated simultaneous with or immediately following one or more reinitiation steps. In some

embodiments, the reinitiating step comprises introduction of a pyrene to the polymerase, where the

polymerase incorporates the pyrene into the nascent strand opposite and, therefore, “pairing with”

an abasic site in the template. In certain preferred embodiments, the template is circular and the

polymerase pauses at the same abasic site multiple times during the primer extension reaction. In

other embodiments, the method further comprises terminating the monitoring when a desired length

of the nucleotide sequence read is collected, ¢.g., by removing or modifying excitation illumination.

Optionally, the desired length can be less than a length of the template nucleic acid. Additionally,

the monitoring can bereinitiated subsequent to or simultaneous with the reinitiating of primer

extension,

11
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[0030] In yet further aspects, the invention provides a method of performingan illuminated

reaction that includes preparing a reaction mixture comprising multiple optically detectable

components that are distinguishable from one another based upon their individual signal emissions,

initiating the illuminated reaction, and maintaining conditions that allow the illuminated reaction to

proceed while subjecting the reaction mixture to at least one maximal illuminated period andat least

one modified illuminated period during the illuminated reaction. In preferred embodiments,at least

a portion ofthe optically detectable components are detectable during both the maximal and

modified illuminated periods. In certain embodiments, the maximal illuminated period is

characterized by a first excitation radiation intensity and the modified illuminated period is

characterized by a second excitation radiation intensity that is less than the first excitation radiation

intensity. In certain preferred embodiments,all of the optically detectable components are

detectable during both the maximal and modified illuminated periods, but are distinguishable from

one another during the maximal illuminated periad, but are not distinguishable during the modified

illuminated period. In certain embodiments, the maximal illuminated period comprises exposing the

reaction mixture to a set of excitation radiation wavelengths and the modified illuminated period

comprises exposing the reaction mixture to a subset ofthe set of excitation radiation wavelengths.

In certain preferred embodiments, all of the optically detectable components are detectable and

distinguishable during the maximal illuminated period, but only a subset of the optically detectable

components are detectable during the modified illuminated period.

[0031] In some embodiments, the illuminated reaction is initiated during a modified

illuminated period and subsequently subjected to a maximalilluminated period, where data

collected during the modified illuminated period is used in the statistical analysis of data collected

during the maximalilluminated period. For example, an illuminated reaction that is a

polynucleotide sequencing reaction can generate sequence read data during a modified i]luminated

pericd that is subsequently used to construct a sequence scaffold for assembly of sequence read data

collected during a maximal illuminated period. Additionally or optionally, the illuminated reaction

is a template-directed sequencing reaction and sequence read data collected during a modified

illuminated period is used to determine a rate of translocation of a polymerase during the modified

illuminated period.

[0032] Some embodiments of the invention comprise performing a plurality of illuminated

reactions, each of which is exposed to the set of excitation radiation wavelengths during the

maximal illuminated period, but is exposed to a different subset of the set of excitation radiation

12
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wavelengths during the modified illuminated period, such that a distinct subset of optically

detectable components are detectable during the modified illuminated period for each of the

plurality ofilluminated reactions. In other words, for two such illuminated reactions, although all

optically detectable components are detectable during their respective maximal illuminated periods,

only a subset of the optically detectable components is detectable in each reaction, and the subset

detectable in the first reaction is preferably different from the subset detectable in the second

reaction.

[0033] In certain aspects, the invention provides methods for performing paired-end

sequencing on a single template molecule. In certain embodiments, such a method comprises

providing a double-stranded nucleic acid molecule comprisinga first terminal portion, an

intermediate portion, and a second terminal portion. A first linker ligated to the first terminal

portion of the nucleic acid molecule connects the 3° terminus at the first terminal portion with the 5°

terminusat the first terminal portion; and a secondlinker ligated to the second terminal portion of

the nucleic acid molecule connects the 3’ terminus at the second terminal portion with the 5°

terminus at the second terminal portion. A template nucleic acid molecule is thereby formed

comprising the double-stranded nucleic acid molecule with both thefirst linker and the second

linker ligated thereto, The template molecule is subjected to a sequencing pracess m which

sequence reads are generated for thefirst terminal portion and the second terminal portion, but

sequence reads are not generated for the intermediate portion, even if the intermediate portion is

processed during the sequencing process, e.g., by a polymerase. In some embodiments, the first

linker and secondlinker are identical, and in other embodiments theyare different from one

another, i.e., not identical. In certain embodiments, the first and second linkers comprise

complementary regions and can be hybridized to one anotherprior to one or both oftheligating

steps. In some cases, hybridized linkers that are ligated to the ends of a double-stranded nucleic acid

molecule are separated prior to subjecting the molecule to a sequencing reaction, and in some cases

the hybridized linkers remain hybridized during at least a portion of the sequencing reaction. For

example, in a template-directed sequencing reaction, a polymerase capable of strand displacement

separates the hybridized linkers as it sequences the template. In certain preferred embodiments, the

sequencing process comprisesat least one detection period (e.g., an illuminated period) andat least

one non-detection period (e.g., a non-iJluminated period) such that the intermediate portion ofthe

template molecule is subjected to the sequencing process during the non-detection period, In some

embodiments, the template is fragmented after ligation to remove the intermediate portion. The
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sequencing process can generate redundant sequence data from one or both ofthe first terminal

portion and the second terminal portion, and/or can generate sequence data from an additional

portion of the template molecule that is noncontiguous with the first terminal portion and the second

terminal portion. In preferred embodiments, the sequencing process involves circularizing the

template molecule by separating the complementary strands of the template molecule and using the

complementary strands in template-directed nascent strand synthesis catalyzed bya single

polymerase enzyme. Optionally, the template molecule can comprise a primer bindingsite, a

registration sequence, and/or a synthesis blocking moiety. The primerbindingsite, a registration

sequence, or synthesis blocking moiety can be present in one or both ofthe linkers, or can be

located elsewhere within the template molecule. In some cases, the synthesis blocking moiety is

selected from the group consisting of an abasic site, a nick, a synthetic linker, a non-native

nucleotide or analog thereof, a primer, a large photolabile group, a strand-binding moiety, a

damaged base, and a modified base. The synthesis blocking moiety can permanently or temporarily

block progression of the sequencing process, e.g., by interfering with the activity of an enzyme, ¢..,

a polymerase enzyme. Jn certain preferred embodiments, the synthesis blocking moiety 1s an abasic

site, e.g., Introduced by a DNA glycosylase.

[0034] In some aspects, the invention provides methods for generating a nucleic acid

constructfor analytical reactions. In certain embodiments, such a method comprises providing a

double-stranded nucleic acid molecule comprising a first terminal portion, an intermediate portion,

and a second terminal portion; providing a first stem-loop linker hybridized to a second stem-loop

linker; ligating the first stem-loop linker to the first terminal portion of the nucleic acid molecule,

wherein the first stem-loop linker connects the 3° terminusat the first terminal portion with the 3’

terminusat the first terminal portion, and ligating the second stem-looplinker to the second

terminal portion of the nucleic acid molecule, wherein the second stem-locp linker connects the 3’

terminus at the second terminal portion with the 3° terminusat the second terminal portion, thereby

generating the nucleic acid constrict. Optionally, the nucleic acid construct can be subjected to

fragmentation after the ligating of steps c and d, wherein the fragmentation removes the

intermediate portion from the nucleic acid construct and introduces two double-stranded termini.

The method can further include ligating the two double-stranded termini to one another. In some

embodiments, one of the stem-loop linkers comprises a primer binding site, registration sequence,

or a synthesis blocking moiety that is absent from the other stem-loop linker.

14
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[0035] In further aspects, the invention includes a single template nucleic acid molecule

comprising a duplex region; a first linker linking terminiat a first end of the duplex region; a second

linkerlinking termini at a second end ofthe duplex region, wherein a region ofthe first linker is

complementary to a region of the second linkers. Optionally, the single template molecule

comprises the first and second linkers hybridized with one another. In some embodiments, the

duplex region is separated or melted apart to transform the single template nucleic acid molecule

into a topologically single-stranded, circular nucleic acid molecule, Further, the invention provides

a composition comprising a single, optically resolvable polymerase enzymein association with a

single-stranded circular nucleic acid molecule, wherein the single-stranded circular nucleic acid

molecule comprisesfirst, second, third, and fourth regions, and further wherein the first region is

complementary to the second region, and the third region is complementary to the fourth region,

and further wherein the regions are ordered on the single-stranded circular nucleic acid molecule as

follows: first region, third region, second region, fourth region.

[0036] In still further aspects of the invention, machine-implemented methods for

transforming nucleotide sequence read data into consensus sequence data, wherein the nucleotide

sequence read data is generated by sequencing a target region of a template nucleic acid multiple

times, and the consensus sequence data is representative of a most likely actual sequence of the

template nucleic acid. Such machine-implemented methods can comprise various steps, such as a}

mapping the nucleotide sequence data to a target sequence using a local alignment method that

produces a set of local alignments comprising an optimal local alignment and sub-optimal local

alignments, b) enumerating the set of local alignments, c) constructing a weighted directed graph

wherein each local alignmentin the set of local alignments is represented as a node, thereby

generating a set of nedes in the weighted directed graph, d)} drawing edges between pairs of nodes

in the weighted directed graph if the pair represents a potential reconstruction of the template

nucleic acid, e) assigning weights to the edges drawn in step d, wherein a given weight for a given

edge represents the log-likelihood that a given pair of nodes connected bythe given edgeis truly a

reconstruction of the template nucleic acid, f) finding the shortest path to each node in the weighted

directed graph, thereby generating a set of shortest paths for the weighted directed graph, g)} ranking

the set of shortest paths to determine the best assignment, and h) storing the results of steps a-g on a

machine-readable medium. In certain embodiments, the steps of the machine implemented methods

are performed via a userinterface implemented in a machine that comprises instructions stored in

machine-readable medium and a processor that executes the instructions. Also provided are
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computer program products comprising a computer usable medium having computer readable

program cade embodied therein, said computer readable program code adapted to be executed to

implement the machine-implemented methodsofthe invention, and machine-readable medium on

which the results of the method steps are stored, The invention further includes a computer program

product comprising a computer usable medium having a computer readable program code embodied

therein, said computer readable program code adapted to be executed to implement the above

methods.

(0037) In certain aspects, the invention provides machine-implemented methodsfor

transforming enzyme velocity data from one or more detection periods into a distribution of the

distance x travelled by an enzyme(e.g., a polymerase) during a time t, where time t occurs during a

non-detection period. Such a method comprises, in certain embodiments, developing a probability

model pf) to describe an observed distribution of enzyme velocities during one or more detection

periods; sampling velocities from pv); summing and recording the velocities sampled in step b to

produce a sum that is an estimate of x/tcorr, and repeating the sampling, summing, and recording M

times to generate a distribution cf sums that are estimates of x/tcorr, with the distribution of sums

being the distnbution of the distance x travelled by an enzyme dunny a time t. Preferably, at least

some of the steps are performed via a user interface implemented in a machine that comprises

instructions stored in machine-readable medium and a processcrthat executes the instructions.

Optionally, the enzyme is a polymerase enzyme. In some embodiments, multiple enzymes are

observed simultaneously and the probability model pfv) is determined independently for each ofthe

multiple enzymes. In certain preferred embodiments,

POPPacsne+ [= FOMPgra)
JPOPerosYY += FOPma OVE

[0038] In further aspects, the invention provides machine-implemented methodsfor transforming,

p(y) =

enzymevelocity data from one or more detection periods into a distribution of the distance x

travelled by an enzyme during a time t, where time t occurs during a non-detection period. In some

embodiments, the method comprises estimating a distribution of local rates p(v), making

independent identically distributed draws of N = t/tcerr velocities from from p(v)}; summing the

velocities, recording the velocities summed in ¢) as an estimate of x/tcorr; and repeating b-d M

times, e.¢., where M is preferably at least 1000. Optionally, p(v} is determined using a Hidden

Markov Model or the autocorrelation function (SuSE + A)) ~ of=") . The invention furtherTcorr
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includes a computer program product comprising a computer usable medium having a computer

readable program code embadied therein, said computer readable program code adapted to be

executed to implement the above methods, as well as a machine-readable medium on which the

results of the steps of the methodsare stored.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0039] Figure 1 provides exemplary embodiments of methodsfor intermittent illumination

ofanalytical reactions, whether illumination 1s initiated before (A) or after (B) initiation of the

reaction.

(0040) Figure 2 provides an exemplary embodimentofanalysis ofa plurality of illuminated

reactions using intermittent illumination, including depictions of multiple reactions arrayed on a

solid support (A) and prophetic data (B) from certain embodiments of the invention,

(0041) Figure 3 provides an exemplary embodimentofanalysis ofa plurality ofilluminated

reactions on a solid support (A) using intermittent illumination and a mask (B). A graph (C) depicts

prophetic data from certain embcodiments of the invention.

[0042] Figure 4 provides additional embodiments of masks for use in the methods of the

invention, including a mask that allows illumination of columns of reactions (A) and a mask that

allows illumination of every other reaction in a row and column (B).

[0043] Figure 5 illustrates an aspect of the instant invention in which multiple samples are

analyzed on a single solid support using intermittent illumination, Figure 5A illustrates a solid

support comprising four quadrants, each quadrant containing a different sample. Figure 5B

illustrates a mask design for selective illumination of the substrate. Figures 3C and 5D demonstrate

various positions of the mask on the solid support.

[0044] Figure 6 providesan illustration of paths in a sequence alignment matrix

representing sequencing data from a SMRTbell™ template.

[0045] Figure 7 illustrates a hypothetical directed graph.

[0046] Figure 8 provides data from single-molecule sequencing-by-synthesis reactions.

Figure 8A provides data from a two-minute interval beginning at initiation of the reactions, 1.e.,

from 0-120 seconds. Figure 8B provides data from a second two-minuteinterval from 300-420

seconds. Figure 8C provides data from a third two-minute interval from 600-720 seconds.

[0047] Figure 9 schematically illustrates one embodiment of a system for use with the

methods, devices, and systems of the invention.
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[0048] Figure 10 provides a graphical representation ofrates of polymerase activity on

different portions of a template nucleic acid during a sequencing reaction utilizing intermittent

illumination.

[0049] Figure 11 provides a graphical representation of the average rate of polymerase

translocation over a template nucleic acid during a sequencing reaction utilizing intermittent

ilumination.

[0050] Figure 12 provides a distribution of the physical coverage of a template nucleic acid

achieved during a sequencing reaction utilizing intermittent illumination, with A showing mapping

to a reference sequence with sequence reads (and portions thereof} that do net map to the reference

excluded and B showinga similar mapping that further includes sequence reads corresponding to

insettions in the template that are absent from the reference sequence.

[0051] Figure 13 provides a distribution of the physical coverage provided by sequence

reads generated during sequencing reactions utilizing intermittent illumination across an

approximately 40 kb template nucleic acid.

[0052] Figure 14 provides a sequence dot plot for an alignment between a sequence

assembly produced as described herein and a reference sequence.

[0053] Figure 15 provides an exemplary illustration of an HMM for modeling a simple

“pausing” vs. “sequencing” system.

[0054] Figure 16A shows a sample of velocities drawn from the HMM in Figure [5 with the

parameters P(S—P) = 1/24; P(P—S) = I/11; and p(}-Gamma(48,0.25), Figure 16B illustrates a

resulting histogram of local velocities. Figure 16C provides an estimated distance traveled during a

non-detection period.

[0055] Figure 17 providesanillustrative example of two observed histogramsofdistances

traveled during a non-detection period.

[0056] Figure 18 provides an exemplary strategy for selectively reducing the size of a

duplex fragment within a SMRTbell™template.

[0037] Figure 19 provides an illustrative example of nucleic acid templates having nicks.

[0053] Figures 20A and 20B illustrate two exemplary embodiments of template constructs

used in the present invention.

[0059] Figures 21A and 21B schematically illustrate redundant or consensus sequencing

using the constructs shown in Figures 204 and 20B.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0060] Unless defined otherwise, all technical and scientific terms used herein have the

same meaning as commonly understood by one of ordinary skill in the art to which this invention

pertains. All publications mentioned herein are incorporated herein by reference for the purpose of

describing and disclosing devices, formulations and methodologies which are described in the

publication and which might be used in connection with the presently described invention.

[0061] Note that as used herein and in the appended claims, the singular forms “a,” "an,"

and “the”include plural referents unless the context clearly dictates otherwise. Thus, for example,

reference to "a polymerase" refers to one agent or mixtures of such agents, and reference to "the

method" includes reference to equivalent steps and methods known to those skilled in the art, and so

forth. Where a range of values is provided, it is understood that each intervening value, between the

upper and lowerlimit of that range and any other stated or intervening value in that stated range is

encompassed within the invention. The upper and lowerlimits of these smaller ranges may

independently be included in the smaller ranges, and are also encompassed within the invention,

subject to any specifically excluded limit in the stated range. Where the stated range includes one or

both ofthe limits, ranges excluding either both of those included limits are also includedin the

invention,

[0062] In the following description, numerous specific details are set forth to provide a more

thorough understanding of the present invention. However, it will be apparent to one of skill in the

art that the present invention may be practiced without one or more of these specific details. In

other instances, well-knownfeatures and procedures well knownto those skilled in the art have not

been described in order to avoid obscuring the invention. Although a number of methods and

materials similar or equivalent to those described herein can be used in the practice of the present

invention, the preferred materials and methods are described herein.

L General

[0063] In a general sense, the methods, devices, and systems provided herein implement

intermittent detection of analytical reactions as a meansto collect reliable data from times during

the reaction that are less or not able to be analyzed if detection is constant throughout the reaction.

In particular, certain detection methods can cause damageto reaction components, and such

intermittent detection allows the damage to be avoidedorat least delayed, therebyfacilitating

detection of the reaction at later stages. For example, if a detection method causes a reduction in
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processivity of a polymerase enzyme, then intermittent detection would allowdata collection at

noncontiguous regions of a template nucleic acid that extend farther from theinitial binding site of

the polymerase on the template than would be achievable under constant detection. Further, some

detection methods have limits on how much data or fer how long a time data may be generated in a

single reaction, and intermittent detection of such a reaction can allowthis data to be collected from

various stages of a reaction, thereby increasing the flexibility of the investigator to spread out the

data collection over multiple stages of a reaction. In certain aspects, the present invention is

particularly suitable to characterization of analytical reactions in real time, that is, during the course

of the reaction. In certain aspects, the present invention 1s particularly suitable to characterization of

single molecules or molecular complexes monitored in analytical reactions, for example, single

enzymes, nucleotides, polynucleotides, and complexes thereof.

[0064] In certain aspects, the present invention is directed to methods, devices, and systems

for obtaining sequence data from discontiguous portions of single nucleic acid templates. The

methods generally comprise providing a monitorable sequencing reaction comprising a polymerase,

template, and primer sequence, as well as the various types of nucleotides or nucleotide analogs that

are to be incorporated by the polymerase enzyme in the template-directed primer extension reaction.

Typically, at least one or more orall of the nucleotides or nucleotide analogs are embodied with a

detectable property that permits their identification upon or following incorporation. In the context

of the present invention, the sequence data for a first portion of a template nucleic acid is acquired

duringafirst stage of the reaction undera first set of reaction conditions that includes at least one

reaction condition that results in degraded performance of the reaction, but that may contribute to

the detectability of the nucleotides being incorporated. During a second stage of the reaction, the

degradative influenceis eliminated or reduced, which may result in an inability or a reducedability

to obtain sequence data from a second portion of the template nucleic acid, but where the second

portion of the template nucleic acid is contiguous with the first portion. Subsequently, the reaction

condition resulting in degraded performanceis reinstated and sequence data is obtained for a third

portion of the template nucleic acid during a third stage of the reaction, but where the third portion

of the sequence is not contiguous with the first portion of the sequence, but is contiguous with the

second portion.

[0065] The elimination or reduction of the degradative influence during the second stage of

the reaction may be accomplished by changing or shortening one or more reaction conditions

underlying degradative reaction performance, e.g., by changing one or more reaction conditions
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(e.g., temperature, pH, exposure to radiation, physical manipulation, etc.}, and in particular may

involve altering a reaction condition related to detection of one or more aspects or products of the

reaction. For example, such an alteration in reaction conditions during the second stage mayresult

in an increase in reaction rates, e.g., speeding up the progression of a template nucleic acid through

a Nanopore; or may reduce exposure ofreaction components to harmful radiation or other reaction

condition related to detection of the products of the reaction. However, in preferred embodiments,

nucleotides or nucleotide analogs having the detectable property are present in the reaction mixture

during al] stages ofthe reaction, including stages in which the degradative influence is eliminated or

reduced, as such, the reaction condition changedin stage two of such an embodiment would nat

comprise removal or dilution of such detectable nucleotides or nucleotide analogs.

(0066) “Intermittent detection,” as used herein, generally refers to a means of monitoring a

reaction that 1s carried out intermittently during the course of the reaction. Intermittent detection

may refer to intermittent use of one or more monitoring methods, but does not necessarily mean that

all means of monitoring a given reaction are intermittently halted. For example, monitoring of one

or more nuclectide incorporations to generate nucleotide sequence reads may be intermittently

halted while other aspects of a sequencing reaction are constantly monitored, e.g., temperature,

reaction time, pH, etc. In certain embodiments, intermittent detection is achieved by intermittent or

differential illumination of a given reaction, ¢.g., a reaction that uses an illumination system to

detect reaction products and/or progression. Although various aspects of the invention are described

herein in terms of embodiments using intermittent illumination, it should be understood that where

applicable intermittent detection by other means(e.g., electrochemical, radiochemical, etc.} can be

utilized in the methods of the invention. Likewise, a stage of a reaction during which an intermittent

detection method is active may be referred to as a “detection period”and a stage ofa reaction

during which an intermittent detection method is inactive may be referred to as a “non-detection

pericd.” In illuminated reactions, such periods may also be referred to as “illuminated periods” and

“non-illuminated periods,” respectively, althoughit is to be understood that the term “non-

illuminated period” included periods in which illumination maybe present but altered as compared

to illumination during an “illuminated period.” For example, a non-illuminated period maybe

characterized by a complete absence of illumination, or a modification of illumination, including

but not limited to changes in wavelength, frequency, intensity, and/or numberof illumination

sources. Alternatively or additionally, reaction components that are excited by the illumination

source(s) may be modified or removed from a reaction mixture to create a non-illuminated period.
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For example, a fluorescent dye detected during an illuminated period may be removed from the

reaction mixture, ¢.g., by buffer exchange, thereby producing a non-illuminated period during

which time the fluorescent dye cannct be detected even if the excitation illumination 1s present. In a

further example, a non-illuminated period can indicate a period during an illuminated reaction

during which a type ofillumination-based detection that occurs during an illuminated period is not

occurring, e.g., the identity of fluorescently labeled nucleotides incorporated into a nascent strand is

not being detected or recorded.

(0067) In certain aspects, the present invention 1s generally directed to improved methods,

devices, and systems for performing illuminated reactions. The term “illuminated reactions” as used

herein refers to reactions which are exposed to an optical energy source. Typically, such

Ulumination is provided in order to observe the generation and/or consumption ofreactants or

products that possess a particular optical characteristic indicative of their presence, such as a shift in

the absorbance spectrum and/or emission spectrum of the reaction mixture or its components. In

certain preferred embodiments, illuminated reactions comprise one or more fluorogenic or

fluorescent components. In accordance with certain methods of the invention, such illuminated

analyses are subjected to intermittent detection (e.g., data collection) for one or more aspects of the

data typically collected for a given reaction. For example, aspects of the data typically collected for

nucleotide sequencing reactions include nucleotide sequence data, read quality data, signal to

backgroundratios, reaction rates and durations, measures ofthe fidelity of the reaction, reaction

times, and the like. In certain preferred embodiments, nucleotide sequence datais iteratively

collected during an ongoing sequencing reaction to generate nucleotide sequence readsfor at least

two or more noncontiguous regions of a template nucleic acid molecule. Such iterative sequence

data acquisition may be achieved in various ways depending on the sequencing technology in use.

For example, in sequencing methodsthatutilize luminescent components that generate a signal

indicative of the identity of a base position, iterative sequence data collection may be achieved by

removing or altering an illumination source (or a reaction relative to an illumination source),

substituting the luminescent components for unlabeled components that do not generate signal, or

otherwise interrupting signal acquisition in the experimental system.

[0063] In certain preferred embodiments, such illuminated reactions are illuminated for an

amount of time that permits the effective performance ofthe analysis. Traditionally, illuminated

reactions are illuminated frominitiation through completion, and the time during which reaction

data may be reliably collected is dictated by the progression (as measured by, e.g., processivity,
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rate, fidelity, duration, etc.) of the reaction under constant illumination. Some reactions are sensitive

to such constantillumination, which can reduce their performance (e.g., processivity), and thereby

prevent collection of data from later stages ofthe reaction, 1-e., stages that would otherwise occurif

the reaction were carried out with no illumination. The present invention provides methods for

performing illuminated reactions comprising subjecting the reactions to intermittent illumination.

Such intermittent illumination can increase performance(e.g., processivity, rate, fidelity, duration,

etc.) of the reactions, thereby allowing generation of data that cannot be collected under constant

illumination, such as data from later stages of an ongoing reaction whose progression is

compromised under constant illumination. For example, in sequencing-by-incorporation reactions

the use of intermittent excitation illumination can increase processivity, which has the benefit of

providing sequence reads more distal from the polymerase binding/initiation site than such reactions

subjected to constant exposure to excitation illumination.

(0069) Further, it is an object of the instant invention to provide sequence data from

noncontiguous regions of a nucleic acid template in a single reaction. Other commercially available

platforms have attempted to achieve such noncontiguous sequence data through, e.g., complex

cloning and sequencing strategies. The present invention provides a clear advantage over such

strategies by providing a simple and economical solution that is applicable across various platforms,

and is particularly applicable to illuminated, single-molecule sequencing-by-incorporation

reactions.

[0070] In preferred embodiments, illuminated reactions for use with the instant invention

are nucleic acid sequencing reactions, e.g., sequencing-by-incorporation reactions. In preferred

embodiments, such an illuminated reaction analyzes a single molecule to generate nucleotide

sequence data pertaining to that single molecule. For example, a single nucleic acid template may

be subjected to a sequencing-by-incorporation reaction to generate one or more sequence reads

corresponding to the nucleotide sequence of the nucleic acid template. For a detailed discussion of

such single molecule sequencing, see, ¢.g., U.S. Patent Nos. 6,056,661, 6,917,726, 7,033,764,

7,052,847, 7,056,676, 7,170,050, 7,361,466, 7,416,844; Published U.S. Patent Application Nos.

2007-0134128 and 2003/004478 1, and M.J. Levene, J. Korlach, $.W. Turner, M. Foquet, H.G.

Craighead, W.W. Webb, SCIENCE 299:682-686, January 2003 Zero-Mode Waveguides for Single-

Molecule Analysis at High Concentrations, all of which are incorporated herein by referencein their

entireties for all purposes. In some embodiments, a plurality of single nucleic acid templates are

analyzed separately and often simultaneously to generate a plurality of sequence reads
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corresponding to the nucleotide sequences of the plurality of nucleic acid templates, In certain

preferred embodiments, the plurality of nucleic acid templates includesat least two nucleic acid

templates that comprise identical nucleotide sequences such that analysis of the two nucleic acid

templates generates overlapping sequence reads. In certain preferred embodiments, at least one of

the nucleic acid templates is configured to provide redundant sequence data in a single sequence

read, e.g., via duplications, sense and antisense sequences, and/or circularization.

[0071] Certain aspects of the invention are directed to methods, devices, and systems for

generating a sequence scaffold for a nucleic acid template, e.g., chromesome, genome, or portion

thereof. A sequence scaffold as used herein refers to a set of sequence reads that extends across at

least a portion ofa nucleic acid template. In some embodiments, such a sequencescaffold is used to

generate a consensus sequence for the nucleic acid template. In some embodiments, the nucleic acid

template is very large, e.¢., at least about 100, 1000, 10,000, 100,000, or more bases or base pairs in

length. In some embediments, the sequence scatfold and/or consensus sequenceis based on at least

]-, 2-, 5-, 10-, 20-, 50-, 100-, 200-, 500-, or 1000-fold coverage of at least a portion of the nucleic

acid template. In some preferred embodiments, the portion of the nucleic acid is at least about 10%,

20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, or 100%of the entire length of the nucleic acid

template.

(0072) In certain aspects, the invention is particularly suitable for sequencing nucleic acid

templates interspersed with repetitive elements. Such repetitive elements present major logistical

and computational difficulties for assembling fragments produced by sequencing strategies,

especially those with read-lengths that are too short to encompass unique reads outside the repeat

region. For example, the human T-cell receptor locus contains a five-fold repeat of a trypsinogen

genethat is 4 kbp long and that varies 3 to 5° between copies. Therefore, a sequencing strategy

that cannot provide nucleotide sequence information that spansat least 20 kb for a single molecule

containing the locus will have difficulty providing consensus sequence for the locus. Further, Alu

repeats (~300 bp retrotransposons) are also problematic because they cluster and can constitute up

to 50-60% of the template sequence, with copies varying from 5-15% between each other, The

human genome contains an estimated one million Alu repeats and 200,000 LINE elements (average

length ~1000 bp), representing roughly 10°and 5% of the entire genome, respectively, In certain

embodiments, the present methodsfacilitate efficient and accurate sequence determination for long

templates comprising such repetitive sequences, in part because the present methods do not rely

solely on sequence overlap to generate consensus sequences, but also include information related to
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the expected location of the polymerase on the template nucleic acid, thereby linking a particular

sequence read to a particular location on the template nucleic acid, This greatly facilitates accurate

assemblyof sequence reads to generate sequence scaffolds and/or consensus sequences.

[0073] Certain aspects of the invention are directed to methods, devices, and systems for

generating multiple sequence reads in an illuminated sequencing-by-incorporation reaction that are

distal from one another(1.e., noncontiguous) on a single nucleic acid template by removing the

excitation illumination during the course of the reaction, and subsequentlyreinitiating the excitation

illumination. Sequence reads are generated only during the periods oftime when the excitation

illumination is present, resulting in a “gap” between the sequence reads from a single template

nucleic acid that correspondsto the time during which the excitation illumination was absent but the

incorporation of nascent nucleotides continued “in the dark.” As such, the number of sequence

reads generated for a given template nucleic acid is equal to the numberof periods during which the

excitation iumination is present.

[0074] Certain aspects of the invention are directed to methods, devices, and systems for

generating multiple sequence reads from a plurality of nucleic acid templates comprising identical

nucleotide sequences. In some embodiments, the multiple sequence reads are not all from the same

region of the nucleic acid templates. In some embodiments, there is overlap between the multiple

sequence reads. In some embodiments, a single sequence read is generated from each of the

plurality of nucleic acid templates, and in other embodiments multiple noncontiguous sequence

reads are generated from each of the plurality of nucleic acid templates. In certain preferred

embodiments, the multiple noncontiguous sequence reads from each ofthe plurality of nucleic acid

templates together extend across the nucleic acid templates such that they can be combined to

provide a consensus sequencefor the identical nucleotide sequence in the nucleic acid templates. In

some embodiments, the consensus sequence is based on at least 2-, 5-, 10-, 20-, 50-, 100-, 200-,

500-, or 1000-fold coverage of the identical nucleotide sequence. In some embodiments, the

identical nucleotide sequence represents at least about 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%,

80%, 90%, or 100% of the nucleic acid template.

[0075] Certain aspects of the invention are directed to methods, devices, and systems for

reducing or limiting the effects of photo-induced damage during illuminated reactions, particularly

reactions that employ fluorescent or fluorogenic reactants. The term “photo-induced damage”refers

generally to any direct or indirect impactof illumination on one or more reagents in a reaction

resulting in a negative impact upon that reaction. Without being boundte a particular theory or
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mechanism of operation, some illuminated reactions are subject te photo-induced damage that can

hinder progression of the reaction, ¢.g., via damage to reaction components, such as enzymes,

cofactors, templates, etc, As such, the illumination of the illuminated reaction can directly or

indirectly negatively impact progression of the reaction, and such an impact can be measured based

on various characteristics of the reaction progression, ¢.g., processivity, rate, fidelity, duration, etc.

The present invention provides methods for subjecting an illuminated reaction to intermittent

exposure to illumination, which reduces the amount of photo-induced damageat a given time

during the reaction, allowing the reaction to proceed further than it does when constantly exposed to

the illumination.

(0076) In some embodiments, the methads herein may further comprise the addition ofone

or more photo-induced damage mitigating agents (e.g., triplet-state quenchers and/or free radical

quenchers) to the illuminated reaction. Such photo-damage mitigating agents are generally known

to those ofskill in the art. Further discussion of photo-induced damage and related compounds,

compositions, methods, devices, and systems are also provided in U.S. Pub. No. 20070161017, filed

December 1, 2006, and U.S.S.N. 61/116,048, filed November 19, 2008, which are incorporated by

reference herein in their entireties for all purposes.

IL Intermittent Illumination of Analytical Reactions

[0077] Certain aspects of the invention are generally directed to improved methods for

performing illuminated analyses. The terms “illuminated analysis” and “illuminated reaction” are

used interchangeably and generally refer to an analytical reaction that is occurring while being

illuminated (e.g., with excitation radiation), $0 as to evaluate the production, consumption, and/or

conversion of luminescent (e.g., fluorescent) reactants and/or products. As used herein, the terms

“reactant” and “reagent”are used interchangeably. As used herein, the terms “excitation

illumination” and “excitation radiation” are used interchangeably. In certain embodiments, the

illuminated reaction is a sequencing reaction, e.g., a sequencing-by-incorporation reaction. In

certain embodiments, the illuminated reaction is designed to analyze a single molecule, e.g., by

ensuring the molecule is optically resolvable from any other molecule being analyzed and/orin the

reaction mixture. In certain embodiments, one or more components of the reaction are susceptible to

photo-induced damagedirectly or indirectly elicited by an excitation radiation source. In certain

preferred embodiments, an illuminated reaction is subjected to intermittent excitation radiation

during the course of the illuminated reaction. In certain preferred embodiments, a sequencing-by-
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incorporation reaction is subjected te intermittent excitation radiation during the course of a

polymerization reaction to generate a plurality of noncontiguous sequence reads from a single

nucleic acid template.

[0078] In certain aspects, the methods herein provide benefits over methods currently used

for sequencing large template nucleic acids, such as human genomes. For example, the traditional

shotgun sequencing approach entails sequencing nucleic acid fragments and analyzing the resulting

sequence information for overlap and similarity to known sequences to construct the complete

sequence of the template nucleic acid. One disadvantage to the shotgun approach is that assembly

may be difficult if the template nucleic acid comprises numerous repeated sequences, and the

inability to assemble a genomic sequencein repeat regions leads to gaps in the assembled sequence.

(See, e.g, Myers, G.; “Whole-Genome DNA Sequencing” in Computing in Science and

Engineering: Vol 1, Issue 3: pgs. 33-43, May/Jun 1999.) One methad of resolving these gaps is to

sequence fragments Jarge enough to span the repeat regions, but sequencing large fragments can be

difficult and time-consuming. Another approach to spanning a gap is to determine the sequence of

two ends ofa large fragment which has known spacing and orientation, and this approach 1s

generally termed paired end sequencing (see, e.g., Smith, M. W.et al., (1994) Nature Genetics 7:40

47, and U.S. Pub. No, 2006/029261 1, filed June 6, 2006, both of which are incorporated by

reference herein in their entireties for all purposes). This methodis limited by the requirement for

information about the spacing and orientation of the ends of the long fragment, and/or complex

sample preparation of the nucleic acid template. The present invention provides methods that are

tolerant of large repetitive regions and do not require prior knowledge of nucleotide sequences(e.g.,

base sequences, spacing, orientation, etc.) or complex sample preparation, thereby allowing

economical, efficient, and effective de nove sequencing or resequencing of long template nucleic

acids.

[0079] In certain aspects, the methods herein provide various strategies for achieving

intermittent illumination of illuminated reactions. Essentially, at least one type of illumination (e.g.,

excitation illumination) 1s present for at least one time penod (“illuminated period”) and absent

during at least one other time period (“non-illuminated period”) during an illuminated reaction. As

described above, the term “non-illuminated” indicates a change in illumination including, but not

limited to a complete absence of illumination. For example, a non-illuminated period mayalso be

characterized by a different illumination sour¢e or intensity than an illuminated period, or by a

change in reaction compenents, ¢.g., detectable labels. In general, at least one type of data collected
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during an illuminated period (e.g., nucleotide sequence data) is not collected during a non-

illuminated period. An absence ofthe illumination may be due to, ¢.g., inactivation ofthe

illumination source (e.g, laser, laser diode, a light-emitting diode (LED), a ultra-violet light bulb,

and/or a white light source), removal of the illuminated reaction from the illumination source (or

vice versa}, or may be due to blockage of the illumination from the reaction, as discussed below.

Modifications to the illumination maybe due to, e.g., adjustment of the intensity of an illumination

source, or a substitution of one illumination wavelength and/or frequencyfor another. Further,

components detectable during an illuminated period may be removed from the reaction mixture

during a non-illuminated period, e.g., a fluorescently labeled nucleotide may be replaced with an

unlabeled nucleotide. Knowledge ofthe rate ofthe reaction and the time during which the

Ulumination is absent is used to estimate the progress ofthe reaction during the non-illuminated

period. For example, if a reaction proceeds such that one molecule is incorporated into a

macromolecule per second, and the illumination is absent for 20 seconds, it can be estimated that 20

molecules were incorporated during the nen-illuminated period. This information is useful during

data analysis to provide context for the reaction data collected during the illuminated period(s). For

example, in a sequencing-by-incorporation reaction the numberof base positions separating

sequence reads generated in iJluminated periods can be estimated based on the temporal length of

intervening non-illuminated periods and the knownrate of incorporation during the reaction and/or

by the measured rate of incorporation during the illuminated period(s). The knownrate of

incorporation can be based on various factors including, but not limited to, sequence context effects

due to the nucleotide sequence of the template nucleic acid, kinetics of the polymerase used, buffer

effects (salt concentration, pH, etc.}, and even data being collected from an ongoing reaction.

Further the processivity of an enzyme during a non-illuminated period (or other type of non-

detection period) can be manipulated or adjusted by methods knownto thoseofskill in the art. In

particular, the kinetics of replication by a polymerase enzyme can be altered by changing the

chemical environment in which it operates, and such methodsare further described, e.g.,in U.S.

Patent Application Nos. 12/414,191, filed March 30, 2009, 12/537,130, filed August 6, 2009; and

U.S. Patent Application No. [unassigned], attorney docket no. 105-006301US,entitled

“Engineering Polymerases and Reaction Conditions for Modified Incorporation Properties,”filed

September 4, 2009, the disclosures of all of which are incorporated herein by reference in their

entireties for all purposes. For example, methods are provided for adjusting the enzyme activity, and

these methods find particular relevance in the instant invention when used to enhance accuracy
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during detection pericds, and to enhance pracessivity during non-detection periods. Information

regarding enzymetranslocation rate and processivity is useful for positioning the sequence reads for

a single template nucleic acid relative to one another in the construction of a sequence scaffold

and/or consensus sequencefor the template nucleicacid.

(0080) Figure 1 provides exemplary embodiments of methods for intermittent illumination

of analytical reactions. A reaction mix is prepared at step 100. [n process A shown on the left,

illumination of the reaction 105 is begun prior to initiation of the reaction 110, which allows

“illumination data” to be collected at initiation. (In an alternative embodiment, tllumination may

commence simultaneously with initiation of the reaction.) “Hlumination data” as used herein refers

to data collected during an illuminated period, ¢.g., the length ofthe illuminated period and

luminescent signal(s) from the reaction product. At least one non-illuminated period 115 occurs

during the course of the reaction, followed byat least one additionalilluminated period 120.

Multiple additional non-illuminated and illuminated periods may follow, During the illuminated

periods (105 and 120), illumination data is collected 175. During the non-illuminated period(s),

non-illumination data is collected 180. As used herein, “non-illumination data” refers to data

collected during a non-illuminated period, e.g., the length of the non-illuminated period can be

monitored. In process B shown on the right, the reaction is initiated 155 duringafirst non-

illuminated period 150. At least one illuminated period 160 occurs during the course of the reaction,

optionally followed byat least one additional non-illuminated period 165. Multiple additional

illuminated and non-illuminated periods mayfollow. As for process A, illumination data is

collected 175 during the illuminated period{s) 160, and non-illumination data is collected 180

during non-illuminated periods (155 and 163).

[0081] Onebenefit provided in certain embodiments ofthe inventionis that the reaction

need not be further manipulatedafter initiation (aside from the control of illumination). For

example, the method can be used to analyze reaction mixtures without the need for buffer changes,

addition of further reaction components, or removal of detectable components, e.g., light-activatable

components such as fluorophores. For example, in a sequencing-by-incorporation reaction, labeled

nucleotides may be present throughoutthe life of the reaction, even when the reaction ts not

generating nucleotide sequence data (e.g., during a non-illuminated period). This provides clear

advantages over methods that require additional handling of the reaction after initiation, which tend

to not only be expensive and time-consuming, but which also provide oppertunities for

contamination of the reaction. For example, illumination can be reinitiated at any time during the
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reaction at the whim ofthe ordinary practitioner by simply activating the illumination. In certain

preferred embodiments, the concentration oflabeled nucleotides or nuclectide analogsin the

reaction mixture is greater than the concentration of unlabeled nucleotides in the reaction mixture

throughout the course of the reactions, and may representat least about 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%,

99%, or 100%ofthe total nucleotides in the reaction mixture. Methods for ensuring a high ratio of

labeled versus unlabeled nucleotides in a reaction mixture are knownin the art and certain preferred

embodiments are provided in U.S. Patent Pub. Nos, 2006/0063264, 2006/0194232, and

2007/0141598, which are incorporated herein byreference in their entireties for all purposes.

[0082] In embodiments in which a sequencing-by-incorporation reaction is subjected to

intermittent illumination, the sequence reads collected during the illuminated periods are arranged

in order and separated from one another by an estimated number ofnucleotides incorporated into

the nascent strand during the intervening non-illuminated periods. The resulting gapped read can

then be used to assess certain characteristics of the template nucleic acid. When multiple identical

template nucleic acids are subjected to such a sequencing-by-incorporation reaction, the resulting

set of gapped reads can be combined to create a sequence scaffold and/or a consensus sequencefer

the template nucleic acid.

[0083] Additional methods may also be used to aid in assembly of gapped reads into a

sequence scaffold and/or a consensus sequence for a template nucleic acid. For example, in some

embodiments, alternative labeling methods can be used to provide additional data during the course

of the reaction, e.g., data from illuminated or non-illuminated periods. In certain preferred

embodiments, such alternative labeling methods may comprise using labels that are incorporated

inte a product of the reaction. For example, in sequencing-by-incorporation reactions that use

nucleotides comprising labeled terminal phosphates(e.g., the gamma phosphate as in dNTP,or

terminal phosphates on nucleotide analogs with a greater number of phosphate groups} to identify

the nucleotides incorporated into a nascent polynucleotide, the reaction mixture may also include

nucleotides comprising, a base-linked label. During the reaction, these “base-labeled nucleotides”

will be incorporated into the nascent strand, but unlike the terminal phosphate labels removed

during incorporation, the base-linked labels are not cleaved from the nucleotide upon incorporation

by the polymerase, resulting in a nascent strand that comprises the base-linked labels. The

concentration of such base-labeled nucleotides can be adjusted in the reaction mixture to promote

their incorporation into the nascent strand at a predictable rate, ¢.g., based on the known sequence

of the template or the average frequency of a given nucleotide. The presence and/or rate of
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incorporation of the base-linked labels into the nascent strand can provide a measure of the length

ofthe nascent strand generated (and, therefore, the distance traveled by the polymerase along the

template nucleic acid) during the reaction by subjecting the reaction to excitation illumination that

excites the base-linked label (but preferably not the non-base-linked labels), and detecting the signal

emitted. The excitation of the base-linked labels preferably occurs as a pulse during or immediately

following a non-illuminated period, and is otherwise absent during the reaction. The strength of the

signal is indicative of how manylabels are present in the nascent strand, thereby providing a

measure ofthe processivity of the polymerase for a given period during the ongoing reaction, ¢.g.

during one or more illuminated or non-illuminated periods. Since the base-linked labels remain in

the nascentstrand,it is beneficial to minimize the amount oftime those flucrophores are subjected

to excitation illumination to mitigate the potential of phota-induced damage to the reaction

components. As such, in preferred embodiments, the excitation iJ]umination wavelength for the

base-labeled nucleotides is different than that of other fluorescent labels in the reaction.

[0084] This method can be modified in various ways. For example, the base-labeled

nucleotides may alsc comprise a terminal phosphate label so that their incorporation can be

monitored in the same manner dunnganilluminated period as the non-base-labeled nucleotides.

There may be a single type of base-labeled nucleotide in a reaction mixture, or multiple types may

be present, e.g, each type carrying a different nucleobase. The concentration of base-labeled

nucleotides in the reaction mix may be varied, although it is preferred that the ratio of base-labeled

nucleotides to non-base-labeled nucleotides be relatively low. For example, in a reaction mixture

comprising a single type of base-labeled nucleotide (e.g., base-labeled dATP), it is preferred that the

ratio of base-labeled dATP to non-base labeled dATP be less than 1:8, and more preferably 1:10 or

less. The low concentration of base-labeled nucleotides is preferred in order to minimize sterically

induced polymerasestalling when incorporating multiple base-labeled nucleotides in a row. In some

embodiments, the optimal ratic is pre-determined using capillary electrophoresis for any specific

base-labeled nucleotide and likely homopolymer sequence prevalence. In certain preferred

embodiments, at least 50, 75, 100, 125, or 150 base-labeled nucleotides are incorporated into the

nascent strand during a single non-detection period. The base-labeled nucleotides may be present

throughout the reaction, or may be washed in during non-illuminated periods and washed outafter

the pulse of excitation illumination. The reaction mixture comprising base-linked nucleotides being

washed in may also include unlabeled nucleotides for incorporation during a non-detection period.

During a subsequent illuminated period, a reaction mixture comprising terminal phosphate-labeled
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nucleotides replaces the reaction mixture comprising base-linked nucleotides and unlabeled

nucleatides. This protocol is one embodiment of the methods of the invention in which a non-

detection period is not necessarily a non-illuminated period because in this case illumination may be

present, but no incorporation of nucleotides is be detected.

(0083) Alternatively or in addition, a low concentration of a fifth terminal phosphate labeled

nucleotide can be present in the sequencing reaction, wherein the label has a different excitation

wavelength than the other labels in the reaction mixture. For example, a small proportion of one

nucleotide analog, e.g., dA6P, can be labeled with the “fifth label.” During non-detection periods

when the sequence of incorporation of nucleotides is not being monitored, the reaction site 1s

illuminated by excitation radiation specific for the fifth label, and this fifth label excitation radiation

can be inactivated during the detection periods. Emissions detected upon incorporation ofthe

nucleotide analog comprising the fifth label are used ta “clock” the pace of the polymerase during

the non-detection period, e.g., based upon the known or estimated frequency of the complementary

nucleotide in the template strand. The fifth label can be chosen such that the excitation and emission

radiation are less likely or unlikely to cause photo-induced damage to reaction components, e.g. by

choosing a label with a long excitation wavelength (e.g., toward the red end ofthe visible

spectrum), a label that has a low propensity for entering into a triplet state, and/or a label that has a

low propensity to form a radical. Since the fifth label is being excited when other labels are not,

there is no requirement for optimal spectral separation from other labels in the reaction mixture.

Further, since the fifth label is not being used for sequencing, other optimizations are also not

necessary, e.g., related to branching, accuracy, and the like. Various types of labels can be used as a

fifth label of the invention including, but not limited to, organic and non-organic dye fluorophores.

For example, latex nanoparticles or quantum dotsare particularly suitable due to their lower

propensity for photo-induced damageof certain analytical reaction components.In certain preferred

embodiments, a quantum dot label has an emission spectrum within the same spectral window as

the labels that are used to identify the sequence of base incorporations into the nascent strand

(“sequencing labels”) but an excitation spectrum that does not overlap those of the sequencing

labels to allow detection of the fifth label emissions using the same optical system as is used to

detect the sequencing label emissions.

[0086] This method can be modified in various ways. For example, more than one small

subset of a nucleotide analog can be labeled with a fifth label, and in certain embodiments, a small

subset of each nucleotide analog present in the reaction mixture is labeled with the fifth label.
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Further, there may be a plurality of additional labels present in the reaction, each of which is present

on a small subset ofa single type of nucleotide analog, e.g., sixth, seventh, and eighth labels. By

increasing the number of types of nucleotide analogs labeled with fifth (or sixth, seventh, eighth)

labels, their frequency of incorporation is likewise increased, which improvesthe translocation rate

calculation for the polymerase during the non-detection periods. Alternatively, each type of

nucleotide analog can comprise both a sequencing label that is specific for the cognate base in the

nucleotide, as well as a fifth label for clocking the polymerase. The sequencing labels are excited

and detected during the detection periods andthefifth labels are excited and detected during the

non-detection periods, Since every nucleotide analog is labeled with a fifth base, each incorporation

event can be counted during the non-detection period and the exact rate ofincorporation can be

determined. Both the sequencing and fifth labels may be bound to the sameordifferent linkers on

the nucleotide analogs. In certain preferred embodiments, a linker on a nucleotide analog positions

the fifth Jabel within an illumination zone to allow excitation, but far from an enzyme (e.¢.,

polymerase) to mitigate photo-induced damagerelated to excitation of and/or emission from the

fifth label,

[0087] In some embodiments, the fifth label is also excited by an illumination during the

detection periods, The availability of the clocking function during the detection period can be used

during sequence analysis to identify positions in the resulting sequence read where a signal was not

detected (resulting in an apparent “missing base”in the read) and to distinguish between true

insertions and branching events in which two signals are detected for a single incorporation event.

[0088] In yet further embodiments, assembly of gapped reads into a sequence scaffold

and/or a consensus sequence for a template nucleic acid is facilitated by using “non-illuminated

periods” characterized by modified excitation illumination rather than a complete absence of

excitation illumination (which can also be termed “low-illuminated periods”). For example, in some

embodiments a lower intensity excitation illumination is used during the non-illuminated periods

that excites one or more ofthe labels that are excited during the illuminated periods. As such, unlike

various strategies described above, no fifth label 1s necessary, The lower intensity excitation

illumination results in emissions that are lower intensity but stil] intense enough to identify an

emission signal over background counts, though typically not intense enough to be used to identify

the particular label generating the emission signal. For example, if label “A” and label “B” are ina

reaction mixture, during an illuminated period the intensity of the signal emissions from each are

high enoughthat the artisan can distinguish from which label a particular signal originates by the
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wavelength and/or frequency of the signal. However, during a low-illaminated period the artisan

can only identify that a signal emission occurs, but is unable to distinguish the originating label

becauseits particular wavelength and/or frequency cannot be accurately determined. The decrease

in excitation illumination intensity provides both a mitigation of photo-induced damage to reaction

components within the observation volume while allowing the practitioner to count the emissions,

and therefore the incorporations, during the non-iJluminated period.

[0089] In other embodiments, multiple excitation illumination sources are used during an

illuminated petiod, and a first subset ofthese illumination sources ts removed during a non-

illuminated period, while a second subset remains. The illumination sources that remain during the

non-illuminated period may be present in the same manneras during the iJluminated period, or

various aspects may be altered, ¢.g., intensity may be reduced. For example, if labels A and B

present in a reaction mixture are excited by a first illumination source and labels C and D present in

the reaction mixture are excited by a second illumination source, removal ofthefirst illumination

source during the non-illuminated period results in an inability to detect labels A and B, while C

and D are still detectable. Such an incomplete data set can be used to clock the progress ofthe

reaction during the non-illuminated period(s}. Further, it can also be used in various waysto

facilitate the statistical analysis of data collected during the illuminated period(s). For example, for

nucleotide sequencing applications (as described elsewhere herein) the incomplete data set{s)

collected during non-illuminated period(s) can be used during assembly of a sequence scaffold. For

example, during de Hove sequence assembly a collection of sequences (contigs) are generated, but

the order of the contigsrelative to the template nucleic acid is not always apparent. The scaffolding

process uses extra information to determine the correct order of the contigs. So, if only two bases

are identifiable in the non-illuminated periods, the incomplete sequence reads comprising only

incorporation of these two bases can be aligned to modified versions of the contigs assembled from

data collected during an illuminated peried, but in which the two bases not detected during the non-

illuminated periods have been removed. Once the order of the contigs has been determined, the

incorporation data for the two bases not detected during the non-illuminated periodsis restored and

the assemblyof the contigs is complete. This method can be modified in various ways. For

example, the practitioner may choose which illumination sources to remove during the non-

illuminated periods based on various characteristics, such as their propensity to cause photo-induced

damage to one or more reaction components, the propensity of the corresponding emissionsignal to

cause photo-induced damage to one or more reaction components; their energy consumption, and
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wear-and-tear on the source device. Further, as described elsewhere herein, rather then removing an

illumination source, reaction components that are excited by the illumination source maybe

removed from the reaction mixture during the non-illuminated period, necessarily rendering them

undetectable. For example, one or more fluorescently labeled nucleotide analogs may be replaced

with unlabeled nucleotide analogs during the non-illuminated periads.

[0090] In certain aspects, the invention provides advantages to performing intramolecular

redundant sequencing, in which a template nucleic acid is used to generate multiple copies of a

sequence read of interest, whether by virtue of multiple capies of the complement being present in

the template, repeated replication of the template, or a combination thereof. For example, a first

stage of a template-dependent sequencing reaction on a single-stranded circular template can

comprise a non-illuminated period during which the template is completely replicated at least one

time to generate at least one incomplete sequence read for a sequence complementary ta the

template. Thefirst stage is followed by a second stage comprising an illuminated period during,

which the template is replicated multiple times to generate multiple complete sequence reads for the

complementary sequence. The incomplete reads generated in the first stage can be used to construct

a scaffold for assembly of the complete sequence reads generated in the second stage. Further,

incomplete sequence reads can also be used to clock the progress of the reaction during the non-

illuminated periods by providing a count of the detectable reaction components and combiningthat

information with known or estimated characteristics of the template, e.g., nucleotide composition or

sequence,

(0091) The subset of signal emissions detectable in the non-illuminated periods as compared

to the numberdetectable in the illuminated periods is not limiting and maybe chosen based upon

the non-illumination data desired by the ordinary practitioner and/or other considerations, such as

mitigation of photo-induced damage to extend readlength. For example, to lowerthe likelihood of

photo-induced damage, the ordinary practitioner may choose to removethe illumination source that

is most damaging, e.g, has the highest frequency. In certain embodiments, multiple sequencing

reactions may be performed for a single amplified template, each with a different combination of

illumination sources and/or detectable components. Alternatively or additionally, multiple replicate

reactions can also be performed for one or more of the combinationsofillumination sources and/or

detectable components. The combination of data from multiple different and/or replicate reactions

performed ona single template provides myriad benefits during statistical analysis. As noted above,

data can be combinedto facilitate assembly of contigs generated during illuminated periods. Data
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from non-illuminated periods can also provide value in assessing the quality of the sequence reads

generated during the illuminated periods.

[0092] Additional methods may also be used to aid in assembly of gapped reads into a

sequence scaffold and/or a consensus sequencefor a template nucleic acid. For example, in some

embodiments, alternative labeling methods used to provide additional data during the course of the

reaction can comprise using labels that are incorporated into an enzymeofthe reaction. For

example, FRETlabels can be used to label portions of a polymerase enzyme such that the

conformational change between the open and closed states of the enzyme change the FRETvalue.

For example, a FRET-based system can be used to monitorthe kinetics of opening and closing of

the finger subdomain of DNA pelymerase, as described in Allen,et al. (2008) Protein Science

17:401-408, incorporated herein by reference in its entirety for all purposes. In certain preferred

embodiments, a closed conformation produces a FRET signal because the donor and acceptor are

close to one another, and an open conformation silences the signal because there is no energy

transferred between the donor and acceptor. By monitoring the emission from the FRET pair, each

incorporation event can be monitored during non-detection periods, and optionally or additionally

during detection periods. In certain preferred embodiments, the FRET donor is GFP (excitation at

484 nm, emission at 510 nm), and the FRET acceptor is YFP (excitation at 512 nm, emission at 529

nm}. Methods for monitoring polymerase activity using FRET labels are known in the art, e.g., in

WO/2007/070572 A2, the disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety for

all purposes,

[0093] A given reaction may experience one or a plurality of illuminated periods or non-

illuminated periods, but preferably experiences at least two illuminated periods. For example, a

given reaction providing nucleotide sequence information from a single template nucleic acid may

haveat least about 2,3, 5, 10, 20, 50, or 100 illuminated periods with intervening non-illuminated

pericds. In an embodiment employing multiple periods of illumination and/or non-illuminated, the

periods may be the same for both, e.g., 100 seconds “on” and 100 seconds “off.” Alternatively, the

illuminated periods maybe longer or shorter than the non-illuminated periods, For example, in

certain embodiments, a non-illuminated period may be at least about 2-, 3-, 4-, 6-, 8-, 10-, 20-, or

50-fold longer than an adjacent illuminated period, or an illuminated period may be at least about 2-

, 3-, +, 6-, 8-, 10-, 20-, or 50-fold longer than an adjacent non-illuminated period. Further, each

illuminated pertod may be the same or different from each other illuminated period, and each non-

illuminated period may be the sameor different from each other non-illuminated period. For
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example, some embodiments generate a smaller number of long reads, and other embodiments

generate a larger numberofshort reads. It will be understood that the number and length of the

haminated and non-illuminated pericdsis limited only by the experimental system in use and the

data acquisition goals of the ordinary practitioner. In some embodiments, a nucleotide sequence

read generated during a single illuminated period comprises at least about 20, 30, 40, $0, 75, 100,

1000, 10,000, 25,000, 50,000, or 100,000 adjacent nucleotide positions. In some embodiments, a

region of a nucleic acid template processed during a non-illuminated period during a single reaction

comprises at least about 20, 30, 40, 50, 75, 100, 1000, 10,000, 25,000, 50,000, or 100,000 adjacent

nucleotide positions. In some embodiments, the set of nucleotide sequence reads generated during a

single sequencing reaction comprising a plurality ofilluminated periods comprisesat least about 40,

60, 80, 100, 1000, 10,000, 25,000, 50,000, 100,000, 250,000, $00,000, or 1,000,000 nucleotide

sequence positions from a single nucleic acid template, In some embodiments, a set of nucleotide

sequence reads generated during a single sequencing reaction comprising a plurality of illuminated

periods comprises multiple reads of at least a portion of the nucleotide sequence positions from a

single nucleic acid template.

[0094] As noted above, the present invention provides methodsthat are tolerant of large

repetitive regions and do not require prior knowledge of nucleotide sequences (e.g., base sequences,

spacing, orientation, etc.} However, such information, if available, may also be useful to the

ordinarypractitioner in determining an optimal periodicity for illuminated and non-illuminated

periods during a sequencing reaction, especially when sequencing repetitive sequences, For

example, if a genomic region is known to contain five adjacent copies of a one kilobase nucleotide

sequence(i.¢., five “repeat regions’), it would be beneficial to keep the non-illuminated periods

short enoughto be able to confidently map the resulting sequence readsto the correct repeat region.

Ifa non-illuminated period were too long, the natural variation in translocation rate of the

polymerase would makeit difficult to assign a sequence read to a particular repeat region,

especially those farther from the binding/initiation site of the polymerase. In a further example, if

the “copies” each had a few mutations that could be used to distinguish them from each other,it

would be beneficial to keep the illuminated periods long enough to increase the chance one of these

mutations would be included in a resulting sequence read, thereby allowing the unambiguous

assignment of the read to a particular repeat region. If the illuminated period were too short the

sequence reads from two different repeat regions could be identical, making mapping the sequence
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read challenging. (Another way to mitigate these difficulties would be to incorporate pause or stop

points into the template nucleic acid, as discussed below.)

[0095] Essentially, the practitioner may design the number of and lengths oftime for each

illuminated and non-illuminated period to best suit the illuminated reactions being analyzed and the

invention is not limited in this regard. In certain embodiments, a practitioner may wish to increase

the processivity of a polymerase thereby extending the length of the template nucleic acid processed

in a sequencing reaction to be, e.g., at least 2-, 3-, 4-, 6-, 8-, 10-, or 20-fold, thereby generating

sequence data much farther away from the polymerase binding/initiation site than would be

achieved under constant illumination. In certain embodiments, a practitioner of the instant invention

may wish to focus on data from one or more stages of an ongoing reaction, such as stages for which

more data is required for analysis. In the case of sequencing-by-synthesis, one or more particular

regions of a template nucleic acid may need to be resequenced. Sometraditional methods require

that new template nucleic acids be prepared to bring a region requiring resequencing closer to the

initiation point of the sequencing reaction, or require preparation of multiple new templates if

multiple regions to be resequenced. In contrast, the methods herein allow the practitioner to subject

a template identical to the previously sequenced template (e.g., from a large genomic DNA sample

preparation) to a sequencing reaction wherein illuminated periods are timed to illuminate the sample

only when the polymerase is incorporating nucleotides into the nascent strand at the one or more

particular regions requiring resequencing, This advantage substantially lowers the time and

resources required for such resequencing operations, therefore providing a significant advantage

over traditional methods.

[0096] The instant invention contemplates various means for providing non-illuminated

periods during illuminated reactions. In seme embodiments, the illumination sourceis turned off

during the ongoing reaction to create one or more non-illuminated periods. In some embodiments,

the illumination source remains on during the course of the reaction, but the illuminated reaction is

removed from the system for a period of time. In some embodiments,the illumination source

remains on during the course of the reaction, but the illumination 1s blocked to create one or more

non-illuminated periods. For example, a movable mask may be manually or mechanically

positioned between the illumination source and the illuminated reaction to block the illumination

during non-illuminated periods and removed to allow exposure to the illumination during

illyminated periods. Such a mask may also be dynamically controlled, such as a thin film transistor
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display (e.g., an LCD mask), Masks for blocking illumination and manufacture thereofare well

knownto those of ordinary skill in the art and need no further elabaration herein.

[0097] Oneaspect of the present invention is multiplexing of large numbersof single-

molecule analyses. For a number of approaches, e.g., single molecule methods as described above,

it maybe desirable to provide the reaction components in individually optically resclvable

configurations, such that a single reaction component or complex can be individually monitored.

Providing such individually resolvable configurations can be accomplished through a number of

mechanisms. For example, by providing a dilute solution of complexes on a substrate surface suited

for immobilization, one will be able to provide individually optically resolvable complexes. (See,

e.g, European Patent No.1105529 to Balasubramanian,et al., the full disclosure of whichis

incorporated herein by reference in its entiretyfor all purposes.) Alternatively, one may provide a

low density activated surface to which complexes are coupled. (See, e.g.. Published International

Patent Application No. WO 2007/041394,the full disclosure of which is incorporated herein by

reference in its entirety for all purposes}. Such individual complexes may be provided on planar

substrates or otherwise incorporated into other structures, e.g., zero-mode waveguides or waveguide

arrays, to facilitate their observation.

[0098] In some embodiments,a plurality of illuminated reactions are carried out

simultaneously, e.g., on a solid support. In some preferred embodiments, a solid support comprises

an array of reaction sites. In preferred embodiments, the reaction sites on a solid support are

optically resolvable from each other. In further preferred embodiments, each of the reaction sites on

a solid support contains no more than a single reaction to be interrogated. For example, ina

sequencing-by-incorporation embodiment, each reaction site preferably has no more than one

polymerase and no more than one nucleic acid template. The reaction sites may be confinements

(e.g., optical and/or physical confinements), each with an effective observation volumethat permits

resolution of individual molecules present at a concentration that is higher than one nanomolar, or

higher than 100 nanomolar, or on the order of micromolar range. In certain preferred embodiments,

each of the individual confinements yields an effective observation volume that permits resolution

of individual molecules present at a physiologically relevant concentration, ¢.g., at a concentration

higher than about 1 micromolar, or higher than 50 micromolar range or even higher than 100

micromolar. In addition, for purposes of discussion herein, whether a particular reagent 1s confined

by virtue of structural barriersto its free movement, or is chemically tethered or immobilized toa

surface of a substrate, it will be described as being “confined.”
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[0099] As used herein, a solid support may comprise any of a variety of formats, from

planar substrates, e.g., glass slides or planar surfaces within a larger structure, ¢.g., a multi-well

plates such as 96 well, 384 well and 1536 well plates or regularly spaced micro- or nano-porous

substrates, or such substrates may comprise more irregular porous materials, such as membranes,

aerogels, fibrous mats, or the like, or they may comprise particulate substrates, e.g., beads, spheres,

metal or semiconductor nanoparticles, or the like. The solid support may comprise an array of one

or more zero-mode waveguides or other nanoscale optical structures.

(00100) As used herein, “zero-mode waveguide”refers to an optical guide in which the

majority of incident radiation 1s attenuated, preferably more than 80%, more preferably more than

90°, even more preferably more than 99%ofthe incident radiation is attenuated. As such high

level ofattenuation, no significant propagating modesof electromagnetic radiation exist in the

guide. Consequently, the rapid decay of incident electromagnetic radiation at the entrance of such

guide provides an extremely small observation volumeeffective to detect single molecules, even

when they are present at a concentration as high as in the micromolar range. The fabrication and

application of ZMW's in biochemical analysis, and methods for calling bases in sequencing-by-

incorporation methods are described, e.g., in U.S. Patent Nos. 7,315,019, 6,917,726, 7,013,054,

7,181,122, and 7,292,742, U.S, Patent Pub. No. 2003/01 74992, and U.S. Patent Application No.

12/134,186, the full disclosures of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety forall

purposes,

[00101] A set of reactions (e.g., contained on a solid support) may comprise identical or

different components. For example, a single template nucleic acid may be analyzed in all reactions

in the set, or a plurality of template nucleic acids may be analyzed, each present in only one or a

subset ofthe set of reactions. In preferred embodiments, template nucleic acids comprising the same

nucleotide sequence are analyzed in a plurality of reactionssufficient to provide adequate redundant

nucleotide sequence data to determine a consensus sequence for the template nucleic acids. A

number of sequence reads that will provide adequate nucleotide sequence data will vary, depending,

e.g., on the quality of the template nucleic acid and other components of the reaction, but in general

coverage for a template nucleic acid or portion(s) thereofis at least about 2-, 5-, 10-, 20-, 50-, 100-,

200-, 500-, or 1000-fold coverage. Further, the numbers and lengths of illuminated and non-

illuminated periods for a given reaction in the set of reactions may be the sameor different than

those for other reactions in the set. In some embodiments, a mixture of different periodicities are

used for a set of reactions comprising the same template nucleic acid. This strategy can be
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beneficial for providing nucleotide sequence reads from varying regions of the template sequence,

thereby increasing the likelihaod of overlapping sequence reads between individual reactions. These

overlapping sequence reads can facilitate construction of a more robust sequence scaffold than

could be constructed were the reactions all subjected to the same periodicity of illuminated and non-

illuminated periods.

[00102] Methods of controlling polymerase progress and/or synchronizing palymerases in

different reactions are also useful in analysis (e.g., mapping, validation, etc.) of nucleic acid reads

farther from the initial binding site of the polymerase. Dunng detection periods earlier in the

reaction (i.e., closer to the time at which the polymerase began to process the template nucleic acid,

such as duringafirst illuminated periad}, the position of a polymerase on the template can be

estimated with generally good accuracy based on the known translocation rate of the polymerase

under a given set of reaction conditions. As the duration of the reaction increases, however,the

natural vanation in polymerase translocation rate makes it more difficult to accurately determine the

exact position of the polymerase on a template using estimation based on translocation rate alone;

and through each subsequentilluminated period such estimations of polymerase position become

less accurate, making subsequent analysis and mapping of the sequence reads to the template more

difficult. Methods of regulating the position of the polymerase on the template allow more accurate

determinations the pclymerase’s position. For example, causing the polymerase to pause or stop at a

given location on the template during a non-illuminated period and reinitiating the polymerization

during or immediately prior to a subsequent illuminated period provides a way to reorient the

subsequently generated read with the template sequence, allowing easier consensus sequence

determination and mapping analyses. Further, such pause/stop points can provide a means of

controlling what regions of the template are processed during the illuminated periods byrestricting

where the polymerase will reinitiate on the template, thereby allowing a practioner of the instant

invention to target one or more particular regions of a template for analysis during one cr more

detection periods during the course of an analytical reaction. Such methodsare also useful to

synchronize a set reactions being monitored simultaneously. For example, a plurality of reactions,

each comprising a single polymerase/template complex, may be synchronized by regulating the

initiation points of the polymerase on the template for each detection period, thereby creating a set

of sequence reads that show less spreading(1.e., less variation in the position on the template from

which the sequence reads are generated) in the later stages of the reactions than would otherwise be

observed without such regulation.
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[00103] Various methods can be used to contrel or monitor the progress of a polymerase on a

template nucleic acid. For example, as noted above, one may employ a reaction stop or pause point

within the template sequence, such as a reversibly bound blocking group at one location on the

template, e.g., on the single-stranded portion that was not used in priming. Reaction stop or pause

points can be engineered into a portion of the template for which the nucleotide sequence is

unknown (e.g., a genomic fragment), but is preferably located within a portion for which the

nucleotide sequence is known (e.g., an adaptor or linker ligated to the genomic fragment.) For

example, certain preferred sequencing templates (e.¢., SMRTbell™templates, described elsewhere

herein) are closed, single-stranded molecules having regions of internal complementarity separated

by hairpin or stem-loop linkers, and one or both ofthese linkers can comprise a stop or pause point

to control the passage of the polymerase through them. In some embodiments, these regulatory

sequences or sites cause a permanent cessation of nascent strand synthesis, and in other

embodiments the reaction can be reinitiated, e.g., by removing a blocking moiety or adding a

missing reaction component. Various types of pause and stop points are described belowand

elsewhere herein, and it will be understood that these can be used independently or in combination,

e.g., in the same template molecule.

[00104] By wayof example, at a selected time following initiation of polymerization the

reaction may be subjected to a non-illuminated period. The incorporation cf a synthesis blocking

moiety coupled to the template nucleic acid at a position encountered bythe polymerase during the

non-illuminated period will cause the polymerase to pause. An example of an engineered pause

point is a known sequence on the template nucleic acid where a primer sits and blocks progression

of a polymerasethatis actively synthesizing a complementary strand. The presence of the primer by

itself could introduce a pause in the polymerase sequencing or the primer could be chemically

modified to force a full stop (and synchronization of multiple polymerases in multiple reactions).

The chemical modification could be subsequently removed (for example, photo-chemically) and the

polymerase would subsequently continue along the template nucleic acid. In some embodiments,

multiple primers could be included in a reaction to introduce multiple pause or stop points along the

template nucleic acid. Other methods for inducing a reversible pause (stop) in synthesis are known

in the art and include, e.g, reversible sequestering of required cofactors (e.g, Mn**, one or more

nucleotides, etc.). Once sufficient time has passed that the polymerase is paused at the blocking

group, Ulumination is reintroduced and the blocking group removed. This allows control of the

position on the template nucleic acid at which the polymerase will begin generating nucleotide
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sequence data during the illuminated period. A variety of synthesis controlling groups may be

employed,including, e.g., large photolabile groups coupled to the template nucleic acid that inhibit

polymerase mediated replication, strand-binding moieties that prevent processive synthesis, non-

native nucleotides included within the primer and/or the template, and the like. Such reaction

stops/pause points are useful in providing more certainty about the relationship ofthe reads to each

other. For example, since the exact position on a template nucleic acid at which each sequence read

begins would be known, the resulting reads could be better mapped relative to one another for

construction of a sequence scaffold and/or consensus sequence. Further description of these and

other methods for regulating the progress of a polymerase on a template are provided, e.g., in

U.S.S.N. 61/099,696, U.S. Patent Pub. No. 2006/0160113, and U.S. Patent Pub. No. 2008/0009007,

all of which are incorporated by reference herein in their entireties for all purpases.)

[00106] By wayof example, a sequencing reaction may be initiated on a template comprising

a non-native base in the absence of the complementto the non-native base, which would not impact

the overall sequence determination of other portions of the template that are complementary to

native bases. By starving the reaction for the complement to the non-native base, one can prohibit

synthesis, and thus, the sequencing process, until the non-native base complementis added to the

mixture, This can provide a “hot start” capability for the system and/or an internal check on the

sequencing process and progress that is configurable to not interfere with sequence analysis of the

regions of interest in the template, which would be complementary to only native bases. In some

embodiments, the non-native base complementin the sequence mixture is provided with a

detectably different label than the complements to the four native bases in the sequence, and the

production of incorporation-based signals associated with such labels provides an indication that the

polymerase hasinitiated or reinitiated. Although described as the “non-native base” it will be

appreciated that this may comprise a set of non-natural bases that can provide multiple control

elements within the template structure. In certain embodiments, two different non-native bases are

included within the template structure, but at different points, to regulate procession of the

sequencing process, e.g., allowing controlled initiation and a controlled stop/start position later in

the sequence, e.g., prior to a subsequent illuminated period. For example, the complementto the

first non-native base can be addedto initiate sequencing immediately prior to the start of a first

illuminated period. During a first non-illuminated period following the first illuminated period, the

polymerase encounters the second non-native base, ¢.g., at a nucleotide position near but upstream

of a nucleotide region desired to be sequenced in a second illuminated period. Sequencing would
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stop until the complementto the second non-native base is added to the reaction mixture. Likewise,

multiple such non-native bases could be incorporated into the template to effectively target the

polymerase to multiple regions of interest for which sequence data is desired. Further, in

applications in which multiple identical templates are being sequenced, this would allow a

resynchronization ofthe various sequencing reactions and the data generated therefrom.

[00107] Methods of controlling polymerase progress in different stages of a sequencing

reaction are also useful for not only creating “condition-dependent” non-detection periods (during

which time illumination may or may not be present), but also for minimizing the amount of time

required for traversing a given length of template during a non-detection period (whether or not

illumination is present). In order to reliably detect incorporation events, non-natural reagent

conditions are typically used to limit polymerization during detection periods to approximately 1-5,

or about 3 bases per second. In certain embodiments, replacement of Mg” ions with Mn’*ions

serves to stabilize and slowthe translocation of the polymerase. When magnesium and, optionally,

native nucleotides (e.g,, lacking fluorescent labels) are used, the rate of translocation and/or

processivity of the polymerase may increase up to two orders cf magnitude. Use of such “rapid

translocation” conditions during the non-detection periods can provide myriad benefits, including

but not limited to a more rapid polymerization rate, an increased processivity (e.g., due to decreased

stalling and misincorperation}, and an overall savings due to reduced use of expensive labeled

nucleotide analogs and/or reagents that mitigate oxidative stress.

[00108] In certain embodiments, a protocol for intermittent detection comprises alternating

reaction mixtures, where a first reaction mixture used during the detection periods is optimized for

sequence read generation, and a second reaction mixture used during the non-detection periods is

optimized for processivity and/or rapid polymerization. For example, when reagents for optimal

sequence read generation are present, DNA synthesis rate is low, and there is a fluorescence signal

associated with each incorporation event. After replacing the reaction mixture optimized for

sequence read generation with the reaction mixture optimized for processivity and/or rapid

polymerization, the polymerase rapidly advances across the template. In certain embodiments, a

flow cell is used to deliver and switch between the two (or more) reaction mixtures during the

course of the reaction.

[00109] In an exemplary embodiment, a first reaction mixture comprises flucrescently-

labeled nucleotide analogs and manganese ionsthat restrict polymerization to a rate appropriate for

high fidelity detection of nucleotide incorporation. The first reaction mixture can also include
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additional agents for mitigation of photo-induced damage of various components of the reaction

mixture, A second reaction mixture comprises natural nucleotides and an appropriate magnesium

ion concentration for rapid synthesis of the nascent strand complementaryto the template. A first

detection period of a sequencing reaction 1s initiated by introduction of the first reaction mixture,

and a sequence read is generated based upon synthesis of the nascent strand during the detection

period. After a predetermined time interval a sufficient quantity of the second reaction mixture is

flowed onto the reaction site(s) until effectively all the first reaction mixture has been replaced with

the second, therebyinitiating a first non-detection period. As noted above, the lack oflabeled

nucleotides in the second reaction mixture alone can produce the non-detection period, since there

will be no signal emitted coincident with incorporation of the native nucleotides, but in certain

embodiments illumination may also be removed, e.g, to further mitigate photo-induced damage

during the non-detection period. At a time appropriate to initiate a second detection period, a

sufficient quantity ofthe first reaction mixture is flowed onto the reaction site(s) until effectively all

the first reaction mixture has been replaced with the second, and detection of incorporation event18

reinitiated. The cycle of reaction mixture exchange is repeated to generate multiple detection and

non-detection periods,

[00110] A flow cell for reaction mixture exchange preferably has two inputs that are gated

such that only a single reaction mixture flows into a reaction site or plurality of reaction sites, e.g.,

on a substrate. A single out-flow line may be used to remove reaction mixtures from the reaction

site(s) to a single collection vessel, or multiple collection vessels may be used, one for each type of

reaction mixture used. Further, accurate estimation of the distance a polymerase translocates during

a non-detection period is important for bioinformatics applications. This estimation is complicated

if the time for reaction mixture exchangeis slow. As such, the flow is preferably at a sufficient rate

that the time for exchangeis significantly less than the time spent in the presence of either reaction

mixture alone.

(00111) Figure 2 provides an exemplary embodimentof analysis of a plurality ofilluminated

reactions using intermittent illumination. In this embodiment, sixteen sequencing-by-incorporation

reactions are performed on single nucleic acid templates (each of which comprises the same

nucleotide sequence) with the timing of the illuminated and non-illuminated periods the sameforall

sixteen reactions. In A, the sixteen reactions are shown disposed on sixteen reaction sites on a solid

support and are numbered for convenience. A representation of the Ulumination data 1s shown in B,

with bars extending across the graph indicative of illumination data collected during illuminated
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periods for each reaction. In this illustrative example, each reaction is subjected to three illuminated

periods, each followed by a non-illuminated period, resulting in three noncontiguous sequence reads

for each reaction, i.e., three noncontiguous reads per template molecule sequenced. The position of

the bars relative to the x-axis provides the position of the sequence read relative to the template

nucleic acid sequence, which extends from position 0 (initiation of sequencing reaction) to n.

During the first illuminated period, the sequence reads generally overlap, but the natural variation of

polymerase translocation rate over the set of reactions results in a “spreading” of the sequence reads

as the reaction proceeds through the second and third iluminated periods with increasing variation

in the exact position of each polymerase on the template at the beginning and end of each

illuminated pened. As such, the earlier illumination data provides better redundancy

(“oversampling”) of sequence information over a relatively narrow portion of the template nucleic

acid, while the later illuminated periods provide less redundant sequencing data over a broader

region of the template nucleic acid. The timing ofthe non-i]luminated periods between the

illuminated periods and the known or calculated rate of incorperation are used to determine

approximate spacing between the resulting sequence reads, providing context for building a

sequence scaffold or consensus sequence. It is important to note that although shown disposed on a

solid support in A, the data shown in B could also have been generated from reactions not disposed

on a solid support nor performed simultaneously and the methods are generally not so limited.

Further, as described above, the spreading of the sequence reads from later stages of the reactions

can be mitigated by synchronizing the reactions, e.g., by regulating the initiation points ofthe

polymerase on the template for each detection period, thereby creating a set of sequence readsthat

provides better redundancy(i.e., more overlap in the positions on the template from which the

sequence reads are generated), especially in the later stages of the reactions.

(00112) Using templates that allow repeated sequencing (e.g., circular templates) in a single

reaction can increase the percent of a nucleic acid template for which nucleotide sequence data is

generated, thereby providing more complete data for further analysis, ¢.g., construction of sequence

scaffolds and/or consensus sequences for the nucleic acid template. For example, each time a

circular template is sequenced the timing of the illuminated and non-illuminated periods can be

reset to change the regions of the template for which nucleotide sequence data is generated. As

described above, the numberofbase positions separating sequence reads generated in illuminated

periods can be estimated based on the temporal length ofintervening non-illuminated periods and

the known rate of incorporation during the reaction and/or by the measured rate of incorporation
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during the illuminated period(s). The known rate of incorporation can be based on various factors

including, but not limited to, sequence context effects due to the nucleotide sequence ofthe

template nucleic acid, kinetics of the polymerase used, buffer effects (salt concentration, pH,etc.},

and even data being collected from an ongoing reaction. These factors can be used to determine the

appropriate timing for the illuminated and non-illuminated periods depending on the experimental

objectives ofthe practitioner, whether it be maximizing length or depth of sequence coverage on a

given template nucleic acid, or optimizing sequence data collection from particular regions of

interest. Alternatively, each time a circular template is sequenced the timing of the illuminated and

non-illuminated periods can be kept the same to provide a greater-fold coverage of one or more

regions of interest in the template. Various methods for generating redundant sequencereads are

known in the art, and certain specific methods are provided in U.S. Patent No. 7,302,146; U.S.

Patent No, 7,476,503; U.S.S.N. 61/094,837, filed September 5, 2008; U.S.S.N. 61/099,696, filed

September 24, 2008; and U.S.S.N. 61/072, 160, filed March 28, 2008,all of which are incorporated

by reference herein in their entireties for all purposes. A specific embodimentis also provided in the

Exemplary Applications section herein,

[00113] The present invention provides novel template configurations and methods for

exploiting these compositions in template directed sequencing processes. While these compositions

and methods haveutility acrossall of the various template directed processes described herein, for

ease of discussion, they are being primarily discussed in terms of preferred single molecule,real-

time sequencing processes, in which they provide myriad benefits. In particular, the present

invention Is generally directed to nucleic acid sequences that employ improved template sequences

to improve the accuracy of sequencing processes. For example, in at least one aspect, the template

compositions of the invention are generally characterized by the presence of a double stranded

segment or a pair of sub-segments that are internally complementary, i-e., complementary to each

other. In particular contexts, the target nucleic acid segmentthat is included within a template

constrict will typically be substantially comprised of a double stranded segment, e.g., greater than

75%, or even greater than 90% of the target segment will be double stranded or otherwise internally

complementary.

[00114] Examples of template configurations of the invention that are partially and

completely contiguous are schematically illustrated in Figure 20A and 20B, respectively. In

particular, as shown in Figure 20A,a partially contiguous template sequence 200 is shown which

includes a double stranded portion, comprised of two complementary segments 202 and 204, which,
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for example, represent a target sequence or portion thereof. As shown, the 3° end of segment 202 is

linked to the 5’ end of segment 204 bylinking oligonucleotide 206, providing a single stranded

portion of the template, and yielding a partially contiguous sequence. By comparison, as shown in

Figure 20B, a completely contiguous template sequence 210 1s shown, Sequence 210 includes a

double stranded portion again comprised of two complementary segments 212 and 214. As with the

partially contiguous sequence of Figure 20A, the 3° end of segment 212 is joined to the 5° end of

segment 214 via oligonucleotide 216 in a first single stranded portion. In addition, the 5’ end of

segment 212 1s joined to the 3’ end of segment 214 via linking oligonucleotide 218, providing a

second single stranded portion, and yielding a completely contiguous or circular template sequence.

(00115) In addition, the templates ofthe invention, by virtue oftheir inclusion of double

stranded segments, provide consensus through the identification of both the sense and antisense

strand of such sequences (in both the partially and completely contiguous configurations).

(00116) By way of example, and with reference to Figures 20A and 20B, with respect to a

partially contiguous template shown in Figure 204, obtaining the entire sequence, e.g., that of

segments 202, 204 and 206 provides a measure of consensus by virtue of having sequenced both

sense strand, e.g., segment 202, and the antisense strand, e.g., segment 204. In addition to

providing sense and antisense consensus within a single template molecule that can be sequenced in

one integrated process, the presence of linking segment 206 also provides an opportunity to provide

a registration sequence that permits the identification of when one segment, e.4., 202, is completed

and the other begins, e.g., 204. Such registration sequences provide a basis for alignment sequence

data from multiple sequence reads from the same template sequences, e.g., the same molecule, or

identical molecules in a template population. The progress of sequencing processes is

schematically illustrated in Figure 21A. In particular, as shown, a sequencing process that begins,

e.g., is primed, at the open end ofthe partially contiguous template, proceeds alongthe first or sense

strand, providing the nucleotide sequence {A)ofthat strand, as represented in the schematic

sequence readout provided. The process then proceeds around the linking oligonucleotide of the

template, providing the nucleotide sequence (B) of that segment. The process then continues along

the antisense strand to the A sequence, and provides the nucleotide sequence (A’), which provides

consensus data for the sense strand as its antisense counterpart. As noted, because the B sequence

may be exogenously provided, and thus known,it may also provide a registration sequence

indicating a point in the sequence determination at which the data transitions from sense to

antisense strands.
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[00117] With respect to completely contiguous or circular template sequences configured in

accordance with the invention, the consensus potential is further increased. In particular, as with

the partially contiguous sequences shownin Figure 20A, the completely contiguous sequences also

provide sense and antisense consensus. In addition, such templates provide for the potential for

iterative sequencing of the same molecule multiple times, by virtue ofthe circular configuration of

the template. Restated, a sequence process may progress around the completely contiguous

sequence repeatedly obtaining consensus for each segment from the complementary sequences, as

well as consensus within each segment, by repeatedly sequencing that segment. This 1s

schematicallyillustrated in Figure 21B, again with a representative illustration of a sequence

readout provided. As shown, a sequencing process that is primed at one end, ¢.g., primed within

one linking oligonucleotide sequence, e.g, linking oligonucleotide 218 of Figure 20, proceeds along

the first or sense strand 214, again providing the nucleotide sequence A ofthat strand. The

sequence process then proceeds aroundthefirst linking oligonucleotide, e.g., linking

oligonucleotide 216 from Figure 20, to provide the nucleotide sequence B of that segment ofthe

template. Proceeding along the antisense strand, e.g., segment 212 of Figure 20B), provides the

nucleotide sequence A’, which is again, complementary to sequence A. The sequencing process

then continues around the template providing the nucleotide sequence for the otherlinking

oligonucleotide, e.g., linking oligonucleotide 218 of Figure 20B, where the illustrated sequencing

process began, providing nucleotide sequence C. Because the template is circular, this process can

continue to provided multiple repeated sequence reads from the one template, e.¢., shown as

providing a second round of the sequence data A-B-A’-C-A-B-A’. Thus, sequence redundancy

comes from both the determination of complementary sequences A and A’, and the repeated

sequencing of each segment. As will be appreciated, in iteratively sequencing circular templates,

strand displacing polymerases, as discussed elsewhere herein, are particularly preferred, as they will

displace the nascent strand with each cycle around the template, allowing continuous sequencing,

Other approaches will similarly allow such iterative sequencing including, e.g, use of an enzyme

having 5’-3° exonuclease activity in the reaction mixture to digest the nascent strand post synthesis.

[00113] Another exemplary embodimentof an analysis of a plurality of illuminated reactions

using intermittent illumination comprises a first illuminated period thatis initiated at different times

over the plurality of reactions. For example, the illuminated period for a first reaction may start at 0

seconds, the illuminated period for a second reaction maystart at 5 seconds, the illuminated period

for a third reaction maystart at 10 seconds, and so forth. Additionally or alternatively, a first subset
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of reactions may begin at a first time, a second subset maybegin at a second time, etc. Thefirst

illuminated pened continuesfor a given length of time, followed by a non-illuminated period and a

subsequent second illuminated period. Optionally, a plurality of non-illuminated periods and

illuminated periods follow thefirst illuminated period. Staggered start times can provide staggered

data sets (e.g., two or more sequence reads) for the plurality of reactions, allowing multiple different

stages of the overall reaction to be interrogated in different reactions. Preferably, the staggered data

sets overlap to an extent that allows further analysis and validation of the reaction data. For

example, a sequencing-by-incorporation reaction subjected to such an embodimentofthe invention

would preferably have sufficient overlap between sequence reads from different individual reactions

to allowconstruction of a sequence scaffold and/or consensus sequence for a template nucleic acid.

(00119) A mask for use with a solid support (e.g, an array of confinements) can be designed

to allow illumination of one or more portions of the solid support while blocking illumination to

other portions ofthe solid support. For example, a mask may comprise one or more windowsthat

allowexcitation illumination to pass through the mask. Such a mask may be physically moved over

the surface ofthe sclid support (or the solid support can be moved relative to the mask), ¢.g., te

selectively allow excitation illumination to reach a subset of confinements in an array. For example,

a mask that allows 10°of reaction sites to be illuminated could be used to increase the sequencing

scaffold coverage bysliding the illumination area (the area being subjected to excitation

illumination) back and forth across the solid support. The 10% of reactions would cover certain

regions ofthe nucleic acid template for any given time period (and therefore region of sequence in

the template). In certain embodiments, an automated maskthat selectively controls the timing of

illumination of reactions on a solid support during the course of the reaction/acquisition maybe

used rather than a mask that must be physically moved.

[00120] The timing of the illuminated and non-illuminated periods for a set of reactions on a

solid support may be the same or may vary, and may be synchronized or random. In certain

embodiments in which the excitation illumination source is turned on and off, the timing of the

illuminated and non-illuminated periods for the set of reactions will be identical. In other

embodiments, for example, those that comprise use of a mask, the timing of the illuminated and

non-illuminated periods for the set of reactions can vary so that while a subsetof the reactions are

illuminated, another subset of the reactions are not illuminated. Various exemplary and nonlimiting

embodiments of masks that may be used with a set of reactions on a solid substrate are provided in

Figures 3-5, as described below. In certain embodiments,the illuminated/non-illuminated status of
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each reaction may be random across the solid support, e.g., to remove any experimental bias

potentially introduced by actively selecting which reactionsto illuminate at a given time, as long as

the sequence reads being generated at the illuminated reactions and the time at which these

reactions are not illuminated are able to be assigned to a particular reaction. For ease of discussion,

the action of both illuminating and collecting emission signals from a reaction ofinterest, or a

particular region on a solid support in which a reaction of interest is taking place, is referred to as

“interrogating” that reaction and/or that region. A region being so interrogated is termed an

“observation region.”

[00121] Figure 3 provides an exemplary embodiment of analysis of a plurality of illuminated

reactions using intermittent illumination and a mask. As in Figure 2, an array of reactions on a solid

support 310 is provided containing sixteen reaction sites, numbered for convenience (A}. In B, a

mask 320 is provided with a single window 3390 to allow passage of illumination to a subset of

reactions on the solid support. Window 330 is wide enoughto allow illumination of at least two

columns of reaction sites on solid support 310. As in Figure 2, a representation of the illumination

data is shown in C, with bars extending across the graph indicative of illumination data collected for

each reaction. The position of the bars relative to the x-axis provides the position of the sequence

read relative to the template nucleic acid sequence, which extends from position 0 (initiation of

sequencing reaction) to n. When the sequencing reaction is initiated at all positions on solid support

310, the window 330 is positioned to allow illumination to only reactions 1, 5, 9, and 13, and these

four reactions provide sequence reads 350 for the earliest stage of the reactions. The window 330 is

subsequently moved to provide an illuminated period for reactions 2, 6, 10, and 14 whilestill

continuing the illuminated period for reactions |, 5, 9, and 13. The illumination data for reactions 2,

6, 10, and 14 provides sequence reads 360, which partially overlap sequence reads 350 for reactions

1, 5, 9, and 13. The window 330 is moved again to provide illuminated periods for reactions 3, 7,

11, and 15 while still continuing the illuminated period for reactions 2, 6, 10, and 14, but removing

illumination from reactions 1, 5, 9, and 13. The illumination data for 3, 7, 11, and 15 results in

sequence reads 370, which partially overlap sequence reads 360 for reactions 2, 6, 10, and 14. A

fourth position of the mask 320 initiates an illuminated period for reactions 4, 8, 12, and 16 while

continuing illumination of reactions 3, 7, 11, and 15, but ending the illuminated period for reactions

2, 6, 10, and 14. Sequence reads 380 correspond to sequence reads from reactions 4, 8, 12, and 16.

Finally, the window is meved to end the illuminated peried for reactions 3, 7, 11, and 15 while

continuing the illuminated period for reactions 4, 8, 12, and 16. Repeating the above process allows
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a second read to be generated from each reaction, and this second read is noncontiguous with the

first read. For example, reactions 1, 5, 9, and 13 correspond to reads 350 and, later in the reaction,

reads 355. The two reads generated in a single reaction do not overlap and are separated by a length

of nucleotides that was incorporated during the non-illuminated period between the two illuminated

periods.

[00122] The mask can optionally be passed over the substrate additional times to generate

additional reads until the reactions are complete or no longer provide reliable data, such as when the

total illumination time (computed by summing the times for the multiple illuminated periods) has

surpassed a photo-induced damage threshold period. Further, the mask maybe passed back and

forth, or may pass over the solid support in only one direction, e.g., alwaysleft to right, or vice
versa.

[00123] Further, unlike the data shown in Figure 2B which has gaps in the sequence coverage

for the template nucleic acid, the strategy provided in this embodimentresults in at least two-fold

coverage across the entire template nucleic acid (Figure 3C), although at a lower-fold redundancy.

The portion ofthe template covered by only reads 380 and reads 355 has the least-fold redundancy,

and in some instances a gap in coverage may be presentin this region due to the movementofthe

mask 320 from the far right to the far left of the sclid support 310. Of course, oversampling by

adding replicate reactions to the set of reactions, or using templates that allow repeated sequencing

(e.g., circular templates) in a single reaction can increase the coverage of a nucleic acid template,

thereby providing more data for construction of sequence scaffolds and/or consensus sequences for

the nucleic acid template. Various methods for generating redundant sequence reads are known in

the art, and certain specific methods are provided in U.S. Patent No. 7,302,146, U.S. Patent No.

7,476,503; U.S.S.N. 61/094,837, filed September 5, 2008; U.S.S_N. 61/099,696,filed September 24,

2008; and U.S.S.N. 61/072,160, filed March 28, 2008, all of which have been previously

incorporated by reference herein. The natural variation of polymerase translocation rate over the set

of reactions is also apparent in this prophetic example as the spreading of the sequence reads and

decreasing overlap between reads from reactions in adjacent colurnns in the later stages of the

reactions as compared to the earlier stages.

[00124] Figure 4A provides an embodiment of a mask similar to that provided in Figure 3

except that it comprises three windowsallowing multiple nonadjacent columnsof reaction sites to

be illuminated simultaneously, Figure 4B provides an embodiment of a mask comprising twelve

windows, each of which allows illumination of a single reaction site on a solid support. The
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windowsare oriented in the mask to allow illumination of every other reaction in each row and

every other reaction in each column.It will be understood that these mask designs are merely

exemplary and nonlimiting embodiments as it 1s well within the abilities of the ordinary practitioner

to determine an appropriate mask design depending on the experimental design or the illuminated

reactions to be interrogated.

[00125] Figure 5B illustrates yet another aspect of the instant invention in which multiple

samples are analyzed on a single solid support using intermittentillumination. Four different

samples are disposed on a solid support, one in each quadrant 510, 520, 530, and 540 (A). A mask

550 is used that comprises two windows 560 that allaw multiple rows of reaction sites to be

illuminated simultaneously (B). A first position of this mask aver a solid support in which two

reactions in each quadrantare illuminated is demonstrated in C. A second position of the mask

allowing illumination of the previously non-illuminated reactions is demonstrated in D. The mask

may be moved back and forth as indicated by the double-arrow to provide multiple illuminated and

non-illuminated periods for each reaction containing one of the four samples.

[00126] Thepresent invention is also useful for redundant interrogation of reactions or

portions of a solid support of interest. In certain aspects, sequential interrogation of different

observation regions may be repeated a numberof times, e.g., more than 2, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000,

or even more than 10,000 times. In general, this method of stepping the observation region to

another, preferably adjacent region, and repeating the interrogation process is generally referred to

as a “step and repeat” process, and may be performed by yarious methods, including but not limited

to moving the incident light and the solid support relative to one another and moving a mask across

the surface of the solid support, as described above. Although described as a “step and repeat”

method, in some embodiments where the observation region is moved across a substrate, that

movement is not step-wise and iterative, but instead constitutes a continuous motion, substantially

continuous motion, or stepped movement, or an iterative motion wherebyeach iterative step

interrogates a new region that overlaps with some portion of the previously interrogated region. In

particular, a substrate may be moved continuously relative to an optical system, whereby the

observation region moves continuously across the substrate being interrogated (in a “scan mode”).

[00127] The present invention is optionally combined with an optical system that provides

illumination and/or collection of emitted illumination. Preferably, the optical system is operatively

coupled to the reaction sites, e.g., on a solid support. One example of a particularly preferred optical
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system 1s described in U.S.SN. 11/201,768, filed August 11, 2005, and incorporated herein by

reference in its entirety for all purposes. Optical systems are described further below.

[001238] In some embodiments, one or both ofthe solid support and optical system are moved

during interrogation. For example, a solid support being interrogated may be held stationary while

the optical system is moved, or the solid support may be movedrelative to a stationary optical

system, Such movement may be accomplished using any ofa variety of manipulation hardware or

robotic set-ups, ¢.g., a stepper/feeder apparatus, and are well known in high performance printing

technologies and in the semiconductor industry. For example, robotic systems may be used to pick

up and re-orient a given solid suppert in orderto interrogate different regions of the solid support,

or makea previously unaccessible region (e.g., blocked by clips, support structure, or the like) of

the solid support accessible. Such robotic systems are generally available from, ¢.g., Beckman, Inc.,

Tecan, Inc., Caliper Life Sciences, and the like.

(00129) In addition to the foregoing, it will be appreciated that the reagents in a given

reaction of interest, including those reagents for which photo-induced damage is being mitigated in

accordance with the invention, may be provided in any of a variety of different configurations. For

example, they may be provided free in solution, or complexed with other materials, e.g., other

reagents and/or solid supports. Likewise, such reagents may be provided coupled to beads,

particles, nanocrystals or other nanoparticles, or they may be tethered to larger solid supports, such

as matrices or planar surfaces. These reagents may be further coupled or complexed together with

other reagents, or as separate reagent populations or even as individual molecules, e.g., that are

detectably resolvable from other molecules within the reaction space. As noted above, whether a

particular reagent is confined by virtue of structural barriers to its free movement or is chemically

tethered or immobilized to a surface of a substrate, it will be described as being “confined.” Further

examples of such confined reagents include surface immobilized or localized reagents, e.g, surface

immobilized or associated enzymes, antibodies, etc. that are interrogated upon the surface, e.g.,

through fluorescence scanning microscopyor scanning confocal microscopy,total internal

reflection microscopyor fluorometry, microscopyutilizing evanescent waves (see, e.g., U.S. Patent

Publication Nos. 20080128627, filed August 31, 2007; 20080152281, filed October 31, 2007; and

200801552280, filed October 31, 2007, all of which are incorporated by reference in their entireties

for all purposes), surface imaging, or the like. For example, in some preferred embodiments, one or

more reagents in an assay system are confined within an optical confinement. Such an optical

confinement may be an internal reflection confinement (IRC)or an external reflection confinement
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(ERC), a zero-mode waveguide, or an alternative optical structure, such as one comprising porous

film with reflective index media or a confinement using index matching solids. More detailed

descriptions of various types of optical confinements are provided, e.g., in International Application

Publication No. WO/2006/083751, incorporated herein by reference in its entirety for all purposes.

(00130) The invention is generally applicable to any of a variety ofoptical assays that require

substantial illumination and/or photoactivated conversion or excitation of chemical groups, e.g.,

fluorophores, For example, the compositions and methods provided herein may be used with

fluorescence microscopy, optical traps and tweezers, spectrophotometry, fluorescence correlation

spectroscopy, confocal microscopy, near-field optical methods, fluorescence resonance energy

transfer (FRET), structured illumination microscopy,total internal reflection fluorescence

microscopy (TIRF), etc. The methods provided herein maybe particularly useful in assays that are

negatively impacted, directly or indirectly, by prolonged exposure to illumination. Of particular

interest are those assays that are impaired by the generation and/or accumulation oftriplet-state

formsor free radicals during illumination.

[00131] One particularly apt example of analyses that benefit from the mvention are single-

molecule biological analyses, including, inter alia, single molecule nucleic acid sequencing

analyses, single molecule enzyme analyses, hybndization assays (e.g., antibody assays), nucleic

acid hybridization assays, and the like, where the reagents of primary import are subjected to

prolonged illumination with relatively concentrated light sources (e.z., lasers and other concentrated

light sources, such as mercury, xenon, halogen, or other lamps) in an environment where

photoconversion/excitation is occurring with its associated generation of products. In certain

embodiments, the methods, compositions, and systems are used in nucleic acid sequencing

processes that rely on detection of fluorescent or fluorogenic reagents. Examples of such

sequencing technologies include, for example, SMRT™nucleic acid sequencing (describedin, e-g.,

U.S. Patent Nos. 6,399,335, 6,056,661, 7,052,847, 7,033,764, 7,056,676, 7,361,466, 7,416,844,the

full disclosures of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety for all purposes), non-

real-time, or “one base at a time” sequencing methods available from, e.g., Illumina, Inc. (San

Diego, CA), Helicos BioSciences (Cambridge, MA), Clonal Single Molecule Array™, and

SOLiD™ sequencing. (See, e.g., Harris, et al. (2008) Science 320 (5872): 106-9, incorporated by

reference herein in its entirety for all purposes.) Such prolonged illumination can negatively impact

(e.g., by introducing photo-induced damage) these reagents and diminish their effectiveness in the

desired reaction.
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Il. Prevention of Photo-induced Damage

[00132] The methods provided herein are particularly useful in analyses that utilize very

limited concentrations of reactants, such as single molecule detection/monitoring assays. As will be

appreciated, in such reagent limited analyses, any loss, degradation, or depletion ofa critical reagent

wil] dramatically impact the analysis by further limiting the reagent, which not only can adversely

effect the detectable signal, but mayalso directly impact the reaction being monitored, ¢.g., by

changingits rate, duration, or product(s}. For example, photo-induced damage can include a

photoinduced change in a given reagent that reduces the reactivity of that reagent in the reaction,

e.g, photobleaching ofa fluorescent molecule, which diminishes or removes its ability to act as a

signaling molecule. Also included in the term phota-induced damage are other changes that reduce

a reactant’s usefulness in a reaction, e.g., by making the reagent Jess specific in its activity in the

reaction. Likewise, photo-induced damageincludes undesired changesin a reagent that are caused

by interaction of that reagent with a product of another photoinduced reaction, e.g., the generation

of singlet oxygen during a fluorescence excitation event, which singlet oxygen may damageorganic

or other reagents, ¢.g., proteins. Photo-induced damagealso includes downstream effects of damage

to reactants, such as irreversible interactions between damaged reactants and othercritical

components of the reaction, e.g., reactive proteins or enzymes. For example, damage to an enzyme

that catalyzes a reaction being monitored may cause a reduction in the rate of the reaction, in some

cases stopping it altogether, or may reduce the duration or fidelity of the reaction.

[00133] As suggested bythe foregoing, photo-induced damage generally refers to an

alteration in a given reagent, reactant, or the like, that causes such reagent to have altered

functionality in a desired reaction, e.g., reduced activity, reduced specificity, or a reduced ability to

be acted upon, converted, or modified, by another molecule, that results from, either directly or

indirectly, a photo-induced reaction, ¢.g., a photo-induced reaction creates a reactant that interacts

with and causes damage to one or more other reactants. Typically, such photoreaction directly

impacts either the reactant of interest, e.g., direct photo-induced damage, or impacts a reactant

within one, two or three reactive steps of such reactant of interest. Further, such photoreaction can

directly impact the reaction of interest, e.g., causing a change in rate, duration, processivity, or

fidelity of the reaction.

[00134] The amount of time an illuminated analysis may be carried out before photo-induced

damage so substantially impacts the reactants to render the analysis non-useful is referred to as the
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“photo-induced damage threshold period.” A photo-induced damagethreshold periodis assay-

dependent, and is affected by various factars, including but not limited to characteristics of enzymes

in the assay (e.g., susceptibility to photo-induced damage and the effect of such damage on enzyme

activity/processivity), characteristics of the radiation source (e.g., wavelength, intensity},

characteristics of the signal-generating molecule (¢.g., type of emission, susceptibility to photo-

induced damage, propensity to enter triplet state, and the effect of such damage on the

brightness/duration of the signal), similar characteristics of other components of the assay. It can

also depend on various components of the assay system, e.g., signal transmission and detection, data

collection and analysis procedures, etc. It is well within the abilities of the ordinary practitioner to

determine an acceptable photo-induced damage threshold period for a given assay, e.g, by

monitoring the signal decayfor the assay in the presence of a photodamaging agent and identifying

a period for which the signal is a reliable measure for the assay. In terms of the invention, the photo-

induced damage threshold period is that period ofiJuminated analysis during which such photo-

induced damaye occurs so as to reduce the rate or processivity of the subject reaction by at least

10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%, or 90% over the same reaction in the absence of such

illumination. It is an object of the invention to increase the photo-induced damagethreshold period,

thereby increasing the amount of time reactions can proceed toward completion with minimal

damageto the reactants, thereby lengthening the time in which the detectable signal is an accurate

measure of reaction progression.

[00135] In some contexts, a “photo-induced damaged” reaction maybe subject to spurious

activity, and thus be more active than desired. In such cases,it will be appreciated that the photo-

induced damage threshold period of interest would be characterized by that period ofilluminated

analysis during which such spurious activity, e.g., as measured by an increase in reaction rate, or an

increase in non-specific reaction rate, is no more than 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80%,

or 90% over a non-illuminated reaction. In one non-limiting example, where a nucleic acid

polymerase, by virtue of a photodamaging event, begins to incorrectly incorporate nucleotides

during template directed synthesis, such activity would impact the photo-induced damage threshold

period as set forth above. In this case, the methods, devices, and systems of the invention would

increase the photo-induced damage threshold period, thus increasing the amountof time the

reaction could proceed before the above-described spurious activity occurred.

[00136] With reference to nucleic acid analyses, it has been observed that in template-

directed synthesis of nucleic acids using fluorescent nucleotide analogs as a substrate, prolonged
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ilumination can result in a substantial degradation in the ability of the polymerase to synthesize the

nascent strand of DNA, as described previously, e.g., in U.S. Published Patent Application No.

20070161017, incorporated by reference herein in its entirety for all purposes. Damage to

polymerase enzymes, template sequences, and/or primer sequences can significantly hinder the

ability of the polymerase to process longerstrands of nucleic acids. For example, reduction in the

processivity of a polymerase leads to a reduction in read lengths for sequencing processes that

identify sequence constituents based upon their incorporation into the nascent strand. Asis

appreciated in the art of genetic analysis, the length of contiguous reads of sequence directly

impacts the ability to assemble genomic information from segments of genomic DNA. Such a

reduction in the activity of an enzyme can havesignificant effects on manydifferent kinds of

reactions in addition to sequencing reactions, such as ligations, cleavages, digestions,

phesphorylations, etc.

(00137) Without being boundto a particular theory or mechanism ofoperation,it is believed

that at least one cause of photo-induced damage to enzymeactivity, particularly in the presence of

fluorescent reagents, results from the direct interaction of the enzyme with photo-induced damaged

fluorescent reagents. Further, it is believed that this photo-induced damage ofthe fluorescent

reagents (and possibly additional damage to the enzyme)is at least partially mediated by reactive

intermediates (e.g, reactive oxygen species} that are yenerated during the relaxation oftriplet-state

fluorophores. One or both of the photo-induced damaged fluorescent reagents and/or reactive

intermediates may be included in the overall detrimental effects of photo-induced damage.

[00138] In certain aspects, the invention is directed to methods, devices, and systems that

reduce the amount of photo-induced damage to one or more reactants during an illuminated

reaction, e.g., thereby improving the reaction, e.g., by increasing the processivity, rate, fidelity,

processivity, or duration of the reaction. In particular, methods are provided that yield a reduction

in the level of photo-induced damage and/or an increase in the photc-induced damagethreshold

period as compared to such reactions in the absence of such methods, devices, and systems. In

particular embodiments, such methods comprise subjecting an illuminated reaction to periods of

non-illuminated during the course of the reaction, as described above, or by temporarily removing

components of the reaction mixture that are believed to cause such damage, as described below.

[00139] As generally referred to herein, limited quantity reagents or reactants may be present

in solution, but at very limited concentrations, e.g., less than 200 nM, in some cases less than 10 nM

and in still other cases, less than 10 pM. In preferred aspects, however, such limited quantity
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reagents or reactants refer to reactants that are immobilized or otherwise confined within a given

area or reaction site (e.g., a zero-mode waveguide), so as te provide limited quantity of reagents in

that given area, and in certain cases, provide small numbers of molecules of such reagents within

that given area, e.g., from | to 1000 individual molecules, preferably between 1 and 10 molecules.

As will be appreciated, photo-induced damage of immobilized reactants in a given area will have a

substantial impact on the reactivity of that area, as other, non-damaged reactants are not free to

diffuse into and mask the effects of such damage. Examples of immobilized reactants include

surface-immobilized or -localized reagents, e.g., surface-immobiltzed or -associated enzymes,

antibodies, etc. that are interrogated uponthe surface, e.g., through fluorescence scanning

microscopy or scanning confocal microscopy, total internal reflectance microscopy or fluorometry,

microscopy utilizing evanescent waves (see, ¢.g., U.S. Patent Publication Nos. 20080128627,filed

Ausust 31, 2007, 20080152281, filed October 31, 2007, and 200801552280, filed October 31,

2007, all of which are incorporated by reference in their entireties for al] purposes}, surface

imaging, or the like. Various types of sclid supports upon which one or more reactants can be

immobilized are described above.

[00140] In accordance with certain aspects of the invention, a reaction of interest within a

first observation region is interrogated for one or more illuminated periods that cumulatively are

less than a photo-induced damage threshold period, as set forth elsewhere herein. Such interrogation

May occur coincident with or independent of interrogation of additional observation regions on a

solid support containing the first observation region. In accordance with the present invention, the

observation region typically includes confined reagents {e.g., enzymes, substrates, etc.) that are

susceptible to photo-induced damage, and may include an area of a planar or other solid support

upen which confined reagents are immobilized. Alternatively or additionally, the observation

region may include a physical confinementthat constrains the reagents that are susceptible to photo-

induced damage, including, e.g., microwells, nanowells, planar surfaces that include hydrophobic

barriers to confine reagents.

[00141] In accordance with certain aspects of the invention, a reaction of interest within a

first observation region is intermittently interrogated under constant illumination by virtue of

intermittent presence of detectable components of the reaction, wherein the presence of such

detectable components has the potential to directly or indirectly cause photo-induced damage to one

or more other reaction components. For example, a buffer comprising detectable components of a

reaction can be temporarily replaced with a buffer comprising non-detectable versions of the same
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components ofthe reaction, thereby interrupting data acquisition for the reaction, When data

acquisition is to be recommenced, the buffer comprising detectable component is substituted for the

buffer comprising non-detectable components. This substitution of reaction components may be

repeated multiple times to generate multiple sets of data collected at noncontiguous stages of the

reaction. For example, such a substitution can occurat least about 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10 times during the

course of the reaction.

[00142] In certain preferred embodiments, the detectable components are fluorescently-

labeled components that can be damaged by exposure to excitation illumination, and can further

cause damageto other reaction components, as described above. For example, a sequencing-by-

incorporation reaction can be initiated in the presence of fluorescently-labeled nucleotides whose

incorporation is indicative of the nucleotide sequence ofthe nascent strand synthesized by a

polymerase, and by complementarity, of the template nucleic acid molecule. At a selected time

point during the ongoing reaction, the labeled nucleotides can be removed and replaced with

unlabeled nucleotides, for example, by buffer exchange. After a period of time during which data

acquisition has been interrupted by the absence of signal from the ongoing reaction, the labeled

nucleotides can be reintroducedto reinitiate data acquisition. The labeled nucleotides may be

removed and reintroduced multiple times and for various lengths of time, as preferred by the

ordinary practitioner. In this way, multiple noncontiguous sequence reads can be generated from a

single nucleic acid molecule in real time.

[00143] The methods herein slowthe accumulation of photo-induced damage to one or more

reagents, and maytherefore indirectly mitigate the impact of photo-induced damage in an ongoing

reaction of interest. By way of example, methods that reduce exposure of a critical enzyme

componentto illumination radiation (e.g., by subjecting the reaction to periods of non-illumination

or by temporarily removing a componentofthe reaction responsible for such damage) do not

necessarily prevent the photo-induced damage to the enzyme component, but rather extend the

photo-induced damage threshold period by slowing the accumulation of photo-induced damagein

the reaction mixture. Measurements of reduction of photo-induced damage as a result of

implementation of intermittent illumination may be characterized as providing a reduction in the

level of photo-induced damage as comparedto a reaction subjected to constant illumination.

Likewise, measurements of reduction of photo-induced damageas a result of temporary removal of

reaction components responsible for such damage may be characterized as providing a reduction in

the level of photo-induced damage as compared to a reaction in which such componentsare present
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throughout. Further, characterization of a reduction in photo-induced damage generallyutilizes a

comparison ofreaction rates, durations, orfidelities, processivities, ¢.g., of enzyme activity, and/or

a comparison of the photo-induced damage threshold period, between a reaction mixture subjected

to such the methods and/or systems of the invention and a reaction mixture not so subjected.

[00144] In the case of the present invention, implementation of the methods, devices, and

systems of the invention generally results in a reduction of photo-induced damage of one or more

reactants in a given reaction, as measured in terms of “prevented loss of reactivity” in the system.

Using methods known in theart, the amount ofprevented loss of activity can at least 10%,

preferably greater than 20%, 30°, or 40%, and more preferably at least 50% reduction in loss of

reactivity or increase in processivity, and in many cases greater than a 90% and upto and greater

than 99% reduction in Joss ofreactivity or increase in processivity. By way of illustration, and

purely for the purpose of example, when referring to reduction in photo-induced damage as a

measure of enzymeactivity in the presence and absence ofintermittent illumination,if a reaction

included a reaction mixture having 100 units of enzyme activity that would, under constant

illumination, yield a reaction mixture having only 50 units of activity, then a 10% reduction in

photo-induced damage would yield a final reaction mixture of 55 units {e.g., 10° of the 50 units

otherwise lost, would no longer be lost}. Further, use of the invention is expected to increase the

performance (e.g., processivity, duration, fidelity, rate, etc_} of a reaction whose performanceis

negatively impacted by constant exposure to illumination by at least about 2-, 5-, 10-, 20-, 30-, 50-,

80-, 100-, 500-, or 1000-fold over that achieved by the reaction under constant illumination, For

example, itis a specific object of the instant invention to increase the processivity of a polymerase

efizymeif a sequencing reaction to allowcollection of data across a longer length of the template.

[00145] With regards to sequencing applications, the metheds herein facilitate the scaffolding

of nucleic acid sequencesin reactions susceptible to photo-induced damage. For example, if the

sequencing device has 1000 base pair average readlength under constant illumination, one could

subject the reaction to illuminated periods timed to allow approximately 100 nucleotides to be

incorporated into the nascent strand of read, followed by non-illuminated periods timed to allow

approximately 1000 nucleotides to be incorporated “in the dark.” The sequence reads resulting from

this experimental design would comprise about ten sequence reads of about 100 nucleotides each

separated by gaps of about 1000 nucleotides each. Ifa plurality of sequencing reactions were

carried cut in this manner, and the illuminated periods were staggered appropriately, the reads from

the plurality of reactions could be combined to provide nucleotide sequence data for the entire
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template nucleic acid. This would potentially allow sequence scaffolds to be built much more easily

than can be done with short-read systems, enabling structural analysis of previously impossible-to-

sequence sections of highly repetitive DNA, given the sequencing system is capable of long reads in

the absence of photodamage.

IV. Software and Algorithm Implementations

[00146] The methods herein may operate with numerous methods for sequence alignment

including those generated by various types of known multiple sequence alignment (MSA)}

algorithms. For example, the sequence alignment may comprise one or more MSA algorithm-

derived alignments that align each read using a reference sequence. In some embodiments in which

a reference sequence is known for the region containing the target sequence, the reference sequence

can be used to produce an MSA using a variant of the center-star algorithm. Alternatively, the

sequence alignment may comprise one or more MSA algonthm-denved alignments that align each

read relative to every other read without using a reference sequence (“de xove assembly routines”),

e.g., PHRAP, CAP, ClustalW, T-Coffee, AMOS make-consensus, or other dynamic programming

MSAs. Depending on the sequence-generating methods used, the determination of sequence

alignment may also involve analysis of read quality (e.g., using TraceTuner™), Phred, etc.}, signal

intensity, peak data (e.z., height, width, proximity to neighboring peak(s), etc.), information

indicative of the orientation of the read (e.g., 5’ 3° designations), clear range identifiers indicative

of the usable range ofcalls in the sequence, and the like. Additional algorithms and systems for

sequence alignment are well know to those of skill in the art, and are described further, e.g., in G.

A. Churchill, M. 8. Waterman (1992) “The Accuracy of DNA Sequences: Estimating Sequence

Quality,” Geromics 14: 89-98; M. Stephens, et al. (2006) “Automating sequence-based detection

and genotyping of SNPs from diploid samples,” Nat. Gene?., 38: 375-381; J. Hein (1989) Mol Biol

Evel, 6: 649-668; U.S.8.N. 12/134,186, filed June 5, 2008; and U.S.S.N. 61/116,439, filed

November 20, 2008.

[00147] A standard sequence alignment problem in the context of DNA sequencing1s to

align the sequence ofa relatively short fragment (<2 kilobases) to a large target sequence. The

assumption is madethat this fragment represents a contiguous portion of DNA to be mapped to a

single location on the reference sequence. (A “contiguous portion” to be mapped to a single

location may contain small insertions and/or deletions and still be considered contiguousin this

context.} With the further development of nucleic acid sequencing technologies (e.g., from Illumina,
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